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I declare that The Oral Nature of Northern Sotho 
Direto: is my own work and that all the sources 
that I have used or quoted have been indicated 
and acknowledged by means of complete references. 
U NISA 
NGIIANA TSOHA.NE SEKHUKHUNE 
Ngwanatsomane is a man also in the 70/s. He is a Chief councellor, at 
Mohlaletse. Apart from being counsellor, he is also chairman of 
school committee for several schools around Mohlaletse. He is an 
artf'ul speaker and it is always difficult to find him at home. Some 
of his poems were written down in an old note book . 
... 
HOLWET$J HATLALA 
Molwet!i is an old blind man who could not estimate his age. He is an 
excellent artist who recited better than any other poet during my 
research. He lives alone in a one roomed house and is also able to 
cook for himself. What surprised me is that he always had a clay pot 
ful 7 of African beer which he claimed to have brewed. He is also the 
man I wish to research for the sake of his way of repeating certain 
words and sentences. 
SERAKI HAKIIELEYANE THOBEJANE 
Seraki was born on the 06-06-1927 at the old Mamone. He is now 
resident at the present Mamone and command the greatest respect from 
the counsellors at the royal court. Seraki became blind when he was a 
boy of ten years. He is married with four children. Seraki is also 
the chief reciter at the royal court. A good improvisor and composer. 
Like Matlala, he is a gifted man. 
NTEPANE SEKIIATI 
Ntepane is a traditional woman who still wears traditional clothes. 
We asked about her age and she just answered that she did not know. 
Ntepane is the sister-in-law of Kgosigadi Lekgolane at Mamone. She is 
also living with Kgosigadi at the royal court. 
SEKGOTHE HOREIIANE 
He is a man also in the 70/s. A good reciter who left the royal kraal 
because of political feuds. Sekgothe also had a small note book in 
which he had recorded his poems. 
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PREFACE 
I wish to thank the following people most sincerely for their making 
it possible for me to forge ahead with my dissertation without bounds: 
J. My supervisors, professor SM Serudu and professor J A Louw, who 
did not tire up to give me suggestions and contributions. 
2. Mr AM Mathibe, the principal, Semashego School in Sekhukhuneland 
who made my research possible and successful. 
3. Mr M L Bopape, my co77eague, whose library search was most 
marve 17 ous. 
4. Miss C Irving, my colleague who corrected the English and the 
construction of sentences. 
5. Mr P D Sekhukhune, Head of Northern Sotho at the UniversHy of 
the North, for the countless hours he used to correct my 
translations of the poems. 
6. Mr PL Boshego, my colleague, who made the typing of this work 
possible. 
7. Whatever else goes into the making of a work of this sort, it is 
a great consumer of time, time that the author must steal from 
others. It seems proper; then~ that this dissertation, which 
deals so much with the subject of time, should be dedicated to my 
dear family for their untiring support and encouragement. 
8. The field work for this study was started in 1986 and completed 
in 1988. The research took place in a vast area of 
Sekhukhuneland starting from GaMasemola, Mamone, Schoonoord, 
Mohlaletse, reaching as far as Praktiseer and the Mines in the 
most Northerly area of Sekhukhuneland. Many poems from many 
informants were recorded on the cassette tape-recorder. For the 
sake of this study only a few were selected and included in the 
Appendix of this study. 
All the informants were always ready to offer information. 
Before one can single out a few of my informants, I wish to say 
special thanks to Kgosigadi Le~golane of Mamone, Kgo!i Seopela of 
Schoonoord and Kgosi Morwamotshe of Mohlaletse who were always 
ready to organize my meetings with the informants. 
The followfog were a few of my informants. 
KGAGUDI HARED! 
Maredi is a man whose age one could estimate at 70 because while on 
the present research, he mentioned been born in 1918. He is a good 
reciter whose voice is often heard in the air on Radio Lebowa. His 
art is unmistakably clear and outstanding. He is one of the reciters 
at the royal kraal of Chief Sekhukhune. 
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SUMMARY 
In this study the oral nature of N Sotho Direto is examined. It is 
divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces and delimitates the 
scope, outlines the characteristics of ora 1 poetry and gives bdefly, 
a classification of the N Sotho Direto. 
Chapter 2 focuses on the reason for which the Direto are composed and 
their transmission from generation to generation. Attention is also 
focused on the content of the Direto and the form they take when 
presented to an audience. Poetic devices involved in the presentation 
are scrutinized. 
Chapter 3 looks into the composition of Direto, the composer (Sereti}, 
his performance and audience. The language of the composer also 
receives attention in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 is a comparison of unwritten poems collected during research 
with written poems of D M Phala in Kxomo "a thswa. 
Chapter 5 is a general conclusion. 
chapters are synthesized. 
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IIHAT ZS ORAL ZH ORAL POETRY 
1,. ZHTRODUCTZOH AND SCOPE 
Hhen one looks at the world and specifically at the whole of 
Africa,one is disturbed by the lack of interest by researchers 
zn the field of folklore in the Southern African States. A wide 
field has already been explored in the Northern,Central and 
Hestern African regions.In South Africa, a few attempts have 
been made in this fzeld by the Zulu,Xhosa,Tswana and Southern 
Sotho folklorists.Northern Sotho and some other South African 
Languages are not represented.In Northern Sotho,the language 
which is the subject of this dissertation many fields,if not 
all,remain untouched.As a I nas urged to tackl~ this 
aspect of poetry which zs only a fractzon,amongst many other 
perspectives,of folklore. 
In this dissertatzon,an attempt will be made to relive the 
past which will then brighten our future.It is here that an 
endeavour will be made to define and to show the oral nature 
of direto~that is the heroic praises of Kgoli Sekwati and 
Kgosi Sekhukhune.In this chapter,a definition of what 
oral poetry is and its classification will be discussed.In 
the second chapter,the content and form will be discussed. 
In the third chapter an attempt will be made to discuss the 
nature of compositzon,performance and style,the poet and his 
audience,the style of delivery and the language and diction 
of the poetry.The fourth chapter will contain a comparison 
of the written and unwritten direto of Kgosi Sekhukhune 
and Kgofi Sekwati.The last chapter will give a summary of the 
nature of direto. 
3. 
1. 1 lJ#!f' init: ion or Conc,uns: 
1.1.1.llha't is oral: The term "oral" according to the concise 
oxford <lictionary,means "spoken,verba.l,by word of mouth." From 
these meanings we are already thrown into confusion about the 
actual meaning of the word oral.Languages are oral and served 
the useful purposes of communication in ordinary life, business 
and commerce as all languages do.Communication and transmission 
of knowledge depended almost entirely on word of mouth.There-
fore at this moment in African history it is not difficult to 
make the distinction between oral and written literature,since 
the oral is still being passed down from one generation to 
another.But if it is to be preserved,it has to be collected and 
written down,and if it is collected and written down,the 
spontaneity of oral flavour is once and forever lost.No longer 
will one be able to claim that each oral performance is 
unique,for literary artists might themselves come to depend on 
the written text. 
Finnegan (1977:16) says; 
Oral poetry essentially circulates by oral rather 
than written means; in contrast to written poetry, 
its distribution,composition or performance are by 
word of mouth and not through reliance on the written 
or printed word. 
Oral and verbal are closely related but not synonymous.Oral 
means "uttered by mouth,spoken," whereas verbal means "in the 
form of words" whether written or spoken.Hhen we talk of 
oral composition,oral performance,oral transmission or oral 
poetry,we realize that the term is very useful.Hhen it is 
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used,as it is frequently used today to qualify literature,zt 
indicates the necessary differentiation from wrztten 
literature and at the same time states this in a positive 
way.It is oral rather than just the negative unwritten.Ue 
want however,to suggest that there are a number of different 
meanings and implications associated with the term,and that 
it is important to sort out some of the various ways in which 
a piece of literature is said to be oral.This may contribute 
towards more pointed discussions about the various 
characteristics of oral literature and at the same time per-
haps serve to remove some of the slightly mystic awe that 
often seems to be attached to the term "oral".It is from its 
nature,that is,the average excellence of its qualities when 
unaffected by adverse influences,that we are able to say it is 
oral.Oracy is a marked feature of traditional African 
societies.Hhen we consider the sum total of inheritance as we 
do now,we must consider,a few characteristics that qualify oral 
tradition as being oral. 
Tradition first of all is understood to mean the product of 
past actzvitzes handed down from generations immemorial.Its 
characteristics will then be first its antiquity: the roots 
of oral tradition reach back as far as our scholarship can 
trace.Second,its association with rztual,a kznd of behaviour 
which is shared,in part,with other animals and which appears 
to be fundamental to human nature.Third,zts assoczatzon in 
practice,with pleasure,on which there is an increasing body 
of neurophyszological research.He know very well that lite-
rature with a traditional flavour zs a pleasurable means of 
instruction.Fourth,zts use of psychic technologies such as 
rhythmic driving and mnemonics.Fifth,its cultural 
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universality,which points to a shared human inheritance. 
Sixth,its nature as a tradition of performance,an activity 
now increasingly recognized as having its own rules and 
structures,which may in turn cast light on the literary arts 
in general.Seventh,its complex and profound involvement with 
speech acts and performative utterances,forms of language 
which linguistic philosophy has recently begun to explore 
and which are in turn connected to the most fundamental 
questions of truth,reality and being. 
Folklore is oral,that is,it passes by word of mouth from one 
person to another and from one generation to the next.Brunvand 
(1968;4) suggests that "aural" because it 
reaches the ear either from voices or from musical instruments, 
but usage is even broader,uoral transmissionu also includes 
passages by customary demonstration and imitation.This covers 
such activities as learning to whittle wooden chains,play 
traditional games,sew quilts,and build log cabins.Folklore is 
never transmitted entirely in a formal and deliberate manner 
through printed books,phonograph records,school classes,church 
sermons,or by other learned,sophisticated,and commercial 
means. 
In agreement with Brunvand,we have Andrzejewski (1985:35) 
who says: 
It is an essential feature of oral literature that 
they communicate their contents through the sound 
waves produced by human speech and are aurally per-
ceived.From the point of view of the recipient,oral 
literature is aural,just as written is visual. 
Since sound waves are of very limited duration,a work of oral 
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literature can be perceived and observed only while it is 
being performed.Uhen the performance finishes the work 
vanishes into silence.Its continued existence in memory 
storage can be only inferred from subsequent repeated per-
formances,but otherwise it remains totally inaccessible.To 
this Bascom (1981:74) says: 
Verbal art,szmilarly,dies when people stop telling 
it,and when they learn it by reading,rather than by 
hearing it told by others. 
In Dathorne (1974:6),to emphasise this point further, 
Hampat·e Ba is credited with having said that "every old 
man that dies zs a library that burns down" and he was 
possibly thinking of the traditional methods of retention 
and b~queathal. 
It is clear from the above dzscussion,as Lord (1960) has 
observed,that when any phenomena of tradition is learned 
orally,composed orally and transmitted orally,it is oral. 
I would zn conclusion state that it zs justifiable to follow 
common usage and restrict its meaning to forms which depend 
upon the spoken word,because of the need for an acceptable 
term. 
1.1.2.Mhat is oral Poetry? 
A consideration of African oral poetry or the sung or chanted 
art must take into account all non-spoken forms,including 
songs on the one hand,and on the other hand everything whzch 
zs declaimed.Perhaps the Chadwicks~96~ put it best when they 
define oral poetry as uspeech which zs sung.u Frobenius has 
added that with people who work everything into experience 
there can be no exuberance in story-telling,for life itself 
is poetry,poetry of the highest degree,but non-communicable 
poetry.Life itself zs the poetry of these people.On the other 
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hand,the Chadwicks felt that uthe memorization of exact 
verbal tradition is seldom widespread or long-lived,and 
though the composition of extempore poetry is very general, 
the quality is not such as demands great artistic powers.u 
The Chadwicks assertion arose out of ignorance,for not only 
was there a large body of verse which was recited,but it was 
also of a high qualzty.About Zulu oral verse,Jordan (1957:98) 
claimed that: 
In the indigenous language of South Africa,including 
Zulu,there is a wealth of traditional poetry 
covering, in its sub1ect matter,the whole range of 
human experiences and emotion ••• These emotional 
experience are expressed communally zn song,speech 
and action. 
African oral poetry,however,is not used merely as a vehicle of 
emotion 1 for often a more complicated and significant meaning 
has to be expressed.The poetry therefore zs used for working 
out ideas 1 which explain why song has so prominent a place in 
primitive life.~hzle zt makes sense of daily pursuits and 
relaxation and enhances interest in them,it is even more useful 
in dealing with problems whzch trouble man and call for a 
solution acceptable to his ways of thinking. 
It is only by realizing that the reczted or chanted art is an 
expression of the wholeness of life that the signzfzcance 
and meaning of poetry can be appreciated.Since poetry is 
geared towards ritual,ceremony,and occupation,it can be 
called a complete activity. 
However,our chief concern here is what is oral poetry? 
Cuddon (1977:468) says; 
Poetry belonging to this tradition is composed 
orally, or made up as the poet goes along.As a rule, 
it is usually sung,chanted or recited and it is the 
earliest of all poetry,in the sense that it precedes 
written poetry. 
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This is the poetry that is fading in many parts of Lebowa 
because of the fast emerging influence of modern European 
poetry.Hhile it is still found in remoter parts such as 
Sekhukhuneland and other regions,it is only found among 
older people.As literacy is now spreading throughout the 
entire world at a rapid rate,oral poetry seems destined,in 
time,to disappear if it is not collected and stored. 
Shaw (1972:1266) on the other hand says that oral poetry is 
that which is uttered by the mouth.It is poetry that survives 
through the spreading or passing on of material by word of 
mouth.This term is applied especially to the ballad,epic,and 
folklore.Some of these,in the opinion of some scholars,were 
originally made known to audiences only by recitation and 
singing and were handed down to succeeding generations 
through memory rather than in written form.This is the theory 
of transmission,which says that traditional material <not 
only the forms 1ust mentioned but also folktales,fables, 
proverbs,songs) were first the property of the so-called 
common people who repeated or sang such items,consciously or 
unconsciously uttered them,and taught them to their children 
from one generation to the next. 
Oral poetry is defined not only in terms of form but also in 
terms of its technique of composition,its manner of trans-
mission and its performance.Thus,oral poetry is not only a 
. 
poem that tells a story,it is also a poem that,no matter how 
it was composed 1 has been transmitted primarily by word of 
mouth and changed zn the process.Therefore,without 
additional,extraneous information,no one can distinguish an 
oral poem from any other sort of poem.As a matter of fact, 
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Finnegan (1977:26) simply says that the distinction is 
blurred.One must know something about its history,how it 
'first came to be l'lritten dol'ln (if indeed it ever appears in 
writing),how it came to its singers or reciters,and whether or 
not it exists in other forms.Identification of a poem as an 
oral poem is impossible without at least this information, 
for it is quite possible for a sophisticated poet to imitate 
the characteristics of oral poetry with success,and,indeed, 
many Northern Sotho poets such as Machaka,Tseke,Natsepe to 
name only a few,have done so. 
But the oral tradition that is the incubator of oral poetry,is 
not maintained by the singing,dancing throng of the romantics 
nor even the somewhat less aesthetic masses of the peasant or 
proletariat conceived by the twentieth-century uvisionaries.• 
Oral poetry is transmitted and re-created by popular virtuosL 
Only where such virtuosi still exist is oral poetry or folk 
poetry a living tradition,and there is absolutely no evidence 
to support any imaginative postulate of a culture in which 
everyman is a singer-composer.At most one can say he accepts 
or rejects the materials offered for his appreciation.There 
is,on the other hand,considerable evidence to support the 
hypothesis that when popular virtuosi go out of fashion,when 
their function is replaced by some other med1um,espec1ally a 
medium over which everyman has little control,oral poetry 
deteriorates,fades away,and becomes,at least,an imperfectly 
remembered survival.Such seems to be the situation in Lebowa 
and its people. 
Leach et al (1949:826) says: 
Tradition,as the handing on of acquired 
characteristics, has been said to be the basic 
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distinction between man and other animals.Korzybski 
in adopting a more abstract homolog,refers to 'time-
binding' as enabling men to communicate over 
intervals of time,so that the younger members 
of a group can begin where the older leave off. 
According to him,it is man's principal survival mechanism,in 
terms of which relative sanity or insanity can be measured. 
Hhether or not acquired characteristics can be inherited 
biologically,there can be no doubt that they are inherited 
socially.Moreover,tradition is not a thing of the past but a 
living and dynamic process which began in the past,flourishes 
in the present,and looks forward to the future as well.Hhile 
it does seek novelty for its own sake,it does not avoid the new 
in the life around it.Oral traditional literature tends to make 
the songs and poems from the past serve the goals of the 
present for the sake of the future.It is only when a tradition 
zs dying that it begins to lose contact with the present and 
becomes a preserver of its own past rather than a continuator. 
The most distinctive characteristic of oral poetry is its 
fluidity of text.Uhile this is best seen in long epic songs, 
where the length renders impossible exact memorization from 
frequent repetition,it is discernible also with shorter 
poems.Fluidity of text,or to put it in another way,the 
absence of a szngle fzxed text,arises from the technique 
of composition,which the poet learns over many years,no 
matter which genre of verse is in question.It is a technique 
of improvisation by means of ·tormulae·,phrases whzch say 
what the poet wants and needs to say,fitted to the varying 
metrical conditions of his tradition.Stereotyped phrases such 
as Se hlwa le ngwanana ntlong (Stayer with a girl in the 
hut) in nearly all poems of Sekwati,or Phaswa ·a ffakwa 
1 1 • 
(Phaswa of Hakwa) in nearly all poems of Sekhukhune have 
often been thought of as the building blocks from which the 
poets construct their lines.Actually,they are probably not 
so stereotyped as was at first thought.For one thing,the 
'formulae· pervade the poetry,every line and every part of a 
line in oral poetry is formulaic.Finnegan (1976:137) quotes 
Magoun as saying: 
Oral poetry,it may safely be said is composed 
entirely of formulas,large and small,while lettered 
poetry is never formulaic. 
Oral poetry is fjxed and it is and has to be transmitted 
exactly as it is learnt.It is actually learnt by memory and 
then recited in a performance.Northern Sotho oral poetry is a 
living and dynamic verbal art=OY, experience of African oral 
poetry is that it is a living phenomenon which is contempora-
neous with the written tradition.The major distinction between 
the oral poet and the literate poet is that the oral poet is 
largely nonliterate and it is the vocal performance of his poem 
that gives them their very existence. Each performance of the 
same theme yields another "poem" because of the variability in 
the wording of each performance.The oral poet usually has his 
listeners or audience face to face,and the demands made on him 
by this audience determine and condition his product,the fini-
shed oral poem.For the oral poet,the moment of composition,the 
making of the poem is simultaneous with the performance the act 
that gives existence to the poem though there are a few instan-
ces of premeditated oral composition.The moment of creation is 
usually not the moment of performance,and,even though every 
poet of the literate tradition intends to be read,he is not 
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face to face with his audience.His audience,unless they have 
the poems read aloud to them,are usually fellow literate 
people,and the kind of direct communication line between the 
oral poet and his audience cannot be said to exist in the 
case of the literate poet,though this is - not to deny that a 
line of communication does exist. 
This poetry is meant to be recited,chanted or intoned in 
performance in the presence of an audience.In it we need 
again to consider the context of the performance of an oral 
piece.What most people call poetry consists largely of the 
vocal aspect of their music,and the poetry of many African 
peoples is classified partly or wholly according to the mode 
of vocal performance employed in producing it.He need to 
remember the circumstances of the performance piece,this is 
not a secondary or peripheral matter,but integral to the 
identity of the poem as actually realized.Performed differen-
tly,or performed at a different time or to a different audience 
or by a different singer, it is a different poem. 
There are paralinguistic features of oral poetic performance 
which cannot be represented because they are visible 
phenomena and only meaningful to those within the culture 
of the performer.These are movements of the parts of the 
body either to accompany or add to what zs uttered in speech 
or to effect communication independently.This dramatic 
aspect of the performance,as well as the reaction of the 
audience to it and to the whole performance,is lost to the 
' 
reader who has the text of the chanted poem before him. 
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Cope (1968:28) in an illustration of the issue under dis-
cussion,has this to say about the performance of Izibongo; 
••• recites the praises at the top of his voice and as 
fast as possible.These conventions of praise-poem 
recitation,which is high in pitch,loud in volume, 
fast in speed,create an emotional excitement in the 
audience as well as in the praiser himself,whose 
voice often rises in pitch,volume and speed as he 
progresses,and whose movements become more and more 
exaggerated,for it is also a convention of praise-poem 
recitation that the praiser never stands still. 
Uhen the text is torn out of the natural setting of perfor-
mance,the repetitions that engender audience participation and 
group solidarity,the poet's comments in response to a wink,a 
gesture,the coming in of a member of the audience or the 
message from his master drummer,all appear irrelevant or 
trivial. 
Host African oral poets sing spontaneously,even if studiedly, 
as they go about their daily chores without an audience.To 
accept too uncrzt1caliy Lord's dictum that what zs important 
zn oral poetry zs Uthe composition during oral performanceu 
or claim that "oral narrative is not,cannot be, memorized" 
(Lord 1965:529) is liable to blind one to the many 
interesting ways 1n which the elements of composition, 
memorisation and performance may be in play in or before the 
delivery of a specific oral poem.In other words,a single 
model of the relation of composition to performance will not 
necessarily cover all cases. 
Similar points about the division between composition and 
performance come out in a number of other African examples. 
The long panegyric poems in Ruanda and South Africa,for 
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instance,are often quoted as outstanding examples of 
specialist oral art.For the Zulu a recent study states quite 
categorically that the specialist praise singers attached 
to the courts were concerned more with 'performance· than 
with ·composition· ,the singer "has to memorize (the praises 
of the chief and ancestors) so perfectly that on occasions 
of tribal importance they pour forth in a continuous stream 
or torrent.Although he may vary the order of the sections 
or stanzas of the praise-poem,he may not vary the praises 
themselves.He commits them to memory as he hears them,even 
if they are meaningless to him" (Cope 1968:27-8) • 
Similar cases of prior composition and rehearsal for later 
performance are mentioned not infrequently, in descriptions 
of African oral literature.This is also the case in Lebowa. 
To mention but a fe,~,when busy on present research in Namone, 
a blind poet named Seraki endorsed this point that he 
listened,memorized,composed,memorized and then later per-
formed. 
Life 1n Bapedi society proper,is full of cultural activities 
which follow a rhythmical pattern from the womb to the tomb. 
Each stage of a man's life is marked by one important 
cultural performance,which turns out a drama of the parti-
cular stage.It is from these various stages that oral poetry 
emanates. 
Finnegan (1974:4) says: 
Literature is inevitably oral where all literary 
product1on,performance,and consumption - indeed all 
communication - is fully oral and there is a total 
absence of literacy. 
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At first sight,there is a clear and common-sense way in 
which to differentiate between oral and written literature 
by reference to the society in which it takes place.Oral 
literature should be seen as a kind of survivor from an 
earlier stage of society to which it originally and funda-
mentally belonged,which merely came to us as a kind of fossil 
through unchanging oral tradition.This,indeed,was the common 
view in the nineteenth century evolutionary anthropology and 
folklore.But there is just too much evidence of the typical 
changeabzlity and variety of orally-delivered forms to 
accept this view without question and,in any case,the 
popular evolutionist and romanticist preconceptions that 
underpinned these theories from earlier stages of society 
do not nowadays find ready acceptance.But one aspect of this 
general approach does still attract a number of adherents. 
This is the idea that something in the oral tradition, 
transmitted orally,preserves itself uncontaminated and pure, 
as zt were,even in cultures where written literature also 
circulates.The truth is,there is a close interaction between 
written and oral forms. 
From our collection of the poems of Kgosi Sekwati and Kgo~i 
Sekhukhune,we discover from some similarities with the 
written poems that the printed page is nearly as much the 
property of the folk as is oral tradition.Uhat fascinated 
us was that one rendition by a man born blind at Mamone,the 
official residence of Kgosi Sekwati,was the same as the 
written poem with only a few insertions of variant forms. 
It might be that Phala influenced Seraki in the tradition 
since Seraki was still a young man in 1935 when they were 
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recorded.But,the term 'oral'will continue to be used,and 
rightly so and it is relevant to consider further,before we 
decide on the nature of oral poetry,its various modes of 
application.There are three main important modes according 
to which a piece of literature can be classified as oral. 
They are the modes of composit1on,transmission and actuali-
zatlon in performance. 
First,the mode of composition.According to this,for a piece 
of literature to be ·oral'it must have been composed orally, 
without the use of writing and perhaps in lnteraction with 
an audience.But there we do run into certain difficulties. 
Some scholars,Iike Lord and various adherents of the oral-
formulaic school,would define oral in terms of one particular 
kind or oral composition. 'Oral·, writes Lord (1960:5) udoes 
not mean merely oral presentation ••• what is important 1s 
not the oral performance.u It is the type of oral compo-
sition that,in a sense,takes place simultaneously with 
performance and in whzch the poet is able to produce lengthy 
narrative poetry without the use of writing and without 
interrupting the flow of his narration.For Lord composition 
and performance are not just simultaneous acts,they are 
merely two different aspects of the same act in which the 
poet produces his own unique composition/performance.Lord's 
oral compositzons exclude any oral compositions which are 
handed down word for word,like certain religious texts. 
Second is the criterion of transmission by oral means.It is 
another common basis for identifying oral literature.This 
sometimes means little more than that a given item circulates 
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or is actualized by oral means.This is clear and relevant 
enough,though one might need to go on to inquire about the 
degree to which it circulates orally compared ~o written 
means and end up with a relative rather than absolute 
distinction.In this sense it really coincides with the 
criterion of performance.But oral transmission is also some-
times taken in the sense of the oral handing on of some 
item over long periods of time in a relatively unchanged 
form.One criterion an anthropologist might use was whether 
he considered that it had been transmitted orally over some 
time say several generations or whether it had been culled 
from some recent school-book.Similarly,the oral nature of 
certain written texts is sometimes said to be indicated on 
the grounds of earlier transmission by a long oral tradition, 
depending for its material on oral rather than written 
sources.It can be seen that the application of this criterion 
must often be merely speculative for one frequently has 
little or no concrete information about the earlier oral 
history of a given piece of literature,especially in view of 
the possibilities already mentioned of oral/written inter-
action and the fact that informants· assertions about the 
long word-for-word tradition behind a given piece are not 
necessarily good evidence. 
Finally,there zs the criterion of actualization in 
performance.This has the virtue of being less speculative 
and much more applicable emp1.rically than questions of 
transmission.One can observe performance actually taking 
place and,by and large,trust reports describing such 
performances.In most cases,therefore,this is a relatively 
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straightforward criterion.Even here,though,there may be 
some problems.Lord,for ' instance,excludes "poetry written 
to be recited ••• Hhat is important is not the oral perfor-
mance but rather the composition during oral performance.u 
It emerges that the oral nature of oral poetry is not easy 
to pin down precisely.In one sense lloral poetryll is roughly 
delimited and differentiated from written poetry,and in a 
rough and ready way the term "oraln is then clear enough. 
Oral poetry essentially circulates qy oral rather than 
written means in contrast to written poetry,its distribution, 
composition or performance are by word of mouth and not 
through reliance on the written or printed word. 
Literary phenomena,like all other phenomena,can be classified 
or arranged in groups according to their similarities and 
differences.The purpose of the careful examination of 
literary works and processes,which is a large part of the 
critic ' s business,is to disengage and note specific elements 
or characteristics of certain genres.Some of these elements 
are unique to a single work or process,some reappear in 
others.To note that a given element appears in more than 
one work or process,and to group together the works or 
processes in which this element appears,is to distinguish a 
class. 
Shipley (1972) in his dictionary of world literature says that 
there are four basic principles according to which literary 
works can be classified.In the first instance he talks of the 
agent or agencies that produce them,secondly,he states the 
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end for which they are produced,in the third instance he 
mentions the material out of which they are produced,and 
lastly ~he characteristics that analysis brings to light 
about them as objects.A single classification may,of course, 
involve application of more than one of these principles,as 
in description of poetry as produced,for example by an 
inspired bard for the purpose of delighting,as well as 
description of poetic language or diction,zn verse. 
Regarding these statements,Ker (1929:10) says: 
the use of classification in English poetry is 
not in the recognition of different species,the 
labelling of poems as narrative,lyric and so forth. 
The use, I should say,is chiefly in the intermediate 
and composite sorts.The three kinds are there but 
they are not severed from one another. 
Ue are all aware that epic is not good unless it is dramatic 
•• - 'f 'I' -r L -
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tive poems in the world,and the best novel,might be regarded 
either as narratives with a large amount of dramatic dialogue, 
or as drama using free~om to expand and amplify the stage 
direction.Lyric does not exclude the narrative, i.e.the old 
ballad.From these points it is clear that it 1s really hard to 
draw a line between the different kinds.He have a rich and 
varied store of oral poetry that is found in every sphere of 
human life.On this point,Dhlomo (1977:43) says: 
It adorns the folktales,accompanies the dances, 
and it is connected with many war and peacetime 
observances. 
Uhat is unfortunate is that it has not been systematically 
collected and preserved,and is dying out with the disintegra-
tion of tribal society.I would suggest that these tribal 
compositions be collected into one volume prefaced with 
critical essay on their nature,classification and quality. 
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Most of what goes as poetry among many African people 
constitutes the vocal aspect of their music.The same is true 
of the Northern Sotho people.We need,therefore,to be aware of 
our music in order to fully appreciate the place of oral 
" poetry among the people: In Tswelopele of Hay (1987:7), 
Maibelo says: 
Mosadi wa mopedi ge a tia moropa le go opela,o a 
reta. 
(Uhen a Mopedi woman is beating the drum and also 
singing,she is praising.) 
Among the various communities that make up the Northern Sotho 
ethnic group,drumming is a professional art.The drums have 
similar shapes but bear different names from one place to 
another,as has been aptly demonstrated.Uhat should interest 
us more is not the variability in the shape of the drums but 
their very existence and grouping into ensembles which 
lend their names to the types of music produced by them.An 
instrument may occur in more than one ensemble,but the domi-
nant instrument determines the name by which the ensemble is 
called. 
When the Northen Sotho talk about their music,however,they 
have in their minds something that goes beyond instrumental 
music.Indeed,they are thinking of singing and dancing,and the 
accompanying social cohesion which audience participation 
generates.But the student of Northern Sotho oral poetry 
cannot,in the absence of cinematographic equipment or audio-
visual accompaniment,register all the vocal,visual and 
dramatic aspects of this music,he is only left with the 
transcribed texts,bereft even of the voice of the artist I 
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performer.Uhat the student presents is a mere shadow of the 
substantial living art of the Northern Sotho people. 
Northern Sotho oral poetry is classified not so much by 
content or the structure but by the group of people to 
which the reciter belongs and the techniques or recitation 
which he employs. 
On the basis of this,oral poetry may be classified in vari-
ous types known to occur throughout Africa.This brings home 
something of the diversity of forms in which human _beings 
have expressed their poetic imagination.At the same time it 
reminds us of the many parallels and overlaps with written 
literature.In my brzef discussion I will mainly adopt the 
terms long used in Uestern literary study to descrzbe differ-
ent genres.·These terms form a convenient means of grouping 
together certain broad similarities.However,it cannot be 
assumed that they would be the most appropriate ones for 
detailed analysis of a given oral literature,or that their 
use in a preliminary account implies any attempt to set up 
a definitive typology of genres. 
The classification of the kinds or species of oral poetry 
most commonly accepted in Northern Sotho udiretou embraces 
in its scope the following: 
i. Dire~o about their own clan,tribes,chiefs and heroes. 
ii. Children's songs,associated with children's daily chores 
and plays. 
zii. Miscellaneons songs associated with adult life-situa-
tions and daily chores. 
iv. Har songs,assoczated with warriors and their life. 
In my brief explanation about the types,] will not enter into 
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a discussion of item it,iii and iv which already appear in 
my honours article.Relevant to this study is lldiretoll which 
needs a detailed explanation since it is one of the most 
developed forms in Africa.The label direto or panegyric,in 
the African context,is a case in point.Direto highlights a 
theme that,on one hand,has been inadequately identified 
and,on the other hand,is known to pervade nearly the entire 
realm of oral poetry in Africa.It is,indeed,yet to be known 
if there is any genre which is locally acknowledged and 
which holds a better recognition than direto. 
The intergeneric use in Africa of what is often called 
upraise,n is largely attributable to the tremendous 
strong appellationsroften called upraise names; which fea-
ture is of great significance in African oral discourse in 
general,and zn poetry in particular.A recommendation that 
clearly derives from the above,is to regard direto,or a more 
appropriate label,as ~n analytical megagenre that embraces 
all forms of poetry in which praise names constitute a key 
structural feature.The very fact that not all strong worded 
appellations are laudatory,however,would clearly betray direto 
as a mzsnomer. 
To this however,the attitudes of various scholars have not 
been uniform.A few scholars do not seem to be perturbed by 
the label upraise poetry.u Lestrade (1935:291ff),for 
instance,refers to Bantu praise performances including a 
recital of nlaudatory epithets applied to (one) as either 
a member of a group,or as an individual and known as his 
praise names." Schapera(1965),writ1ng on the royal poems of the 
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Tswana,stzcks to lestrade's use of upraise poem.• Torn 
between the terms heroic and praise,Kunene (1965:xvi) opts 
for heroic,"even though there is no very strong reason for 
preferring one term to the other." Kunene (1965:xxii) coins 
the term eulogue to refer to different kinds of praise refer-
ence;names such as deverbative nouns ••• metaphorical names ••• 
praise by association of the hero with some other person, 
whether himself (or herself) praise worthy or not." At the 
latter part of this definition of eulogue,Kunene hints at the 
possibility of "uncomplimentary eulogues",but he does not 
elaborate on this.Even so,his neologism (derived from 
eulogy) clearly denotes laudatory attribution. 
On the other hand,Finnegan (1970:111) refers to praise names 
in Africa as "explicitly laudatory," yet admits that, 
"other praise names are derogatory" Hriting on Xhosa hero-
ic poetry, Kuse (1979:207ff} devotes a section to "passages 
that are critical or satirical of the hero," where the author 
deals with uncomplimentary references to the hero.Jeff Opland 
(1980:295ff) on the Southern Bantu eulogy refers to,"what is 
generally (but unhappily} called praise poetry among the 
Zulu-speaking and Xhosa-speaking peoples of South Africa". 
Elizabeth Gunner (1980;257} refers to the complaint and 
combat motifs in Zulu praise poetry composed by women and 
goes a step further by concluding,that the term praise poetry 
does not adequately convey the extent to which,among the 
Zulu,such poetry identifies and appraises the individual. 
Hhile many literary scholars seem to be aware of the inade-
quacy of the label praise poetry,however,loyalty to the phrase 
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remains unshaken in the absence of a more adequate tag. 
Perhaps the question of the inadequacy of the label need not 
arise,after all even if there are instances of deviance,is 
praise not the predominant issue? 
In Hest Africa and central African states,the praises are 
embraced in the epic.The epic is a long narrative poem on a 
great and serious subject,related in an elevated style,and 
centered on an heroic or quasi-divine figure on whose actions 
depend the fate of a tribe,a nation,or the human race.These 
were shaped from historical and legendary materials which 
had developed in the oral traditons of his nation during a 
period of expansion and warfare.In these epics the hero is 
a figure of great national or even cosmic'importance.However 
we in Southern Africa and specifically in Northern Sotho, 
do not have such long narratives,whzch by their nature take 
a day or a weekend in order to complete a single rendition. 
Praise poetry occurs in various forms in African societies 
and is a very important component of folklore.Regarding thzs 
statement,Pretorious and Swart (1982:29) state that: 
The most important component of the traditional 
African poetry is the praise song (praise poem). 
It is considered to be an admixture between the epic and the 
ode found in European poetry.The praise poem closely re-
sembles the ode which has been used to commemorate an event 
of some significance.It has been used to compliment rulers 
and warriors.In modern usage it refers to the most formal of 
lyrical poetry,usually of considerable length.It is 
frequently the vehicle for a public oration on a state occa-
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sion,as for example,a ruler's birthday,accession,funeral or 
the unveiling or dedication of some imposing memorial or 
public work.The ode has been loosely described as panegyric. 
From the foregoing explanations one finds oneself at sea,to 
explain clearly and categorize what praise poetry is, 
especially if one considers Finnegan who also refers to praise 
of an individual,institution or group as panegyric.Originally 
panegryic was a rhetorical type belonging to a display of 
oratory.Huch primitive poetry is panegyric in nature, 
consisting of the praises of heroes,armies,victories,states 
etc.Sekwati and Sekhukhune's odes have been loosely descri-
bed as panegyrics. 
Our traditional poetry,when its characteristics are considered, 
consists of a combination of all the above-mentioned genres. 
Praise poetry combines the qualities of an ode a eulogy and an 
epic.As an ode it apostrophizes the king,referring to his 
personality and physique,pointing out both good and bad 
qualities.As a eulogy it lauds the king for his diplomatic and 
military achievements.As an epic it alludes to his history. 
Basically,they are epithets called out with reference to an 
object (a person,an animal and so on) in celebration of its 
outstanding qualities and achievements.The unit is the 
"praise-names" in the nature of the one who is praised.African 
names,in any case,are usually sentences that describe the 
familial circumstances of the bearer,so these praise-names are 
accretions that the bearer collects in his passage through life 
and are called out to fix him in his true nature,and in 
effect,to encourage him to live up to them.Such epithets are 
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are known as direto among the Northern Sotho speakers and 
izibongo among the zulu,dithoko among the Southern Sotho,and 
aaboko among the Tswana.Hhen several of these are compiled to 
form a lengthy celebration of a subject,they become "praise-
poetryn which 1s still direto in Northern Sotho. 
Lekgothoane in his introductory lines to praises of animals 
in Bantu Studies (1938:120) says: 
••• for everything that we see with our eyes we can 
praise,and besides,such things as we know from 
thinking about them or by hearing about them,all 
these we can praise. 
Indeed,this zs a true statement when we note that it is not 
only people who qualify to be praised.Animals,espcecially 
cattle,may earn the r1ght because of some peculiar idiosyn-
crasies.As an example,Nashabela (1973:5) in his honours 
article has quoted a cow named Sebotse (The Beautiful}: 
Sebotse sa gaRaphaka, 
Nqwana a mmala wo botse. 
(Sebotse of Raphaka, 
the beautiful young lady.) 
Even divination bones may be showered wzth praises,to indi-
cate the order in which they have fallen on the ground,that 
is the divination message they have to impart.It is more the 
inherent message that zs reflected zn the praise than the 
individual bones.Here follows a message that zs often con-
veyed by the name of one of the bones.Hashabela (1973:5); 
Mohlakola (Robbery,Theft,Embezzlement,Death) 
Mohlakola moswana 
Phate ke alola a ngope, 
Phate di ala ke basadz, 
Banna re tla ka go lala. 
Bo hlakotlego bohlakotte, 
Bo hlakotsego mosadi'a kgosi dit~waro. 
Modili a kgomo tla badimo, 
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0 di ralatle le maope, 
Beng badimo ba fete ba gopola. 
<The robbery 
The black robbery 
that takes away the cow-hide sleeping mat, 
the mat that is prepared 
for men to come and sleep. 
Irrevocable robbery of the chiftainess' loin skin. 
He that takes charge of the gods may have regular 
inspections. > 
Before the advent of Europeans and missionaries in this land, 
all Bapedi boys had to undergo initiation.During this period, 
they were required to compose praises for themselves,which 
they would recite in public on the day they returned home.The 
weaker ones,who were incapable of such oral compositions, 
were assisted by the /1odz t 1 (teacher) ,who did most of the 
composition for them.Even instruction in the secrets of 
manhood and later life is given through songs which they 
memorize,and,at regular intervals,they repeat the lines they 
have been taught.During this process the initiate also 
acquires a name which becomes his praise-name and is combi-
ned with the praise poem. One such composition taken from 
Kgobe's honours article of 1985 is; 
Ke a reta,ke a reta lenttakalana, 
ke a retela ina laka 
Le apara kobo,le apara kobo ka pedi dingwe mathatha, 
Makgushakgusha a baa mo lokiletta, 
Ba mo laile bja bopudi bonya-marokolo. 
< I praise,! praise lentrakalana, 
I praise my name. 
One who wears two garments,some of which are in tatters 
Makgushakgusha was never well trained in the law, 
But was trained like a goat that brings out the 
droppings.) 
So far for practical reasons already alluded to,our praise 
poetry is divided into the following categories,namely, 
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praise poetry for: 
1. Animals (diphoofolo) 
2. Divining bones (ditaola) 
3. Boy initiates (Bodika) 
4. Kings and warriors (magoii le bagale). 
The last category is our main concern in this dissertation, 
that is the praises for kings and warriors.On this Bowra 
(1952:1) says: 
In their attempts to classify mankind in 
different types the early Greek philosopheres 
gave a special place to those men who live for 
action and for the honour which comes from it. 
Such,they believed,one moved by an important 
element in the human soul,the self-assertive 
principle,which is to be distinguished 
equally from the appetites and from the reason and 
realises itself in brave doings. 
This was the origin of heroic poetry.The poetry that 
originated during the heroic age.An age that consisted mainly 
of the heroic deeds of warriors and of kings.This age 
included also the praises of the kings such as Sekwati and 
Sekhukhune.In their praises,there is an overwhelming number 
of verbs expressing the acts of choppzng,cuttinq,clearing, 
kneading,piercing,bending,beat1ng,killing,smashing,over-
powering,spearing,annihilatzng.Cons1der as evidence of the 
above statement the following few lznes from poem 16 of 
Kgosz Sekhukhune : 
2 Kenna Mas1le a qatile a bo Ngwakwane, 
3 Mogale ga a gati~a ka lekopelo, 
4 Theledi ka Borwa o t~o senyana, 
5 Masenveletsi a magadi a batho, 
6 Maphumchanye a ma tswaka-le-mobu 
7 Theledi a marota,Tsotsobid i mmanaka le phatleng, 
8 'Naka la gagwe le kzle la palela "masole" 
9 Le paletle maburu ka mo µllarenq," 
Ma-bohlale-hlale Theledi 
2 Its me Masile the trampler of Ngwakwane, 
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3 The hero when he covers with a broken piece of a clay 
pot, 
4 Theledi went to plunder in the South, 
5 The one who disorganizes the in-laws of others, 
6 The wrestler who mixes one with the soil, 
7 Theledi of Marota,the lanky one with a horn on the 
forehead,· 
B His horn once defeated the "soldiers." 
9 It beat the Boers zn the laager,the most wise Theledi. 
This ought to be sufficient evidence when we consider the 
underlined words such as trampler,destroyer,spoiler,breaker, 
killer.In these praises,the true chief is one who brings 
good living,fame,conciliation,and harmony.The chief is fore-
shadowed in the hero,and there remains something of the hero 
in the king as long as he has not attained the highest level of 
perfection. 
Heroic poetry zs as already mentioned,partly and essentially 
narrative and is nearly always remarkable for its objective 
character.It creates its own world of the imagznation in 
which men act on easil.Y understood principles,and,though it 
celebrates great doings because of their greatness,it does so 
not overtly by praise but covertly by making them speak for 
themselves and appeal to us in their own right.That zs why 
many are in the first person singular.In our example,it says 
that it zs milked by "me" referring to kqoli personally.In 
this way it wins interest and admiration for its heroes by 
showing what they are and what they do.This degree of 
independence and objectivity is due to the pleasure which 
most men take in a well told tale and their dislike of having 
it spoiled by moralizing or 1nstruct1on.Indeed,heroic poetry 
is far from unique in this respect.It has much in common with 
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other kinds of narratives,whether in prose or in vers~,whose 
main purpose is to tell a story in an agreeable and absorbing 
way.Hhat differentiates heroic poetry is largely its outlook.It 
is determined by special conceptions of manhoood and honour.It 
cannot exist unless men bel~ve that human beings are in 
themselves sufficient objects of interest and that their chief 
claim is the pursuit of honour through risk.I have no doubt that 
Kgofi Sekhukhune and Kgo!i Sekwati were great men who took the 
risk in pursuit of honour.Historically and as told in the 
content of their praises,the two kings fought many dangerous 
battles,against the Boers of the Republic of Middelburg and 
against the Hatebele,Zulus and Swazis. 
This important dimension of oral praises or heroic poetry or 
referential poetry,as Kwesi Yankah (1981) prefers to call it,is 
often overshadowed by what Hestern scholars consider to be 
higher virtues stylistic and poetic devices of dynamic 
stress,elision,parallelism,chiasmus,and of course metaphor and 
simile.These devices which will be discussed in chapter two 
under form do abound in what Ruth Finnegan (1970:121) calls nthe 
most specialised and complex forms of poetry to be found in 
Africa,u but fine-grained stylistic analysis of these works 
should not blind us to some of the mere basic and obvious 
statements which they make,in particular statements that 
criticize the very objects of praise.These criticisms,voiced 
through praise,are of fundamental importance to their 
production,not as works of art abstracted onto a printed 
page,but as communicative acts mediating between a King and his 
subjects. 
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Even if at this stage we are not going to use particular 
praise-texts,! wish to comment on the general model which 
accounts for the work performed by Comaroff (1975),who 
shows how the effective power and legitimate authority of 
Tswana chiefs is negotiated through a form of oratory com-
posed in two parts.The first part,highly formalized,expresses 
the shared values and ideals of the kingly office,against 
which the more flexible second part evaluates the king's 
actual performance.If a king rules well,the formal and 
evaluative codes converge,if he violates the norms of his 
office,the two codes diverge.This is called the indigenous 
incumbency model-standards of exemplary conduct which attach 
to high office,to which the incumbent is expected to conform 
and against which his performance is evaluated. 
Finnegan (1970:142) begins by describing the incumbency 
model as a diffuse political resource in the hands of the 
public when,in her ge~eral survey of African royal pane-
gyric,she mentions an important consequence of status 
validation-the obligation of a status holder to conform to 
its demands; 
In societies where status and birth were so impor-
tant,the praise-poems served to consolidate these 
values.As so often with panegyrzc,the recitation of 
the praises of the King and his ancestors served to 
point out to the listeners the chief's right to the 
position he held both through his descent from those 
predecessors •••. and through hzs own qualities so 
glowingly and solemnly depicted in the poetry. 
As elsewhere,however,praises could contain criticism 
as well as eulogy,a pressure to conform to expectations 
as well as praise for actual behaviour. 
In this way praise could also have the implicit result 
of exerting control on a ruler as well as the obvious 
one of upholding his position. 
In effect,two sets of overlapping values can be analytically 
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distinguished in this rudimentary incumbency model:rights of 
ascription and entitlement to high office,which the king or 
chief possesses by virtue of his membership in a royal descent 
group,and norms of good leadership.The blurred quality of this 
distinction is important because it allows the praise-singer 
to evaluate the legitimate authority of the king,by invoking 
his rights of office while simultaneously voicing the public 
concern with how he fulfils the duties associated there with. 
It is therefore apparent that this tug-of-war occurs in the 
idiom of the same set of values,expressed in a veiled language 
of indirect allusions and substitutions which can,but need not 
always,keep his confrontation between the king and his subjects 
beneath the surface of the praise.In our examination of the 
dire~o of kgoti Sekwati and Kgo~i Sekhukhune we shall see 
some of the contours of this incumbency model,and the directions 
in which these contours can be manipulated. 
1.1.4.Conclusion 
It suffices to say,at this juncture,that praise poems among the 
Bapedi are called dire~o,a term derived from the verb - re~a 
(praise)which is translated as uto honour by giving title to a 
person in poems,to sing the praises of.u This definition applies 
to all praises,which are composed not just for kings,but also 
for headmen,distinguished warriors,and commoners,including 
women.The praises of kings however are of two unique types-those 
composed by professional praise poets/reciters (Bareti),and 
those composed by the incumbent himself.The difference between 
the two will be discussed under the relevant section of 
composition and performance in chapter three. 
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CHAPTER 2 . 
FORII AND CONTENT OF ·oI.RETo· 
2.1. THE CONTENT OF DI.RETO 
The Oxford Dictionary refers to content as the constituent 
elements of a conception. 
From a point of view of Lekgothoane (1938) who says that for 
everything that we see with our eyes we can praise,and that be-
sides,such things as we know from thinking about them or by 
hearing about them,all these we can praise,it is evident that 
the content of dire~o vary greatly and that classification 
according to content cannot be made according to hard and 
fast rules.In this d1ssertation,an attempt will be made to 
determine the content according to the subject of praise. 
Dan Ben-Amos in Opland ( 1980:295) says that content like 
style and structure are expressive features of a genre.Content 
is an important aspect · that distinguishes our praises from 
any other forms of folklore.The praises produced by a poet about 
important people,as well as those composed by individuals about 
themselves or others,tend to place the subject in a genealogical 
context.They tend to refer to the subject ' s physical and moral 
characteristics,and they allude only elliptically to his 
significant deeds and achievements. 
The primary aim of praises is to bring into sharp focus,and to 
celebrate the royal personality.In furtherance of th1s,all 
notable events in the history of the royal household are 
highlighted and poet1cized,but the poeticization consists 
essentially of the performance and dramatization of a series of 
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royal appellations in which are telescoped the notable deeds and 
personality traits of the king.This does not however,imply that 
the praises consist of nothing else but appelllations.In fact 
there are instances of lines or stanzas that are not appella-
tions,these are quantitatively insignificant.Besides,in several 
apparent instances of non-appellation,it is possible to posit 
a deep,underlying epithet on which the sequence is based. 
Referring to the praises as essentially referential and 
appellative is no exaggeration.Royal appellations often portray 
the king and his ancestry in a positive manner,but this is 
secondary to the primary goal of celebrating the royal ego and 
depicting the importance of the king as a single inspirer of 
multiple appellations. 
Hsimang (1980:220ff) asserts that praise poetry should 
incorporate physical features and dispositional traits such as 
his shrewdness and craftiness which are expressed in the imagery 
used.He says that in the case of an individual being praised 
only those events which are historically significant regarding 
him,should be recorded. 
/ Mashabela (1982:36) contends that the content of praise poems 
consists of the oral praise poetry lauding heroic deeds of 
men in battles,hunting expeditions and casual encounters with 
beasts of prey.This poetry was handed down from generation to 
generation,and retained by means of constant recital at family 
clan or tribal gatherings thereby forming the most important 
record of heroes,lineages and national history. 
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Cope (1968:33) says: 
Praise poems have been likened to eulogies,odes and 
epics.The most apt description is eulogy,for the pur-
pose of the poem is to praise its subject as favourably 
as possible,it aims to give an assessment of the 
subject that is constant with reality. 
Within this general eulogistic framework,the poet is also free 
to comment on current events.He has the ability to provide a 
coherent narrative of an event if he chooses,but he tends rather 
to allude to events that are generally known to both him and his 
audience.In other words he is not a narrator,as are_the perfor-
mers of folktales or legends,nor is his poetry narrative poetry, 
it is essentially eulogistic. 
According to Lestrade (1935:295) 
Praise poems consist of sentences in praise of some 
tribe,clan,person,animal or even lifeles; objects, 
which as a group or individually is the subject of the 
poem.They narrate ih highpitched adulatory style,deeds 
for which the subject has acquired fame enumerating in 
hyperbolic apostrophe,those qualities for which he is 
renowned. 
However,such a record succeeds only if deemed worthy by his 
supporters.The King must maintain and achieve a good record,to 
be worthy of great praise as an ancestor.I mentzon thzs escha-
tological point-the judgement of a king after his death,because 
it underlzes the power of the public to negotiate the leg1tz-
macy of the incumbent. 
Bruce Kzng (1971:19) says; 
The content of Ese Ifa represents the whole range of 
the Yoruba world-view. 
It is the same with every nation of the world that has a treas-
ury of tradition saved zn its praises.The praises deal with all 
subjects.They deal with history,geography,religion,muszc and 
philosophy.The narrative content of the Bapedi praises is largely 
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biographical.History,like genealogy,is a charter for legitimate 
authority,but it is personal history,not family history alone, 
which distinguishes the incumbent and demonstrates his 
personal worth.For,unlzke genealogy,personal biography often 
illustrates greatness that is achieved rather than ascrzbed,A 
King is judged by his deeds,not by his blood.Praises thus pro-
vide a public record of the incumbent's deeds and character.There 
is certainly no Zimit to the subject matter which praises may 
deal with.Praises are,therefore,derzved from the rich 
experiences of our forefathers.These events are part of what has 
happened before zn history.They are a record of precedents 
carefully laid down for us.The underlying philosophy of the 
whole system i5 that history repeats it s elf. 
It is not an exaggeration to say that for the audiences of 
heroic poetry,the poetry of the King or hero usually assumes 
the status of a record of fact,which takes the place of history 
in societies which have no written annals.It is believed to 
speak with authority about the past,and may even be used to 
settle disputes on such matters as land or ancestors. 
Bowra (1952:508) says; 
The Greeks of the 5th and 6th centuries B.C. treated 
the Homeric poems as an account of real events and real 
people and appealed to them as an authority on matters 
of past history,like the Athenian claims to Salamis and 
Segeum. 
In this case matters were made easier because at the time the 
poems were written down and could be consulted with ease.It zs 
clear that these praises were respected and regarded as repo-
sitories of information.Further on Bowra says that zn the sixth 
century AD,when heroic poetry was in its heyday among the 
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Germanic peoples,serious historians seem to have used it 
without any great doubts about its credibility. 
The trust is shared by ordinary people who accept the poets 
words as true and their trust is confirmed by the prominence 
which artists give to themes canonized by heroic poetry.The 
King here is identified as a hero,a hero that is more than an 
audacious and vigorous personality,a performer of perplexing 
deeds,that zs wonderful thzngs,zncluding good and bad omens.He 
is seen as the producer of miracles.The advent of the hero is 
an astounding phenomenon which is sometimes connected with 
supernatural turmoil.Consider from poems 13,14,19 1 21 and 23 of 
Kgo~i Sekhukhune who,in this case,is taken to be Ledi-.o 
(Cannibal),or with unusual social and phys~cal sztuations. 
It constitutes a drama never previously experienced. 
According to Bzebuyck (1978:93) 
Uhat was never seen is seen for the first time. 
In the prazses,the hero zs constantly plunged znto difficulties 
and hardships,he is tested and tormented,he is tough,he is 
capable of escaping dangers and of safeguarding himself.His life 
cycle is so rzchly varied that it produces stories.In some 
descrzptzons as we shall see later,the hero surpasses nature,a 
being that has never been born.He possesses the plentitude of 
manhood,he zs conscious of his power, his only aim zs to be 
victorious.In some praises,we find Kgoli Sekwat1 or Kgoti 
Sekhukhune entangled zn a complex network of personal 
relationships,rooted in kingship,in friendship and alliance in 
political and ritual associatzons,and in supernatural linkages 
with animals and divinities.In all his poems,kgoli Sekhukhune ~ -
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talks of his lions when referring to his fearful soldiers,he 
talks of his elephants when he refers to his captives.Many of 
these relationships are of a positive,friendly, cooperative 
nature,others are marked by either temporary or inveterate 
hostility and antagonism. 
As a hero he is responsible for the origin and development of 
certain techniques,cults and customs.The King desplays many 
contradictions of character.Biebuyck (1978:103) says: 
He is alternately ruthless and magnanimous,fearless 
and pusillanzmous,threatening and merciful,insolent 
and shamefaced,heartless and grzeved,boisterous and 
sedate,thoughtless and poised,verbose and meditative. 
Such as did Kgoli Sekwati and Kgoii Sekhukhune,they relentlessly 
take women,animals,and goods from those whom they defeat,but 
give liberally to their friends and allies.They delight zn 
praising themselves 1mmoderately,and they occass1onally grieve 
over the fate of their people.From many of their praises zt 1s 
apparent that they are never regarded as hateful,but 1nstead,as 
forgiving and conciliatory. 
The zmportance of oral traditions in the reconstruction of the 
history of non-literate peoples has virtually ceased to be a 
a matter for debate,and is now generally acknowledged.Indeed, 
within the last few years,historical research based on such 
tradztions has possibly shed new light on the history of many 
societies 1n Africa.But,in spite of this general acceptance,the 
diversity of oral traditions has made it very dzfficult for 
historians to analyse each type into historical data.In this 
regard,the history of the Bapedi serves as a good example.Their 
culture has accumulated around it a rzch variety of oral tra-
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ditions the study of which has made significant contributions 
towards the understanding of their past.For the earlier and 
later periods of their history,the historians have had to rely 
mainly on oral traditions.In spite of the existence of written 
documents,oral traditions have still proved very useful in 
giving a balanced view of events. 
For the historian,the praises dealing with human achievements 
and especially in our case,achievements of the King,are 
obviously the most relevant.He will therefore examine this group 
of praises with their examples to assess their historical 
significance. 
Kunene (1971:19) asserts that the use of eulogy in a praise 
poem may have diverse purposes,namely,to describe the King's 
physical features and moral and emotional attributes.In poems 
number 14 and 15 on Kgoli Sekhukhune we have: 
Theledi · a Marota. 
(The slippery one of Marota.) 
This is a good example of a description of appearance and emo-
tional attributes such as are found in dire~o.In other in-
stances descriptions of his bravery,gait and courage are given. 
In the example from poem 15 that follows Kgoli Sekhukhune's 
bravery is extolled: 
B Gomme nna ke Ile ya mampampa, 
9 Theledi,ka ba pharephare dznama. 
(8 And I having eaten the big bellied one 
9 Theledi,I became the strong one.} 
Further on in the poem the poet says, 
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12 Ka Borwa o tso senyana,o ts·o thopa 
tsa Radipilwane. 
(12 In the South he has plundered, 
he has captured those of Radipilwane.) 
He have stated earlier that Sekhukhune was a brave man.The above 
lines are suffzcient proof thereof.He was a brave military leader 
whose armies always emerged victorious.In his reference to 
poetry the poet also hints at the historical and geographical 
background of the subject of his praise.He talks of the South 
which was an area of the Boers of the Transvaal Republic.In the 
poems of Kgo~i Sekwati reference is also made to the most im-
portant rivers that cut or divide the whole of Bopedi into 
sections such as Tubatse and Hgwaritsi. 
In praise poetry,the hero is often identified with various kinds 
of animals,especially large or brave ones.He can also be iden-
tified with natural phenomena such as the sun,rain,storms or 
even hurricanes.In the example from poem 15 that follows, 
Sekhukhune is identified with a giant which kills and eats its 
prey on the spot without considering his fellow-giants. 
10 Kaba ledimo ka go ja ka kona mmane, 
V . 
11 Gomme ke konne Mosopyadz Lekgolane 1 
Theledi a Marota. 
(10 I became a giant by eating without giving to my aunt, 
11 In fact I did not gzve sparingly to noiopyad1 
Lekgolane,Theledi of Marota.) 
In ot~er poems Sekhukhune is also identified as a louse. 
Ke nta ya malomelakobong. 
( He is the louse that bites in the blanket.) 
Here the poet implies that Kgoli Sekhukhune was an unreliable 
person.The kind of person who delighted in tricking others 
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especially those who regarded him as an honest and trustworthy 
leader. 
In poems number 1,3,4 and so on,Kgosi Sekwati is identified as 
a scraper or a sharp knife.He says: 
1) 6 Phalo ya Mmabatome'a Makwa,phalo ya se-fala-mathoko 
(Scraper of Mmabatome of Makwa,scraper of the one who 
thrashes lightly.) 
3)35 Kxatswatswa a Mabjana,phalo ya ga Mamodi!i a Hakwa, 
" Phalo ya se-fala-mathoko,gare o si'o thula kobo 
maroba. 
(Leader of mabjana,scraper of the Mamoditi of Hakwa, 
Scraper of the one who thrashes lightly,in the middle I 
am afraid of piercing holes through the blanket.) 
4)33.Ke sefadi,Phalo ya morwedi wa Mphaka, a Mokitlana a 
Tlat~i. 
( I am a pot scrape,, the scr;1.p2 r of the daughter of 1'1 phaka 
of Mokitlana of Tsatfi.) 
In traditional soczety a scraper was used to remove pieces of 
meat that remain on the skin after skinning an ox.Before the 
skin was tanned,it was often scraped with this instrument 
called phalo.The impression we get is that Sekwati was such 
a harsh and cruel , person,that if a woman did not accept his 
love,he would force her to do so.In the same way he opened his 
way to the north as he went on his plundering expeditions. 
Although he did not mznd harasssing women,yet he was very care-
ful how he handled them.His wartime behaviour was the same.As 
alluded to in the thzrd example,he did not attack his enemies 
directly,but instead,he would surround them from the side. 
Sekwati is here identified with two sharp instruments namely the 
scraper and the horn.The impression one gets is that he was very 
brave and hard to defeat. 
From the examples 91ven above we have been told about the deeds 
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of these two heroes,namely Sekhukhune and Sekwati.Sekhukhune 
went about plundering,destroying and capturing his enemies. 
He usurped powers and took women by force.In the same way 
Sekwati sowed destruction leaving in his wake,v1llages 1n ashes 
people mercilessly butchered. 
Another purpose of a eulogue is to identify the hero with his 
regiment.In poem number 3 Sekwati is identified with the 
Nabjana regiment : 
15 Tlakana le le set;exo meralelo 
16 Helemo ya banna ba Hakxake a Selope Letlakana. 
17 Tlakana la Habjana la Borwa,e se tlee ke phefo. 
(15 Member that has crossed the courtyard 
16 The protection of men like Hakxake of Selope a member , 
17 Member of Mabjana regiment from the South, I am not easily 
blown ~way by the wind.} 
In this stanza,we find that whatever has been employed for the 
defence of the village he overcomes.He is a member of the Mabjana 
regiment whzch comes from the South.Sekwatz is associated with 
Mabjana regiment which was very strong and invincible during his 
ti.me. 
In poem number 14 of Kgoli Sekhukhune,we also find him asso-
ciated with ffakwa. 
46 Theled1 ke wa Kxalatlole a Nakwa 
(46 Theledi is a member of Makwa regiment.) 
ffakwa here refers to his reqiment.Traditionall'f,boys of the same 
age-group were,at an appropriate time,all sent to an initiation 
institution upon the instruction of the King.This group of 
initiates would be given a name.In this way,Sekhukhune·s group 
was called ffakwa and Sekwati's group ffabjana.As sons of 
the King of Maroteng,Sekwati was made leader of ffabjana and 
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Sekhukhune,leader of ffakwa.This group would then commu-
nually carry out every task they might wish to accomplish.These 
groups in Northern Sotho are called ffphato or fforoto. 
Today lfphato is even used at school to indicate a class of 
children in the same standard. 
In his praise the hero often refers to his relatives or kinsmen. 
During the present research 1 it was made clear to me that Sekwati 
the brother of Malekutu,was the father of Sekhukhune.What is 
confusing is that often Mampuru is also known as Sekwati.Here 



























The conflict between Sekwati and Sekhukhune 1 was caused by the 
struggle for kingship.That zs why today we find the whole of 
Maroteng divided znto small factions. 
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. One of my informants, Mmakgo~i Ramaube 
who claims to be the younger sister of Sekhukune,told me that 
of the two Kings,Sekwati and Sekhukhune 1,the latter was a fierce 
and brave warrior.His only weakness was that he lacked intellige-
nce.On the other hand Sekwati possessed both intelligence and 
bravery.The following lines from their poems show clearly that 
they were related. 
Sekhukhune says: 
Gomme ke konne Mofopyadi Lekgolane, 
Theledi ya Marota. 
~ 
(And I have given sparingly to Mosopyadi Lekgolane, 
Theledi of Marota.J 
And from Sekwatz we fznd the following allusions. 
Ke Mopedz wa bo Lekgolane, 
Ka selepe ke a rema mmoelele. 
(1 am the Pedz of Lekgolane, 
with my axe I chop repeatedly.) 
If we were working mathematically we would consider the ele-
ments that intersect between the two statements.Drawing Venn 
diagrams we would fznd Lekgolane to be an element that 
unites the two sets.Lekgolane is the royal name of a Maroteng 
chzeftazness.The chieftainess at Sekwati's kraal,at the time 
of wrztzng this dissertation is Lekgolane.Thzs is enough evi-
dence of their close relationship. 
Reference to the various names zs a good outline of their 
genealogy.In the poems of Sekwatz,allusions are also made to 
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Thulare,Mampuru and Morwamotfhe.To know that Morwamotshe was 
the father of Thulare and Thulare the father of Sekwati,is 
sufficient evidence to prove their genealogy and hzstory,as the 
diagram has 1nd1cated.The same evidence is found in the poems of 
Sekhukhune 1 where reference is made to Sekwati.In poem 17 
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Sekhukhune 1 says: 
2 Sekwati o ntswetle ka loga mano. 
(2 Sekwati fathered me and I made means.) 
In poem 14 Sekhukhune says: 
~ 
Mola Sekwati a tswetse tau ya segafa 
(Hhile Sekwati has fathered a mad lion.) 
In some praises,the hero is often identified with his place of 
origin.In poem number 15 Sekhukhune says: 
Ee,itle ge re tlwa Bokgatla bja Dithebe 
( Yes,when we came from Bokgatla of Dithebe.) 
In simple language this is,nwhen we came from the land of the 
Bakgatla people.n History says the origin of the Bapedi people 
is from Bokgatla.The Maroteng people are the descendants of the 
Bakgatla people. 
Hunt (1931:275) says: 
The Bapedi originated from a small Bakgatla clan 
living at Hapogole or Hahlakoaneng near the source 
of the Vaal river. 
On the genealogical list of the Bapedi Kings,Thobela is shown as 
the founder of the Bapedi people.History shows that when this 
small Bakgatla clan found that their land was not fertile,they 
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trekked to Skilpadfontein which was under Kgosi Tabane.There,a 
quarrel arose among the Bakgatla women and the favourite wife, 
that is HaThobela,was mocked until she decided to break away and 
trekked to the east with flocks and herds.She crossed the 
Olifants river and passed through North Middelburg.On crossing 
the Lulu mountain range at what is now known as the Maila pass 
they happended to find a porcupine spine on an antheap,some say 
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on top of the Lulu mountains and others say on the site of the 
present platinum mine at Maandagshoek known as Saolekop.From 
that time they discarded the old monkey or flame kgabo emblem 
of the Bakgatla and adopted that of noko the porcupine 
instead.Most of the people of Haroteng are today known as 
Babinanoko.From this historical data we are able to trace the 
origin of people of Sekhukhune as well as the geographical 
setting of their settlements.All these are deduced from their 
different praises.The excerpts used in the preceding 
paragraphs,except those of Sekwati,come from poem number 15 of 
Kgo;i Sekhukhune in the Appendix. 
The significance of all these examples mentioned above can,how-
ever,only be fully appreciated if they are placed within the 
context of the Bapedi culture. 
Most writers who have studied direto agree that,the praise 
poems are culturally very important.Their functions within the 
society are manifold.They can serve as a simple verbal salute 
from an older member of a family to a younger one when they meet 
each other for the first time in a day,or just as a means of 
encouragement to the younger one if he has done well.It zs true 
that the praises provide the Bapedi with a great deal of 
psychological satisfaction.By listening to the poems they are 
reminded of their ancestors.Deeds and achievements provide them 
with confidence for the present and courage to move into the 
future.According to Babalola (1964:24} the chanting of the 
praise poem arouses a feeling of solidarity with one's blood 
relations and creates a feeling of pride in one ' s pedigree. 
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In addition,the praises constitute some form of record of the 
history of the Bapedi society and most informants,especially the 
professional bards,seem to regard them as such,for a praise 
poem deals with the most salient aspects of a subject's lzfe and 
in the main represents the popularly accepted view of a man's 
lineage or a town's achievemnts by contemporaries.Indeed the 
genesis of the .praise and the method of composition confer some 
authenticity on the contents of the praises and highlight zts 
pontential historical value.The praise poem is not a ready-made 
poem,but is composed piecemeal over a long period of a subject's 
life.Single epithets,phrases,or sentences in hyperbolic language 
are spontaneously coined about the subject by his contemporaries, 
friends,and foes who have had a chance of observing him at close 
Different occasions,as we shall see later under composition, 
give rise to such descriptions.A drinking bout with his 
companions,his performance in battle,his impressive display of 
wealth,settlement of a quarrel etc.These occasions,in fact, 
form the backcloth into which the descriptions are woven,but on 
each occasion the subject must have distinguished himself and 
attracted public attention.The constant repetition of such 
descriptions by all and sundry attest to their aptness in 
describing the subject as well as their wide acceptance within 
the commu.nzty.The praises therefore,start off as an expression 
of public opinion,the product of a close observation of the 
subject,at a particular period 1n history.Since they are 
sung publicly and on festive occasions they soon become public 
property and go into the repertoire of the professional bards 
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who eventually string them into some kind of poem which has 
been aptly described as a body of praise units.The format of 
such a poem is usually,but not always,in the same order 
consisting of three parts: It starts off with a short section 
of appellatives which describe the subject's status,appearance, 
nicknames.The second part of the poem is longer and lists the 
subject's achievements and distinctions,while the third part, 
which is also short,deals with commentaries,opinions and 
criticisms of the subject.Everywhere in the poem there are 
interjections and at suitable intervals some of the subject's 
more popular appellatives. 
This section will be incomplete if reference is not made to 
Jeff Opland (i980:30ii who says that an Irish poem contains the 
stanzas: 
If the wealth of the world were to be assessed-
nothing is the sum total of the matter - nothing in the 
world is other than futile except only eulogy. 
Eulogies are praises.And praises are like footprints imprinted 
on a newly cemented floor.Hhen a man dies,his praises never 
perish.If one were as ferocious as lioness or a hungry old 
lion like Sekhukhune who was always hungry for war,one·s 
reputation remains imprinted in the minds of one's relatives. 
This is the case with eulogies. 
2.2. FORlf OR STRUCTURE IH ::_ DIRETO ::_ 
So far we have been mostly concerned with the understanding of 
some views which form the base of the composition of oral 
praises,and one or two of the characteristics of the creative 
process as poets have experienced it.It is now time to examine 
the form of the praise poem.Ho matter how interesting or 
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prophetic poets imaginings may be,they can have little effect 
upon the reader or listener if they are not presented in a form 
which is in itself zmpressive and appropriate.The art of 
responding to the form of poetry is not less difficult than 
the art of grasping its content.To attend to form in poetry 
is to attend to a most important aspect of the meaning of 
poetry.The word "form" itself is capable of many inter-
pretations.It can refer to every aspect of the structure of the 
poem.In such case it is difficult to distinguish its meaning 
from that of the word "content". As we have already seen,the 
poet himself most frequently does not regard form and 
content as separate,he does not attempt to fit certain 
materzal into an approprzate form,his exploration simultan-
neously features form and content.In a well-written poem, 
content and form cannot be separated.Content determines the 
form in which it zs to be expressed.Nevertheless,in order to 
talk about form at all,we have to separate zt to some ex-
tent from content,and think in terms of what gives the poem 
its quality of pattern. 
It zs not easy to analyze the form of oral poetry according 
to Uestern poetical norms.Yet they certainly have form and 
they adhere to certain conventional patterns.It zs a complex 
art practzsed and en1oyed by ordinary people.Pleasing 
language; worthwhile zdeas;balanced arrangement;measured 
form - these then are the qualities we find in the poems. 
Uhatever dzfferences we may find between these poems and 
Uestern poetry,one unmistakable quality links them together-
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beauty of language and discipline of form,and the combina-
tion or these in such a way that they are capable of evoking 
emotion. 
Skelton (1977:91) says: 
Form does not lie simply in the correct observance of 
rules.It lies in the struggle of certain living 
material to achieve itself within a pattern. 
However,many folklorists have a notion that praise poetry 
does not have form.Granted it may be so,but how was it orga-
nized into a genre if it does not have form? For without 
form there can be no content.Our stand is that the form is 
its organizing principle.According to Abrams (1971:65) 
Many neoclassic critics,for example,thought of 
the form of a work as a combination of component 
parts,put together according to the principle of 
decorum,or mutual fittingness. 
~hen we talk of a combination of component parts,then we go 
back to the order of pattern.In one way or the other there 
has to be a way in which things are done and that is form. 
Expressing the above view more aptly,Cuddon (1979:277) says: 
~hen we speak of the form of a literary work we 
refer to its shape and structure and to the manner 
in which it zs made - as opposed to its substance or 
what it is about. 
Thus poetical form turns out to mean simply the poem itself, 
the poem as an individual thing is all form,what is not 
form in zt is not poetry.It is generally accepted that the 
poet gives poet~ cal shape to his thougjlts and experience. 
Shape and form are the same,but what is meant when this is 
said is not simply that the poet turns his thoughts into the 
frame of the praise,like an artist in the kitchen pouring hot 
jelly into a mould to cool and set.He has,first of all,to 
formulate a structure that will later produce the intended form. 
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From the definitions and explanations cited above,it will be 
wise on our part to use structure and form interchangeably, 
for they seem to be synonymous.Their baszc meaning according 
to Shipley (1972:167) is: 
The character of an object as experienced or the 
structure into which the elements of an experi-
ence or a thing are organised. 
Form in poetry,szmply defined,is the manner in which a poem 
is composed as distinct from what the poem zs all about. 
Form implies the sum total of the elements that make up a 
work.A poem cannot be exhaustively decomposed into separate 
elements : rhythmic,semantic,etc. To describe the poem we 
must look at it as a whole from different aspects,the aspect 
of meaning,the aspect of rhythm.Each one of them is but a 
certain function zn the totality of elements of the poem. 
This totality of elements in the structural make-up of a 
poem was expanded by Hrushovski (s.a. 180) who says; 
A poem is like · a many-sided crystal,we can 
observe zts znner properties only from one side 
at a tzme,but then its whole structure appears 
through thzs particular face,showing different 
emphasis in different directions. 
Bezng a term with a variety of denotations,some of them 
closely connected to particular systems of philosophy,poetzc 
form also admits to several meanings,some so divergent 
from each other that they are contradictory.Considering 
the structure of the praise-poem,which zs often divided 
into undefined stanzas dependent upon the thought contained, 
the statement is correct.To endorse the totality referred to 
above,Vilakazi (1938;112) abstractly likened stanzas to 
lights on a piece of sculpture.He says: 
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Stanzas in primitive Zulu poetry are like lights on 
a sculptured work from different angles.These 
lights operate independently of one another,but 
bring into relief the whole picture which the artist 
presents in carving.Lights are generally hidden from 
the on-lookers,but their effect to the eye and the mind 
bring perfect unity in their very difference.The 
primitive poet in tackling his theme acts like a 
exhibitor of sculpture in the arrangement of lights.The 
piece of sculpture and the lights are one configuration 
indivisible as a mental setting which induces an aesthe-
tic sense. 
On this point in 1978,Htuli was one of the Zulu critics to adopt 
a holistic approach to the question of structure,stating that 
structure could not be seen in isolation because it is an 
integral part of other constituents. 
Ker (1929:138)pointed out that : 
From another point of view,however,which is just 
as common,it is the scheme or argument that is the 
form,and the poets very words are the matter with 
which it is filled.The form is not that with which 
you are immediately presented,or that which fills 
your ears when the poem is recited-it is the abstract 
original scheme from which the poem began ••• 
If it is said that a poem is formless - Hordsworth's 
Excursion,for example - Hhat is meant is generally 
that the argument is not well planned. 
In this sense form is the structure,tight or loose,supple or 
flaccid,of the whole composition,this kind of form being 
in strictness neither prosaic nor poetical,but just as mtJch 
the one as the other.In a broad sense,whatever is in the make-
up of an object that helps one to perceive it as a whole is its 
form it is therefore much more than the abstract argument or 
original scheme as mentioned above,it is the actual welding of 
all parts into a whole,the individual organization of a work, 
so that all its constituents however defined - words,thoughts, 
diction,style or meter - cohere and harmonize.In this sense form 
is often called organic form and sharply distiguished from 
abstract structure especially as determined by genre or kind 
of composition. 
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He should remark that in traditional poetry,the poet does not 
think for a long time about the form of his poem because the 
praises are created on the spur of the moment with the inten-
tion of giving expression to the inner feelings as they arise. 
They are spontaneous compositions that come to us in their 
unique form,least influenced by European poetic techniques.Thus, 
we must not expect the praises to completely satisfy the 
requirements for structural analysis from within the European 
frame of reference.He have to also bear in mind that this type 
of poetry was composed not for the press or the eye,but for the 
ear and the mind. 
Another important point to consider in our study of form zs 
what makes a free line a line at all? To answer this 
question,Smzth (1968:84) suggests that: 
It zs only a line because it is a rhythmical 
unit,and it is only a rhythmical unit because it zs 
a unit of sense. 
~e must ob1ect,however,not only because lines of free verse 
poems are often not units of sense,but because a unit of sense 
zs not inherently rhythmic.It 1s experienced as rhythmzc only 
in so far as it participates zn a pattern of similar units.It zs 
only when we perceive that a verbal sequence has a sustained 
rhythm that zt is formally structured according to a continuou-
sly operating principle of organization that we know that we are 
in the presence of poetry and we respond to it accordingly. 
Another point I wzsh to make is that there are numerous 
rhythmic passages in the praises,but the rhythm of one passage, 
especially within the same praise poem,is not related to the 
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rhythm of the next (except in the new compositions,where this 
occurs coincidentally as a consequence of the habits of a poet·s 
personal style) and no overall principle of formal structure is 
maintained throughout the entire piece.In a poem,however,it is 
precisely the designed presence of such over-all principles that 
allows us to speak of poetic form,and it is the presence of 
such principles that is most significant for poetic closure. 
Another interesting feature about the structure of praises is 
that praises show,amongst other things,verbal variability.This 
aspect is attributed to the verbal variability of traditional 
literal use because of its being transmitted orally from gene-
ration to generation. 
Let us return to the definition of form which talks of a pattern 
and look at the various ways in which words are commonly given 
this patterned quality.First of all we can say that there zs one 
basic element common to all forms,and that is the element of 
repetition.He detect a pattern most easily when we see,or hear, 
certain effects repeating themselves (possibly with variations) 
at regular intervals.It zs this movement,thzs orderly movement, 
that gives to every poetic passage its specific character - one 
might say its vital heartbeat.Of course,the orderly movement 
may well be a subtle one,and make use of irregularities.We must 
not think of the poem ' s pattern as bezng necessarzly rigzd,or, 
indeed,necessarily obvious to the reader in every detail at the 
first reading of the following poem of Kgo'tz Sekwati which zs 
, 
poem number one z n the appendix. 
'ti 
2. IHA LA IC.XOSI SEIUllfTI sa I 
1 Kxomo · a th;swa/ E xama ke mang? 
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2 Kenna Sekwa~i-kwa~i sa bo-Maboforhlwe, 
3 Bo-Kxomo sekwa~iia-motho-botlakala. 
4 Sekwa~i Se-hlwa-le-ng,,,anana-ntlong,e le mano a xo ja tataxo 
ngwanana-
5 Phahle Kxatswatswa a Mabyana. 
6 Phalo ya Hmabatome ·a Makwa,phalo ya se-fala-mathoko; 
7 A rexo xare; 0 ~i ·o thula kobo maroba; 
8 Phalo ya morwedi wa Mphaka a Mokitlana a Tlatli, 
9 Tlakana la bo-Mpedi a xo rekwa, 
10 Tlakana la mosadi wa xa Hafiriv 
11 Makopye Mothsa a-Malema Se metsa-melao a Marota 
12 a bo-Mma-Dinkwanyana a Mokxoko, 
13 Sekwa~i ba banyane le ba baxolo ba mo tseba, 
14 bare: Ke mang yelaa? wa kala a puwane, 
15 xomme aarole a a tswaxo ·Tswetla xa Ramapulana 
16 xa se -.arole a dikxokonyane,ke aarole a batho. 
17 ke mo xo tlaxo Mothle 'moxolo,Se-laiwa-xale, 
18 Sekwa~i loono/ 0 re: Ke Mmidibiding,Sexukubyaneng, 
19 sa Se-hula-bolexo,ke Phahla ·a Bauba,Se feta-methepa. 
20 Ke fetile banana ba bahulwana,bo Mmaboloko ·a xa Maredi 
21 le bo-Letlapee ·a xa Mphela. 
2 2 Ke Se - it h 1 ot 1 e di s a Rak au · a Modi l i · a Di h 1 a! an a , 
23 xa a foloxa Leolo la Th~upaxadi ·a Habetha ·a Bokone. 
In the poem,the boldprinted words have been repeated as indi-
cated below: 
Sekwati five times 
Phahle --- two times 
Phalo ---- three times 
Ngwanana -- two times 
Marole ---- three times 
We shall see later which poetic features are represented by 
the repeated words. 
) 7here are three main ways in which this ordered pattern can be 
made.The first one is by making a pattern of sounds.Poems are 
qiven their patterned order by the use of rhymes,alliteration, 
assonance and consonance.Sometimes the repetitions are easy to 
notice,as in the case of rhyming couplets.Sometimes the poem has 
no rhymes,like in our case,but it contains repetitions of 
certain sound combznatzons within the lines,so that a pattern 
is made up that way.Our praises depend largely upon an effective 
use of alliteration for its pattern.Consider for example from 
poem number one of Kgoli Sekwati lines such as the following 
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which indicate internal rhyme through the repeated sounds. 
5 Phahle kxatswatswa • 1'1,abjan.-. 
6 Phalo ya l1mabat~me a 11akwa,Phal _o ya se-fala-mathoko, 
7 A rexo xare: 0 si ·o thula kobo maroba; 
8 Phalo ya morwedi wa Mphaka a Mokitlana ·a Tlatli. 
(5 Phahle the leader of Mabjana. 
6 The scraper of Hmabatome of Hakwa,scraper of the sides 
7 who says in the middle he is afraid of piercing holes in 
the blanket, 
8 Scraper of the daughter of Mphaka of Mokitlana of 
T,atsi.) 
The second way in which to present order is rather similar,it 
is by providing a pattern of stressed and unstressed syllables. 
This is not so much a matter of repeating sounds,as of disposing 
sounds in an obviously regular manner.The use of stress-pattern 
as the most important factor in the order of the poem is hard 
to illustrate,for only rather crude poems emphasize repetition 
of stresses at the expense of other elements.For this reason we 
will not delve further into the illustration of this point. 
The third way to establish order is by repeating, not sounds or 
stress-patterns,but locutions.A poem can be given an ordered 
appearance by making each sentence have the same syntactical 
shape,or by allowing one particular phrase or series of phrases 
to recur at regular intervals.Since this point involves 
parallelism,linking,refrain and punning,it will also not be 
discussed directly,but will present itself as I go deeper into 
the discussion of the aspects just mentioned. 
Of course,in our praises,poets make use of a combination of all 
these methods.Total reliance upon only one of them would make 
the whole poem appear rather crude,and there are obvious 
advantages to be derived from making the pattern of the poem 
emerge in several different ways. 
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Coming closer to the point at hand,in our analysis of the form 
or structure,the following pattern will be followed:First we 
will consider poetic features such as repetition,parallelism, 
linking,alliteration,refrain,pun,rhyme and rhythm.Secondly and 
lastly we will consider Imagery and its related aspects. 
In assessing the structure of Bapedi oral poetry,one is imme-
diately struck by the high incidence of repetition in the poetry 
This aspect,one of the most important in poetry,could have an 
entire dissertation devoted to it if only because it has enjoyed 
such great attention during this century.Huch discussion has 
centred on the various types of repetition and various critics 
have suggested,inter alia,that repetition distinguishes oral 
from written poetry,or that it is part and parcel of both oral 
and written poetry,or that it fulfils many utilitarian functions 
besides being an aesthetically pleasing device.As such then, 
repetition can be seen as indispensable to poetry in general, 
and to oral poetry in particular.On repetition Cuddon 
(1977:564) says it is 
An essential unifying element in nearly all poetry 
and much prose.It may consist of sounds,particular 
syllables and words,phrases,stanzas,metrical patterns, 
ideas,allusions and shapes. 
Thus refrain,assonance,rhyme,internal rhyme,alliteration 
and onomatopoeia are frequent in repetition. 
The truth of the above statement is proved by the lines from 






Ke mo xo tlaxo nna Motshemoxolo, 
Sekwatikwati sa sehulabotexo, 
Sekwatita motho botlakala. 
Sekwati le ba banyane ba mo tseba. 
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( B It zs where I the big Motlhe walks, 
9 Sekwati,the one who robs others by night 
10 Sekwati the one who makes other kneel on dirt. 
11 I Sekwati even the children know me. 




Sekwati,in the second,third and fourth lines.Also the fre-
quent use ofllo" in the first line illustrate assonance.The 
praise-singer also plays on the word Sekwati which is an example 
of punning.There are compound words such as s~-hula-bosexo and 
no~she--.c,xolo.Sekwati has also been reduplicated. 
Shipley (1972:338) regarding repetition says: 
In poetry especially,as a recurrence of rhythmic flow 
or pattern of sound,it is a most frequent aspect of 
verse. 
Not only do these repetitions zn a poem give it pleasurable 
variations and rhythm,they also draw our attention to some 
words and images,and thereby reinforce the meaning.Our poetry 
abounds with such repetitions.Our poets like to pile up words, 
and say the same thing over and over again in infinite varia-
tion. 
By repetition a layman would understand that a Nord or group of 
words is repeated.Yet poetic repetition can take many forms and 
while it often does mean a recurrence of vowels (assonanceJ,of 
consonants (alliterat1on),or of syllables and words;it may also 
include the occurrence of formulaic expressions to which we will 
refer to under composition,or a parallellzng of ideas,a 1uxta-
poszt1on1n9 of sentiments,almost a case of point,counterpoznt. 
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Patterns of repetition can provide structure and coherence to an 
oral poem a necessary aspect in a medium as ephemeral as the 
spoken or sung word,but need not lead to monotony.Full 
repetition is used to emphasize and intensify the theme of the 
repeated sentences.There is delaying repetition and repetition 
for euphony as well as many other types which have been 
distinguished.Through reiteration the audience is made to pay 
attention to the content of the sentences repeated,or the 
target of the sentences is made forcefully aware of the desires 
of the speaker or singer.Hhen a group of sentences is repeated 
after some intervening ones,the idea contained in the sentences 
becomes a motif that draws attention to itself. 
Of the many types,the most basic are the following: 
2.2.1.1. Parallelisa: 
It goes without saying that parallelism is the fundamental 
problem of poetry,its essential characteristic.Hhat is the 
origin of this formal property? The linguistic code? The stock 
of conventions proper to a specific historical period of the 
literary system? In npoetry of Grammar and Grammar of poetryn, 
Jakobson (1968) emphasizes the constitutive importance of 
syntactic forms or linkages.The same semantic material permits 
its components to be ordered in different ways; Lesole le 
bolail~ (The soldier was killed) or,the other way round, Ba 
bolaile lesole (They have killed the soldier).This is the figure 
of grammar.Hhen this figure is parallelistic,we immediately have 
the possibility of poetry,or rather of the poetic function.Over 
this bridge comes tramping the rhymes,the morphological and 
semantic repetitions, the prosodic symmetries that converge in 
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any given poem. 
Cuddon (1977:480) says the following about parallelism: 
A very common device in poetry (especially Hebrew 
poetry) and not uncommon in the more incantatory types 
of prose.It consists of phrases or sentences of similar 
construction and meaning placed side by side,balancing 
each other. 
For example from poem number one of Kgo~i Sekwati in the 
appendix,we have: 
13 Sekwati ba banyane le ba bagolo baa mo tseba, 
14 bare: Ke mang yelaa? wa kala a puwane, 
15 Xomme marole a a t~wago Tswetla xa Ramapulana 
16 Gase marole a dikgokonyane,ke marole a batho. 
(13 Sekwati,both the small and the old people know him, 
14 They say: who is that one with a blooming twig? 
15 And the dust that comes from Tswetla of Ramapulana, 
16 It is not dust of cattle it is dust of human beings.) 
In the first sentence he contrasts the people who know Sekwati 
namely the young and old.Further on he says that it is not 
dust •• ,but it is dust •••• A negative and a positive. 
Olatunji (1984:25)) says: 
Parallelism has shown to exist in the poetry 
of many people ••• and a claim has been made ••• 
••• as the principle underlying all versification. 
So far we have found the incidence of parallelism to be higher 
in proverbs than in poetry.It is,however a general feature of 
Bapedi poetry.It is both formal and semantic in nature and 
needs to be considered at both levels before its poetic 
function can be fully appreciated. 
Olatunji (1984:26) says further that four types of parallelism 
are distinguished according to Vidal models.They are 
gradational, antithetical,synthetic and introverted parallelism. 
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In clauses that display gradational parallelism the second 
clause rises above the first either in significance or in 
expression.For example we have this extract from poem number 
13 of Kgoti Sekhukhune which says: 
J Alaya Phaswa,a swara Phaswa ka tsebe,a e bot;a are: 
4 Phaswa,o sware motse wa Ledimo. 
J Giving advice to Phaswa,catching him by the ear,and 
saying: 
4 Phaswa,you must look after the village of Ledimo. 
The first statement only introduces what Sekhukhune wanted to 
say but in the second there is enough significance.He is 
actually telling him what to do- he must look after the village 
of Ledimo.This is where the emphasis is. 
Another example is from poem number one of Kgoli Sekwati and 
has this formulaic expression: 
4 Sekwati,sehlwa-Je-ngwanana-ntlong,e le mano a xo ja 
tatago ngwanana. 
(4 Sekwatz,the one who indulges zn courtship,tricking to 
conquer her father.) 
The second expression gives the reason for staying with a girl 
and thus carries greater significance than the first.If a girl 
is captured,the father must show his responsibility by devising 
means of getting the girl back.To the father it is a matter of 
do or dze. 
Second to gradatzonal 1s antithetical parallel sentences which 
are connected by contrast instead of similarity.Take for 
example a line from poem number 15 of Kgoli Sekhukhune which 
says: 
6 E itfe xa dz kgerela letlibogo,la mo~ola le motono. 
<6 Hhen they went down the drift thither and hither.) 
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From poem 1 of Kgoli Sekwati which was also used in the general 
introduction about repetitions,we have the following line: 
13 Sekwati ba banyane le ba bagolo ba mo tseba. 
(13 Sekwati,the young and old ones know him.) 
I think the people were aware that as a device in composition, 
for clarity,two things considered together become clearer than 
either alone.Life itself being to them a contrast of desire 
and disilluszon,they had to gzve a good picture through the 
employment of antonyms.Some of these are repetitions for 
compositions.They are the formulaic expressions that will be 
discussed under the aspect of composition. 
The third aspect of parallelism is synthetic parallelism which 
is based o n the construction of sentences,for instance,noun 
answering noun,and verb to verb,being strictly artificial,that 
is the sentences display purely grammatical congruencies.This is 
what one can term as direct parallelism.In the following lines 
cited from poem 13 of Kgofi Sekhukhune we have: 
3 Alaya Phaswa,a swara Phaswa ka tsebe,a e bot[a a re: 
4 Phaswa,o sware motse wa Ledimo. 
(3 Givzng advice to Phaswa,holding him by the ea r ,and 
saying: 
4 Phaswa,you must look after the village of Ledzmo.) 
This is a superb illustration of congruencies PhasHa zs 
answering to PhasNa which are nouns and sNara to sHare 
which are verbs. 
Another example which illustrates this grammatical congruency zs 
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an extract from poem 1 which has previously been quoted: 
.., 
15 Xomme marole a tswa~o Tswetla xa Ramapulana, 
16 ~ a se marole a dikXokonyane,ke marole a batho. 
(15 And the dust that comes from Tswetla of Ramapulana, 
16 It is not dust made by cattle,but it is dust made by 
human beings.) 
There is here,the idea of emphasis that emanates emphatically 
from the noun Marole (dust). 
Finally,we have introverted parallel sentences,in which,what-
ever the number of clauses,the first is parallel to the last 
but one and so on.This is what many oral poets refer to as 
cross parallelzsm or chiasmus.The following examples from 
poem 6 of Kgoti Sekwati have been found more appropriate to 
illustrate introverted parallel lines. 
,- - l 
'a ✓ 
23 Ba ga 110 
.,. ___ .. _ 
nuyu .L .LC' ,. 
In the first sentence lelekwa (to chase away) is a verb that 
corresponds with ~hako (the process of chasing away) which is a 
noun from raka or leleka (to chase away).In the first sen-
tence,at the end we have ba ga aogolle (of my brother or 
sister) corresponding with Ba qa •aogolle• which starts the 
second sentence. 
A diagrammatical illustration or representation of that would 
be: 
- -
a--===--------- - - ----...,.,....b 
= b-====-a 
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(b) Another example from the same poem is: 
40 E tsomile mokxoba,e ba kxobela. 
41 Eba kxobela xo phatana ya mokxoba. 
( 40 It has looked for a place where it could gather 
them together 
41 Getting them together at a specified place). 
(c) Another interesting example comes from poem 4 of Kgo~i 
Sekhukhune which corresponds and differs only with regard to 
the demonstratives. 
That 
Le bottifeng Ngwakwane a Phala a matata a mallexa 
0 tlo le botsa a re: kxoao ye ke ngwana kxoao ya xa 
mang ye. 
Ke kxoao ya lethebela a mallexa,kxo-.o ye. 
is: a b 
kxomo ye kxomo ya 
---.. 
~~- - ~ 
b 
kxomo ya ye. 
He have so far seen that parallelism as Cope (1968:40) has 
described it,is indeed, 
---- the variety of repetitzon to be 
found par excellence in Zulu poetry. 
This statement does not only apply to Zulu poetry,but also 
to all oral poetry,from the Hebrews to the Bapedi.Many forms 
of oral poetry make use,to some degree,of the same principle 
of parallelism in consecutive stanzas,a literary device which 
builds up successive layers of insight and meaning around the 
central theme and manifests a unity as well as an opportunity 
for development in the poem itself. 
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2.2.1.2. Linking: 
This is a process whereby a part of the fzrst line or a word 
or idea is repeated or echoed in the second or third line. 
Sometimes this linking zs done by commencing the next Izne with 
the last words of the previous line.These words are mostly 
linked without the use of con}unctives,especially when the 
second line advances the idea in the first line.Ntuli(1978:192) 
regards this aspect as a subcategory of parallelism.Whilst I 
agree w2th what Kunene,(1971) Ntuli,(1978) Pretorius and 
Swart ( 1982) say about linking and about it as a subcategory of 
parallelism,I wish to point out a slight difference.In 
parallelism we talk of phrases,clauses and ideas,while in 
link1ng,however,is the same,that is they unify and offer help in 
defznzng our pattern or structure.We shall here,zn illustration of 
linking,apply a partial synthesis of the method used by Cope and 
the linear approach used by Kunene (1971).We shall deal only 
with words,stems and roots.In distinguishing the following 
types oF lznkinq,namely,initial,vertical,oblique,alternate, 
final and cross linkzng the following poems,together with 
other extracts from my collection which will appear at the 
end as an appendix,will be used.These poems have numbers 
allocated to them for easy reference • 
... 
25. IHA LA l<XOSI SEl<HUl<HUHE I 
1. Kxomo a thswa 1 E xama ke mang? 
2. E xama ke nna Malile,Tsotsoboko Mma-naka le phatleng, 
J. Mma-na k a le mphatane,Ma~ile. 
4. i'fa'tile ke namane ya me:itwana; 
5. E se seala,ke se-thfo!a-baeng. 
6. Se thtol1t~e ba ba tt'waxo i'1oxomatse, 
7. Kwa xa Serutle sa Hakotopo a Konyana. 
8. Hadimabe a xaxo,morwa Sennye sa Ramaxohle a kxomo . ., 
9. Madimabe a xaxo a tswa xo feng; 
10. Theledi a Marota,ka Borwa o tl'o senyana. 
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11. 0 t;•o senya thopa t;a Radipilwane. 
12. Hma xo Moxwete o a omana, 
13. Xomme ore: Kxatswatswa,xa wa ka wa nthlabanela; 
14. 0 lesa laba la mahlaka-falala lee-ya. 
I/ 
18. IHA LA KXOSI SEKHUKHUHE 1. 
1.Kxomo a tshwa! E xama ke mang? 
2.E xama ke nna,Seala-Kukuta o tlile, 
3.0 tzl ·o ja Badztlana bo morwa Rakxamanyane a 
Ho-robela-hlaka, ... ., .., .,. ., . 
4.Tsotsoboko a thsosa,thsosa khubedu.,moxats a K'o-xola-kae; 
5.Sesenyi bohlwele bo-laiwa-dirathana, 
6.Le bo Pit;ana-apea ·a Dikxale, 
7.Hakhura a t~wa ka dibere; 
8.Nneeleng dikxopa Nakxalaka-tenang; 
9.Xo batamela xo amoxa Ma~ile. 
10.Xomme Nakxalaka a re: Rena kxopa xa re nayo; 
11.Xomme bare e na le Mmamabolo 'a Byatladi; 
12.Xomme Mmamabolo a re; Rena kxopa xa re nayo 
13.E na le Hakubu Ma-se-axa-ka-mosasa. 
14.Xomme Makubu. a re: Rena kxopa xa re nayo; 
15.E na le Dikxale tsa Molapo. 
16.Xomme Sesu.pyane o du.tla dikudu.mela. 
17.Xomme o t;·o xapa tlou tra Masetle,t:iboxong la Baale. 
1 8. A -o th set s e -k a - 1 e f e ~. ------------------- -------
~ ., 
19.0 thsetse ka la Kxorwane letszboxong la Baale,Bo-hlapa-
boot swa. 
20.Di itse xa di kxerela letliboxo la mofola le Ia mofono, 
21.Xomme Kxopu.tso o Ile nala ya mefapa; 
22.Xomme nna ke Ile ya Ma-mpa-mpa Theledi, 
23.A Kxalatlole a Makwa, 
24.Seolo-sa-mmataladz Theledi ·a Kxalatlole a Makwa, 
25.Se-kxopa-banna-matolo. 
26.Hotswako xa a re: IIe-le-ruu.u..1 o kwa 'ru.mo la rona 
27.La mo-robela-hlaka-·a maru.mo. 
For translations see appendix. 
(1) Ini~ial Linking: 
This expression is used to describe the type of linking where 
a word in the first line corresponds almost vertically with the 
one in the second lzne 
Ntuli (1978:192) says: 
This usu.ally happens when similar words 
(or stems,or roots) appear at the beginning 
of successive lines (initial linking) or at 
the end (final linking) 
Consider in this case,line 8 and 9 from example 25 of Kgo~i 
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Sekhukhune above. 
(a) 8 Hadimabe a xaxo,morwa Sennye sa Ramoxohle a kxomo, 
9 Madimabe a xaxo a tlwa xo feng. 
(8 Your bad luck the son of Sennye of Ramaxohle of beast, 
9 where does your bad luck come from.) 
From poem 18 of Kgoti Sekhukhune we have the following example 
to illustrate initial linking. 
(b) 10 Xomme Makxalaka a re:Rena kxopa xa re nayo, 
11 Xomme bare ena le Mmamabolo ·a Byatladi; 
12 Xomme Mmamabolo a re: Rena kxopa xa re nayo. 
(JO And the Makxalaka's said,we do not have a jewel, 
11 And they said it is with the Hmamabolo's of Byatladi, 
12 And Mmamabolo said: we do not have a jewel.) 
Diagrammatically the pattern is as follows. 
a i--------
1----------
a _________________ _ 
From poem 6 of Kgoli Sekwati we have the following example to 
illustrate initial linking.It is a very interesting example 
which also illustrates final linking with a slight variation 
that emerges from the locative aagolong 
(c)47 l1okone lolaa.' o tlwile magolong; 
48 Mokane o tlwile gare ga magolo. 
(47 There zs Mokone! He is out of his den, 
48 Mokane is out of the caves.) 
Another example which is a fine 1llustrat1on of final linking 
commonly known as end rhyme,is taken from poem 14 of Kgoli 
Sekhukhune: 
76 Xomme Holetle a supa Ramapulana a Tswetla 
77 Xomme ka re:Hee! Hena Ramapulana a Tswetla. 
Of more interest to me is the following example of vertical 
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linking which occurs in the middle of two consecutive sentences. 
How the poet was able to count five words in each before the 
corresponding word is a poetic mystery.Especially if one takes 
into consideration that the poem was composed zn performance 
through inspiration.These lines are taken from poem 18 of Kgoti 
Sekhukhune whzch is recorded above. 
( d} 18 A 0 thsetle ka lefe? 
1 2 J 4 5 
19 0 thset~e ka la kxorwane letiiboxong la Baale, 
Bo-hlapa-bootswa 
1 2 3 4 5 
20 Di zt fe xa di kxerela letsiboxo la mo;ola le " mosono 
<ziJ Oblique linking: 
Thzs is a common feature of dire~o. It is a type of linking 
where one word 1n the first line occurs in a different 
position zn the second line.Like front linking,it is found in 
all degrees of completeness and complexity from the repetition 
of complex structures to those of much simpler features of 
szmilar1ty.The word oblique is preferred because it can be 
represented with lznes having a slant from one side to the 
other.A rzght left swing,for example,can be represented as 
follows: 
conversely a left right swing is as follows: 
From poem 25 of Kgoli Sekhukhune we have the following illu-
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stration of oblique linking. 
(a) 1 kxomo a tshwa.' E xama ke mang? 
2 E xama ke nna l'1a~ile,Tsotsobokq_tf-.a-naka le phatleng; 
3 ff-.a-nan le,rphatane,lfavile. 
"" ' t e namane ya mesi wana. 
(1 The cow spits ! Uho milks it? 
2 It is milked by me Halile,the lanky one with a horn on the 
'forhead. 
3 The one with a sharp pointed horn Halile. 
4 Hasile I am a noisy calf.) 
Another example is taken from poem 18 and zs as follows: 
(b) 11 Xomme bare e na le Mmam~bolo a Byatladi, 
12 Xomme Mmam~a kgopa ga re nayo. 
The above-mentioned examples are illustrations of a right-left 
sw i ng type of oblique linking.The followzng are exampljs o f 
Left-right swing.This example 
Sekhukhune: 
is taken from poem 15 of Kgosi 
(c) la Byale bya xa Masemola 
6 E itse xa di kxeresa letsi oxo,la mosola le motono. 
(5 The drift where the Masemola girls are in i tiated. 
6 It was when they went down the drift from thither and 
hither.) 
y 
From poem 3 of Kgosz Sekwatz we have the following example 
which illustrates both right-left swing and left-r i ght swing; 
( d) 14 Mahlape a bona le bo Makxake a Seloo e etlakana 
15 Tlak e l e set fexo meralo 
16 Melemo ya banna bo Nak x ake "a Selope etlakana. 
(14 Their he r ds together wzth Mak x ake of $elope the 
letlakana. 
15 Tlakana who went into oblivion 
16 The medicines of the men of Makxake of Selope the 
letlakana.) 
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The last example is taken from poem 13 of Kgo!i Sekhukhune,and 
it also illustrates both left-right swing and right-left swing 
type of oblique linking. 
(e) 30 Htsie se-lwa-le-tlou a letlobya; 
sie. 
32 H bo Pheladi le Nahlako a Ngwako,Mpalabala of 
(30 Ntsie,the fighter with the Elephant of Letlobya; 
31 Corn is plenty Ntsie. 
32 Ntsie,of Pheladi and Mahlako of Ngwako,Mpalabala of 
Rakabu.) 
Ntulz (19~) feels that repetition should serve a purpose 
instead of just being ornamental.In addition to emphasizing, 
repeated words become zncreasingly indispensable when the 
poet has changed their morphological form by using affixes 
and other devices,and retaznzng only their roots.I have the 
following illustrations of a noun-verb or verb-noun oblique 
linking taken form poem 16 of Kgoli Sekhukhune; 
(f) 4 Theledi ka Borwa o tto senyana, 
5 naseny a magadi a batho. 
(4 The slzppery one from the South where he spoiled 
everything; 
5 The spoiler of peoples aagadi (dowry).Ue have a verb-noun 
pattern of senyana and aasenyelet¥i. 
The following zs an example of a noun-verb pattern taken from 
poem 4 of Kgolz Sekwati: 
(g) JJ Ke sefadi,phalo ya morwedi wa Mphaka 
34 a Mokitlana a Tiatli. v 
35 Ke a ±...a..l.a,ke si'o thula kobo maroba. 
(JJ I am the potscraper,the scraper of the daughter of 
Hphaka 
34 of Mikitlana of T~atti 
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(iii) Al~erna~e Linkina= 
A process of repetition that occurs in a line where a word 
appearing in the first line is repeated in the third,or in 
line two and four,or three and five and so on.To illustrate 
this my first example is taken from poem 13 of Kgofi Sekhukhu-
ne: 
(a) JO Ntsie se-lwa-le-tlou a Letlobya; 
31 Mabele a sela dikgora Htsie. 
32 Htsie a bo Pheladi le Hahlako a Hgwako, 
Hpalabala of Rakabu. 
(30 Htsie the fighter with the Elephant of Letlobya, 
31 The corn is plenty Htsie 
32 Ntsie of Pheladi and Hahlako of Hgwako, 
Hpalabala of Rakabu.) 
The pattern diagrammatically is: 
a _______________ _ 
b ________________ _ 
a ________________ _ 
Another interesting example of alternate linking is taken from 
poem 18 of Kgo~i Sekhukhune: 
10 Xomme Hakxalaka are;Rena kxopa xa re nayo 
11 Xomme bare ena le Hmamabolo a Byatladi; 
12 Xomme Hmamabolo a re:Rena kxopa xa re nayo; 
13 Ena le Hakubu,Ha-se-axa-ka-mo~afa. 
14 Xomme Hakubu a re:Rena kxopa xa re nayo; 
15 Ena le Dikxale t;a molapo 
(10 And the people from Rhodesia said;He do not have the 
royal jewel, 
11 And they said it was with Hmamabolo of Byatladi; 
12 And Hmamabolo said;we do not have the royal jewel, 
13 It is with Hakubu,the one who builds the house with 
branches. 
14 And Makubu said;we do not have the royal jewel, 
15 It is with Dikxale of the valleys 
I found it interest i ng to note a re 'links the first,third 
and fifth lines together.And we have another example that comes 
as a final linking or end-rhyme which is,in this instance,an 
example of alternate linking.The word nayo appears in the first, 
third,and fifth lines together with a re. 
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At the beginning of the sentences we have goaae and e na le 
which also alternate. 
iv) Cross Linking: 
This is a rare feature of dire~o.D Kunene calls this type of 
linking cross-line repetition.Diagrammatically it can be 
represented as follows. 
or 
In the first diagram there is a left-right swing of the same 
word,which is crossed by a right-left swing of a different 
I/ 
word.The following examples from poem 6 of Kgosi Sekwati will 
suffice to illustrate the first pattern of cross linking; 
(a) 22 
23 
Batho re a lelekwa,re raka ke ba qa ..111oxolle, 
Baxa moxolle~titsko e ¥ilo. 
22 People we are being driven away,we are driven away 
by our elder brother, 
23 Our elder brother and company with unceremonious 
expulsion. 
(b) E tsomile aokxobare ba kxobela, 
Eba kxobela xo phatana ya aokxoba. 
Looking for a aokxoba tree,to bring them together, 
Bringing them together on the stem of aokxoba tree. 
That is: Mok_xoba kxobela 
In the second diagram,the left-right swing and the right-left 
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swing is a correspondence of the same word.This type does 
not carry much weight because it illustrates more of initial 
and final linking than cross.Examine the following example 
from poem 14 of Kgoii Sekhukhune which is considered an 
example of crossing: 
(c) 3 0 retwa ke Ma;abane a Maredi, 
4 a re: Phaswa,a swara Ph~swa a Makwa, 
5 A bot~a Phaswa ka tsebeng,a 
6 Sala o bona motse wa Ledimo ke woowe 
3 He is praised by Malabane of Maredi, 
4 He says:Phaswa,holding Phaswa of Makwa, 
5 Telling Phaswa in the ear,saying Phaswa, 
haswa 
6 Remain looking after the village of Ledimo. 
2.2.1.3. Alli~era~ion: 
A figure of speech in which consonants,especially at the 
beginning of words,or stressed syllables,are repeated.It is 
one of the major unities of dire~o. 
Abrams(1971:7) says: 
Alliteration is the repetition of speech sounds 
in a sequence of nearby words, 
the term is usually applied only to consonants, 
and only when recurrent sound occurs in a 
conspicuous posztion at the beginning of a word or 
of a stressed syllable within a word. 
Alliteration is an organizing device of the verse line.It 1s 
a technique in poetry that has been very popular in European 
poetry throughout the centuries,and later on it was also 
applied in African poetry and especially in traditional or 
oral poetry.In our praises we often come across sentences 
that have repeated vowels or consonants which result in an . 
alliterative effect such as in the followzng examples of 
consonants and assonance repetition of sounds. 
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2.2.1.3.1. Consonance= 
It is a repetition of a sequence of consonants,but wzth a 
change zn the intervening stressed vowel.In this instance 
Moser(1974:46) dzfferentzates between the strong and weak 
dzstributzon of consonants.In strong distribution he refers 
to the well-balanced arrangement of szmzlar consonants,for 
example from poem 3 of Kgo!i Sekwati we have the following 
sentence to illustrate consonance: 
(a) 29 Thaaiaxa-aa.-duaa-dznaaa,Thaaaxa 
. .. 
tona,e se zletse xo thoaa. 
(29 The red and white that wishes for meat,Thamaga 
the male,zt should not be hindered form starting.} 
From poem 4 of ~go;i Sekwati we have the following example: 
(b) 12 Ka lenaka ke hlab1le ke epolodit;e 
1 3 Ke b i 1 e k e h 1 ab i le Met e k x wadi ya met 1 a ic a • 
(12 Uith the horn I stabbed and dug out 
13 I have even pierced Mete kxwadz of metlaka.} 
From poem 15 of ~go!i Sekhukhune we have the following 
example: 
(c) 22 E lexo aolao o •ofsa le file ke •ang, 
23 aola •aloba re le laya ffoxokxomeng. 
24 Xo-e lehono -.olao o aofsa le felwe ke •ang. 
(22 In fact who gave you the new laws, 
23 Whereas a day before yesterday we were instructing you 
at Mokxokxomeng. 
24 And today from whom did you get the new law?) 
In weak distrzbutzon he refers to a pattern where szmzlar 
segments are grouped zn a single portion of the line.From 
poem 13 of Kgo{i Sekhu.khune ~-1e find the following example. 
y' 
(d) Ba neantse ke maxeruxeru a sehwzrihwiri 
(They were made to fight because of the lies of a 
deceiver) 
This is not very common in Northern Sotho praises,except 
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that it appears widely mixed.Compare example ub" above 
which has the same number of llk'sll and l"s" 
2.2.1.3.2. Assonance 
It is sometimes called "vocalic rhyme',it consists of the 
repetition of similar vowel sounds,usually close together, 
to achieve a particular effect of euphony. 
Consider the following example of a recurrent long uo" in the 
line from poem 15 of Kqo~i Sekhukhune: 
,,, B t"· "'· .. ( a} 1 2 "'a or w a o s o sen ya n a , o t s o t hop a t s a Rad i pi 1 wane , 
13 0 t~·o hwetta thopa di kxokxothetNe. 
(12 In the South he has destroyed,he has captured from 
Radipilwane, 
13 He has found houses built.) 
From poem 25 of Kqo~i Sekhukhune we find the following 
example; 
(b} 12 Mma xo Mox1'iete o a omana, 
13 Xomme ore: kxatswatswa,xa wa ka wa nthlabanela, 
14 0 lesa saba la mahlaka-falala lee ya. 
( 12 The mother of Moxwete 1s scolding, 
13 And says:Kgatswatswa you never defended me, 
14 you left the people of mahlaka-falala to perish 
In thzs example we have a superb illustration of a strong 
and weak distribution of assonance.In the first sentence the 
"o · is stronger than the "a". In the second sentence the "o" 
only appears in a segment in the first part of the sentence 
while "a" becomes dominant until the end. 
Assonance,as zs the case with alliteration,is introduced into 
a poem so as to create a specific sound effect which,as a 
rule,gives rise to a certain atmosphere in the poem. 
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1.2.1.4. Refrain= 
A phrase,Izne or lines repeated at intervals during the 
praise and especially at the end of a stanza. 
Ntuli ( 1978:200) defines refrain as; 
••••• a line or portion of it which 1s repeated at 
regular intervals. 
It zs a device of great antzquzty.A refrain usually adds 
typical character1st1cs to the poem or emphasizes a specific 
1dea.Th1s,l must say,zs a rare feature zn the poems of 
Sekwati and Sekhukhune.In poem 18 of Kgo;i Sekhukhune we have 
the followzng example which serves to work out an argument in 
a most dramatic way. 
a}10 Xomme Makxalaka a re: Rena kxopa xa re nayo; 
11 Xomme bare e na le Mmamabolo a Byatladz, 
12 Xomm@ 11mam~b o lo a re; R~n~ kxop~ x~ r~ n~yo; 
13 Ena le Makubu ma-se-axa-ka-mofala 
14 Xomme Makubu a re: Rena kxopa xa re nayo; 
1 5 E n a 1 e Di k x a 1 e t ta mo I a po 
(10 And the Makxalak~ said:Ue do not have the Jewel, 
11 And they sazd that zt was w i th Mmamabolo of Byatladi; 
12 And Mmamabolo sazd:Ue do not have the Jewel; 
LJ lt zs wzth 11akubu the one who b1lllds wzth branches. 
14 And Makubu sazd:Ue do not have the Jewel, 
15 lt is with Dikxale of the valley.) 
Another example that zs frequently repeated with some 
slzqht variations at the begznnzng of a sentence 1s taken from 









Morwa l1amo x aswa mehlaxare ya meno, 
Ke Phahle a aaruao a aant$i. .. 
Lebyana la qa bol1ankepeng a Mothsa; 
Gomme ke Phahle a aaruao a aant;i. 
The son of Mamoxaswa the Jaws of the teeth, 
I am Phahle with many spears. 
The instrument of Mankepenq of Mothfa, 
And I am Phahle with many spears.) 
2. 2 .1 .5. Pun= 
Olatunji (1984:37) calls this feature word-play.And 1n gzvinq 
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its definition he says: 
Hord-play is the juxtaposition of lexical items 
which are somehow similar in shape,to produce an 
effect of verbal dexterity. 
It is a play on the meanings of words.Usually the words are 
homonymous or similar in sound but have different meanings. 
Tone plays an important role in the play on words.It zs 
tonal dexterity which is being displayed on such occasions. 
From poem 14 of Kgoli Sekhukhune we have the following 
example which illustrates the use of a pun: 
a) 60 Kaba kwena,sekatika baa kata,a,a,a.! 
61 Kwena ya morwedi a Phala ·a Matata a Hallexa. 
(60 l became a crocodile,the striker who strikes,a,a,a,! 
61 The crocodile of the daughter of Phala of Matata of 
Hallexa.) 
Another example comes from poem 3 of Kqo~i Sekwati: 
b) 12 Le xapet~e ba Manaka a dipot¥ane le bo Hatlale 
13 ba rexo: Re sa letserba setie ba diJetla 
Matsamaka. 
(12 I have driven away the cowards including Matlale 
13 who says:He are still there,still herding those 
of Hatsamaka.) 
2.2.1.6.:... Rhyae: 
Rhyme is one of the most obviously aural aspects of poetry 
and contributes much of the musical quality of verse.It re-
fers to a similarity zn the sounds of words or syllables, 
usually those coming at the end of a lzne of verse.There 
exists some controversy as to the use of rhyme 1n African 
poetry.It was introduced into African poetry as a result of 
the example set by hymns and Hestern verse in general. 
Composers of traditional poetry,however,never made an 
attempt to use rhyme in their poetry.This according to 
NtuZi (1978:203) was obviously because their poems were not 
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written,and there was,therefore,no opportunity to work out 
schemes whereby the endings of the verses could be similar. 
Uhat we find in traditional poetry is the repetition of 
whole words or sentences,resulting in the features that 
we have already discussed under aspects of repetition. 
According toR Kunene0962) rhyme is unsuitable,and in thzs 
regard he says: 
End rhyme is unsuitable for Zulu poetry mainly 
because changes occur chiefly in the prefix 
rather than in the suffzx ••• 
Some poets,unaware of this fact have made the most 
fantastic verbal constructions.They have twisted 
words,coined them without consideration to their 
poetic effect merely because they wanted to produce 
rhyme scheme. 
But,Vilakazz <1918:129) has defended this aspect by declaring 
that art should have a form which is the beauty of the poem. 
This beauty should supply aesthetic pleasure to both the 
writer and the reader,therefore,the use of rhyme is 
justified. 
Rhyme in poetry must serve a purpose.It is by ztself a 
beauty and zt also fulfils a rhythmically constructive function, 
because zt serves as a szgnal,audibly defining the end of each 
verse whatever its actual duration.It is zn fact a tzme beater. 
Direto,that 1s oral poetry,is poetry in zts natural form. 
The composition of direto is a matter of here and now.They 
are of a spontaneous origin through inspiration.In thzs way 
we cannot expect to find formal rhyme zn them.Rhyme zs a 
foreign technique.Although zt wzll be too much to expect 
rhyme in direto,in the poems of Sekhukhune and Sekwati zt 1s 
scantily applied without a fixed form.It came in as a work of 
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art because man is born with an instinct for order.Two 
examples will suffice to illustrate this feature which is 
not found in dire~o. 
From poem 15 of Kgo~i Sekhukhune we have the following example 
of end rhyme. 
a) 19 Le ihlotleleng,xomme r·o binela koma ga Mampana 
20 Both;a bja Sekwati bo roxa mediti ya bona, 
~ 21 Reba beletsa melao,ba a akxola, 
22 E lexo molao o mofsa le fele ke mang, 
23 Mola maloba re le laya Hoxokxomeng. 
24 Xomme lehono molao o moswa le felwe ke mang? 
( 19 Support yourselves,and dance overnight with the initiates 
at Hampana. 
20 The initiates of Sekwati are swearing at their initiation 
instructors, 
21 On teaching them Maxims they picked up so quickly, 
22 In fact who gave you the new laws, 
23 Hhereas a day before yesterday we were instructing you at 
Hoxokxomeng. 
24 Today from whom did you get the new law?) 
Looking at the example,we find it to be true that rhyme is 
not a feature of dire~o.The following example from poem 4 of 
V . 
Kgosi Sekwati has what was supposed to be end-rhyme.It is in 
this instance interrupted by the sudden introduction of an 













Ka motswako ntwa ke a xononwa, 
Nna sesisimale sa morwedi wa Mphaka, 
Ke sisimet~e,ka etia lefswaka, 
Ke sefadi,phalo ya morwedi wa Hphaka a Mokitlana a T;at~i 
Ke a fala,ke li'o thula kobo maroba, 
Ke be ke tswile le Habowe xa Ramapulana 'a Tswetla. 
Hith the mixture I am not afraid of war, 
I the surprised one from the daughter of Mphaka, 
I stood still like a rock, 
I am the desperate,the scraper of the daughter of 
Hphaka of Hokitlana of Tsatti. 
I scrape,but am afraid of piercing holes through the 
blanket, 
I went out with Habowe at Ramapulana of Tswetla) 
2.2.1.7. Rhyth•: 
Several scholars,notably Groenewald (1979),Van Zyl (1949), 
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Holoto (1970),Vamane & Sanders (1974).Htuli (1978),Lenake 
(1982),have attempted to describe rhythm in African poetry. 
Some of these people are none - mother tongue speakers whose 
judgments in this regard are detrimentally affected by this 
fact.Some confuse rhythm,metre and rhyme.Some think that the 
most important aspects of rhythm is tone while others dismiss 
it for length.Some combine tone and rhythm and then add pause 
or breath-span.Some think of tone and a line length that has 
a complete unit of thought as the most important aspect of 
rhythm. 
Beier (1958:8) says; 
In writing down oral poetry it is even difficult to 
decide what constitutes a line as there are in 
fact no regular lines. 
Uith these divergent views in mind,as a young folklorist,I 
find myself at sixes and sevens now as to what exactly to 
look for in rhythm.Uhen I consider stress on the syllables 
I immediately get to~ point of regular pattern which then 
' brings in metre,and metre and rhythm are two different 
aspects of the same thing.On this point Boulton (1953:17) 
expands as follows: 
Rhythm thus includes metre but metre zs a relatively 
small part of rhythm. 
Ue have then to look for other features,apart from metre, 
which constitute oral poetic rhythm.In doing so we are aware 
that while all oral poets make use of these feature5 1 the 
degree of their occurrence differs with each artist.Most 
poets,for instance,make use of syllable lengthening but this 
zs differently manipulated by the individual artist.These 
introductory remarks bring me to the point where I must 
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first explain what rhythm is and then give its value and 
and how it is maintained or established. 
Rhythm refers to the way in which the lines are actually 
read.It is the movement of the verse,it is clearly a far 
more important consideration,but an implzczt characteristzc 
of praises.The rhythm of a poem,its movement from word to 
word and from line to line,carries the uebb and flow" of 
the flow of the poet's thoughts and emotions.This is true 
as Babalola (1966:344) has mentioned that rhythm of Ijala is 
a free rhythm.Anything is very possible in it.It is used to 
emphasize crucial areas of the poem - often a single word.It 
contributes to a more subtle aspect of poetry,its musical 
quality - whether smooth or lilting or harsh and dramatic. 
Further more word order and punctuation play an important role 
in giving us a guide to rhythm. 
Ntulz (1978) says that by rhythm zn a poem is generally 
meant a more or Jess regular recurrence of time patterns and 
patterns of successive and positional association of emphatic 
elements to less emphatic ones.That is a recurrence of stressed 
and unstressed syllables in a relatively regular manner.Uhilst 
I agree with his explanation of what rhythm zs,I beg to 
deviate from the point of ureqular recurrence of time 
patterns".The moment we talk of regular and tzme it zs metre 
and therefore it is no longer free. 
Olatunjz (1984:89) says: 
There are of course,stresses,but they cannot 
be regular zn thezr recurrence. 
If,however,a pattern could be worked out for incidence of 
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stress in Northern Sotho,its usefulness would still be 
debatable. 
Van Zyl (1949:5) says: 
Though the praises may not be as distinguished 
as in English poetry as far as the arrangement of 
verses and staves are concerned,there are definzte 
rhythmical accidents of quantity and accent affected 
by the law of succession. 
This sounds better to me because further on he says that 
these praises are by no means nperfect poetryu, but it must 
be borne in mind that they are simply an outflow of acre-
ative mind without any pre-arranged plan to work along the 
line required for the traditional fashioning of poetry. 
This also accounts for the fact that the rhythm in these and 
in all other praises is somewhat irregular and does not 
occur in complete verses of perfect trochaic pentameter or 
the like. 
The whole of the Bapedi child"s life seems to be uplifted and 
heightened by rhythm.Rhythm permeates the whole of his life 
from the cradle to the grave.Strapped to his mothers back,a 
Mopedi child will share all his mothers rhythmical expe-
riences. 
The truth zs,we give a name to the way zn which we stress 
words according to our common,everyday sense of how they 
must be said.In oral poetry,especially zn the poems under 
discussion,as a result of uneven length of the lines and 
zrregularity,metre zs a remote aspect. 
Guma ( 1977:161) states that: 
Unlike a Hestern poet,his poetry does not depend on 
rhyme and metre,it depends on a balance of thought, 
converged by corresponding balance of sentences, 
which is accompanied by rhythm. 
As a matter of fact,rhythm can exist without any metre at 
all.Everything a person says,everything a person writes, 
possesses rhythm.Take for instance the following line from 
poem 16 of Kgo~i Sekhukhune: 
(It is me Hafile the trampler of Hgwakwane.) 
Can we say this line in a dead,level way,giving precisely the 
same emphasis to each word? Of course not.The natural speech 
rhythm,into which we instinctively fall when we say the 
, , 
words,is "Ke' n':na Hasi:le a xati:s'e J 06 Hgwakwa:ne." The 
rhythm could be different only if the person speaking wanted 
to make it clear that he,as distinct from someone else,is 
"l'fa"sile the trampler" or that zt was he of HgHakHane, 
rather than any other one from any family.In that case "ke 
or Ngwakwane," respectively would be strongly stressed.So, 
speech rhythm is detefmined partly by our everyday sense of 
how words are sazd,and partly by the particular shade of 
meaning the speaker wishes to convey.In certain lines,the 
speech rhythm of the words,and the metre in which they are 
arranged,miqht fit into one another exactly.To put it more 
succinctly,they coincide.They coincide in such a quantity of 
well-known poems that so many people think that rhythm and 
metre are the same thing.According to many poets,words are 
heavily weighted where this metre would lead us to expect 
a weak accent,and vice versa.But that is by no means the 
most important of t~e effects whzch thi5 devzce can 
produce.Much more fundamental is the impression given by it 
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of absolute naturalness,of listening to a man speaking as 
though he were a character in a play being performed on the 
stage.However,there are many ways in which the human voice 
may speak,and for some poets in some periods the effect of 
naturalness is caught by a high degree of coincidence 
between speech rhythm and metre. 
A great deal of the poet ·s handling of his art always depend 
upon what he has to say.And what is important here is how 
rhythm is achieved in our declamations.Dr Schwellnuss (1942) 
recommends that we consider the syllables in a line.He says 
that we shall find strong and weak syllables,long and short, 
high and low.They differ in their accent and intonation.And 
from these differences we get to our rhythmical movement that 
comes to the ear in different rhythmical patterns according 
to the manner in which the poet speaks. 
I must readily remark here,as did Van Zyl (1949) that the 
composer of praises knows no parts,no verses,no lines.The praise 
is a whole.There are not even stops.The longer the reciter can 
keep on without breathing the more effective becomes the 
delivery.The ~,erses and lines which we present he,· e are so 
constructed only for the sake of poetical appearance and it was 
not the intention of the poet that his praise should be lzAe 
that.The poems have been dzvzded into lznes in whichever way 
proved to be the most suitable,especially those collected 
directly from individuals whilst in the field.As a result 
some lines are much shorter than others in the same verse. 
In that way the number of syllables in the line will be un-
equal.Then,a rhythmical line will be any line that consists 
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of any number of syllables that has a complete unit of 
thought. 
Coming ~o the gist of the matter,since we are more 
concerned,in the remainder of this study,with those common 
features and not with the way they are manipulated by the 
individual artist,! must say also that there is audible 
stress zn Northern Sotho praises and that this stress 1s 
connected with a higher tone in its incidence.Stress is 
best considered as a physiological feature,the reinforcement 
of the syllable producing chest pulses.Like Babalola (1966~ 
we should not accept the setting up of rigid stress-tone 
patterns yielding rhythms whzch are rigid and regular,such as 
iambic,trochaic,and anapaestic as alluded to by Vilakazi 
(1938),Schwellnus (1942) and Dhlomo (1977).Schwellnus knew 
Northern Sotho well but based his analysis on European influ-
ence.Vzlakazi and Dhlomo were pioneers in this field of 
Afrzcan poetics and depended more on European influence and 
background. 
The occurrence of stress and/or non stress,lzke the features 
of prominence,tonal modification,modulation of intervals 
between tones,and syllable lengthening which are postulated 
by Olatunji (1984) as concomitants to syllable succession 
and alternation of tones on the syllables in the creation of 
rhythm,zs unpredictable and subjective. 
Though we are conscious of the contextual szqnzficance,verbal 
nuances and emotzveness of these features,they are best re-
garded as features of performance to be played down in the 
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examination of rhythm,since they are not inherent in the 
poems. 
At this juncture,the question is what,then,can be said 
to be the constituents of rhythm in Northern Sotho oral 
poetry? The features are varied and several,but from 
amongst them l have picked out the following to be the most 
important constituents of rhythm.They are syntactic and sense 
parallelism,tone pattern,pause and syllable lengthening. 
Each of these features grouped together can be treated sepa-
rately but more often than not they co-occur,and as such they 
are treated together.In my illustration,from the point of view 
that every line is syntactically constructed to make sense,and 
that parallelism has already been discussed elsewhere in this 
chapter,they will not be repeated here. 
Each line of a praise-poem is made up of a number of groups 
of syllables,which Moloto (1970)and Lestrade (1936) call 
nodes,and which may aiso be called syllable-group units.Olatunj1 
(1984) and Babalola (1966) refer to them as rhythm-units or 
rhythm-segments.There are usually three or four,with each 
group containing one stressed syllable and a varying number, 
usually two,three or four,of unstressed syllables grouped 
around the stressed syllable.Thzs may be illustrated by the 
. V 
following praise-verses from a declamatzon of Kqosz Sekhukhu-
ne,from poem 16. 
/ , .,.I I ,.,. I I I 
Kenna# Haszle # a Xatzse # a bo Ngwakwane # 
, , ·'v , , 
Moxale # xa a xatzsa # Ka lekopelo # 
Theledi # ka Borw{ # o t ·so senyina # 
Here we have three lines each containing stressed and unstressed 
syllables.The fzrst has four units of syllables and the second 
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and third have three each.In the first there are eight stressed 
syllables according to their tone as alluded to earlier,around 
which are grouped respectively one,two,two,two unstressed 
syllables.The second consists of three units containing five 
stressed syllable around which are grouped two,three,two 
unstressed syllables respectively.The third consists of three 
units containing seven stressed syllables around which are 
grouped respectively one,one,two unstressed syllables. 
Halepe (1966:55} says: 
It must be pointed out that the grouping of syllables 
in a praise-stanza does not follow any logical 
pattern.Hhat is important,however,is the principle 
of the grouping of unstressed syllables around 
stressed syllables,which grouping corresponds to 
what is termed a foot in,for example, English poetry. 
The marking off of the lines,was based on the pause between 
the units of thought.Hith this idea of tone and length,a 
rhythmic pattern can therefore be regarded as the organi-
zation or arrangement _of lines of a poem into various lengths 
and forms.The lines may be irregular as in our example or 
equal in length. 
Shole (1981:119} says: 
In our case length is not based on the number of 
syllables only,but also on the breath-span:lines are 
equal length if they can be uttered within equal 
breath spans. 
If I take one line form the above-illustrated verses its 




ka 80:rwa # 1tv,I 0 So: 
I 
senya:na # ,, 
I have also divided these lines according to the pause which 
Holoto (1970) regards as something that marks the end of a 
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stanza in most cases or invariably a group of lines.This helps 
especially in declamation to give the poet a rest and to allow 
for digression.In some poems,the ideophones,and interjections 
\,) 
such as sate: e! Age:e! Ilululu:u! or Ekwa:a,Ekwa:a are employed 
for this purpose.Ho where in the poems of Sekwati and Sekhukhune 
do these examples of ideophones and interjections occur.There 
is usually a pause at the end of every segment,but the pause at 
the end of the segments preceding the last segment is not as 
long as that at the end of the last segment.One striking 
phenomenon observable in the final segment is the tendency to 
have a brief pause immediately before the first of the last 
syllables which carry the two tones at the end of the segment. 
Let us use lines seven and fourteen to observe the pronounced 
pause or caesura and the unpronounced pause. 
ThJJt:di J nJr~:ta, # Tsotsobf:di,# 
I 
phatle:ng, # 
The comma in this line makes it pronounced. 
, , , , 
Ke tlil'o; hlao:la ya mampa:mpa, # 
, I . I' I 
Thele;di,# Ka bola:ya # 
I I I 
maana:ka le 
There 1s no punctuation mark to indicate a pause but because 
the thought 1n the stanza is ended,we felt it f1ttznq to 
put in a pause which 1nd1cates the end of a segment.This zs 
unpronounced. 
It zs easy to indicate lines and pauses by means of punctua-
tion marks and by separating the lines 1n a vertical se-
quence when writing a poem down.Most lines are end stopped. 
There 1s a pause at the end of each which marks off a phrasal 
or sense unit.These need not be pronounced or cut off in 
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reciting,especially when it is recited fast and they may run on 
into each other if they are a group of lines forming a 
larger sense unit. 
Having said so much about the establishment of rhythm,one 
will try to illustrate this device by declamation 16 of Kgoti 
Sekhukhune. 
The following signs are employed in the poem: 
(x) weak beat 
(~ r.t rong beat 
< x) 
(#) pause 
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In conclusion,! wish to say that by the use of rhythm the 
artist engages the attention of the audience and makes them 
conditioned to receive his message.Rhythm contributes 
greatly to the emotional effect of poetry,offering sometimes 
a drug,sometimes a stimulant,under the influence of which we 
more readzly accept the poet's meanzng and respond to his 
magic. 
Northern Sotho prazse poetry zs memorable zn no small way 
because of the rhythm.But there is another reason Nhy poetry 
zs rhythmical.It zs intended to be memorized.Through memo-
rzzatzon resulting from rhythm,the poems stabilize themselves 
and are thereby transmitted to posterzty.As the poems are 
oral,memorabzlity is one of the ways through which they 
ensure their survzval. 
2.2.2.Iaaaery: 
This zs probably the single most vexing aspect of poetzc 
appreciation.Many students struggle through their course 
without ever feeling confident that they really understand 
the nature or function of imagery,while at the same time 
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realizing it is the central characteristic of poetic writing. 
Ue said earlier that a poem is the very image of life ex-
pressed in its eternal truth.Poetry is a mirror which makes 
beautiful that which 1s distorted.Therefore,imagery involves 
presenting or describing one ob1ect or concept in terms of 
another by drawing similarities between the ~wo,1t also in-
volves the use of figurative language to create images or 
pictures that appeal to the different senses.A few exponents 
in this field have the following to say about zmagery: 
Cuddon (1979:322) says 
Imagery as a general term covers the use of language 
to represent ob1ects,actions,feelings,thoughts,ideas, 
state of mind and any sensory or extra-sensory ex-
perience. 
Th1s 1s a very important view and enlarges on what I stated 
zn my introductory remarks.Abrams(1971:76) describes imagery 
as follows: 
This term is one of the most common in modern 
crit1cism,and one of the most ambiguous.Its appl1-
cat1ons range all the way from the umental picturesu 
wh1ch,1t 1s claimed,are experienced by the reader of 
the poem,to the totality of the elements which make 
up a poem. 
New criticism has stressed imagery as the essential component 
in poetry,and as a major clue to poetic meaninq,structure 
and effect.Therefore,by creating such pictures as alluded to 
above,even abstract ideas or complex feelings or experiences 
can be described in very concrete terms,so that they are 
immediately perceptible to our senses.Shipley (1972:220) on 
the other hands says: 
An expression evocative of an object of sensuous 
appeal.It usually serves to make an impression more 
precise,it may on the other hand,carry the mind from 
too close a dwelling on the original thought. 
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From all the quotations,we see an image in poetry as a word 
that gives rise to ideas of sensory perception,that is t o 
say,it makes one feel as if one is seeing,touching,smelling, 
or hearing. 
A poem often arouses excitement by making a pattern of im-
ages,so that the reader becomes not so much fascinated by 
meanings as stimulated by sensations.In this way poems can be 
rather like certain abstract paintings - paintings in which 
there is no obvious reference to recognizable objects or 
realities,but which are effective because they arrange shapes 
and colours in an exciting way.One example of this kind of a 
poem is number 14 of Kgoti Sekhukhune cited below.Although the 
poem has a message,it is the sensual description which is really 
responsible for the poem's success.Only a few lines and some 
individual words will be considered to illustrate imagery. 
Images can,of course,vary considerably in their degree of 
intensity,and in their degree of definition.He do not,in day-
to-day experience,perceive everything with the same clarity 
and definition.The poem then,in reflecting human perception, 
must take this into account.In the poem,when we read the 
word L•di-.o,we are immediately aware of many associated 
ideas.He think of the weather with its related aspects such 
as the whirlwind,the hurricane,a tornado or a thunderstorm. 
All these are fearful and destructive.Again,because we are 
talking of people,we may think of a giant,or a cannibal or 
an ogre.He may still take a word like ~au used as in the 
'following: 
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14 Mola Sekwati a tswetle tau ya sexafa,Tau ya Sekwati 
ke hlatsa marexa. 
(14 Hhile Sekwati has fathered a mad lion 
The lion of Sekwati I litter in winter.) 
In these lines Sekhukhune is associated with a mad lion.Hith 
these the reader or listener is immediately filled with 
fear and a feeling of foreboding like in the case of a 
cannibal that lives on human flesh.Such images gzve the poem its 
effect.He may cite another example such as: 
4 a re:Phaswa,a swara Phaswa ·a Hakwa a bot~a Phaswa 
5 ka tsebeng,a e botsa a re Phaswa: 
(4 Saying: Phaswa,holding Phaswa of Makwa,telling 
5 Phaswa in the ear,saying to him,Phaswa.) 
In these lines he was not only telling Phaswa,but he was 
actually forcing the news into Phaswa·s ears. 
In the examples cited above,the zmages are immediate and all 
the pictures are clear and definite.Imagery attempts to 
make communzcatzon more vivid,more immediate,or more exact. 
An image should help us see,or feel,or hear,or focus our 
thought,more clearly and sharply on what the poet zs trying 
to convey or describe.Its function zs basically descriptive, 
yet in a deep sense of the word,as zt does not seek to give 
szmple,factual or physical representations,but more to 
evoke feelings zn the reader and atmosphere ~zthzn the poem. 
The reader cannot be passive towards imagery,~t forces him 
to respond zn some way,to use hzs mind,hzs senses,h i s 
emotzons,his 1mag1nat1on.It is subjective 1n that it tells 
us the poet ·s feelings - and two poems ori the same theme will 
use different images to convey the different ways the poets 
feel about the subject - and zn that our response to it will 
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be our own response.If we have read a poem closely and 
sensitively,we should,no doubt,feel in a certain way towards 
it,a way others,giving the poem a similar reading will 
probably share.Yet most of the disagreements about what a 
poem,or part of a poem,means,together with most of the 
misreadings or misinterpretations of poetry,stem from the 
way we perceive imagery in the poem. 
Imagery is the hallmark of good poetry.Ue all use it,almost 
unconsciously,every day.This means that,unconsciously,every 
word we use or recognize carries with it a surrounding area 
of associations.It also means that when we compare,verbally, 
one thing with another,we call these associations into mind 
again in order to see to what extent the surrounding areas of 
the words intersect.This amounts to a recognition that each 
word has several possible meanings,or shades of meaning.Now, 
we are told that it 1s a characteristic of emotionally 
disturbed people to uie words which have many meanings,all 
packed together into a container.Ue can easily recognize 
this 1n ordinary speech.If someone calls someone else ua 
swine" (kolobe),we immediately take the word to refer,not to 
one,but to a number of disgusting qualities.If a person is 
disturbed,in short,he uses figurative language which brings 
words into play,not a single but as multiple meanings.Hore-
over,the more disturbed he is,the more figurative his language 
is likely to become.In an effort to express the extent,range, 
and intensity of his perceptions,he makes every word into a 
whole of world of zmplications,meanings,and gestures. 
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Simple phrases such as ka ponyo ya leihlo (with a wink of an 
eye) or ke ~au (he is a lion) are all technical images.In the 
poem attached Sekhukhune is a black and white bull,whirlwind, 
zebra (pitsi),phala (impala).Hhile strong and destructive,he is 
also fast and tender.All these are implied in the words I have 
just mentioned from the poem.In other words imagery covers any 
usage of language that is figurative - where the words used 
are not to be taken literally,in the sense of their dictionary 
definition.As such,it embraces all uses of metaphor,simile, 
personifzcation,hyperbole,symbolism and figures of speech. 
2.2.2.1. netaphor 
This 1s when a word is made to · stand for' something different 
from its usual,literal meaning.In thzs way 1t is an implied 
comparison between the two things being r~lated,that is the 
normal meaning or association of the word that which it is made 
to represent in this speczf1c instance.It is an 'implied" 
comparison because it does not use the words uzikeu or uas" 
whzch is a more dzrect form of comparison. 
On the metaphor,Shzpley (1972:197) says: 
The substitution of one thzng for another or the 
identification of two things from different ranges of 
thought ••• Metaphor 1s considered by many to be the 
basic poetic figure:Quzntillian calls it the commonest 
and most beautiful. 
It is a figure of speech in which one thing 1s described in 
terms of anothe1·.The comparison 1s usually 1mplic1t,whereas 1n 
simile is explicit.Therefore,when we read the metaphor of 
poetry,we intuit the presence of emotion.Consequently the more 
metaphorical a poem 1s,all other things being equal,the more 
passionate it appears to be.The amount of emotion generated by a 
metaphor appears to be in direct proportion to the a"~unt of 
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effort that has to be put into the search for its approprzate-
ness - at least up to a point.Hhen we consider the sentence, 
ba ~~e.a aatse wa Lediao ba o bea sebong <they take the vi Jlage 
of Ledzmo and expose it) from poem 14 of Kgoti Sekhukhune,~e 
have to i,1ork hard before we realize that a person and a 
whirlw.z. nd can be similar in that both arouse fear and are 
both commonly felt to be dangerous and unpredictable.If we 
put sebong (a place of refuge) to lediao ,thzs makes zt more 
intense and increases the impact. 
The person has become a cannzbal,and therefore,a destroyer,an 
unpredictable person,savage,cruel and powerful.More implications 
have been brought to mind in a shorter space of time,and the 
emotional impact has been increased accordingly. 
The followzng examples have been considered to be suztable 
illustrations of metaphor.From poem 14 of Kgoli Sekhukhune we 
get the following examples: 
a. 5 A botsa Phaswa ka tsebeng,a e botla a re, 
" Phaswa 
6 Sala o bona motse wa Ledimo ke woowe. 
(5 He was telling Phaswa in the ear,and saying, 
Phaswa, 
6 Remain looking after the village of Lediao (cannibal) 
there it is.) 
Sekhukhune is 1dentif1ed with a black and white bull and a 
Uhirlwind. 
b. 14 Nola Sekwatz a tswetfe tau ya seqafa. 
(14 Hhile Sekwati has fathered a mad lion.) 
The mad lion zn this instance refers to Sekhukhune. 
Our last example zs taken from poem 1 of Kgo;'i Sekwati,and it 
says: 
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c. 8 Phalo ya morwedi wa Mphaka a Mokitlana a Tlatii 
(8 The scraper of the daughter of Mphaka (knife) 
of the secrets of the day.) 
Phalo (scraper) zs in thzs case identified wzth Sekwati,but 
to say that he is the son of the daughter of Mphaka (knzfe),zs 
surprising because the knife can also be used for scraping.Uhat 
zmagery,with such deep figures of speech! Further on it is said 
that the process of scraping could only be done zn secret. 
2.2.2.2. Si•ile 
Olatun1i ( 1984:53) says : 
A simile is an overt comparison.It describes an 
ob1ect as being szmzlar to another. 
Sometimes the poet wzll feel it is more appropriate to make a 
comparison and actually use ulikeu or Hasu.It is chiefly through 
thzs comparison that poets try to communicate difficult concepts 
to thezr audience zn a meaningful way.It is an explicit compa-
rzson as opposed to the implicit comparison of the metaphor, 
yet that does not mean that it is in any way an inferior device. 
In Northern Sotho,thzs feature is recognized by the use of 
con1unct1ves such as bjalo karka ka,boka,swana le.A s1m1le is a 
feature that is equally common in prose and verse and zs a 
figurative device of great antiquity. 
The following examples from the poems of Kqoli Sekwatz and Kgo;z 
Sekhukhune were considered to be appropriate examples to 
illustrate what simzle is.I must remark,however,that zn the 
poems of the two kings,the similes are not always immediately 
apparent. 
Sekwati. 
Examine the followznq 
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example from poem 2 of Kqosz 
a. 5 Ba re: Ke yenat~elaa wa kala ya puwane, 
6 Ua Marumo a man si,a sekxoboko, 
7 Hkexo ke thaka ya th~imane ~a marole. 
(5 They say: There he is with a blooming twig, 
6 with many bundle of spears. 
7 like a peer group of boys playing in dust.) 
This simile is somei-,hat more difficult to detect as it does not 
follow the common conjunctives for simile as identified above. 
He had many spears that were heaped like a group of dusty 
boys.The following example from poem 17 of Kgo;z Sekhukhune zs 
also not very common 
b. 9 Nqwana-mosadi a Phala Sebolai, 
10 Sebata ke a khukhuna, 
11 lfoka bodztse ke hlahla le phoka, 
12 Ka Borwa o lle sehlana a xafela dinong 
( 9 The chzld of the wife of phala Sebolai, 
10 The carnivorous one I stalk, 
11 lzke the hair of a ta i 1 I creep 1n dew 
12 In the South he is from eating the placenta and 
offering it to the vultures.) 
In the following example we have the common conjunctive similes. 
From poem 6 of Kgotz Sekwati we cite : 
c. 26 A re ,, o a tshaba a be a ipekenya 
27 Bjalo ka monaledi a kotse. 
(26 Uho when running away looks 1n all dzrectzon 
27 Like the twinkling shield.) 
2.2.2.J. Personi~ication 
Personzfzcatzon zs generally understood to be the bestowal of 
human attributes upon that which is not human.It is a kind of 
anthropomorphzsm,and instances of this device abound in Baped1 
oral poetry.It has been defined by Cuddon (1979:501) as 
The impersonation or embodiment of some quality 
or abstractzon,the attribution of human qualities 
to inanimate ob1ects.It 1s a figure of heroic poetry. 
Giving weight to Cuddon ' s definition, 
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Heese and Lawton (1978:221) say that personification is; 
that kind of image where the 
, 
something concrete relates to human beings 
while the ·something else z s not human. 
This happens when an inanimate object or an abstract idea is 
attributed with feelings,thoughts or sensations normally 
associated with living creatures.Ntuli (1978:170) calls this a 
special type of metaphor.Animals,birds and natural phenomena are 
given the attributes of human speech,actions and emotions.For 
znstance,zn poem 13 of Kgo;i Sekhukhune we have the following 
examples which features Sekhukhune as the ucannibalu. 
(a) 3 Alaya Phaswa,a swara Phaswa ka tsebe a e bot;a 
4 a re:Phaswa,o sware motse wa Lediao. 
(J Instructing Phaswa,holding Phaswa by the ear,saying 
4 Phaswa,look after the village of the cannibal.) 
It zs a metaphor that personifies the cannibal to be Sekhukhune. 
It zs a natural phenomenon that zs being personified. 
Another example froin the same poem personzfzes the elephant: 
(b) 14 Masebete o dutla dzkudumela, 
15 o ts · o xapa tlou tseso Hasetlwe. 
(14 Masebete zs oozing sweat 
15 He is from driving our elephants from Hasetlwe.) 
Elephants are personified.His soldiers ~ere coming back from an 
expedition and they were also driving thezr captives.In thzs 
poem he calls the captives ditlou (Elephants) and 1n the 
following poem 14 he calls them ditau (lions). 
Zn another example from poem 16 of Kgoli Sekhukhue,the axe is 
gzven human attributes.He says: 
15 Selepe se selweu moxatla Koxola ~ Hotebele, 
16 Ngwana Masoka ·a Kobi,ke bata boxale, 
17 Kenna Hlab1rwa ·a Phahla morwa Kxobotlele. 
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(The white axe,the husband of Koxola the Letebele. 
The child of Masoka of Kobi,I flatten fierceness, 
I am Hlabirwa of Phahla the son of Kxobotlele.) 
He know very well that an axe cannot have a wife.In this 
example,the axe is the husband of Kogola the Letebele,the 
daughter of Masoka. 
Personification by attributing human characteristics to what 
is non-human, makes more vivid 1-1hat might perhaps have been 1 es s 
tangible to us.The nature of non-human things is made more real 
by projecting into them those qualities or attributes that we 
recognize in ourselves. Abstract ideas are also thereby made 
concrete. 
2.2.2.4. Hyperbole: 
Exaggerated descr1pt1on,the attribution,to people or things of 
values or qualities far beyond the state of things.This is a 
feature that zs much used in Northern Sotho oral poetry. 
In defining this aspect,Abrams (1971:75} says : 
The figure of speech called Hyperbole is bold 
overstatement,or extravagant exaggeration of fact,used 
either for serious or comic effect. 
It is understood to be a figure of speech that contains an 
exaggeration for emphasis.This is the use of deliberate, 
sometimes outrageous,exaggeration.The main potential for 
hyperbole is obviously comic or ironic.For example in poem 13 
of Kgoli Sekhukhune,when pointing to his soldzers,when they were 
very tzred and victorious,cominq back from an expedztion,he 
says; 
( a J Ha r o I e a 1 e e e I L e a bona x o rr:o I a a a .1 
xa sea dikxomo,ke marole a batho. 
That dust,you see there! 
It zs not dust from the cattle,but dust from the people. 
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A regiment is always orderly in modern times.But when one 
considers a large number of soldiers that have been inspired 
or encouraged by their victory,singing and shouting,then one 
would definitely agree when it zs said that their dust filled 
the whole sky above their heads.The language is meticulously 
chosen to give us a picture of the large crowd of excited brave 
men.Another example comes from poem 14 of Kgo!i Sekhukhune and 
says: 
(b} 14 Mola Sef<1·1ati a tswette tau ya sexafa, 
15 Tau ya Sek l'i at i , k e h 1 at s a mare x a 1 
16 Selemo se tlaxo ke a xafaxafa 
17 l<.e thopa dikxomo,ba(imane ba dilit!l'e. 
(14 Hhile Sekwati has fathered a mad lion, 
14 The lion of Sekwati,I litter in Hinter, 
16 When Summer comes I rave mad. 
17 l capture cattle in the face of the herdboys.) 
Sekhukhune was not only strong,but also unpredictable.This we 
see through his madness.This is a true statement because zt is 
said that whenever he was faced wzth war,he never used to look 
back,sometimes to his detriment.During winter,because most 
people lzke basking zn the sun,trying to drive away the cold, 
1t is an opportune moment for him to strike.The literal state-
ment is that uhe vomits in winter." Hhether zt 1s true,that he 
could capture cattle infront of their owners is doubtfull and 
perhaps grossly exaggerated. 
2.2.2.5. Syabolis•: 
Shipley (1972:J22) defines symbolism as: 
The representation of a reality on one level 
of reference by a corresponding reality on another. 
It is a form of indirect metaphorical speech meant to carry or 
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suggest a hidden reality. 
Cuddon (1979:671) says: 
The word symbol derives from the Greek word symballein, 
to throw together,and its noun symbolon,mark,emblem, 
token or sign.It is an object,an1mate or inanimate 
which represents or stands for something else. 
A symbol differs from an allegorical sign in that it has a 
real existence,whereas an allegorical sign is arbitrary.A 
symbol also differs from a metaphor,and in trying to expand 
upon the difference,Uellek and Harren (1954;194) say; 
An image may be invoked once as a metaphor, 
but if it persistently recurs,both as presentation, 
and representat1on,it becomes a symbolic system. 
In the following example from poem 14,tau (lion) is both a 









Mola Sekwati a tswetse tau ya sexafa 1 
Tau ya Sekwati,ke hlat;a marexa, 
Selemo se tlaxo ke a xafaxafa, 
Ke thopa dikxomo ba;emane ba dititle. 
Uhile Sekwati has fathered a mad lion, 
The lion of Sekwat1,I litter in winter, 
Hhen summer comes I rave mad, 
I capture cattle,while the herdboys are 
looking after them.) 
The lion represent Sekhukhune,and 15 therefore,a sign.Madness 
is also a sign of his cruelty and unpredictability.Hetapho-
rically,the lion 1s a strong animal as was Sekhukhune. 
Three types of images are represented in this stanza,that is 
metaphor,personification and symbolism. 
Another example from the same poem is: 
b) 6 Phaswa,o ;ale o bona motse wa Ledimo ke woowe 1 
(6 Phaswa,remazn looking after the village of Ledimo 
(the cannibal),there it is.) 
10]. 
Phaswa is a black and white bull which symbolizes strenght and 
ferocity.Lediao,is used as a sign of strength,destruction,and so 
was Sekhukhune who used to plunder the neighbouring villages 
like a tornado. 
Skelton (1977:71) says; 
Many symbols get their symbolic quality through 
accretion.As a poem progresses it becomes clear that a 
certain image is being developed in so many ways that it 
is impossible to say at all briefly what it means.It is 
a stone thrown into a readers own pool of associations, 
the ripples spread over almost the whole surface. 
l have trzed in thzs section to indicate as briefly as possible 
some of the main functions of imagery.Imagery,as we have seen 
brings to us freshness and intensity,simultaneously arousing 
our feelings.In Sekhukhune we have seen a big,round and strongly 
buzlt man who is fearful.In Sekwati,from the imagery contained 
in his poems,we see a man who is strongly buzlt,short in 
stature and tough by the nature of his built.So far we have 




3.1. COffPOSITIOH AIID PERFORffAIICE 
The Northern Sotho people are amongst the African peoples of 
Southern Africa who possess a long tradition of versification 
in oral form.Poems are still composed zn the tradztzonal 
manner.At ceremonies like the first fruit tasting in tradi-
tional communities where many people gather,the composer or 
poet zs provided with a good opportunity for reciting his 
compositions. 
Vilakazi (1938:105) says: 
A Zulu man,who zs considered to have a natural gift 
for seezng and feeling most in the make and experience 
of lzfe,wzll look at his kzng,survey hzm in the lzght 
of his ancestors,and then turn over hzs mind zn heroic 
deeds of hzs kzng and even hzs weaknesses.Suddenly he 
will spring up zn a crowd,with his shield pointed to 
the sky,and the whole of his body tangling wzth emo-
tional excitement. 
In composition,znspzratzon manifests ztself zn a manner whzch no 
one can mistake.The poet unaccountably finds himself dominated 
by somethzng whzch absorbs hzs being and excludes other 
interests from hzs mind.Such a man is never requested to do hzs 
duty,but,stzrred by the performance of the tribal ceremony and 
imbued with national przde,he feels zt most opportune to express 
his feelings,and thus fulfills hzs self-imposed duty.It zs not 
easy to defzne exactly what thzs zs,but we may mark certazn 
elements zn it.Central to zt zs something whzch may be called 
an idea,though zn some ways zt is too vaque to be named.It has 
a powerful character and atmosphere of its own,and though at 
fzrst it is too zndefznzte for intellectual analysis,zt imposes 
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itself on the poet with the ma1esty and authority of a vision. 
Even if he does not fully understand it,he feels it and almost 
sees it.This is usually accompanied by words which fall into 
rhythmical patterns,somethimes wzthout ,the poet knowzng what 
they mean,though he is singularly attracted to them and cannot 
but make the most of them,confident that they will yield 
their meaning to him later. 
On this issue,Jeff Opland (1980:296) says: 
The performer of poetry,however,is not necessarily 
an imbongi.Among the Xhosa-speaking peoples,potentially 
anyone can produce a spontaneous poem on the inspiration 
of the moment-at tradztional ceremonies,at sports 
matches, during church activities or at political 
meetings 
This performance is dynamic and it forces a source of vivid 
almost violent activity.It begins at once to generate ideas of 
qreat force and intensity,and these are often expressed by 
words which not only clarify them and relate them to the 
general scheme but are ~hemselves of an unusual force and 
intensity.Inspiration sets to work with a will which nothing 
can withstand. 
Van Zyl (1949:9) says: 
Though the obvious,z.e.the external appearance,zs easy 
to understand and to defzne,these concrete requirements 
for poetry prove to be totally znsuff1c1ent,and to 
complete a definition with that only,is impossible. 
A spiritual meaning cannot be omm1tted,there must be 
a definite internal side,an ecstacy which fits in 
with the craft.Poetry also means verse whzch 1s 
inspired by 1maginaiton and which attains a measure of 
perfection in that degree at which 1t azms. 
Vision is the main characteristic of praises.In many cases an 
idea m~y move faster than the words which pursue zt,and the 
poet is hard pressed to keep up with it.The process seems to be 
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done at an extraordinary speed,as if the inspiring thoughts 
are often too fast for the words which pant after them.In the 
process,what begins by being almost unconscious becomes 
consc1ous,what 1s at the start an outburst of energy infused 
with a vague idea or an undifferentiated vision becomes 
concrete and def1nite 1 what is outside the poet's control 
is gradually made to submit to his will and judgements.Such, 
or something lzke this seems to be the usual experience of 
poets,and this zs primarily what inspiration is. 
The state of mind is of some importance to the creative act, 
because 1t enables the poet to give himself entirely to his 
task.At such a stage he thznks of nothing else,except to 
exert every faculty with the assurance that he can now do his 
utmost and that nothing will hinder him.Only with such an 
assurance can he put out that last bit of effort and concen-
tration which 1s needed to make a unique work of art.The v1szts 
of inspiration may end as suddenly and as unaccountably as they 
began,but,whzle thy last,they enable the poet to work at the 
full stretch of his powers because he feels that anything is 
possible for him.Paradoxically this condzt1on is one of 1oy. 
Hhatever disasters or conflicts,whatever grief or anguish may 
be the start and the subject of the poet ·s 1nsp1red actzv1ty, 
once 1nsp1ration zs with him,he works in del1qht,1n a rapturous 
confidence that all 1s going well and that something ineffably 
exciting 1s happening. 
Inspirat1on,according to many poets,creates a state in which 
they see as a whole what normally they see only in fragments, 
as parts of a temporal process,and they are able to grasp from 
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the outside,in the full pattern of its movement,what normally 
they know only from the inside in separate and limited stages 
of development.It is not surprising that in such czrcumstances 
they feel that they have passed into eternity. 
Sometimes the behavzour of inspzration may be even more 
tantalising than this.To some poets the inspired and inspiring 
vision seems to come without any great accompanzment of words 
for its expression.The poet responds to it with all his nature 
and is obsessed by zt,but from the very start he has to work 
hard to give it shape.Yet it is so powerful that,though the 
words come slowly and painfully after much search and trial, 
they catch fire from zt because it zs so lively and persistent. 
Bowra ( 1970:15) says: 
Of course this does not happen unless the poet is a 
master-crafts man who knows exactly what kind of words 
he needs,but,if he is,they come in the end with an 
uncommon force in answer to hzs patient efforts. 
According to Casalis in Damane & Sanders (1974:23) praise 
poems were znspired by the emotions of war or of the chase.But 
in none of the poems recorded either by himself or by anyone 
else are there any but incidental references to hunting,and zt 
would appear that,untzl the end of the 19th century at least, 
most poems were inspired by war and were composed during periods 
of leisure and reflection zn the aftermath of battle.Spec1f1c 
to this are the compos1tons of kings Sekhukhune and Sekwati 
who fought mar,y battles against each other,and aqaznst many 
nations such as the Zulus and the Boers of the Transvaal 
Republic. 
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Let us look at the following lines from poem 16 of Kgo~i 
Sekhukhune,to support our view: 
7 Theledi a Marota,Tsotsobzdi maanaka le phatleng, 
8 Hakala xaxwe le kile la palela llmasoleu, 
9 le paletle Maburu ka mo llareng,Ma-bohlale-hlale 
Theledi. 
(7 Theledi of Harota,Tsotsobzdi wzth a horn on the fore-
head, 
8 his horn once defeated the llsoldiersu 
9 It beat the Boers in the laager,the clever Theledi.) 
Sekhukhune,at one of the fierce battles he fought against the 
Boers,claims to have defeated them and even beat them in the 
laager:He is the upright and clever one wzth a sharp horn on 
hzs forehead. 
It was around the fireplace at family,clan or tribal festivals, 
at initiation schools in the pastures,at the grinding stones, 
at waterwells,and at various gatherings of a formal or informal 
nature that praises were composed to re-count adventures and 
escapes from perils to relieve the excitement of the chase and 
the wilder joys of battle,and to brag about the kings prowess 
and that of his mighty forebears. 
Mafeje (1967:193) says: 
These upraisesu were recited on any occasion which 
seemed to call for public adulation of the chzef,such 
as defeat of his enemies,the approach of distinguished 
visitors,the distribution of royal bounty,and so forth. 
Sekwatz,like many kings cf his time could not mzss his praises 
after his many attacks by night.Hhen driving his captives home, 
the poet says in poem 1 ' 
14 Ke mang yelaa? wa kala r• : .: ,•, .c! ' . 
15 xomme marole a a tlwaxo Tswetla xa Ramapulana. 
16 Xa se marole a d1kxokonyane,ke marole a batho. 
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(14 Hho is that yonder with a blooming twig, 
15 And the dust coming from Tswetla of Ramapulana 
16 Is not dust of cattle,it is dust of human bein~s.) 
Tired from the long walk,dragginq their feet,the whole place was 
filled with dust.Among the Northern Sotho people wars and king-
ship were also normal stimuli for the composition of praises. 
Today,achievement in its various forms: cunning,strength, 
agility,statesmanship,foresight,plays an important part in the 
compositon of new praises since kingship zs at a decline and 
wars and game hunting are things of the past. 
First,one has to consider the effect which the situation may 
have on the performance.It is a striking characteristic of 
many performances of oral literature that the performer is 
affected both by his audience and by the occasion.These can 
affect his poem,sometimes radically,to an extent where one is 
forced to speak of compositon by the poet rather than memo-
rizatzon,wzth minor variations of a piece composed by others. 
One aspect which can be affected by the nature and reactions 
of the audience is the length of the piece.But this receptivity 
to the expectations of the audience and to the demands of the 
occasion is widely documented for oral poetry.The Northern 
Sotho praises singer is often fired to compose and declaim by 
some event he observes,he responds to the situation not to a 
memorized text.Some people believe that a poet may sit down and 
compose his poetry.This zs a false argument.Poetry 1s the 
result of insp1rat1on when one sees something as Opland has 
observe~ you know its like a preacher when he preaches the 
gospel,you feel touched,then you feel like saying some words 
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yourselr,you know that·s inspiration strengthening and sus-
taining you.It is from it that the peculiar energy which enables 
him to create derives. 
Sowayan (1985:92) says: 
The poetic genzus of an outstanding poet is 
conceived of as always being at hand,lying dormant like 
smoldering embers to be set ablaze at the moment of 
inspiration. 
Uhen the poet is znspzred,the door of hzs heart opens and it 
becomes possible for hzm to travel the difficult path of 
poetry.Some poets claim that at the moment of inspiration they 
become delzrious,as if they were intoxicated.During such a 
state,the heart of the poet begins to bubble with emotions lzke 
a boiling cauldron.Notions seekzng articulation invade his mind 
lzke a swarm of locusts.His breast overflows with words pouring 
forth like a stream flowing from a spring. 
Although poetry is inspired by passions,composition remains a 
deliberate and reflective process.Poetic inspiration is 
likened by poets to the blowing of the wind,but the diff1-
cult process of composition is likened to the laborious ope-
ration of winnowing,or more commonly,to sailing.Poetic reflec-
tion zs viewed as a mental journey in a turbulent sea of passion 
whose depths are full of terror.The probing for words and 
images is lzke diving for pearls. 
The various·compositzonal methods a poet may follow in deve-
loping his poem are compared to desert roads that crisscross 
each other,going up and down over soft sands and hardrocks. 
Only an expert poet can extricate himself and steer safely 
through this poetic maze. 
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Since the poet is always on the run,poetic composition is 
compared to hunting.Actually famous poets were also famous 
hunters.Like hunting,poetic composition is an obsession which 
is toilsome yet enjoyable.It is of equal interest to note that 
the mental operation of poetic compositon is for some poets 
associated with a vigorous and restless body motion.This 
physical motion,as we shall see under performance,is a visible 
sign that the poet is inspired,he feels agitated and burdened 
and cannot rest until he unloads his heavy burden of passion, 
that is,until he finishes his composition. 
Nothing of course,can be directly known about the methods of 
composition that were used by unknown bards.Blind poets,for 
instance,got along without wrztzng,but it zs left uncertain as 
to whether they improvised or memorized.Hevertheless,the 
praises are there.Uhen they were composed,and who composed them, 
no one knows.Uhat is known is that they are almost as old as the 
Bamaroteng people themselves.During the present research I 
recorded poem twenty of Kgo~i Sekhukhune and poem eleven of 
Kgo~i Sekwati from Nolwet;i Matlala who 1s blind.Also,poem 
seven of Kgo~i Sekwati and poem twenty-four were recorded from 
Seraki Thobejane who is also blind. 
Uhat is still fascinating about these poets,zs that their 
poems like those of Phala,contain some of the richest literary 
pieces 1n the Northern Soth language,the praises are highly 
charged wzth emotion and,in Shakespeare's words,"with wzse 
saws and modern instances.u And the thoughts are condensed in 
terse language making their translation into English a hazardous 
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venture.See for exmaple the following excerpts from poem 20 
of Kgoli Sekhukhune by Molwetki Matlala: 
57 Ke Ma~ile a gatila ka lekopelo, 
58 A re ke tsotsobidz ke tsotsobele ke tsotsobidi 
Hmanaka le phatleng. 
(57 I am Ma~ile the trampler who covers with a pzece of 
a broken clay pot, 
58 He says he is tsotsobidi (the Ianky),the sharp one with 
a horn on his forehead.) 
Actually,the word tsotsobidi is not zn any dictionary but it 
zs known zn Sekhukhuneland as referring to an upright lankey 
person.The word tsotsobele also zs not found in the dictionary 
but it is simpler than the former.It refers to the instrument 
used for piercing. 





thopa thole sa motho, 
y y 
tsea lesea ka etetsa pele. 
v . 
re qageso Bopedi thole sa d1ra 
( 24 I capture a young lady. 
" ga re se tlaletse. 
25 I take the toddler and put it in front, 
26 l said at home in Bopedi young girls who obey are not 
misused.) 
Ue know sethole to refer to a young female an i mal.Serakz has 
used it to refer to young ladies.We are not sure what he was 
implying by the obedzence of the young girls.But hzs answer to 
it is that if they obey they will never be misused.So far,we 
have seen that their language is Just as rich as that of the 
other poets. 
Coming to the gist of the matter,the devices that are gozng 
to be employed in this chapter as devices of composition are: 
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the formula,the"~,repetition digression,memorization,and 
finally performance. 
J.1.1. The for-.ila 
A formula is,in Parry's famous definition, "an expression 
regularly used,under the same metrical condztions,to express an 
essential zdea" <Parry 1971:13). In composing oral poetry,the 
poet manipulates innumerable formulas in an original and 
diversified manner.Only a few aspects of the formulazc system 
will be mentioned since its exhaustive study would require a 
more complete knowledge than I possess of the nature of the 
rhythmic accompaniment and the Northern Sotho prosodic system. 
The formula has been defined zn various ways,usually with a 
view to increasing the number of expressions in the text that 
can be counted formulaic.A repeated phrase is certainly a 
formula,and Homerists often add; as formulaic expressions that 
have something other than verbal identity in common with each 
other,such as metrical shape and syntax.Formulas are of all 
kinds,sets of lines,whole lznes,halflines,subjects plus verbs, 
verbs plus objects,epithets plus nouns.By far the most 
conspicuous type to the ordinary reader is the latter,the 
epithet being often of a highly colourful sort e.g. from poem 
13 of Kqofi Sekhukhune we have the phrase; 
ke selaiHane,koaa ya RangwakHane. 
(I am Sela1wane,the initiation of Rangwakwane.) 
Hainsworth (1980:32) says; 
The density of formula in the text varies with the 
subject matter;battle scenes are more formulaic than 
speeches or similes.How densely formulaic depends on 
how the formula 1s defined.But even if the term is 
defined very narrowlY there are few lines in the average passage 
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that do not contain at least ·one 'formula.If the term is 
stretched to include structural formulas,whole 
sections may be dubbed totally formulaic. 
After a long study of recurrent lines and phrases,Milman Parry 
arrived at the oral formulaic theory which was further expanded 
by his student Albert Lord whose expositions are subject to con-
troversy and correction.From his observation of the behaviour 
of the Homeric verse,Milman Parry (1971) has defined the formula 
as an idea - conveying expression that has become codified as a 
result of repeated poetic image.It 1s a group of words which 1s 
regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express 
a given essential idea. A close examination of the formulaic 
phraseology 1n various folk epic traditions indicates that a 
single,canonical def1n1t1on of the traditional phrase is not a 
realzstzc goal. 
Parry's concept of a group of words which zs regularly 
employed under the same metrical condztzons to express a 
given essential idea zs useful as far as it goes,since it 
does point the way towards the aspects of surface phraseo-
logy,recurrence,metrical texture,and an underlying core idea. 
But since these metrical conditions may vary widely from one 
tradztzon to the next,such as in the case of Northern Sotho, 
we are now faced with a corresponding variance in wording, 
pattern of recurrence,and even of morpholoqy.Clear examples 
come from poem J of Kgo;z Sekwati.F1rst,what can be regarded 
a s a for mu I a i s ; 
20 Sennye se lebelo sa Ranthsudz a thebe. 
(20 The fast introvert of Ranthsudi of Thebe.) 
It is repeated twice exactly as zt was the first time.Then, 
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qozng through the whole poem part of its words are repeated. 
Twice sennye is repeated wzth the following new words : 
(1) 32 Sennye,motho xa a sa nthete ke pelo · nthso, 
(J2 The zntrovert,when a person does not praise me, 
he i s j ea 1 ou s • J 
<zi) 41 Nonyana Sennye se lebelo sa Ranthsudz a Thebe, 
(41 A bird,the fast introvert of Ranthsudz of Thebe.) 
Uhat zs more,what can be classified as a formulaic system 
under the metrical rules of one tradition might not qualify 
for the same deszgnatzon zn another poetry. 
It is important at this point to remember that formula in 
Homer is not necessarily a repetit1on;1ust as the repetitions 
of tragedy are not necessarily formulas.Lord (1986:491) says 
that it zs the nature of an expression which makes zt a 
formula,whereas its use a second time in Homer depends largely 
upon its appearing more than once in two given poems of limited 
length.Ue are considering and taking up the problem of the 
Homeric formulas from the side of repetztzons,but only because 
it is easiest to recognize a formula if we find it used a second 
or a third tzme,since we can then show more easily that i t zs 
used regularly,and that it helps the poet in his versification. 
To som·e it is difficult to ma k e out exactly what 
Parry (1971) meant by the statement Uthe nature of an ex-
press i on.u But the key to that 1s zn the last clause zn the 
above quotation.The formula uhelps the poet in his verse 
making.u It is primarily for that reason that zt is 
repeated to call attention to a previous occurrence,for an 
aesthetic or other purpose.Formula do not point to other uses 
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of themselves,they do not recall other occurrences.It might be 
said that they embody all previous occurrences,and,therefore, 
not any one other single occurrence.One of the changes that 
comes about in the transitional stage is that formulas are no 
longer necessary for composition.They are giving way to true 
repetit1ons,wh1ch are repeated for aesthetic or referential 
reasons rather than for case in verse-making. 
Biebuyck (1978:75) says: 
As zs noted .•. ,the epzcs are characterized by an 
abundance of name,names of persons,animals,divin1-
ties,and fabulous beings,names for officeholders, 
group names and place names,epzthets and praise 
names. 
Many of these terms occur repeatedly zn the praises.Some 
are simple,widely used personal names (most having a 
traceable meaning).Some names are compounds,descriptzve 
terms.The most typical formulas occurring only in epics and 
heroic tales are descriptive epithets.Understandably,most 
of them apply to the main hero.Some are self-given,others 
are applied by the other actors.Sometimes priiise names are 
infrequent and are difficult to distinguish from epithets. 
The poet uses many standard symbolic expresszons,some as 
discussed in chapter two,as formulas or invents new ones to 
introduce a proclamat1on,a conversation or a song; to boast 
and challenge,to destroy,to die,and to revzve,to sneeze and 
to cough,to bless and to threaten;to evoke beauty,emot1on, 
stress,and phys i cal hardship,and to express strength o r 
weakness.Verbs become formulas by changes of aspect and 
tense,addztion of suffixes and conjunctions,or reduplication 
of the stem.The repetition of the zdea of action zs also 
favoured. 
A study of the poems of Kgoli Sekhukhune and Kgoli Sekwati 
reveal many words and phrases that are supposed to be called 
formulas.Here are some of the good examples from poems 1 & 2 
of Sekwati: 
i.4 Sekwati se-hlwa-le-ngwana-ntlong. 
(4 Sekwati,the one who indulges in courtship.) 
ii.6 Phalo ya Mmabatome ·a Makwa 
(6 Scraper of the Mmabatome of Makwa.) 
iii.2 Sekwatikwati sa sehula-bo!ego 
( 2 Sekwati,the one who invades by night.) 
From poems 13 & 17 of Kgoii Sekhukhune we have the following 
which can also be termed formulaic: 
i. 2 Phaswa a Nakwa 
(2 Phaswa of Nakwa.) 
l Z • 1 3 
(13 
Ke selaiwane,koma ya Rangwakwane 
I am Selazwane,the initiation of Rangwakwane) 
zii. Th;zth;zla a Manyama. 
(The one that stalks steadily) 
These are the supposed · formulas because they definitely 
carry the compos1t1on forward.The Northern Sotho Sereto, 
like the folktales as indicated by Makqamatha (1987:62) has 
a defznzte form for begznnzng and ending.The audience zs 
aware of these socially prescribed rules and therefore,they 
must be used since they also help in the znteractzon of 
this oral tradition.These opening and closing formulas as 
discussed under composztzon,are what 1s known in Northern 
Sotho as formulas.However,this aspect zs stzll sub1ect to 
investigation in Northern Sotho.Proponents of the Parry_ 
Lord theory hold that the presence of formulas 1n a poem 1s 
unequivocal evidence that it is both composed and transmitted 
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orally.Magoun (1953:447) states categorically that noral 
poetry,it may be safely said,is composed entirely of 
formulas,large and small,while lettered poetry is never 
formulaic,n and concludes on this basis that Anglo-Saxon 
narrative poetry was orally composed and transmitted.But this 
conclusion has been challenged by a number of scholars.For 
instance,Baugh (1967:9} has shown that the middle English 
Romance,despzte an abundance of formulas and recurrent 
themes,was the work of literate authors who wrote with oral 
presentation zn mind: 
Benson (1966:JJ5) says: 
To prove that an Old English poem is formulaic zs 
only to prove that zt is an old English poem,and to 
show that such a work has a high or low percentage 
of formulas reveals nothing about whether or not it 
zs a literate composit1on,though it may tell us some-
thing about the skill wzth which a particular poet 
uses the tradition. 
According to Benson,literate poets employ formulas in the 
same way any writer observes a literary tradition.In other 
words,a formula might be chosen not because the demands of 
the meter or the pressure of oral composition prevent the 
poet from pausing to select some more suitable phrase,but 
because this phrase is suitable,1s part of a poetic diction 
that is clearly oral in origin but that zs now 1ust as 
clearly a literary convention.Many other folklorists also 
concur with Benson that conventions that are oral in origin, 
such as various formulas,could be,and ~ere carried 1nto 
written literature.Curschmann (1967:49} also adds that 
stylistic techniques which are singled out by proponents of 
the oral - formulaic theory as characteristic of oral compo-
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sition may primarily be a more general reflection of popular 
taste rather than sure signs of orality. 
Such observations are borne out by the example of Northern 
Sotho poetry.As noted earlier in my introduction on the 
formula,it does indeed contain many stock phrases such as 
have been quoted,yet these are essentially stylistic 
conventions used for their appropriateness to the subject 
rather than to generate segments of a poem.Essentially,it 1s 
impossible then to determine from textual evidence alone 
whether a Northern Sotho poem was composed by a literate or 
illiterate poet,as the same conventions will be used in-
discriminately by both. 
One of the baszc problems of the Parry-Lord theory is the 
rigid distinction it attempts to establish between an uoralu 
and a nwrzttenu mode of composition.Usage of the terms oral 
and written literature · by proponents of the theory is very 
vague and ambzguous.Lord,in partzcular,asserts that oral 
and written techniques of composition are ucontradictory and 
mutually exclusive" ( 1986:129),an assertzon that would deny 
any essential relationship between poets composing orally and 
zn a written form w1th1n the same tradztzon,or between the 
uoral"and uwritten~ phases of a given tradition.In Northern 
Sotho,oral and written composition and transmisszon (perfor-
mance) coexist and 01•erlap.Among our poets,some are literate 
and others,the vast ma1or1ty,are illiterate.A poem composed 
in written form by a literate poet may circulate by word of 
mouth,whereas a poem composed orally by an illiterate poet 
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may find zts way to the written page and be thus preserved. 
From a close comparison of poem 14 of Kgoli Sekhukhune and 
the recorded poem 19 of Hgwanatsomane Sekhukhune and poem 20 
of Molwetli Matlala which shows close resemblances,and the 
resemblance of poem 1 of Kgorz Sekwati and the recorded poem 8 
of Ntepane Sekwatz,it is apparent that {he above explanation is 
correct.It might be that Ngwanatsomane's recitation was re-
corded by Phala sznce his age agrees with the time of recor-
ding by Phala.He zs the number one Mokgomana (counsellor)at 
Mohlaletse the royal court of Bamaroteng.Still,it might be 
the opposite,that zs,they might have copied from Phala. 
Finnegan (1974) discusses the question at length and gzves 
ample references and examples from various traditions from 
Africa and Asia to show that zt zs not always possible to 
draw a clear dzstznction between "oralu and uwrzttenu 
literature. 
In Africa,for example,Swahilz poetry has to be composed and 
thoroughly studied before performance.The Eskimo also do 
the same as we have seen from Rasmussen who zs quoted by 
Finnegan (1977:81).Smith (1977) has also observed that even 
performers of the oral epic zn Hestern India rely on memory 
to a very large extent. 
From the discusszon,we should have realized that one does 
not deny the fact that there are formulas used in Northern 
Sotho praises.But,! find it difficult to agree with the way 
zt has been designated by its exponents.As shown in this 
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chapter,exponents have many formulas,but a point of recurre-
nce is completely at a zero point.It should be pointed out 
that in Northern Sotho,especially in the case of the praises 
of chiefs,composition does come before performance and a 
composer and a performer may be the same person doing the 
act at different times.In conclusion,! do not want to dismiss 
composition and performance as aspects of the same act as 
advocated by Parry and Lord,but wish to remark as Finnegan 
(1976:145) did that,if there 1s no one simple category called 
uoral literature u (or oral poetry),but only a complex and 
relative series of possibilities,the same is likely to be 
true for noral composition.n It cannot be assumed without a 
detached investigation of comparative evidence beyond just 
the Yugoslav case that uoral poetryu and,correspondzngly, 
noral compositionu is of one predictable kind.There may be a 
number of different social circumstances connected to the 
literary piece involved or the varying ways in which literary 
production and dzstrzbution is organised in different 
cultures and periods may play a significant role.This point 
leads me to the followznq compositional device. 
J.1.2. The-.e. 
In understanding praise poetry the details become meaningful 
onl y as they are related to an overall conception,however 
tentatzve,of a story's general point or controlling idea.The 
sub}ectTthe area of a story's focus,and the theme zs the 
general comment on this area of human experience conveyed 
through such specific elements as plot,characterization,tone, 
point of view 1 imagery and symbolism.Theme is derived from 
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the total effect of all the elements of praise.Long praises 
are often characterized by many subordinate themes which,for 
the sake of distinction,are called motifs.Thompson (1946:415) 
defines the motif as : 
the smallest element in a tale having 
power to persist in tradition.In order to have this 
power,zt must have somethzng unusual and striking 
about it. 
Hotzfs are fzqures or ideas that repeat themselves zn the 
total design and are related to the major theme by being 
variations or aspects of zt. 
Themes,accordznq to .Lord (1968:4) refer to the repeated 
incidents and descriptive passages in the songs.In 
following Parry,we had to call the groups of ideas regular-
ly used zn telling a tale zn the formulaic style of tradi-
tional song" the themesu of the poetry.Even though they are 
verbal,they are not any fixed set of words,zt is the grouping 
of ideas that matters.The oral poet learns some of them and 
improvises wzthin their system before he can become an 
accomplished artist.The theme is mostly an extension of the 
formulaic line in Parry's words "the distinction between the 
verse and the theme 1s only one of degree.Expressing in more 
than a line,a sentiment or idea whzch the oral poet finds 
capable of being developed tn several like situations." 
Formulas and themes are basically mnemonic units of oral 
composztion,from a stock of phrases and lines which tradition 
and long use have stored zn the bard's memory,he constructs 
fresh lines and scenes and in this way supports the overall 
fabrzc of hzs praise. 
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A long poem usually consists of several themes strung to-
gether and studded throughout with similes and images,all 
of which are conventional,but each of which is given a slight 
semantic turn or a new artistic twist.According to Lord,it 
is not restricted as zs the formula by metrical 
considerations,hence,it should not be limited to exact word-
for-word repetition (1968:73).The essential thing in the 
theme is the idea that it embodies,the order of words can 
change a little here and there.The goal of the poet being to 
strike a balance between the familiar and the unique. 
In hzs composition,the poet does not touch upon all the 
themes at his disposal,nor does he necessarily arrange the 
themes he chooses in a set and rigid order.There is no 
rigidity in African poetry as in Homer. Themes in the same 
poem are not treated at the same length or according to a 
fixed proportion.The poet has a wide range of options with 
whzch to start his poem and develop it to successful comple-
tion.He works within a modular structure in which themes are 
components that can be augmented,truncated,added,deleted, 
and shifted around for artistic effect.The poet tries as 
skilfully as possible to relate the thematic components of 
his poem to each other and coordinate them gracefully into 
one harmonious whole.This is achieved by the zntrzcate 
interlacing of themes and by the smooth transition from one 
theme to the next so that all converge to form a poem that zs 
at once traditional and original. 
Most African oral poets sing spontaneously,even if studiedly, 
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as they go about their daily chores without an audience.Hhile 
on my research in Sekhukhuneland,an old man,very sickly on 
his 70th or 80th birthday,told me how he came to render oral 
poetry.He said that he had always appreciated poets as he 
grew up.This interest made him commit a few of their phrases 
to memory.If the phrases were mentioned by the majority of 
the people,that became an approval.He would then,while 
herding cattle,try to string a few of those phrases together 
to such an extent that he would even add a few new phrases 
from his imagination.And one day as they were seated around 
the fireplace,he told hzs mother that he could recite the 
poem he had heard recited at the King·s courtyard even better 
than it had been recited on that occasion.Uhen I requested 
him to tell me a few of those . phrases he had picked up,I 
realized that he was actually referring to the themes.Some 
V 
of those he mentioned from poems 2 & 1 of Kgosi Sekwati are 
the following; 
y 
(a) 2 Kenna Sekwatzkwati sa se-hula-bosexo. 
(2 I am Sekwati the one who invades by night.) 
(b) 5 Ba re: Ke yena yelaa wa kala-ya-puane. 
(5 They say; He is that one with a blooming twig on his hat.) 
(c) 4 Sekwati se-hlwa le ngwanana ntlong 
(4 Sekwati the one who indulges in courtship) 
(d) 19 Ke Phahla ·a Bauba se-feta-methepa 
(19 I am Phahla of Bauba,the one who by-passed the girls.) 
Also in poem 1J of Sekhukhune,the following were mentioned; 
(a) 2 Phaswa a Makwa 
(2 Phaswa of Makwa ) 
(b} 9 Phahle 0 let~e o nthoxa botexo. 
(9 Phahle kept on reproving me all night long.) 
(c} 13 Ke Selaiwane,koma ya Rangwakwane. 
(13 I am the instructed,the initiation of Rangwakwane) 
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(dJ 19 Ke Ile ya Mampampa,Theledi 
(19 I have eaten the fat one,ThelediJ 
(e) 26 Tiula-meetse ke ba epet~e moreo. 
(26 At Tsula-meetse I trapped them with my charms.} 
To demonstrate the flexibility in some of the themes 
mentioned,! will take first the following example,that 1s; 
Kenna Sekwatikwati sa sehula-botego. 
(I am Sekwatz the one who invades by night.) 
In one example this theme develops into the portrayal of the 
character via what the other people say about him.In this 
case,he is known by the children as the one who always wears 
a large feather on his head and goes about carrying many 
spears.In another example,first of all 1 he 1s in the middle 
of a fierce battle,but it is at night,then this time he 
praises himself as the one who does not worry young ladies. 
He qoes on to describe thezr beauty and even mentions their 
names.The wordzng of the episode varies from poet to poet, 
and so does the way in which they are joined together,or 
combined with other themes.But these stock episodes,as well 
as 1 w1der themes and plots,like attack1ng,destroying,trapp1ng, 
fighting,returning and the capturing of vzllages,are all 
there as traditional resources on which the poet can draw 
zn order to construct his own poem. 
In this section,! agree with what is advocated about the 
Yugoslav poet.Our poets also base their composition on these 
known patterns of phrases,lines and themes,wzthout 
necessarily restricting themselves to them.The formula and 
the theme,as we have seen,are useful for the horizontal 
growth of the story.But there is a third category of re-
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peated lines and passages which is not that valuable and 
only contributes towards a fullness of effect in the per-
formance. 
3.1.3.Repetitions. 
The use of repetition is not limited to epics alone,zn fact, 
it is clearly and eminently linked with orality,and whether it 
involves formulas or whole sequences,zt is important to 
structuring oral narrative.Indeed,repetition is not only the 
hallmark of folk poetry,zt 1s the very sum and substance of its 
being. 
In many heroic poems a passage is repeated,almost word for 
word,very soon after zts first appearance.Obviously this zs 
no accident.The repetitive sequences will not be discussed 
zn detail as this aspect has already been dealt with in 
chapter two.The following six different types of repetitive 
sequences are found in our praises. 
1. The ''repet1t1ve groupu contains a group of consecutive 
lznes whzch are repeated almost exactly. 
For e x ample,some tell the hero to proceed to a certain place. 
The sznger then recounts zn virtually the sam,e 1vords that 
V 
the hero went to that place.From poem 14 of Kqosz Sekhukhune 
we fznd the following example: 
(1) 76 Xomme Nolette a lupa Ramapulana a Tswetla, 
17 Xomme ka re: Hee! ~ena Ramapulana · a Tswetla. 
(76 And Molette pointed at Ramapulana of Tswetla, 
77 And l said: Hey! You Ramapulana of Tswetla.) 
In this example Nolette pointed at Ramapulana of Tswetla and 
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the hero replied using the same words,that is Ramapulana of 
Tswetla. Another common example occurs in the stylized 
traditional formula •. 4t first the hero or poet says; Kxomo ·a 
thsHa! and the audience replies with E gaaa ke aang which 
is then answered by E gaaa ke nna .... Each "e gama" 
zs consecutive to the other. 
ii.The second category,"exact repetitions," is self-
explanatory.Niletzch (1974:113) says that it zs the 
recurrence of consecutive unzts in which the diction and 
syntax are the same or almost the same and the idea re-
mazns essentially unchanged.The example of Ramapulana above 
could still be used in thzs category.Common 1n direto is the 
repetition of single consecutive words.From poem 1 of 
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Kgos1 Sekwat1 we fznd the following example: 
9 Tlak'ana la bo-Npedz 
10 Tlakana la mosadz wa 
a xo rekwa, 
xa l1afiri. 
(9 Member of the Tlakana regiment of the Pedi by 
purchase, 
10 Member of the Tlakana regiment of the woman of 
f'lafiri.) 
.,, 
In poem 1] of Kqosz Sekhukhune,the word Phaswa zs also 
repeated consecutzvely. 
( 
2 E xama ke nna Phaswa a Makwa 
3 Alaya Phaswa,a swara Phaswa ka tsebe,a e botla a re: 





She is milked by me,Phaswa of Makwa 
Instructing Phaswa,holdzng Phaswa by the ear and 
sayznq:Phaswarlook after the home of Ledimo.) 
zz. The third category; usemantic repetztzon,u occurs zn those 
consecutive units in which the diction and the syntax 
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are generally different but the basic idea is the same. 
In poem 2 of Kgoli Sekwatz we find the following example; 
6 Ua marumo a mantsi,a sekxoboko, 
(6 One with many bundled spears.) 
In the lznerthe wordsra aan~si and a sekxoboko all 
refer to many spears although the words used are different. 
iv. The fourth and fifth categories are much alike.They are 
both concerned with the consecutive recurrence of identical or 
similar words at the beginning,middle,or final position of 
different units. 
(a} Similar initial-internal-end repetition.From poem 2 
of Kgoli Sekwati we have the following examples which 
show repetition at the beginning and middle: 
26 Xomme Sekikz xa Phahla a feta methepa, 
., ... y 
27 A fe~a kgaetsedi tsa Hosabane, 
28 0 fetile maboloko ·a Maredi 
29 A feta bo Kepye ·a Mokxwatiana 
JO Xoaae mola Sek _xankxetle a Ieba Lexaletlwa, 






And Sekiki at Phahla oassed the gzrlsr 
' " He passed the sister of Hosabane, 
He passed Maboloko of Maredz, 
He passed Kepye of the Mokxwatlana and Company 
Uhile Sekxankxetle went straight znto Legaletlwa 
fo,~e st, 
31 And Tswaledi went to Bo-apea-kxobe.) 
Example number one under repetitive groups is also a good 
example of end repetztzon. 
(b} Dzstinct 1nzt1al-1nternal-end repetition. From poem 2 of 
~go;z Sekwatz we fznd the follow1nq example: 
' 
14 Xomme Bamanaka e ~ette e le masele, 
15 ba letle ba di~et~a J1atsamaka. 
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The words are s imi I ar but have different ·meaning • In the 
first line, le~le refers to "already" and in the second 
line it refers to "still" herding Matsamaka"s cattle.Hhat 
we observed is that "Distinct repetition" differs from 
,, Similar repetition" in that the repetition of the word does 
not have the same meaning as zn its first occurence,and zt 
may be a different word. 
v. The sixth category," Syntactic repetztion",is recognizable 
enough as one of the basic patterns zn a formula (see 
Lord 1960;41),but only one,and however,it is in itself not 
indicative of either oral traditional or written style. 
This is not consecutive in our poems.Sometimes similar 
lines are repeated word-for-word.From poem 14 of Kgo~1 
Sekhukhune we find the following example: 
56 Le marutswana a go monwa, 
(56 Even the ruzns that remain.) 
., 
In poem J of Kgosz Sekwati we have; 
20 Sennye se lebelo,sa xa Ranthsudi a Thebe. 
(20 The fast introvert,of the Ranthsudi of Thebe.) 
This category has no szgnzfzcance because it can be applied 
to both written and oral style. 
As we look back at the cateqorzes,we fznd that the first four 
categories contain repetztzons in which an zdea is repeated,and 
in the last two,the idea is not repeated.Mzletzch (1974:115 ) 
calls the first groups the "elaborate" mode,and the second the 
"essential" mode.In the elaborate mode actzon or- fon,1ard 
movement is delayed by repetztion,but in the essential mode the 
forward movement zs not interrupted by repetition.From poem 1 of 
V 
Kgosi SekHati we have the following example which illustrates 
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the essential mode,in that the words are repeated with a forward 
movement : 
v 15 Xomme aarole a a tswaxo Tswetla xa Ramapulana, 
16 Xa se aarole a dikxokonyane,ke -.arole a batho. 
(15 And the dust emerqzn9 from Tswetla of Ramapulana, 
16 is not dust of cattle,it 1s dust or human bezngs.) 
Zn the first place the repeated orders show that the details are 
important and intended to be noticed.Secondly the details do not 
lose their interest by being repeated.In fact they gain.They 
somehow assume a special szgn1ficance suited to the simple 
mind,which like precise facts and feels at home wzth them. 
The repetztzons serve to make perfectly clear what the order 
implzes.Emphaszs zs their special task. 
In order to formulate fresh ideas zn an unbroken sequence, 
the creative man employs repetitions.As this zs done at a 
rapzd pace,the repeated line zs clearly a marA of his 
groping imag1natzon.But the tzme may come when he feels that 
some of the lznes and phrases that he has formulated are 
effectzve,aesthetzcally or otherwise.He therefore takes joy 
zn recalling them at several points zn hzs delivery.They are 
then either used for the purpose of formulating fresh lznes 
that have a kindred messaqe,or else they are re - echoed 
constantly for their aesthetic appeal. 
From the above dzscussion,we can dzstznguzsh three dzstznct 
functions of repetzt1on.Repet1tzons are important for their 
aesthetic and stylistic function as well as for their semantic 
and functional aspect.They hzqhlight the importance of the act 
and the actzon (or the performance thereof). 
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3.1.4. Digression= 
Further evidence of accretzon or expansion in oral praises 
and epics is perceived in the digression.The standard 
dictionary defines digression as "a passage whzch deviates 
from the central theme",or "departure from the main sub1ect, 
wandering away from the main topic".BasGoz (1986:5) calls 
digression, "audzence aside or parenthetical remark." 
Uhen we examine digression zn oral literature in performance 
situatzons,defin1tion and identification are facilitated by 
a new factor the poet standing zn front of an audience. 
There he plays a soczal role whose rules and principles are 
determined by the community and by his own perception of 
the art.He is an intermedzary;in that during the perfor-
mance he talks for and about other characters,other 
mzlzeux,and the adventure of the story. 
There are two types of diqresszons accordznq to Dkpewho 
(1979).They are internal and external dzqression.BasGoz 
(1986) ·identifies three types namely,explanatory and 
1nstruct1onal,op1nion-related and commentative and self-
reproaching and confessional d1qress1on.There is an over-
lapping whzch occurs between the types.A dividing line 
cannot easily be drawn between,for example,the explanatory 
and the 1nstruct1onal,the commentative and the explanatory. 
He shall thus endeavour to follow the first dz~·iszon. 
Internal digression zs a product of the subtle associative 
tendencies of the creative imaqination,and the potential for 
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it is particularly high in an open performance in which the 
poet is under the stress of steady delivery.One word or 
idea suggests a similar one until the imagination is 
entangled in a chain of closely connected ideas.This takes 
place in long performances that last many hours or a whole 
night.In our shorter prazses,it is only incidental.This is 
mostly experienced with spontaneous recitations at wedding 
celebrations in areas where the people still delight in 
their culture and tradition.An old woman or man would 
stand at the gateway wzth a broom or a stick to praise the 
bridegroom or bride.After some time,when feeling the strain 
of the job,hislher tzredeness would find fitting articu-
lation zn the plight of the cramped and powerless hero.As 
he or she wanders,the audience,zf impressed by his or her 
rendztzon,with its ululations and remarks will try to give 
him/her new energy.The internal digression merely expands 
the scope of an zdea within the story,gzving it added 
compass and flavour,though the imagination strays,the 
dzgression is stzll conceptually tied to zts context. 
The external dzgression;on the other hand,is clearly 
extraneous,sometimes intended for a humorous effect.It can 
often be omitted at little cost to the story's integrity 
or to the clarity of the particular scene.But,it is a sign 
that the poet 1s responding to the performance environment. 
The praise he zs reciting or chanti11g may have been 
rendered countless times,but for him tradition 1s by no 
means frigid and,indeed,receives fresh relevance and appeal 
from the warm human context in whzch it is continually 
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re-created.Hence he feels free to throw in,now and then, 
comments· about himself or observations about members of 
his audience.This type of digression is proportionately 
large in the poems of Kgo°[;i Sekwati and Kgo(i Sekhukhune. 
Consider in this regard the following examples ; From poem 
V 3 of Kgosz Sekwatz we have: 
,., 
26 Le rakzle moszmane a Metlaka, 
27 a Metlaka ya Mamalema ·a xa Nkwana. 
28 Sennye se lebelo sa Rant~hudz a Thebe. 
29 Thamaxa-ma-duma-dznama,Thamaxa tona,e se iletle 
xo thoma. 
(26 You drove away the boy of Metlaka, 
27 of Malema of Nkwana. 
28 The fast introvert of Ranth~udi of Thebe. 
29 Thamaxa ma-duma-d1nama,the big Thamaxa,I am not 
restricted from making a start.) 
In thzs stanza,the lzne Sennye se lebelo sa Rantshudi a 
Thebe 15 a dzqresszon.It zs a repet1tzon that 1s used for 
the sake of aesthetic pleasure.In the same poem another 
dzgresszon zs as follows : 
J6 Phalo ya se-fala-mathoko,xare o lz o thula kobo 
maroba, 
Jl o lza maboya bo Ramapulana a Thobela 
38 Sefad1 ,pet lo ya Norwedi Na Nphaka, · a Nok1tlana 
· a Tsatsi. 
(36 The scraper of the szdes,zn the mzddle he fears to make 
holes on the blanketr 
J7 he 1s afrazd of removznq the hazrs of Ramapulana of 
Thobela, 
J8 the scraper the chisel of the daughter of Nphe1ka,of 
Nokitlana of Tlat5z) 
In the verser Ra..apulana a Thobela 1s a dzqress1on.Durzng the 
struggle for kingship, Sekwat1 had to seek refuge from 
Ramapulana.In this way,Ramapulana Nas always at the tzp of his 
tongue and could be remembered at any time.These dzgresszon can 
be removed without much harm to the praises,but the dexterity 
wzth whzch the poet explozts hzs assoczatzve resources is 
remarkable. 
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Okpewho (1979:190) comments that : 
In all these digressions we are reminded that the 
oral epic belongs in a lively human environment. 
If we cannot change the historic truth of the story, 
we can at least give it a recognisable- contemporary 
stamp and appeal by payzng due tribute to the moment 
and context of its recreation. 
Admittedly,the tendency to do this will vary among poets and 
communities.If the members of the audience are not familiar 
N1th the cultural content and orthographic data of the oral 
poem,the poet increases the number of explanatory 
dzqresszons.If,however,they are familzar,the inczdence of 
this type of d1gression decreases.An enlightened and educated 
audience functions as a stimulant for increased frequency of 
ratzonalzzatzon of the supernatural and legendary in the 
form of dzgresszon.A friendly and understanding audience 
leads the poet to open himself up and disclose self-
reproachznq dzqresszons.For example from poem 14 of Kgo(i 
Sekhukhune we get: 
70 Bo Dzk x ale bare: nna e se nayo ., 
71 xomme ba re :Ax aa 1 xomme le tseb@ng,nna ke Naszle, 
72 ka batamela ke tlo xo amo x a 
(70 And Dikgale and company sazd: I do not have zt 
71 And l sazd: oh yes 1 And you must Anow lam Mafzze; 
72 If I come closer,I will take zt by force.) 
Sekhukhune was actually referrznq to himself and tc what he 
was goznq to do to them if they did not return the roy~l 
Jewels. 
J.1.5. ffea,oriza~ion 
A poet who zs attached to the court,fzrst of all has to 
commzt some trad1tzons to memory.Lord,also states that there 
are three distinct stages 1n the poet · s progress.In the first 
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stage he listens and imitates and by doing this he lays hzs 
foundation.Lord (1960:21) says: 
He is learning the stories and becoming acquainted 
with heroes and their names,the faraway places and the 
habits of long ago.The themes of the poetry are 
becoming familiar to him,and his feeling for them is 
sharpened as he hears more and as he listens to the 
men discussing the songs among themselves.At the same 
time he is imbibing the rhythm of the singing and to 
an extent also the rhythm of the thoughts as they are 
expressed in song.Even at this early stage the off-
repeated phrases whzch we call formulae are being 
absorbed. 
It zs clear from the quotation that even zn Lords case,the 
memory was implzed.Uhat Lord was against is verbatim memo-
rzzatzon which was not always achieved wzth absolute 
precision comparable to that of the printed text.Ue all 
know that even 1n societies where memorzzation is achieved 
with the help of wr1t1n9,misquotatzons even of well-known 
lznes of poetry are frequent,and poets do not always exactly 
repeat the lznes they have learned.For example,in the 
recorded poem 14 Phala says: 
Jo retwa ke Malabane a Maredz 1 
4 a re:Phaswa,a swara PhaswaJa Hakwa, 
5 a botla Phaswa ka tsebeng,a e botla are:Phaswa. 
( J He ZS praised by Harabane of the Ha1-ed: 's 
4 Say1ng:Phaswa,hold1ng PhasNa of MakNa, 
5 telling Phaswa in the ear,sayznq:Phaswa. J 
Molwetlz Hatlala recites an abridged verszon while Ngwanatso-
rr,ane Sekhukhune embellishes hzs verszon.Hatlala zn poem 20 
says: 
... 
2 0 retzlwe ke Hasabane a Mared1, 
3 A go reta Phaswa,a swara Phaswa ka tsebe, 
4 a re:Phaswa o tla bona motse wa /,-edzmo. 
(2 He zs praised by Nalabane of Naredi 
3 Uho praised Phaswa holdzng him by the ear, 
4 sayzng:Phaswa you will look after the home of Ledimo) 
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Matlala has reduced five sentences to only three. 
Sekhukhune: 
2 Ke Phaswa a Hakwa a retwa Hatebeleng, 
3 A retwa ke Malabane a Maredi 
4 Horwa Hamagala a T;ate a swara Phaswa ka tsebe a e 
5 botfa a re: Phaswa sala o bona motse wa Ledimo ke woo. 
(2 He is Phaswa of Makwa praised at the Hatebele, 
3 praised by Matabane of the Maredis. 
4 The son of Ham8ga;a of Tlate held Phaswa by the ear 
Sand told him,saying,he should look after the home of 
Ledzmo there zt zs.) 
He has added and somewhere abridged in such a way that you 
can never pause without reaching the end of the stanza.The 
"son of Mamaga la of Ts"at e" 1 s an embe 111 shment. 
Uhzle involved zn the present research one good poet amongst 
my informants told me that because of careless imitators of 
poetry,he,Serakz Hakweleyane Thobejane,was keeping many 
beautiful verses jealously hidden in his breast undivulged 
to the publzc.I i,;as also surprised when he rendered both 
poem 7 of Kgosz Sekwat1 and poem 24 of Kgos1 Sekhukhune so 
well.Uhat I have e x perienced in Sekhukhuneland zs that no 
real new poens have sprung up,except for the ordering and 
varying of certazn phrases such as shown wzth the examples 
of accretion and reduction illustrated above. 
By closely observznq the transmzsszon process of thezr 
poetry,the unmistakable signs of rote memorizatzon,such as 
pauszng,hesztatzon,and attempt to recall,were apparent.I 
found it common for a reciter to admit that he had forgotten 
this hemist1ch or that verse,or to say that the poem is long 
and he can remember only a few verses.Even poets sometimes 
forget their own composzt1ons.Because of such lapses of 
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memory,an orally transmztted poem is bound to become 
subject to various changes and may eventually be heard in 
various versions.Indeed,a few men and women I znterviewed _ 
rendered various versions which were the same in content and 
phraseology,althouqh not arranged in the same order.For 
example,whzle Phala in poem 14 has: 
14 Mola Sekwatz a tswet~e tau ya sexafa, 
15 Tau ya Sekwatz,ke hlatsa marexa, 
16 Selemo se tlaxo ke a xafa-xafa 
(14 Hhile Sekwati has fathered a mad lion, 
15 The lion of Sekwati,I litter in winter, 
16 Uhen summer comes I rave madly.) 
Hatlala has placed the lznes zn hzs unique way 
13 Mola le bona tau ya Sekwati ke hlatsa mareqa, 
14 Tau ka hlatla mareqa Aa gafaqafa selemo se tlago 
15 Ka thopa dzkgomo basemane ba di~itse. 
( 13 Uhzle you see that the lzon of Sekwatz,I lztter zn 
14 winter,The lion I lztter in wznter and rave madly 
during the next summer 
15 I captured the cattle while the herdboys were look-
ing after them.) 
Hatlala has 1ozned sentence two and three together.He has 
even changed the order of the sentences.He talks of Uthe 
lzon that iztters zn wznter and raves madly when s11mmer 
comes." The ordering is quite dzfferent.His third line zs 
what zs fou,·th zn Phala · s.So far we have realzzed the flaws 
which arzse from rote memorization.but we are not immediately 
gozng to dismiss zt as not employed zn composition. 
Rosenberg (1987:81) says: 
Oral tradztzon zs the transmzsszon of cultural ztems 
from one member to another or others.Those items 
are heard,stored 1n memory,and they are appropriately 
recalled at the moment of subsequent transmission. 
Nemory,to repeat zs a vztal human process in transmzssion. 
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Psychologists such as Clark and Clark (1971:134) break this 
down into four functioning categories.Verbatim memory is the 
least frequently used in the real world,though it is not 
unheard of.Passages are remembered by piecing together 
retrievable data,and then by giving them coherence by falling 
them out with supplementary information.It has been shown 
that people listen for meaning unless otherwise motivated, 
and not for verbatim wording.You will agree that Finnegan 
(1974) was right when she said that memorization is the basic 
vehicle of oral tradition,but that memory is not a simple 
phenomenon.It is not a reproductive process,for instance, 
but a procedure of creative reconstruction.A poet who falls 
into this category,such as the ones I interviewed,are not 
credited with any creative genius since they are no more than 
mere conduit pipes for a communally owned material. 
Father Ong (1982:34) says: 
In a primary oral culture,to solve effectively the 
problem of retaining and retrieving carefully arti-
culated thought,you have to do your thinking in 
mnemonic patterns,shaped for ready oral recurrence. 
Your thought must come into being in heavily rhythmic 
balanced patterns,in repetitions or antithesis,in 
alliterations and assonances,in epithetic and other 
formu.lary expressions,in standard thematic settings,in 
proverbs which are constantly heard by everyone so 
that they come to mind readily and which themselves 
are patterned for retention and ready recall,or in 
other mnemonic form.Serious thought is intertwined 
with memory systems. 
Father Ong does not mention word-for-word memorization.Hhat 
he is speaking of is recall of thought rather than of words, 
although the configuration of the words which express the 
thought help in remembering it.In memory people store kernel 
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sentences and the necessary notation that will account for a 
transformation when the sentences are recalled. 
In Northern Sotho,unlike zn Yugoslav,we do encounter the 
process of memorization before performance.As zn the case 
of spec1al1st praise-singers in Zulu,espec1ally those 
attached to the courts 1 the poet has to memorize certain 
stock phrases of the chzef and his ancestors and relatives so 
perfectly that on occas1ons of trzbal 1mportance they pour 
forth zn a continuous stream or torrent.Although he may 
vary the order of the sections or stanzas of the praises 
themselves.He commits them to memory as he hears them,even 
1f they are meaningless to him (Cope 1968:27-8). 
One of the informants I interviewed told me that h1s mother 
was a mistress of the initiation school for girls.As she 
went throuqh her paces,especially durznq the tzme when there 
was an 1n1t1ate from the royal family,she would teach them 
the praises of chief Sekwatz.He would pzck up a few phrases. 
At some other tzme he would try to recall what he heard from 
his mother teaching the initzates.He would then combine 
them with what he already knew from other stories about the 
royal fam1ly.One day as the initzates went through their 
recitation of the praises,inspired,he told the mother that 
he could do zt better than most.Then he was given a chance to 
recite.As a talented poet he indeed per-formed better.One day 
this was extended to the father untzl zt reached the 
courtyard. In that way,Serak1 had acquired the office of 
prazsznq the king at officzal gatherings at Mamone and the 
surrounding districts. 
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Seraki is a blind poet and a relative of the royal family. 
He does not know how to read but he can szgn his name.Today 
through improvzsation,Seraki can render any praise poem 
suited to the occasion.I found hzm to be a poet of good 
repute and a master of this art. 
Like Seraki,Molwet5z Matlala at Madibonq referred to hzs 
poems as the poems he had heard other recite.And he also 
claimed that he was recztzng the poems exactly as he had 
heard them.In other words,when a man like Seraki or Molwetlz, 
also blind,recztes a poem he has heard many years ago,he 
believes that he zs reciting it word-for-word.Yet an exact 
repetition of a poem zs not possible zn an oral tradzt1on,for 
zn thzs tradztzon poems are constantly beznq transformed as a 
1· esult of renewed recztatzons in every changing circumsta-
nces. 
Hhat they fazl to realzze,then,zs that zn each recztatzon 
they are composing new poems on the baszs of previously 
recited ones.Rather than repeat words exactly as heard pre-
viously,poets in fact recite poems with szmzlar content but 
with new arrangements of lines,verses ad stanzas.Take for 
example the following from poem 
V 
21 of Kqosz Sekhukhune 
Noqalawenq Hokqabud1; 
27 Heee' Uena Hapoqo Letebele,afa o a dz kwa tau 
e di Jago ye? 
28 Ao bone qe o th1ba tsela leeto, 
29 Afa o a e kwa tau ye e d1 jaqo ye, 
JO A re ke tau ke mathula a dzpztsi. 
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(27 Hey/You Mapogo Letebele,do you hear the lion that is 
eating them? 
28 Don't you reali~e that you are barricading the way. 
29 Do you. hear the lzon that zs eating them? 
30 He says he is a lion that kills the zebras.) 
He has juggled around the arrangement of lines and even 
repeated some.From Phala zn poem 14 the arrangement zs as 
follows: 
26 Mapoxo Letebele,a 0 thiba tsela leeto, 
27 A fa kwa e dz 1axo,yona Tau ma-thula a dipitsz. 
< 26 Mapogo the Letebele,do you. barricade the way, 
27 Do you hear the lion that zs eating them,the lion 
that kills the zebras.) 
In only two l1nes,Phala has summarized the four lines above. 
Perhaps Mokqabudz was tryzng to add scme spzce or possibly zt 
was as a case of failure of memory,especzally wzth the first 
lzne where Mapogo zs always followed by Q thiba tsela 
leeto. 
Ue have seen so far that zn no way can we really progress 
without the use of memory because even Lor d (1960:2l) agrees that 
the · formula device is simply a case of memory pressed into a 
pattern of conveni~nce. 
J.1.6. Perforaance 
I find 1t fLttznq to comment here before embarking on the 
sub1ect of the performance conte x t which 1s dzsappearzng so 
rapidly.In chapter two l hinted at the soc10-economzc and 
pol1tzcal changes zn Africa i,;hzch hai1 e severely curtailed 
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the social role of Northern Sotho poetry and have constrained 
its func~ion.Interest zn oral poetry i~ waning an1 the 
number oT active bearers of the tradition is becoming ever 
smaller.Furthermore,radio and television,along with phono-
graphic and tape recording equzpment,which have reached even 
the Bapedi villages,have usurped or radically alteied the 
traditional public roles of composers and reciters of 
Northern sotho prazses.But,zn some measure these modern 
innovations are also contr1buting to the proper preservation 
of the praises. 
Performance,ac,::.ordzn9 to Bauman (1977:11) is the, "assumption 
of accountability to an audzence for a display of communz-
cative compe t encl:?. ,, Here,performance zs not only a process 
as advocated by Hymes (1975:18),but a mode of action.Such a 
widenznq of the focus of per:ormance necessitates the 
exploration of an zndzqenous semiotic of audience response, 
and assigns to the folklorzst and the ethnographer of 
speaking the task of dzscoverzng the culture-specific 
szgnals,codes rules and symbolic meanznqs emb~dded zn 
performance-audzence interactions.The discovery of such an 
ethnic based semzotzc should form an integral part of all 
studies in performance, for 1t brings into focus the cultural 
base upon whzch audiences encode and deco~e messages,size up 
performances,and pronounce aesthetic Judgement.Furthermore as 
Lord demonstrates,the mood of the audzence may condition 
the duration of an epzc performance (Lord 1960;17) 
Instances also abound of the participation of the audience 
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in the actual performance by way of song,dance,or comment. 
This was mentioned in the previous chapter as a recipe for 
spontaneous performance because,by commenting on a perfor-
mance,the audience,zn essence,demonstrates its sensitivity 
to the expressive quality of the performers enactment.The 
significant poznt 1s that the spatial temporal link between 
performer and audience zn an oral-aural int~raction consti-
tutes a challenge to the creative impulse of the performer 
more than in written communzcation,where retractzon,pause, 
hesitation and even erasure remain unnoticed. 
And now to the mode cf composition.Most African oral poets 
s1nq spontaneously even 1f studiedly as they go about their 
dazly chores outside of audience confrontation.The fact of 
compos1t1on at performance zs acceptable as regards some 
poetic forms,fo r e x ample,the heroic re ci tation of the Zulu, 
TsNana chzef,Basotho di-thoko and our prazses 1n particular. 
Our poets,as remarked under memor1zat1on,are not aware that 
as they repeat thezr recztatzons countless tzmes,each tzme 
they are composzng and recomposing new poems.This 1s exactly 
what composztzon at performance zmplzes. 
Of course,one cannot ignore the zmage b o osting potential of 
performance.Besides conferrznq psychologzcal satzsfactzon, 
the art of performance 1s an attention ploy,temporally 
settznq the indzvzdual apart for contemplation and enhancznq 
his visibility 1n the performance sett1ng.Th1s zs often 
done through genre-specific communzcatzve devices such as 
moving to the centre of the circle,stand1ng while the 
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audience szts,pozntzng an assegai at the audience,leadzng 
a chorus,articulating stylized framing devzces that tell 
the audzence,not only kgoao a -tshwa (the cow spzts_t) but 
also ke nna- (it is me) E gaaa ke nna Sekwa-ti;a-ao-tho-
botlakala (she zs milked by me,the one ~1ho fools a person). 
The performers authority may~on the other hand,extend beyond 
the performance setting.In genres such as the epzc and heroic 
recitation,performance is potentially a display of cultural 
wzsdom and I or an exhibition of the knowledge of cultural 
history or tradition.The poet 
not only performs prazses,he 
interpersonal feuds,since he 
laws and morality. 
. , 
in Northern Sotho,for example, 
zs also a mediator 1n family and 
zs the custodian of ethnic 
The very act of performance,thus,in the terminology of the 
Prague school,foreqrounds the personality of the performer 
and gzves hzm access to certain przv1legP.s arid powers that 
are either restrzcted to the domain of the performance or are 
relevant to the wzder cultural context. 
(1972:97-106) says: 
This status-enhancing potential of performance 1s 
meaningful only if pro1ected against the potential 
hazards of the face-to face 1nteractzon,for while a 
demonstration of expressive wit before an audience 
may trigger znstant or lastzng rewards,a dis p lay of 
communicatzve zncompetence instantly call s forth 
culturally affirmed penalties and sanctions from the 
audience ,which seeks to ensure the preservation and 
perpetuation of excellence zn cultural performance.Each 
performance then,strives toward the ideal aesthetic 
state,where there is optimum satisfaction between 
performer and audience about the emergent quality of 
performance. 
ln keeping wzth tradztzonal emphasls on creativity zn all 
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artistic endeavours,the critical evaluation is considered as 
a creative act,an artistic performance.Ho matter how insight-
ful or imaginative a critic might be,if he lacks the art of 
theatrical rendition,verbal dexterity and especially,the 
mastery of the rhetorical techniques of delivery,he will 
hardly find an audience,for it is like dancing with irre-
gular steps. 
The atmosphere in which those activities are placed is usua-
lly lively and informal (the after-dinner type of affair with 
the elders sipping Marula beer and occasionally blowing 
a cloud of smoke into the air from their pipes) so that the 
critical evaluation is rendered in leisurely,or unstructured 
form.Ruth Finnegan's study of the Limba arts revealed that, 
in a creative performance,members of the audience did not 
listen silently nor wait for the chief performer's invitation 
to join in.Instead,the audience would break into the perfor-
mance with their additions,questions and criticisms.This is 
common in the folktale and in the more formal situations of 
the complex praise recitations. 
The performance by one praise poet would be carefully 
listened to by the experts present,if another expert thought 
the performer had made a mistake,he would be corrected as 
the praises are known to the various members of the village 
community. 
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The final element in the performance or the enactment is the 
artist himself.He is a man who has gazned a mastery of his 
art through imitation,training,and practice.He is endowed 
with a sweet vo1ce,a swift tongue,and an efficient control 
of the Northern Sotho language.He stands face to face with a 
particular situation and a given audzence,both of which 
continually influence every aspect of h1s performance,and 
both of which he zn turn manipulates to suit hzs art.It 1s 
zn the midst of all these influences that the poet composes 
and performs. 
I have so far hzqhlzqhted the salient points regarding the 
performance context as a device of composition of oral 
poetry.The mode of delzvery~audzence and performer as poet 
will be discussed in detail in the following section. 
3.2. The Poet. 
According to Finnegan (1977:170) a poet can be anyone zn the 
community.An immense variety of people are,and are expected 
to be poets 1n different groups and soc1et1es.A poet 1n the 
society is self-appoznted,and hzs success 1s determined by 
the response if the people listen to what he has to say. 
Mafeje (1967:195) says; 
If the people felt that what he said was 
representative or reflective of their interests and 
asp1rations,then he was generally accepted as the 
"national poet," 1mbongi yakomkhulu (the poet of the 
main residence),or,more recently,imbongz yes1zwe 
(the poet o~ the nation). 
It is therefore,apparent that the main function ot·the poet 
1s to interpret publzc opinion and to organize it,fa1l1ng 
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which,he does not achieve the status of national poet. 
Opland (1980:296) says 
The performer of poetry,however,is notnecessarily 
an imbongi.Among the Xhosa-speaking peoples, 
potentially anyone can produce a spontaneous poem 
on the inspiration of the moment at traditional 
ceremonies,at sports matches,during church activities, 
or at political meetings. 
According to Opland,almost anyone in the society,if he or 
she produces a praise poem,can be regarded as a poet,but not 
necessarily as a professional poet.To be a successful can-
didate,one has to be endowed with certain natural talents. 
To be a praiser,you should be gifted with a sweet voice,and 
have a long repertoire of the praise poemsof principal 
lineages in the land.A poet of good repute must have a good 
memory.According to Cope (1968:27) this art requires natural 
ability and special application.Before he can become a good 
poet and a good artist,what Opland calls a poet laureate,and 
before he can manipulate in his field,he must take to memo-
ry all the praises belonging to the genealogy. 
Opland ( 1970:171) says that because of the above-mentioned 
statements,we are led to believe that the iabongi merely 
uses secondary material to fashion his poems and that he is 
not a composer of original material in his own right.This 
account,then seems to contradict what Lord has written about 
oral poetry namely that,the guslar never memorizes but 
composes his poems spontaneously in performance.Lord's (1960) 
conclusions are valid for all traditions of oral poetry.This 
knowledge contributes greatly to an understanding of African 
oral poetry.The assumption of memorization before 
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performance is only one aspect of the poets craft.Querying 
this impression,Finnegan (1976:145) says that memorization 
cannot be assumed,without detailed investigation of 
comparative evidence beyond just the Yugoslav case,that "oral 
poetry" and correspondingly "oral composition" is of one 
predictable kind. 
Northern Sotho oral poetry depends largely on performance, 
and good performance 1s Judged solely by the quality of the 
artistsvozce,his control of language,the correct content of 
his charts,and the length of his repertoire.Selection for 
pupilage therefore,is not done by man.It zs not based on the 
will or order of parents and superiors,but on nature,or one 
may say "divine wzll",whzch endows the would-be artzst wzth 
requzszte natural talents and causes him to be born znto the 
rzqht family. 
Szmply because zt zs t1·adzt1onal such poetry zs passed from 
one poet to another and 1 whether the younger poet has a single 
teacher 01· pzcks up hzs art where he can,zt 1s clear that he 
must learn 1t from somebody.Otherwise he Nould lack the 
the technique which enables hzm to improvzse at short notice 
and to provide the kznd of poem which his audience expects. 
But thzs passznq on o f tradztzon also has zts own charac-
teristics like anonymzty. 
Anonymzty,accordznq to Bowra (1952:404) has been claimed as 
a characterzst1c of heroic poetry.It has been thought that 
this anonymity is a necessary element in heroic poetry and zs 
to be explained by the theory that however inventive the 
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poet may be he seems to be regarded as a reciter or artist 
rather ~han as an author.There is some truth in this.Oral 
poets,who derive so much of their art from what others have 
recited before them,make no claim of copyright and are not 
unduly concerned about being thought original. 
The survival of a poet's name,may in some cases,be due to his 
superior social position,as is the case with personalities 
such as Maredi,Serak1 and Kqoloko at Mohlaletse and Mamone 
in Sekhukhuneland.However,when we look at poets,we find that 
they may come from almost any class.nor does their variety 
of status conform to any soczologzcal scheme.In some 
circumstances heroic songs are sung by Kings and princes.This 
happens when the art is enjoyed by a whole society and 
patronized by rulers who see themselves as heroes,znspired 
by the prowess of the past and eager to celebrate it.This is 
a rare case.During my research at Schoonoord,a d1str1ct of 
Sekhukhuneland,l only found one Kgo~z,namely Kgo;z Seopela 
Kqoloko llI,who was a poet.I personally envied Kgolz Seopela 
for his ab1lzty because he was actually living 1n an heroic 
age and acting according to herozc standards.Thls example,Was 
reflected even bY his compar11ons and courtiers ,vho also 
wanted to offer a praise. 
To be a professional poet is the result of selection and 
trazninq.One vexing question is,what zs their role zn 
society? Many scholars have attempted to provide answers to 
some of these questions. 
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Olajubu (1978 :675) says: 
Verbal artists have been defined as persons who by 
conscious art or mere habit imitate and represent 
various objects through the medium of •••. the voice •• 
The imitation is produced by rhythm,language or 
harmony, either singly or combined. 
There zs no formal trainzng for Northern Sotho poets.As 
mentioned under composztzon in thzs chapter,the young as-
pirant picks up his art by lzstening and trying his own 
hand at it.The traznznq seems to begzn early in Iife,no 
doubt because if a boy has taste and talent for his art he 
will show zt early,but also because the claims which zt makes 
on the memory are in most cases too great for a man starting 
zn adult lzfe.Agazn,there zs no specifzc tzme for starting 
to train zn the art.Children who are born into the art and 
group zn zt,usually develop interests and talents as they 
mature.The pupil-poet learns by imitation dummi public ---performances,but he zs never formally tutored on any aspect 
of the art.Nost pupils start their training by chanting re-
frazns to the praises that form part of their poetry& 
Later,they try to imitate the words of their masters 
chants,both durznq performance and przvately when they are 
alone at ivork. 
The most important aspect of the traznzng of the pupzl-poet 
attached to the court,zs the memorization of the content of 
the poems of the qenealoqies,Kings and other important mem-
bers of the community in whzch they i-1ant practice.They must 
I 
also memorzze all the clichls employed for structure and 
aesthetic purposes because there are set phrases and 
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utterances for opening and closing as we 
the mode of delivery. 
shall see under 
During my research,none of the gifted informant poets were 
professional poets.The recitation of the praises was not 
the principal occupation of any of them.They were versatile, 
highly experienced,and intelligent individuals with a 
variety of interests and activztzes.Yet many were illiterate 
But all were steeped zn Northern Sotho culture,especially in 
aspects connected wzth Kzngshzp and wzth the values and 
problems of their people. 
It zs hard to say whether the texts they recited were fzxed 
or stable.However one is inclined to think that the texts are 
not rzgzd.They have qreat leeway in formulatznq thoughts or 
passages zn a new,and to some extent,orzgznal manner.Still, 
they have to work wzthzn the framework of rhythmic accom-
pan1ment and formulae which set limztatzons to the range of 
variabzlzty.From my observations l also believe that 
experienced poets have a standard repertoire of interlinked 
episodes which they can reduce or elaborate upon,but which 
reflect the specific praise traditions to ~h1 c h they have 
been exposed. 
J.2.1. Audience 
This stands for the immediate audience wztnessinq the moment 
and product of composition and performance,participat1ng zn 
and assess1nq,wh1lst also affect1nq the performance. 
The performance of praise poetry 1s governed by the following 
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elements; the situation or the context,the audience,the 
structure and the language.Added to these is a personality of 
the poet himself.Every form of Northern Sotho Verbal art, 
zs performed at the given and specific situatzon,for example, 
a funeral ceremony,a wedding,an inztzation ceremony,in short 
a festival of any sort at the kzng's courtyard. The varzatzon 
in the nature of sztuatzons has its effect on the performance.To 
illustrate,let us take a nbridal night." ln a community scores 
of girls are gzven 1n marriage every year,and each girl has her 
ONn parents,relatzons,personalzty,and so forth.The time of each 
bridal night also varies - harvest time,rainy season,a time of 
famine or war,before or after a maJor festzval.All these help to 
determine the nature,the language,the composit1on,and the 
mood of performance. 
A major element that affects the performance zs the audz-
ence.The nature and composition of the audience depend 
largely upon the type of verbal art to be performed and the 
situation of performance.The type of audience to be ex-
pected at the annual festival of the first fruit tasting, 
taking place in the courtyard in the open,would be different 
from the audzence at the same place,attendzng the funeral of 
a great uarrior or a relative of the King.And still both 
would be different from the one to be expected at the zn-
augural ceremony of a new Kinq. 
Hixon (1985:57) says: 
Clearly the manifestations of audience collaboration 
will vary not only from culture to culture,but also 
according to the occasion and the genre. 
The audience is perhaps the most important influence on the 
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performance of any verbal art form.Every performance is for 
and about the audzence,and the main objectives of the 
artist are to entertazn,amuse,and impress the audzence so as 
to earn praise,admiratzon,and material gifts where possible. 
The poet or artist 1s receptive to the reaction of the 
audience as critic and Judge of hzs art.In the poetic forms,an 
essential element of the content 1s the chanting of a 
prazse poem about and verbal salutes to the chzef who zs a 
member of the audience.The audzence,as referred to earlier, 
helps zn the rzng composztzon,forcing the poet to digress, 
helping him to fill 1n the gaps that are caused by the 
fallibility of human memory.In such situations the audience 
1dent1f1es with the performer. 
Often the audience will respond wzth Iauqhter,dancing, 
hummzng,clapp1ng,drumming,whistling,ululating,stamp1ng of 
feet,rhythmzc movements and other forms of paralznguistzc 
behaviour.But in addition to these non-verbal contributions, 
in many African soczetzes the audience zs encouraged and 
even required to 101n in verbally.The audience ' s verbal 
partzczpatzon may be highly structured,as amongst the Bapedz, 
where the verbal repartee between artist and audience is 
established from the outset wzth a two part formula,the 
first line being provided by the art1st,and the second line 
by the audzence.The poet establishes immediate contact by 
declaring to his audience; 
Kgomo 
The cow sp1ts 1 
to whzch the audience respond wzth: 
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E gangwa ke mang? 
(Hho milks zt?} 
The poet stands face to face with the particular situation 
and a given aud1ence 1 both of which continually influence 
every aspect of his performance,and both of which he 1n 
turn manipulates to suit his art.It zs zn the midst of all 
these influences that the poet composes and performs.The 
variability of the elements governing the performance is the 
factor which enables him to produce unique poetry at each 
performance.It zs thzs factor which makes it zmpossible for 
a poet to produce a repeat performance of an earlier work,and 
each performance yields a new work of art. 
In cases such as th1s,1n whzch every participant 1s in some 
deqree an active performer,we must recognize that each 
partzcipant simultaneously plays both performer·s and 
aud1ence·s roles. 
Fzne (1984:77) says: 
L1kew1se,we must recognize that 3ny performer zs 
simultaneously his or her own audience,1non1tor1ng 
and adapting the performance to his or her concep-
tion of how the performance should sound and look. 
Performance should be viewed as a transact1011al view that , 
involves all participants.There should be no single aspect 
that zs considered more zmportant than the other parts.To 
illustrate the complex,rec1procal roles of audience and 
performer the following model from Fine (1984:75) shows that 
zn the aesthetic transactzon,the two spheres represent 
performer and audience intersection. 
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The diagram is purely illustrative of the intersection be-
tween the two sets.Nothing further will be said about the 
annotations which are elaborated upon in the book. 
About audience and performers,Tracey (1967:47) says: 
Between the two persons lzes a gap,that blank zn 
thezr reasoning between cause and effect which can 
only be crossed by the force of artzstry or 
by some magical agency. 
To summarzze,I wzsh to poznt out that zn conszderznq the 
transmission of the praises,therefore,some account needs 
to be taken of those who listen to them as well as those who 
relate them.After all,zf nobody lzstened,the praises would 
not survive for long. 
J.2.2. node of delivery. 
As the verses were collected from the oral rather than the 
written tradztion,we have so far recognized the nature of 
the influence which thzs has on the appreciation of the 
words 1n the text.A more imaginative reality derives from 
seeznq and hearznq the performers. 
Northern Sotho oral poetry zs a lzvzng and dynamic verbal 
art.It zs meant to be chanted or zntoned zn perfor~ance in 
the presence of an audience.This audience can become divorced 
from their other thoughts so that they are thoroughly immersed 
in the mood of the prazses.Uhen the performers are thoroughly 
warmed up,and the audience zs zn a mood of absolute excite-
ment,one zs likely to hear reactions such as Ageee •.. l EkHa--
V 
Ekwa---.' or Sateee --- _, Yo a sa rego aosate o a duaa/ In 
that way we know how heated up the audience zs. 
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Since the recitations are mainly fixed and are likely to 
have been heard by the King and audience over and over again, 
emphasis is placed on performance,and this zs what d1st1-
gu1shes a good reciter.The text and performance features 
which distinguish folklore from everyday language,and folk-
lore communication from conversational speak1ng,compr1se 
the stylistic qualities of verbal expression.Uh1Ie there zs 
a personal style in the delivery of folklore,it is subject 
to cultural constraints and conceptions of excellence zn 
narrative and poetic performance.Hence the aesthetic ideas a 
society has about folklore are expressed in stylistic terms. 
Reciters and storytellers are able to reproduce such ideas 
by phonzc,verbal,and mimetic means.The first relates to the 
physical production of sounds,the second to the selection and 
syntactic orders of words,and the third to the dramatic and 
visual presentation of the text.Not all three types of 
stylistic features occ~,- simultaneously zn the same perfor-
mance or a single genre.In fact 1t zs quite possible that 
dominance of,say,so<ind features would preclude any possib1-
l1ty for mzm1cry and gestures,on th~ othe,· hand all three 
terms of stylization may be present zn the same sztuatzonal 
context,occurr1ng sequentially to each other,or 
szmultaneously. 
The Zulu praise sznger,accordznq to Cope (1968:28-29), 
''recites the praises at the top of h1s voice and as fast 
as possible.These conventzons of praise-poem recztatzon,whzch 
1s high 1n pztch,loud in volume,fast in speed,create an 
emotional excitement in the audzence •.•• u The phonic 
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stylistzc features of the reciters among the Northern Sotho 
are similar.In fact,even Van Zyl (1949:11) says: 
The traditional way of deliverlng a praise zs to 
start and proceed with the greatest speed possible, 
saying it rather softly and pronouncing the words 
most distinctly. 
The professional praiser at court accompanies hzs recitation 
of the Kzng·s praises not only with walking but also with 
leaping about and qestzculatzng as the excitement mounts.He 
suits the actions to the words,the words to the actzons:the 
performance zs indeed dramatic.Acting plays a promznent role 
here.Hovement,both vzszble and audible,is the essence of 
praise poem recztatzon. 
Scheub (1975:136) says: 
Movement is vztal to the tradztion;actzon zs all 
important and character is revealed not by descrip-
tzon ~ut through actzon.Szmzlarly,theme 1s revealed 
not by preachzng and digressions,but through action. 
Avazlable descrzptzons suggest phonzc changes among some 
African peoples,even in storytellzng,though they are to a 
lesser degree than in the recztatzon of praises.Among the 
Northern Sotho people,for example,a person should be able 
to vary hzs voice according to the story he is tellzng.lf he 
is descrzbzng hunters stalking their animals,his vo1ce wzll 
naturally be gentle and qu1et,hhereas zf zt zs a raid wzth 
the clamour of f1qht1ng,he will raise his voice and make zt 
rather rough. 
In the actual perfor1nance of a prazse 1n Northern Sctho,there 
1s no question of group-singing which we find in folk-sor19. 
Uhat we fznd is one artist at a tzme,chantznq soulfully and 
in full throated ease zn the presence of an audience. 
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At first,a reciter may either stand idle in. front of the King 
or stand a few meters away from the King and move 
dramatically towards him if he is inspired.In his right hand 
holding a spear or a knobkerrie,with which he wzll from time 
to time give small forward Jabs and stabbing,for emphasis.He 
usually starts the recitatzon with an zntroductory formula whzch 
in Northern Sotho is a verse in itself.Dan Ben Amos (1975:173) 
calls these formulas markers whzch dzstznquish the speaking of 
folklore from non-folklore. Opening and closing formulas serve 
thzs purpose.They frame the expresszons,settznq the boundaries 
between formal generic expressions and whatever type of verbal 
exchange preceded and follows them.Such phrases are not so much 
part of the narrative text as of the verbal interaction between 
the speaker and hzs listeners.They signal the nature of a 
praise and enable the listeners to prepare an attitude of 
belzef;dzsbelzefi or humour towards a forthcoming recitation. 
The openznq formula whzch is usually declaimed by the poet 
l S ; 
"Kqomo a tshwaiu 
(The cow spzts!),and the audience respond with an 
acceptzve or an inv1tat1on for the poet to proceed with the 
follo~1ng words; 
(Hho milks zt?) 
The closing formula of the praises 1s; 
V 
uKe tshaba med1t1 7 " 
(I am afraid of the initiation leaders). 
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The word aedit:i actually refers to the leaders at the 
initiation school.That is,the people in authority at the 
mountain school.Both in prose and in poetry,such formulae 
are per~ormance markers,signals which indicate to the 
listeners the intent and purpose of the speaker and provide 
breaks in the flow of narrating and reciting which enable 
others to introduce their stories and recitations. 
A poet may either stand still while he is recztzng or else 
take small paces backwards and forwards.The speed of reci-
ting is such that only those who are accustomed to thzs art 
can attain it,and an zndzcatzon of thzs may be given by the 
fact that the verse of fzve lines would take only about 
nzne seconds to recite.In their recztat1on,the use of first 
second and third persons should be used with some reservatzon 
and zn e Aceptional cases.Damane and Sanders (1974:19) try to 
illustrate that the d1stinct1on zs not clearly defined.A 
poet may zn hzs 1mag1nat:1on,temporar1ly ident1fy himself with 
the chief,for e~ample 1n many of my collected and recorded 
examples the poems start with ke nna (I am ).And these 
come from the mouths of the poets and not the King.The 
poet zs associated with the Kinq.Uhat 1s common knowledge 
is that,zn the praises,the poet tises thzrd person singular. 
The fact that the poets are talking of things that happened 
long aqo,forces them to use the thzrd person. 
The poet,wzth a spear in his right hand,qesticulates and 
mzmes,makes faces and such facial configurations as would 
depict the mood of the poem he is reciting.The pr~1ses are 
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recited in a relatively higher pitch than that of ordinary 
discourse.The recital is very rapid.Because the performer 
is usually in contact with his audience,he is capable of 
interjecting references to zndivzduals without confusing the 
audience as to the trend of the main material.He is able to 
shift from one sztuatzon of thought to another,zndicatznq 
that he is doinq so by a mere change of facial expression 
or a gesture of the hand or body. 
The opening of the praise zs extremely forceful and the 
first hzgh tone of the verse is easily the highest in pitch. 
There zs however,as shown zn chapter two, a fall zn pitch in 
each line and although the hzqh tones of the next lzne wzll 
lift the pitch of the voice agazn,the recovery zs not 
complete.In the latter part of the last line,the vozce zs 
allowed to tail off completely. 
Van Zyl (1949:10) says; 
Apparently the· reciter says as much of the praise 
as he possibly can without taking breath and stops 
to take zn more ufuezu whenever he finds zt nece-
ssary.Uhen he finds it necessary.Uhen the performer 
stops,he stops for quzte five sec o nds,loohs down 
as if he had been drinking too much beer at a time, 
swallows once and then proceeds wzth new and ama-
zing vigour. 
You wzll realzze that zt is ~he lzne and not the ve r se that 
zs the entity from the point of view of subject matter and 
1t zs,therefore,often possible for a verse to be cut zn 
half or Joined to the ne x t one if the reciter feels so 
znclined,hzs companion supplying the ululation as soon as 
his vozce indicates that he has come to the end of Nhat he 
wzshes to be considered a verse.The small intervals between 
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the different .voices seem to gzve a kind of colour or 
texture to the sound.It is again during these small inter-
vals that some among his audience,because of the lapse of 
memory,tactfully remind the poet of the other r~latives he 
has not alluded to.A praise poem zs not a fixed text and a 
poet may interchange the sequence of his verse,add a verse or 
omit it as he deems fit.Sznce,however,he 1s dependent upon 
his memory,he usually keeps to the sequence to which he is 
accustomed.He will very often,however,in the case of a long 
prazse reserve a complete recitation for very special occa-
szons and at other times only provide a portion of it.The 
poet zs to a large extent,czrcumscrzbed by the need to 
follow a certain conventional pattern 1n hzs poetry.In the 
first place each line usually expresses a completely sepa-
rate idea and a co11ciseness of style is therefore nece-
ssary.From poem 17 of Kgo;i Sekhukhune we have the follo-
wing illustration: 
13 
V ¥ ~ . 
0 hwedztse dznong dz Ile bosexo tsa Mampzri a koto le 
Dzmo, 
14 Thaxala tia motse. 
15 Mapoxo,xo o thzba tsela-leeto, 
16 A fa o kwa tau e dz 1axo,tau-ma-thula-dip1ts1. 
(13 He found the vultures havznq k1lled them during the 
night, 
14 The men of the village. 
15 Mapoxo,why do you barricade the way, 
16 Do you hear the lion that is eating them,the lion 
that kills the zebras.) 
There is no connection whatsoever between the first two 
lines and the followznq two lines.In the f1rst,reference 1s 
made to the men of the vzllage,and in the second two lines, 
reference is made to the Hatebele King Mapoxo who 1s a 
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hindrance to them.Because of him zt seems that they cannot 
accomplish their mission.Another example may be cited from 
poem 3 of Kgo~i Sekwati.As referred to under the devices of 
composition such as repetition,the sentence Sennye se lebelo 
sa Ran~hsudi ·a Thebe (The fast introvert of Ranthsudi of 
Thebe) is fitted in anywhere even helping to separate one 
stanza from the other. 
26 Le rakzle mofimane a Hetlaka, 
27 a Hetlaka ya Hamalema a xa Nkwana. 
28 Sennye se lebelo sa Ranthsudi a Thebe. 
29 Thamaxa-ma-duma-dznama,Thamaxa tona,ese 
~ 
zletswe xo thoma, 
, V 
JO Xomme nna Kxwadz ka lenaka ke epolodztse. 
(26 You drove away the boy of Metlaka, 
27 of Netlaka of Mamalema of Nkwana. 
28 The fast introvert of Ranthsudz of Thebe. 
29 Thamaxa-maduma-dznama,the great Thamaxa, 
should not be prevented from starting, 
JO And l Kxwadz wzth my horn I unearthed.) 
The performer zs expected to shoN expertise,not the building 
up of a complicated sequence of thouqht,but in the variety of 
expressions wzth wh1ch he can state, expand and deepen a single 
statement.Uhen this fazls the result zs unznterestzng tautology. 
When it succeeds 1t zs a marvellous exposztzon of imaginative 
Nealth. 
The ideas which the prazse expresses are stereotyped and 
repetztzve and the poet has,therefore,to rely to a great 
extent upon the manne,· zn whzch he expresses these zdeas in 
order to gzve beauty and interest to his poem.Herein lies the 
art of the accomolished poet who,by the znqenzous chozce of 
hzs vocabulary,ca n r epeat zdentzcal themes tzme and ~gazn, 
always with a different and startling turn of phrase. 
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Thzs 1s achieved by his meticulous use of metaphor and 
metonymy.Unable to fathom this use of imagery,an educated 
person is inclined therefore,to say that the language of 
the praises is archaic.After all imagery is known by all to 
be dramatic. 
Coplan (1981:155) using the words of Ngubane,says: 
lmagery,in the context of notions of vzsibzlzty and 
znterconnectzon,moves the performances of praise 
poetry zn the direction of drama.The recitation of 
iz1bonqo is a kind of dramatic enactment,zn whzch 
history zs made theatrical by pictorial metaphors 
and by expressive body movement ad1usted in their 
rhythm to the tempo of the chanted words.On occasion 
choreography supersedes poetry,for the fewer the 
wordsrthe better the poet zs able to represent history 
zn actzon. 
The ultimate realization of this form of dramatic action is 
the • 11ogobo the z mprov z sed so Io dance dramat i zat 1 on of 
military prowess performed zn coordznatzon with the shouting 
of the dancer ' s praises by the membe r s of his regzment.Uhzle 
there zs a standard vocabulary of lfogobo movements,each 
performer brings to them his own skzll and znterpretatzon, 
an expression of the individual personality in the language 
of collective values.In our poems,refe r ence 1s only made to 
the members of the Nakwa regiment in the case of Kgo~z 
·v 
Sekhukhune and the Habyana in the c ase of Kgosz Sehwat1. 
One thing zs certaznra larger proportion of the vocabulary 
used,will not be found zn existing dictzonarzes,because it 
is the vocabulary stored with the uneducated people.Take for 
instance from poem 14 of Kgolz Sehhukhune sentences such as 
these ones: 
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46 Theledi ke wa Kgalatlole a Makwa. 
47 Le bot;z[eng Ngwakwane a Phala a Hatata a Mallexa. 
(46 Theledi I am of Kgalatlole of Makwa. 
47 You must ask Nqwakwane of Phala of Matata a Mallexa.) 
The words such as Kgalatlole of ffakwa or ffatata ·a 
ffallexa are words referring to Sekhukhune·s class whzlst 
attending his initiation institution.All the people who 
attended w:th hzm are known by these words. 
I have found in general that,in the mode of delivery,spear 
use,the aqilzty of the sznger or reczter,the solemn or 
robust mood in which the recital proceeds and the totality 
of the enactment,even without the words of the poetry, 
vividly bring home the theme of heroic militancy that the 
poet seeks to associate with the Kinq. 
3. 3. Language: 
Fznneqan (1977:107} states that; 
It zs apparently common for the language of certain 
qenres of poetry to be somewhat removed from that of 
everyday speech,both in vocabulary and syntax. 
Goznq through Gordon Innes· Sunjata,Three Nandznka versions, 
I found the above statement to be true as completely differ-
ent language from the commonly used vernacular is employed. 
In other works a highly conventional or stereotyped form of 
lanquaqe,as already mentioned in the preceding section,zs 
held suitable for poetry.But,more often as zn the case of 
Northern Sotho,zt involves relatzvely small conventional 
changes from ordinary language. 
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Poetry is usually a revelation or the beauty of a language. 
Therefore,poetic language must stand out above the ordinary, 
but must not be different as experienced with the Mandinka 
Epic. 
Van Zyl (1949:10) says: 
A poetical mind does not deal wzth its subject 
the plain manner of ordznary prose but clothes 
enriches zt wzth graceful personzfications, 
szmilztudes and other appropriate figures. 
zn 
and 
The poets have a thorough knowledge of their language and 
manipulate it with remarkable skill.He are not gozng to 
point out all the figures zn these praises as many were 
V 
discussed in chapter two.From poem 3 of Kgosi Sekwatz we 
fznd the followznq beautiful usage of language: 
J2 Sennye,motho xa sa nthete ke pelo nthso,pelo phzfadi 
33 ya moxatfa sa mme,le-lebala-xo-reta, 
(J2 Sennye,zf a person does not praise me,he zs Jealous, 
J] wzcked heart of my brother's wzfe,le-lebala-xo-reta.) 
He refers to a Jealous person as someone wzth a black heart. 
A person whose heart has no dzstznct colour.This comes from 
the fact that she does not want to prazse him. 
Allusions which were not touched on 1n the previous section 
will now receive a concise explanation.I have found the 
language of the praises to be greatly elevated.Compound 
words,elaborate ad1ect1ves,ad}ect1val phrases,noun-adjectzve 
formulas,onomatopoeia,metaphor,zdzom and the like are all 
factors which render beauty to the Sotho language. 
Their abundant and 1•arzed vocabulary and their refined sense 
of grammar enable them to express the fznest shades and the 
most delicate nuances of meaning.The reczters are poets zn 
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the full sense of the word delighting zn well-chosen words, 
sonorous word combinations,unusual epithets,patronyms, 
formulas,the poetic turn of sentences,and many other sty-
listic devices.The texts are formulated 1n the ordinary 
Sepedi spoAen and understood by the people,but the rzchness, 
diverszty,amplitude,and poetry of the language is far beyond 
the capaczty of the common speaker.From poem 16 of Kgolz 
Sekhukhune,we have the following beautiful extract: 
4 Theledi ka Borwa o t¥o Senyana, 
5 Masenyeletse a maxadi a bath~, 
6 Maphunphanye a ma-tswaka-Ie-mobu, 
7 Theledz a Marota,Tsotsobidi maanaka le phatleng, 
(4 Theledi is from plundering in the south, 
5 The one who dzsorganzzes the in-laws of others, 
6 The wrestler who mzxes one wzth the soil, 
7 Theledz of marota,the lanky one with a horn on the 
forehead.) 
Ue have no doubt that qood language suited to the occasion 
was used.He does not only say that he comes from killing 
the people zn the South,but says that he comes from plunder-
1ng;wrestling and disorganizing.The language 1s full of 
zmaqery.In the place of his sol~iers and their spears that 
he sen~ to the front 1 he talks of hz~ horn whzch defeated the 
soldiers • .l~s a speaker of the language,! ha~·e also found zt 
taxing to translate the words correctly.I relied heav1ly 
upon the assistance of those affiliated to the courts zn 
Sekhukhuneland for a meaningful translation.Phrases such as 
KxatsHatsHa ya ffabjana (The leader of Nab;anaJ and 
V 
Thaxala tsa JROtse (The men of the 1·illaqe) were especially 
problematic.Thaxala is an absolete word which is used by 
old men to refer to the testicles of a young person.In thzs 
context zt is used to refer to strong men of the village.The 
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choice of words and expressions is incredibly rich and 
charged with nuances.The metaphorical use of standard verbs 
and other expressions is sometimes carried to an extreme. 
Suzan Langer,quoted by Iyasere (1973:449) says: 
Language,of course,is our prime instrument of 
conceptual expresszon.These things we can say are in 
effect the things we can think.~ords are the terms in 
which we present our thoughts... Before language 
communicates ideas,it gives them form,makes them 
clear,and zn fact makes them what they are •.• 
without words,sense experience is only a flow of 
impresszons,as sub1ectzve as our feelzngs,words make 
it ob1ective and carve it into things and facts that 
we can note,remember and think about.Lanquage gives 
outward experience its form,and makes it definite 
and clear. 
Early mankind spoke sounds we would recoqnzze as entzrely 
human.Whzch sounds he and she chose for particular purposes we 
may never know.On the other hand,zt is likely that important 
utterances,utterances that contained inform3tion about the 
zdentity and development of the community, occurred zn such a 
way as to be readily retrievable from memory.From poem one of 
~ Kqosz Sekwatz we have the following example: 
8 Phalo ya morwedi wa Mphaka a · Hokztlana 
9 Tlakana la bo-Mpedi a xo rekwa 
a Tsat~i, 
10 Tlakana la mosadi wa xa Maf1r1. 
(8 The scraper of the daughter of Nphaka of Mokztlana 
Tsatsi. 
9 Member of the Tlakana regiment of the Ped1 by 
purchase 
10 Member of the Tlakana regiment of the women of 
Maf1ri.} 
Since,each stanza contained an independent thought,this 
1nformat1on,together with the repetztzons used for ease in 
of 
composztion,made zt easy for them to reme,nber the associated 
zdeas.Sekwati 1s known as the scraper.In the stanza,he is 
the son of the daughter of Mphaka.Mphaka zs a knife which 
could also serve as a scraper.Allusions are made to the 
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group of initiates to which Sekwati 'smother belonged.In 
the three lines,reference is made to Sekwati's mother. 
Together with these related ideas,when they wished to pre-
serve utterances important to the commun1ty,they invented 
elaborate gestures to assist the memory and to resist the 
ever-present drift towards change. 
As often as I open a book such as Kxoao ·a thsHa, I am 
struck by zts zmperzshable freshness,the vivacity of its 
diction,the strikzngly original sculpture of its images,and 
I feel grateful towards those great men for having preserved 
for us this treasure which might otherwise have been lost. 
The poets weave poems,sonqs,proverbs,1diom~ and med1tat1ons 
harmoniously into their praises.They can also speak faster 
or more slowly,as required,mak1ng soph1st1cated use of 
elis1ons,add1ng short,well-placed words to their poems to 
satisfy the rhythm,chanqing the tense or aspect of a verb, 
adding suffi x es to dzfferentiate the meaning,redupl1cat1ng 
\I 
the stem,or repeating the expression.From poem two of Kqosz 
Sekwatz,we fznd the following e x ample; 
2 l<.e nna Sekwatikwatz sa se-hula-bofe.'(o; 
3 Se-kwatzla-batho-botlakala 
(2 I am Sekwati that invades by nzght, 
J The one who likes to fool a person. 
The name Sekwatz has been reduplicated in the first line and 
compounded 1n the second.The last word in the first line is 
also a compound consisting of a verb and a noun.In the second 
. V 
l1ne,the noun Sekwati has been changed into a verb- "kwatisa" 
(to stop }.Aqazn,a prefix llse-u has been added to ukwatz¥an 
,, 
to change it· to none who stops.'" (sekivatisa}. 
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Often zn their language,the poets embellish their command of 
the language through recurrent use of allusions.Allusions 
are zmportant characteristics of traditional praise-poems 
because they are associative.See for example poem 14 of 
Kgoli Sekhukhune,where an allusion is made to Sekhukhune·s 
father,who zs Sekwatz. 
14 Mola Sekwat1 a tswetie tau ya sexafa, 
15 Tau ya Sekwatz ke hlatsa marexa. 
(14 Uhile Sekwat1 has fathered a mad lzon, 
15 The lion of Sekwati,I litter in winter.) 
Finnegan (1977:115) says: 
Allusion zs not the same as figurative language,but 
1s very common for prazse poetry and official cere-
mo n z a l po e t r 't' t o be 1 z b e r a 1 1 y s pr z n k 1 e d w i t h a 1 1 u -
sions - to hzstorzcal events,to the glorious lzneage 
of the rulers and officzals,to thezr great deeds,or 
to the places they or thezr ancestors travelled 
through their ancient tzmes. 
In the poem selected for this study,reference 15 made to the 
wars against the Boers of the Transvaal Republ1 c ,to the 
laagers which are associated with the Voortrekkers.From poem 
. V 
16 of Kqos1 Sekhukhune we see the following zllust r ation: 
8 Naka la x a x we le kzle Ia oalela ma.sole " . 9 le paletse Maburu ka mo llareng, 
Ha-bohlale-hlale Theledl 
( 8 Hzs horn once defeated the "soldzers", 
9 It beat the Boers in the laager,the clever 
Thele,11. 
In another example,allus1on zs also made to Ramapulana the 
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Chief of the Vendas where Sekwatz had sought refuge.In the 
following example we find Sekwati with many of his followers 
coming back from Ramapulana of Tswetla: 
Xomme marole a a tlwaxo Tswetla xa Ramapulana, 
xa se marole a dzkxokonyane,ke marole a batho. 
( And the dust coming from Tswetla of Ramapulana 1 zs 
not dust of cattle 1 1t is dust of human beings.) 
In both poems of Kqoii Sekhukhune and Kgo~z Sekwatz 
reference zs made to areas travelled,to thezr bravery,to 
thezr physique and to Lekqolane,a royal name associated with 
nearly all the queens zn Sekhukhuneland.From poem 14 of 
V 
Kqos1 Sekhukhune,reference zs made to a rzver Ngwarztsi.At 
thzs rzver many Bapedz battles were lost and won.The rzver 
passes through the middle of the whole Bapedi area and 1s 
very szgnzfzcant to their history. 
12 Xomme pztsz 
Ngwarzts1, 
! J N gwa r z ts z a 
V 
yona e supa e 
Lefakana,maru 
, 
?upzle batho ka les'zka 
a manq a zla l1a'texerepe. 
(12 And the zebra keeps on pointing at the people wzth 
a spear at Nqwarzts1 1 
13 Ngwar1ts1 of Lefakana 1 whose clouds cause death.) 
Allusion zs usually an 1mplzc1t reference,perhaps to another 
work of literature or art,to a person or an event.In an allusion 
an appeal zs often made to the audience to share some experzence 
Nith the poet.Throuqh NhatD Xunene ; 1971:47) refers to as 
associative reference the work of art is given depth. 
Nalepe (1966:57) says: 
Their occurrence zs due to the fact that the 
tradztzonal pra1se-poet 1 1n composing hzs praisesrmust 
also qzve a brief hzstorv of the obJect of the praise-
poem. 
Sznce some of the praises were 1nherited,sometzmes a child was 
named after his grandfather or qreatgrandfather,for example 1 he 
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may inherit his praise poem because it is associated with him 
and is regarded as his other name.Like a sponsor at church who 
stands to witness the baptism or confirmation of a child,and 
promises to look after hzm to make him grow up in a spiritual 
atmosphere,1f the grandfather whose name is given to the child 
zs stzll al1ve,he would definitely teach him his praises as well 
as the other traditions associated with tham.Hhat thzs means is 
that the actions or achievements of hzs grandfather will also 
be incorporated into hzs praise poem. This zs how some of the 
other 1nczdence zn the praises become unknown to the audience, 
especially those who are not close to the object of praise. 
Sometzmes,a person zs praised because of some quality or deeds 
he has performed,and the praise poet must recall all of this. 
Sekwatz zs often referred 1n this instance as,SekHati-kHati-sa 
'ti 
se-hula-bosego (Seki~atz the one ;,1ho invades others by nzght}. 
From what I gathered from my informants,Sekwatz was very clever 
a/id very sly.He would remain quzet during the day and then 
strike at night. 
Uhen uszng these alluszons a poet tends to assume and establz-
shed literary traditzon,a body of common language with an 
audience sharznq that tradztzon and the abzlzty o n the pa r t 
of the audience to pick up the reference.However,all these 
allusions to myths,leqends and history have the effect cf taking , 
poetry out of the realm of the commonplace,and q1v1ng zt 
dz gn it y. 
Language in the traditional setting e mbodies the concept of 
the creativeness and force of the spoken ~ord.In all magzc 
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the operation 1s never complete until the material dispo-
sitzons have been accompanied by an appropriate verbal 
formula.Language context 1s largely allus1ve,symbolic,and 
transformative.lt creates a cosmos out of chaos through 
magical symbolzsm.l have no doubt that this zs noticeable 
1n the poetry under discusszon.It has been called surrealzsm 
by foreign commentators,but owes more to a sophzstzcated 
exploztatzon of the tradztzonal belief zn the omnzpotence 
of the spoken Nord. 
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CHAPTER 4 
COftPARISOH OF THE MRITTEH AND UHHRITTEH 
V V 
PRAISES OF KGOSI SEKHUKHUHE AND KGOSI SEKHATI 
4.1 IHTRODlJCTIOH 
The azm of thzs chapter zs to compare the poems of Kqolz 
~ 
Sekhukhune and Kgosi Sekwati that were recorded by Phala in 
1935 wzth those that were collected from informants during 
research,and which were orally presented.The comparison is 
done with the mazn purpose of establishing the differences 
between oral and written poetry 1 and •to verify the fallacy that 
some information zs lost or discarded as the poems are 
handed down from generation to generation by word of mouth 
The truth can only be obtained by comparzng the written and 
oral forms of simzlar praises of Sekwati and Sekhukhune. 
Cuddon (1979:142),in his Dictionary of literary terms says 
that comparative literature 1s the examination and analysis 
of the relationships and similarities of the lzterature of 
different peoples and nations. 
It is indeed due to the remarkable affznzty between the 
poems rendered by different prazse-szngers about Kgotz 
V 
Sekhukhune or Kqosi Sekwatz that an examznatzon zs necessary. 
Hhen quoting Nichols,Serudu (1987:23) says; 
The ob1ect of comparative literature is essentially 
the study of diverse literatures in their relations 
wzth one another. 
Modern cr1t1cs base their theories on the proposition that a 
poem is an object in itself.And all critics endorse enthu-
siatically at least one statement that the function of 
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crzt1cism is to see the object as in itself it really is.This 
undertaking is surely valid,and laudable,the results however, 
are disconcerting.For in thzs age of unexampled critical 
activity,as one poetic ob1ect after another is analyzed 
under rzgzdly controlled conditzons,the object proves to be 
highly unstable,and disintegrates.In the pages of the critics 
we increasingly find under a single tztle,not one poem,but a 
varzety of poems. 
Quoting Anthony Thorlby,Deeney (1980:4) says: 
The comparatist need only accept one self evident 
principle of aesthetic awareness,whzch zs valzd in 
all arts; that to see one poem or one pzcture,or one 
buzldzng 1s to have lzttle feeling for zts qualztzes. 
To see another work of art is of course not the same 
but only comparable,is to take the first step towards 
recognizznq what is zn each case good,orig1nal,diffi-
cult,1ntended •••• If he goes far afield for hzs com-
passions,thzs zs not zn order to prove any thesis uni-
versal phzloiogy or h1stor1cal evolution or struc-
tural aesthetzcs,but primarily for the pleasure of 
the thzng,to broaden the basis of his experzence,as 
an adventure. 
This broadening of exper1ence,th1s adventure,by nature is 
humanzstic.Hhen a child zs born,zt enters the world as help-
less and dependent but as someone with a wealth of varied 
posszbzlztzes whzch are his as a human being.Fzrst,the neNly-
born child zmmedzately fznds himself in a situation in which 
the parent faces the child.And from the very beginning the 
chzld zs zntentzonally oriented to the world,and fro1n the 
very first day begins a Journey of discovery to make the 
world habitable for himself.The borders of his lzfe-world 
are continually bezng shifted and he gazns an zncre~szng 
grzp on the things zn the world.This constitutes a field 
that is so vast and vague,so centrally located and tangen-
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tially defined that one can never be sure where its fron~-
ters lie. 
Serudu ( 1987:23) says that comparative literary study is a 
very wide field.Here is our child now opened to the outside 
envzronment.Hhen seeing strange faces,it shall have to 
compare whether that face is like the face of the mother, 
father or brother,or zt zs like the face that resembles an 
ogre.Such a sub1ect calls for discussion that seeks common 
grounds for all traditions by pushing through the cultural 
and philosophical limits towards the speculative horizons of 
the various cultures represented in the dzsczpline.Therefore 1 
we must liberate ourselves from rigid conventions and allow 
ourselves an opportunity for a creative openness to new 
posszbzlities. 
The poems of Kqolz Sekwatz and Kqofz Sekhukhune are a 
convenient case 1n poznt,because they are short enough to be 
easily manaqeable,have been explicated many tzmes,and dre al-
most universally esteemed.Uhen a pra1se-s1nger renders a 
11oem for the second tzme,one must always ask oneself whether 
he has meanwhile learnt some further trad1t1ons.Hhat has to 
be established 1s whether the two poems are merely variants 
of the same testimony,or whether they are two different 
testimonies.Through direct quest1onin9,the informant will 
either admit having incorporated further trad1t1ons 1 or Nlll 
deny having done so.In our case they sazd that they were 
reciting them exactly as they dzd the last time.In that case 
zt meant that a more direct approach was to be employed.That 
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zs the two versions of the poem can be compared as we are 
gozng to do in this study.If there is a wide degree of 
variation between them,it may be assumed with certainty that 
it is a question of two different poems.Frequently,however, 
the varzants are very slight,beznq limited to a few details 
in a free narrative,or a few words in a fixed text. 
A type of variation that occurs fairly often in a free 
narrative zs that the second zs simply an abridgment of the 
first.The prazse-singer knows that he has already reczted 
the poem for you,and now shortens it or lengthens zt when he 
feels familiar and perhaps he or she would like to make an 
zmpresszon. 
Vanszna (1965:130) says: 
He may hesztate,forget oassages,add embellzshments, 
abbrevzate,but it is not difficult by comparing the 
texts of the various versions he has gzven,to discover 
what the testimony was that was handed down to hzm 
and on whzch his versions were based. 
Then,znsuch-a case one can assume that the Seretz ·s second 
attempt zs based on the same referent as the first,and that 
what has been produced are two varzants of the same 
tradition.But in other cases where the varzants are slight 
zt zs not easy to determine whether it z~ a question of the 
same tradztzon or two different ones.As observed . ' L zn r:11e 
ll' poems of Kqosz Sekwatz recited by Serak1,a blind Sereti at 
·- V 
Namone the royal kraal of Kqosz Sekwatz, 1n his second version 
he trzed to restore some omissions contained in the f1rst,but 
stzll left out certain common themes that he had rendered zn 
his first attempt.In hzs third verszon,he still added some, 
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left out others,while his beginning and ending remains the 
same.I could not take down all the praises but merely made 
notes on the common themes such as the following that he had 
left out and also added them zn others.See poems 3,6 & t. 
4 Seki'iat i ba banyane ba a mo t seba 
(4 Sekwat1 1s wellknown to children) 
14 Ke moxale xa a sa ratwa ka xo xolo 
(14 He 1s a warrior and he zs no longer popularly loved.) 
3 Morwedi wa Mok1tlana ·a Tlatli 
V V <J The daughter of Mokztlana of Tsatsz.J 
19 Ke Phahle a Bauba sefeta methepa 
(19 I am Phahle of Bauba sefeta methepa.) 
Uhat more,if we compare Seraki ·s poems with those that 
were recorded by Phala in 1935? Ue must bear zn mind that 
many of my informants also had a knowledge of other 
traditions which may also influence and somehow distorts 
their testimony instead of making them complete.Ue will 
now look znto the mazn zssue of this chapter,namely a 
comparison of the written and unwritten poems. 
4.2. COlfPARISOH 
In thzs brief comparison I have selected the following 
praise-singers to be compared wzth Phala's collect1on from 
l<xoaio a ~hswa whzch was compiled zn 1935.In the case of 
Kgoti Sekwati,I have chosen the poems by Seraki Thobejane 
and Ntepane 'Sekwatz.For Kqof i Sekhukhune, the poems by 
Molwet:1 Matlala and Nqwanatsomane Sekhukhune will be used. 
Uhat i s interesting about the 5et up 1s that on both Kznqs I 
have selected one poet who zs presently an official Sereti at 
the royal kraal.Serak1 zs the offzczal Sereti of Kqol1 
Sekwati at Mamone and Nqwanatsomane is also the official 
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Sereti and a chief counsellor of Kgoli Horwam~tthe 
Sekhukhune at Hohlaletse.All these poems are given fully in 
the Appendix. 
The first aspect we will consider in our comparison is 
failure of memory.In the previous chapter we remarked that 
one aspect that may bring about omissions and confusions 
which will result in a distortion of the praises is failure 
of memory.A number of folklorists have expressed the opinion 
that illiterate people possess exceptional powers of memory. 
Others are of the opinion that only tradition concerning the 
not too distant past can be relied upon.Others say that 
neither of these arguments will hold. 
Vansina (1965:41) says: 
So far there exists no proof that there is any 
inborn difference in cerebral faculties between the 
various races of man.Moreover,it is a well established 
fact that a decisive factor in the tremendous storage 
capacity of the human memory is the amount of atte-
tion given to the data that have to be memorized. 
Practice in the , process of memorization is another 
factor that comes into play.Consequently,failure of 
memory is directly related to the method of trans-
mission,the degree of control exercised over recital 
of the testimony,and the frequency with which the 
testimony,is repeated. 
These three factors,namely,the method of transmission,the 
degree of control exercised over the recital and the fre-
quency with which the testimony is repeated,provide some 
means of establishing the amount of attention that has been 
given to the process of memorization and the amount of 
training undergone for the purpose. 
A good performer,in any rate,will hand down the tradition 
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without any marked d1stortion,whereas versions handed down 
by amateurs bore considerable signs of distortion.In an 
attempt to render as accurately as possible the poem of 
Chief Sekwati,Thulare Motubatse had to bring verses from the 
poem of Thulare znto Sekwat1.The same happens with Ntepane 
Sekwati.These are all in the process of learning the tradi-
tions.They have lznes such as the followinqs from Kgolz 
Thulare·s poems; 
(i) Ke se-ztlhotledz 
,,,, 
sa Rakabu ka molamu wa tsh1p1 
I am the one who walks with iron walking ·stick of 
Rakabu. 
(zz) 20 Sepelang lo botfa Sethele-Moletlane 
(20 Go and tell Sethele at Moletlane.) 
(izi) 4 Modzmotsane a noka ·a Tubatse, 
(4 The small god of the river Tubatse.) 
Ny observatzon zs that amongst many of my good performers, 
especially those attached to the courts,because of their 
con t r o I l e d t e s t z mo n z e s , we re s u b J e ct t o 1 e s s d z st or t i on . Th z s 
15 due to the fact that at the royal court there are always 
members of the 1·oyal famzly who ha11 e a i'ast l<.now!edqe o f the 
tradition . To distort them woul d mean dzscredztinq oneself 
before them. 
Hany literate people often term the language of our poetr y 
archaic,and zndeed sometzmes the traditions are so zncom-
p re hens z b 1 e t o th E> z n formant who re 1 at es t hem r t hat 1 n ca s e 
one would lzke to have explanat1on,the informant almost 
invariably invents some explanation which he zncorporates 
into the tradition itself.Interpolations of this kind are 
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usually ~airly easy to detect.They provide some explanation 
and interpretation of the original tradition.Our main task 
as comparatistsis to distinguish carefully between the tradi-
tion and the interpretation given to it,then the interpola-
tions of this kind will be detected. Here are a few examples 
of the explanations and interpretations,as compared with the 
original from Phala. 
i} 10 Mamphye a ledimo,se-tla-seloloko. 
This sentence from poem 14 of Sekhukhune at first seemed 
archaic to me until I enquired from the people in 
Sekhukhunejand about its meaning and interpretation.The 
sentence refers to "the people of God who comes in a queue." 
This interpretation was further supported by Hogalaweng 
Mokgabudi who in his poem has the following: 
10 Ga Hampshe a Hodimo a fihla seloloko. 
The word fihla became the key word to the meaning of 
seloloko which was twisted from a,olokoloko, a long queue. 
(ii) 17 Ke thopa dikgomo balemane ba difitle, 
18 Hakgath'a tlona ke ntfha nathamagana. 
(17 I capture the cattle in front of the herdboys, 
18 From among them I select a beautiful fat heifer.) 
In this verse from poem 14,the first sentence is straight 
forward,but the second which is very difficult is made easier 
., 
by later ex-planations.Ngwanatsomane has aa.gareng ga ~sona 
<Among them) that he had captured,he selected the beautiful 
fat heifer to slaughter. Ha~haaa.gana actually refers to a 
young cow with a distinct white stripe on the back or to 
young beautiful girls from the initiation institution. 
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In poems 2,3 & 6 of Kgosi Sekwati,Phala talks of many spears 
but it is not easy from the original to make out what the 
words refer to.He has the following words.: 
(i) 6 Ua marumo a Sekxoboko. 
(6 Uith a heap of spears.) 
(ii) 13 Le marumo a ngata 
(lJ Wzth a bundle of spears.) 
(iii) 6 Ka marumo a thtabahla 
( 6 With a crowd of spears.) 
The interpretation of all the variants refers to a aantti 
(with many spears).Seraki also refers to ke yena yola Ha 
aaruao a aan~si (It is that one with many spears). 
A close examination of the poems has shown that the poems 
correspond completely except in a few instances zn the 
positioning of the verses and lines which will be shown 
below.Uhzle the poems are dependent,the y have also included 
znterpolatzons as I have already shown.This stems from 
the fact that many of my informants were between the ages 
of 5 and 10 when Phala recorded hzs collection.This zs enough 
proof of the fact that they mzqht have borrowed from him and 
from other sources.Or perhaps they mzght have got the tra-
dztions from the same source where Phala g o t his.Since there 
was no proper schoolzng at that time,many of them mzght 
have picked up the tradition from their parents.We kn o w ve r y 
well that children of those days were very good at 1mitatzng 
and copying from parents. 
Vanszna (1965:122) has the following dzagram which tries to 
demonstrate when the traditions derive perhaps from a common 
source.Above and below the letters of the alphabet I have 
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included the names of the poets whose examples I am using 
in this comparison.This diagram shows entire dependence. 



















From their similarities zn the poems of Kgoli Sekhukhune and 
V . . . . 
Kgosi Sekwatzrboth their recitations might have come from a 
common source which 1n thzs case is Phala's poems.In this 
comparison,Phala·s poems will be numbered first,since I 
regard them as the or1q1nals.You wzll realise that nearly all 
the lines correspond.As a matter of fact,at a glance I nearly 
dzd not endeavour thzs chapter on comparison because of the 
ninety percent s1m1lar1t1es.But because of a few var1at1ons,I 
was forced at least to poznt them out.In each case,a few 
lines will be written parallel with Phala's poem. 
4.2.1.Poeas of Kqo~i Sekhukhune. 
The complete poems appear zn the appendzx.They are poems 
number 14 by Phala, number 19 by Nqwanatsomane SekhuAhune and 
number 20 by Mol~etf1 Natlala. 
Hatlala and Sekhuhhune·s poems are slightly shorter than 
Phala·s poem.In Sekhukhune,the lines that do not correspond 
are the following; He starts differently with the following 
sentence; 
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«e Na «goii Na se-ja di~ona • ffakNa ~hoba dingwe aelala. 
<I am of the Kgoli that preys on the males of · Makwa,the 
breaker of other's necks.) 
This line only correspond with another of my collection by 
Naredi Mokgabudi. 
The lines which are similar are as follows: 
Phala; 2 E xama ke nna Phaswa a Makwa o retwa Matebeleng. 
Hatlala: 2 Phaswa a Makwa a retwa Matebeleng. 
Phala starts his second line with the concluding stylized 
traditional introduction.In line 4 Phala has; 
A re:Phaswa,a swara Phaswa ·a Hakwa. 
Ngwanatsomane Sekhukhune has embellished this line with an 
addition at the beginning.He says, 
~ ~ Morwa Hamagasa a Tsate a swara---------
In ending this stanza or verse Phala tells us what a village 
is.He says, 
Notse ke thlidi Nkokoto. 
<A village is a stronghold) 
Hatlala also has this explanation of a village,whereas 
Ngwanatsomane has an abridgement.As a matter of fact,this 
line is completely left out.In the same stanza they also 
differ in the verbs they use.Phala uses bat;a (tell) 
whereas Hgwanatsomane uses laya <instruct) and Matlala uses 
re~a (praise).Although the verbs differ,their contextual 
meanings remain the same.They all refer to telling a person. 
I have found the comparison between Hatlala and Phala's 
poem very interesting.Matlala's poem contains abridgements 
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and embellishments at the same time.In line 4 and 5,Phala 
has, 
A re:Phaswa,a swara Phaswa a Hakwa, 
A bot1a Phaswa ka tsebeng,a e botEa a re: Phaswa, 
Saying:Phaswa,holding Phaswa of Hakwa, 
and told Phaswa in the ear,he went on to say:Phaswa. 
Hith Hatlala the whole verse is summarized into one line 
which says: 
A go reta Phaswa,a swara Phaswa ka tsebe, 
(Hho praised Phaswa,holding Phaswa by the ear) 
Hhere Phala has two lines.See the quoted lines above.Apart 
from the embellishments,Hatlala has also interpreted. 
(artery) to be Leruao (spear) which becomes 
clearer. 
Another very important feature of Matlala's performance is 
the way he employs repetition.At first you will think of 
failure of memory,but on second thought when you consider his 
variation in sound which becomes louder in his repeated 
sentence,then you will see the uniqueness of performance.The 
following examples are supportive of this type of repetition. 
(i) 43 Ao Lepelle Halile ampo o Tubatse, 
44 A re aowa Halile ke noka Matile ke noka, 
45 Ke noka Nalile a ga Rakabu Theledi a Manyama. 
( 43 Are you Lepelle or Tubatse Hafile, 
44 He said no,Halile I am a river,! am a river, 
45 I am a river of Rakabu,Theledi of Hanyama.) 
Nowhere in the poems of Phala has ffa;ile and noka been 
repeated as it is done by Matlala. 
(ii) 58 A re ke tsotsobidi ke tsotsobele, 
ke tsotsobidi Mmanaka le phatleng. 
( 58 He says he is the sharp,the lanky one with a sharp 
horn on his forehead.) 
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How znteresting is the punning and alliteration that comes 
from an unrecorded performance.Actually the word tsotsobidi 
derives form 
V 
tsotsoae~sa v which is the synonym of phuleletsa 
(pzerczngJ. The horn that is on the forehead refers to hzs 
spears that he does not hide.The spears that he uses in the 
process of pzerczng. 
Another interesting feature about Matlala"s performance is 
that he does not fear to borrow at random from the poems 
of other K1ngs.~hat I found fascznatzng is that even the 
borrowing that zs onl y unique to him alone does not go out of 
context.In his repet1t1on i n the first sentences he ends zt 
with a strange word and then uses a common one zn the second. 
60 Ke 
~ 
paletse Haburu ka mo purupurunq, 
V 
61 Ke paletse Maburu ka mo llarenq. 
60 l beat tne Boers at a place full of soft ground, 
61 l beat the Boers in the laaqer. 
First,the word purupuru zs taken from the tradition of 
V 
Kqosz Thulare,the father of S ehwat1.Accordznq to his contact, 
the worrl refers to a place full of dust with many people and 
animals going up and down.Uhen everythznq was :onfused,he 
intervened and defeated the Boers.Ho1iever,this 1s a fine 
zncluszon. 
Lastly,Hatlala does not follow the chronoloqzcal position of 
the verses and lines.In hzs performance,what zs supposed to be 
lzne or verse one zn the or1q1nal,w1th him zt becomes l i ne or 
verse 2 or ].He is free to juggle around with the position of 
the lines and verses,but as soon as he starts a stanza,he 
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completes the theme with the correct plot even if 
it is not sequential.He starts for example with line 5 
followed by 4 or 42 followed by 40 and then comes back to 6 
or 39 or 41.In the example I have quoted,from lzne 6rhe went 
to lzne Band 9 and then back to line 7 followed by 10. 
Going through the whole poem,it is evident throughout for 
example at lzne J7,he Jumps to line 49 followed by 41 and 
back to 40 followed by 42.He plays about with the arrangement 
but never loses context or changes the content. 
Like zn the case of Kgof1 Sekhukhune,the complete poems are 
written in the appendix.Here,! have taken poems number 6 
by Phala,number 7 by Serakz Thobefane and number 8 by Ntepane 
Sekwatz, 
Phala: 1 Kxomo a thswa 1 E xama ke mang7 
2 E xama ke nna Sekwatz,phalo ·a mphaka, 
3 Morwedz wa mok1tlana ·a Tlatiz, 
4 Phalo ya xo fala mathoko, 
5 Xa re ke l1 ·o thula kobo maroba 
6 Ke lia maboya xo bo Radzpzlong. 
7 Xa le bona marole alee! a thuoaxo molaa 1 
\,> • 
8 Ke mo xo tlaxo nna Mothsemoxolo, 
9 Sekwatikwati sa se-hula-bofexo, 
10 Se-kwatila-motho-botlakala. 
11 Sekwatz le ba banyane ba mo tseba, 
12 Xomme bare: ke yena elaa! wa kala ya puwane, 
13 Le marumo a nqata e nkexo ke dzhlahlara dz 
k xobet Ke 
14 Ke moxale xa s~ ratwa ke xo xolo, 
y 
15 Ke xa a sa tsee kxang le motho 
"' 16 Xa a tsere kxanq,boxale boa fela. 
17 Boxale xo tlo fala bJa molomo,Thsabahla"a malema. 
18 Ma-mo!idi a moroba,tsebe makxale ke a hlaba, 
19 Ke bile ke na le pelo ya sehutla 1 
20 Moloz a d1fehla 1 kztimerito. 
21 Kit1metito ·a Mo-raka-thlimane. 
22 Batho re a lelekwa,re raka ke ba xa moxolle 
2J Baxa moxolle,Le thako e ~ilo. 
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Out of the 23 lines I have quoted above,only 9 lznes 
are found in the first 23 lines by Seraki and they are lines 
9,10,tJ,17,18,20,22,23.Ntepane·s complete poem consists of 25 
lines.Out of the 25 lines only lines 18,20,21,22,23,11,12,13, 
14,15,and 16 correspond with Phala's lines. 
The same points I have touched above are also observed in 
the case of the performance of the poems of Kgoli Sekwat1 
by Htepane and Seraki.Take for example the following repe-
tztzons by Serak1 from poem 7. 
-~ 14 Ke yena yola wa marumo a mantsi, 
~ ~ 
15 Ke marumo a tshabahla,marumo nke ngatana kgobetswe 
phateng ya mokgoba. 
16 Ke Sekwa~1 tihaba sa malema marumo a manttz marumo 
nke selem€!la. 
(14 He is that very one wzth many spears, 
15 They are many spears that are like a bundle of 
sticks heaped on the stem; of l1okqoba . tree, 
16 I am Sekwat1 the strong one of malema with many 
spears.) 
Nowhere,in the collectzon of Phala haveSekwati·s spears been 
so emphasized and exaggerated.A closer examinatiion of all 
the lines 1n Serakz and Ntepane·s performance, sho,.,ed 
that they did not copy directly from one poem.Aware of the 
tradition which they picked up by ear,they could not follow a 
fixed arrangement.Hzth Ntepane,the first line zs line number 
18 zn Phala's poem.She also has embellishments and abridge-
ments such as in the following: Lines 20 and 23 have been 
embellished by Ntepane,whzle lines 21 and 22 are the same 
y 
Phala: 21 Moloi a difehla,k1tzmeszto 
~ ~ 
Kitzmeszto a moraka-thsimane. 
22 Batho re a lelekwa re raka ke ba qa mogolle. 
23 Ba qa moqolle,le thako e :110. 
Ntepane: 2 Yena a rego ke hlaba ka rumo laka a moloi a 
difehla; 
V V . 
3 A kit1 mosito a moraka tshimane, 
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4 Batho re a lelekwa,batho re rakwa ke ba ga 
mogolle, 
5 Ba re hleng batho ba ga mogolle batho ba thako e 
~ilo. 
For interest we can also consider Htepane·s repetition of 
ba~ho (people).Uhile Phala has mentioned the word once,she 
repeats it three times and her embellishments also brings 1n 
some fine colouring to the rendition. 
Her arrangement is also unique.Her first line corresponds 
with line 18 of Phala.From lzne 18,she goes to 20,21,22,23 
and Jumps to line 27.And from there she goes back to lzne 11 
until lzne 27.And from there she goes back to line 11 until 
line 17.Then the other lines which are not represented are 
not her own creation,but are found 1n the _other poems by 
Phala except a feiv new words,some of whzch I have already 
pointed out as embellishments and interpolations. 
Ntepane,like zn the case of Matlala,has also borrowed from 
the poems of Mampuru and Htwampe (Phala 1935) when she says: 
17 0 re tlaka le lle mang? 
18 0 re tlaka le Ile mozsa dzhlatlegelonq. 
(17 He says who zs killed by the regiment? 
18 He says the regiment has killed a certain person at 
the place of medicines.) 
To th1s,Vansina (1965:122} has a diag r am whzch tries to show 
that A and B might have made a partial borrowing from a 
common source which is different from thezr respecti v e 
sources.This has been explained when I discussed the trazning 
of a poet,who after he has picked up the traditions f r om the 
parents or the Kzng,he might stzll combine them with what he 
creates or what he perhaps picks up from hear say o r from the 
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enemy clan.And the diagram is as follows: 























This diagram has tried to accommodate all the traditions 
that are szgn1f1cant and have been experienced by the Bapedi 
as a whole.For znstance,in the poems of Kgoti Sekwatz,they 
have taken ffakxale ke a hlaba from the tradition of Hokgcmana 
Marangranq,a brave Baped1 warrior.Uhat is more fascinating is 
that even between the poems of Kqoli Sekhukhune and k ~ . gos1 
Sek1tat1,there are correspondences.The following examples 
appear in the poems of both Kings. 
1. 31 Xomme ke lle kxomo ka kona Rakxadi, 
V J2 Ke konne Mosopyadz Lekxolane la Molefe. 
(31 I ate a beast and could not offer to my aunt. 
32 I could not offer to Mo;opyadz Lekxolane of Molefe.) 
zi.37 Marole alee! le a bonaxo molaa! xa sea dzkxomo, 
38 ke marole a batho.(Sekhukhune) 
(J7 That dust you see there' 1s not dust from the beasts, 
38 zs dust made by human beings.) 
111.16 Xomme marole a a t;waxo Tswetla xa Ramapulana xa se 
[7 marole a dikxokonyane,ke marole a batho (Sekwat1) 
( 16 And that dust coming from Tswetla of Ramapulana JS not 
17 dust from the beasts,1s dust made by human bezngs.) 
,Because Lekqolane 1s a royal name of Maroteng,we_ 
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are not surprised when we find it in all the traditions.The 
reigning Kgotigadi at the royal kraal of Kgori Sekwati today 
~ . 
is Kgosigadi Lekgolane.Secondly,we know very well that 
during the feuds that divided the Bapedi ·s especially the 
battle between Sekhukhune and Sekwati,Sekwati had to seek 
refuge from Ramapulana of Tswetla.(Venda). Sekhukhune knew 
about this and had to look for him but he could not 
succeed.The dust was applicable to both as they were 
travelling in large numbers. 
4.J. Conclusion: 
Uzthout qozng znto a detailed and labo r ious type of compa-
r1son of the poems under each K1ng,I found it easy to pick 
out a few of the more important areas of agreement or dis-
agreement.The versions agree zn content,themes,formulas and 
the tradit i on embarked on.The lines a r e similar except in 
cases of repetitions or orthography.The thoughts 1n the ver-
ses are also similar except 1n cases where the lines were 
Juggled around.However,I found the versions to be covering 
the whole career of the Kings as far as it zs known to Bapedz 
poets. 
One major difference I observed,is that my 1nfo1-mants no 
longer use the stereotyped preamble to praise poetry such 
as kgorao ea tshHaltsha! 
(The cow spits ! ) 
The formula seems forqotten,although some still use the 
closing formula of ke t~haba aediti ( I am afraid of the 
leader). Second to this is the disagreement in the arrange-
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ment of lines and verse.This also brings about the difference 
in content and thought in a stanza. 
Although analysis of an oral poem indicates that the poem 
retains its original structure,theme and ideas despzte re-
peated recitat1ons,the key attribute of oral poetry is that 
each recited poem is unique.The uniqueness stems from the 
fact that traditional poets work ivzthout the benefit of 
written texts and are therefore free to shape their poetry 
according to their fancy and capabilities. Their repetitions 
appear both for emphasis and as manne~ism.Thus a Sereti may 
introduce a varzation in a poem by alterzng words zn a 
particular stanza or adding entire verses.Or he may inject 
into a poem peculiar expression or phrase whzch somehow 
catche~ his imagznat1on.The most signzficant variations in an 
oral poem,however,derives from the ability of the Sereti to 
employ and to weave the traditions,that 1s the formulas, 
themes and other expresszons in his recitation. 
It will not do to say,as one is tempted to say,that these 
versions really give us the same poem in diversely selected 
aspects and details.The versions dzffer not zn selection or 
emphasis but zn essentials.Each strikes for the heart of the 
poem,each claims to have discovered the key elements,or 
structural pr1nczple,wh1ch has controlled the chozce,order 
and zn znterrelatzons of the parts,and which establishes for 
the reader or audience the meaning,unity,and value of the 
whole. The free ordering zs a proof of the flex1b1l1ty and 




It is true from what we have been discussing and from what 
is advocated that the world of orality is a world of talk. 
One literally hears of what has happened in the past,as well 
as what is happening in one's own day.It is that simple.Yet 
perhaps not quite so simple.Sometimes in the past as well as 
in the present,the talk is poetry,a specially conventionali-
zed medium that serves to filter out some words, to amplify 
others,and generally to give them all a new poetic form.And 
what it does for the words it does also for the ideas and 
image~ that is serving to communicate. 
In general,we do not spend time on the moon,the daffodils or 
the nigh~ sky and so on as things in themselves,but only in 
relation to social experience.Our poetry is full of animals 
and plants,but these are used because they provide apt 
metaphors or simile,or compressed ways of reflecting upon 
social experience.Ue have in this study seen Kings associated 
with the lion,the tiger,the crocodile,the giant,the thunder-
storms or the lightning.This means that,unconsciously,every 
word we use or recognize carries with it a surrounding area 
of associations.It also means that when we compare,verbally, 
one thing with another,we call these associations into mind 
again in order to see to what extent the surrounding areas of 
the words intersect.Afterall it is agreed that imagery is 
the cornerstone of poetry. 
In general,our poetry has tended to give prominence to 
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persons,interpersonal relationships and attitudes and values 
derived from our conception of the universe.Not surprisingly, 
the oral poet is frequently a competent historian.He is a 
composer and public reciter,a person of wit honoured by the 
community.The poet ac~as court attendant.He possesses an 
intimate knowledge of those subjects associated with his 
audzence,and can freely select details necessary to the 
composition of the poetic patterns.The poets are usually 
men set aside in the state to convey poetry through word of 
mouth.They provide poetry for the useful purposes of 
communication In ordinary Iife,in business and commerce. 
Commun1cat1on and transmission of knowledge depend almost 
entzrely on word of mouth.And amongst these men who are 
normally the Nhzp of the community,there are those who are 
qzfted zn the art of recitation and are able to bring into 
their rendition a variety of poetic expressions appropriate 
to the occasion. 
From the foregoznq d1scuss1on,we have seen that the poet1~ 
tradition 1s still being ma1nta1ned,thouqh not to the same 
degree.Some types of poetry,part1cularly those assoclated 
Nith the court 1 are not nearly as well known as they used to 
be only a few decades ago.Many people particularly those who 
have had the benefit of school educatzon.cannot make any bold 
clazm to a knowledge of the tradztions.Nevertheless,poets 
and custodians of the trad1t1on are still to be found crea-
tznq and re-creatzng tradztzonal poet,· y in appropriate 
contexts. 
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Oral poetry,like other aspects of traditional literature, 
is used as a means of conserving and transmitting 
knowledge.In this oral medium every generation owes it to 
itself and to society to pass on the knowledge to the next 
generation. Literature zn the traditional sense by zts 
nature,zs pleasurable znstruction.It constitutes a form of 
schooling zn the oral mzlzeu,where entertainment is exploited 
as an effective means of transmitting knowledge.People come 
together in literary performance because they want to be 
entertained and to entertain though zt 1s known that in 
this process they are exposed to more kn0Nledqe,l1nguist1c 
and cultural.They are exposed to knowledge about man and 
the world around hzm,of ethical standards,correct forms 
of behaviour and varzous forms of language use. 
The oral performance itself zs a dramatic act where the 
two most appealed-to-senses are v1szon and hearznq.An 
essential feature of such performance as well as of speech 
zs the presence of a live audience.who zs beznq addressed 
directly.The advantage is the person-to-person contact 
whzch thzs oral sztuatzon makes possible.Questions are 
asked and ansNered,and the oral audience 1ns1sts not only on 
hearing an artzst but havzng a good view of him.How funda-
mental a live audience car1 be to the oral performance 1s 
seen zn the nature of the oral poem,whzch beznq articulated 
usually ~s song has parts specially allocated to the 
audience as,for example,the ululation and the refrain.The 
refrain zs a structural part of the poem or song and zts 
rec1tat1on or szngzng or lack of zt affects the total1tv 
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of the song effect.Both the artist and the audzence are 
aware of the central role of the audience.Active interest 
and participation zs expected of an oral audience as the 
audience affords a necessary feed-back to the artist.The 
audience crzticizes as zt prazses and is the judge of the 
merits and success of performance.It is then zn the interest 
of the reciter to woo his audience by fully assessing hzs 
acoustic and mimetic skill which must appeal to both their 
senses and zntellect. 
To achzeve all these,the oral poet must employ an elevated 
style.S1nce the Sereto is associated wzth men of valour,his 
language should be pure,splendid,szgnifzcant and well-
sounding.It ought not only to be beautiful and eleqant,but 
lihew1se ma;estzc and sublime,otherwzs~ zt will not be 
ad 1n i r ab l e , a s z t o u ? ht t o l> e • H z s st y 1 e sh o ,JI d be n .-,d u r a 1 .and 
dz splay pure and decent everyday common language of the 
people. 
.. 
lt has been discovered also that repetition zs a baszc 
prznczple of oral art and can be viewed as a styl1stzc and 
fundamental grammatical form.Speech itself involves the 
kno~ledge of limited speech sounds that obtain in the 
language and their repeated uses zn varzous meaningful 
combinat1ons.Verbal repetition in oral art zs sometimes used 
as a way of establzshznq emphasis in which case zt becomes 
a direct carry-over from speech norms.Hultzple duplication 
denotes the extreme or superlative degree as for example; 
v 
4] Ao Lepelle Hasile ampo o Tubatse, 
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44 A re aowa ,atile ke noka,Ma;ile ke noka, 
45 Ke noka Nasile a ga Rakabu,Theledz a Manyama. 
v. 
Tubatse Masile, 
am river,I am a river, 
(43 Are you lepelle or 
44 He said no,Harzle I 
45 I am a river Ma¥ile of Rakabu,Theledi of Manyama.) 
Each repetztzon zs supposed to portray the depth and the 
length of the river which symbolizes the strength and 
robustness of Ma;zle from a three dimensional v i ew.Usually 
the repetition may stretch as long as the breath of the 
reciter holds out,and the emphasis zs aided by gesticulation. 
It 1s postulated that the Sereto has remained a vztal verbal 
art form because 1ts content and performance still have 
meaning for both participants and the community asa whole. 
Glory 1s the prerogative of the qreat,and the heroic world 
zs so constituted that they are offered many chances of 
winning 1t.Uith such assumptions about honour,personal worth 
and aristocratic pr i vileqe,herozc p o ets proceed to construct 
thezr stor1es,and to make actzon as vivzd and interesting 
as they can.The Sereto usuall y exp r esses the famous deeds 
of ancestors and their qualities which are usually alluded 
to zn the praises of the present ruling Kznq.In that way,they 
present the history of the tribe and the tribe as an obJect 
of admzrat1on and qzve one some 1dea o f quality of the t r ibe. 
The No r thern S otho Sereto unite the lzving and their 
ancestors,for it 1s often in times of 1nsecur1ty and need 
that the help of the ancestors zs sought by pleading to 
them through praise names that are recited at important 
rztuals such as the znstallatzon of a King,the request for 
rain,and thanksg1v1ng ceremonzes for the first fruzts and 1n 
tzmes of war. 
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The Sereto,from what we realized is not only recited but 
actually improvised.There are degree~ and kinds of impro-
visation,and there are places where poets have passed beyond 
zt to a more considerate kind of composzton 1 but improvisation 
is common and may well be the fundamental method of perfor-
mance and composition.The Sereti who recites a poem compo-
ses zt zn the act of recztatzon.This state of affairs would 
seem almost incredible if zt were not guaranteed by 
impeccable witnesses.A bard may hear a poem only two or three 
tzmes and be able to reproduce it,but he will not do so zn 
the same words.To some extent each performance zs a new 
creation.No Sereti repeats the same poem exactly word for 
word.As he gets used to a theme,he may expand and enrich it 
until hzs final version zs two or three times as long as hzs 
fzrst.Mzlman Parry 1n the thirties of thzs century also 
observed that each performance bv a poet produced what was 
i·irtually a new poem.Indeed,when we asked one informant 
to recite the same poem zn the same words whi c h we have 
previously recorded on the taperthe Sereti agreed to do so 
but produced in fact something different.Uhat is true 
of the nature of oral poetry.is that every poet who has 
the skill at all always zmprovzses accordznq to the 
znspiratzon of the moment,so that he zs not in a posztzon 
to recite a poem tN1ce in exactly the same form.The poet 
recites without reflection,simply from inner bezng,that 
which zs known to hzm as soon as the 1ncent1ve to sznq comes 
from wzthout,1ust as the words flow from the tongue of the 
speaker without hzs producznq intentionally and consciously 
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the articulation necessary to produce them,as soon as the 
course of his thoughts requires this or that word. 
Though each version which he gives of a story may differ zn 
details and turns of phrase,these details come from his 
repertory and are themselves formalized and trad i tional.This 
is based on what Bowra (1952) calls elements of production. 
This we discussed in chapter three,and they are formulas, 
themes,repetztions,dzgressions,memorization and performance mode. 
The poet learns in the first place a number of themes, 
formulas and repetitions,memorzzes some of them,and these 
provide him with the material for his work. 
In that way,a poet could recite almost any number of lines, 
fairly representative of the published type w1th,of 
course,the typical add1tions,variations,and adaptations 
fo time and occasion.As we have seen 1n chapter four,var1a-
bility could be seen as resulting from misremembered ver-
sions of some forgotten original.And indeed zt is reasonable 
to attribute some variants to the fact that reciters may 
have forgotten verbal phrases and fzlled the q aps as best as 
they could,and this zs supported by the lzkelihood that 
literary pzeces qot distorted over time or space. 
The words could not possibly remazn unaltered,consider1nq 
the fallzbzlzty of human memory,which play as ma11y tri c ks 
wzth the unlettered Sere~i of oral poetry as it does with 
the rest of us,1ust as any composition travelling from 
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1. IHA LA KXOSI SEKUlfTl 21. 
1 Kxomo ·a thswa! E xama ke mang? 
2 Kenna Sekwati-kwati sa bo-Maboforohlwe, 
:J Bo-Kxomo sekwatz¥a-motho-botlakala. 
4 Sekwatz Se-hlwa-le-nqwanana-ntlong,e le mano a xo Ja tata 
,-.:;o n gwanana. 
5 Phahle Kxatswatswa ·a Mabyana. 
6 Phalo ya Mmabatome · a Makwa,phalo ya se-fala-mathoko 
~ 1 
7 A re x o xare: O sz · o thula kobo maroba; 
-~ V 8 Phalo ya morwedi wa Mphaka a· Mokztlana a Tsatsi, 
9 ' Tlakana Ia bo-Npedi ·a xo rekwa, 
10 "Tlakana la mosadi wa xa Hafzri; 
11 Makopye Nothra · a-l1alema,Semet(a-melao a l1arota 
l 2 · a bo-i1ma-Dz nkwan yana, · a Nok xoko, 
13 Sekwatz ba banyane le ba baxolo ba mo tseba, 
14 bare: Ke mang yelaa? wa kala a puwane, 
V 
ZS xomme marole a a tswa x o Tswetla xa Ramapulana 
16 xa se marole a dzkxokonyane,ke marole a batho. 
17 Ke mo x o t!a x o Mathie "moxolo,Se-Zazwa-xale. 
18 Sekwati. "toono; 0 re: Ke t!mzbzdzdinq,Sexukubyaneng, 
19 sa Se-hula-bosexo.Ke Phahla ·a Bauba,Se-feta-methepa. 
20 Ke fetile banana ba bahulwana,boMmaboloko ·a xa Maredi 
21 le bo-Letlapee·a xa Hphela. 
. V -✓ 
22 Ke Se-ithlotledz sa Rakau a Nodis1 · a Dzhlasana, 
23 x a a fol o.,a L.eoLo la Thsupaxadi ·a l1abetha · a Bok.one. 
1 The CON spits .1 By who zs she mzlked7 
2 She is milked by me Sekwatzkwatz of Haboforohlwe and company, 
J Mr Bea5t and company,one who fools a person. 
4 Sekwatz,the one ~ho zndu!qes1n courtshzp,tr1ck1nq to 
conquer her father . 
S Phahle the head of Hab1ana regzment. 
6 Scraper of the Mmabatome of Makwa,scraper of the szdes 
7 Uho says zn the mzddle:He zs af r aid of pzercznq holes throuqh 
the hzde 
8 Th e scraper of the daughter of Mphaka of Mokztlana of T;at;,, 
9 Member of Tlakana regiment by purchase 
to J1embe 1· of the Tlakana reqzment of the ;.,;oman of Nafzrz, 
11 Makopye the initiated of Malema, 
12 Despiser of the laws of Marcta,of the mother of D1nkwanyana 
of 1'1okxoko, 
13 Sekwati,is known by the young and the old, 
14 They say:Hho 1s that yonder with a blooming twzg 7 
15 And the dust emerqznq from Tswetla of Ramapulana 
16 is not dust of cattle,it zs dust of human beinqs. 
17 It zs the work of the head initiate, Seia 1 wa~ale~ 
18 Here zs Sekwati 1 He says:! am in trouble at Sexukubjanenq, 
19 of thP 1 nr,.,:,. ;! <? •r b y nzqht,I am Phahla of Bauba,the one .-;ho t •y-
passes lasses, 
20 I zqnored !zqht-ccmplexzoned qirls,Mmaboloko of Maredz and 
21 company and Letlapee of Mphela and compa~y. . v 
22 I am the Self supporter of Rakau of Hodzs1 cf Dzhlasana, 




2 .IHA LA l<XOSI SEKIIATI 1. 
1 Kxomo a thswa! E xama ke mang? 
2 Kenna Sekwatikwati sa-Sehula-bo,exo; 
3 Se-kwati~a-batho-botlakala; 
4 Sekwati le ba banyane ba mo tseba. 
5 Ba re:Ke yena yelaa wa kala ya puwane, 
V 
6 wa marumo a mants1,a sekxoboko, 
7 nkexo ke thaka ya th~1mane · a marole. 
8 Sebula ·a Habatome ·a Makwa,sebula ntlo a maxolo· ,,.. ,... , 
9 Ya re mabala a salela Moxonong,kua xa bo Masapa·a Thobela. 
10 Sekwati se hlwa le ngwanana ntlong, 
11 e le xore o feka mano a xo ja tat·a x o ngwanana 
~ 
12 Xomme ke Leubaubane Ia bana ba Nodise, 
13 le t;iet:e ba Ba-manaka ·a dipotsane; 
V i . 
14 Xomme Ba-manaka e setse e le masele, 
y _, II .,, 
15 ba setse ba d1setsa Hatsamaka; 
16 ke mahlape a bana le bo Hakxake, 
17 bo Makxake ·a Selope sa Tsaneng; 
18 Xomme ke Xaba x abe,ke l1dawana a Na!ema €· moso, 
19 ke wa bo Pela ·a Manqana; 
20 Selepe ke a xana,mmoelette a Nadzmo a Jele, 
21 motho xa a re a rak'a ke kxo;z, 
22 Nqwan·a-Norwa-Moth;e a mo hlomzle a se bee kotse a 
ithapelela, 
2J a re ke it/e·r:q? Nqwana mok x oko ·a ntwa; 
24 xomme ke · xatlapa lavMabyana; 
25 ka fehla moxale a thsaba; 
26 Xomme Sekik1 xa Phahla a feta methepa, 
27 A feta k x aet¥edz t;a Mo¥abane; 
28 o fetzle Maboloko a Maredi, 
29 a feta bo Kepye ·a HokxwatJana; 
JO Xomme mola Sekxankxet;a a leba Lexaletlwa, 
JL Xomme Tswaledi a leba Bo-apea-kxobe, 
32 Tseke a phatsa 'hlaka lel~ Ia xa x 1ve. 
The cow spzts 1 By who zs she m1lked7 
It's by me,Sekwati the one who invades by n1qht. 
The one who fools a person, 









They say:He zs that one wzth a blooming twzq on hzs hat, 
The one with many spears, that form a bundle, 
l 1 ke a peer-group of boys 
Sebula of Mabatome of Makwa,the one who opens hzs elder 
brothers house, 
\.' 
9 And the colours remained at Moxononq there at the rlasapa of 
Thobela. 
10 Sekwat1,the one who 1ndulqe 1n courtship, 
11 Tricking to conquer the father of the girl. 
Y' 
12 And it 1s a feud,among the children of J1odzse, 
13 You have captured from the cc~ards, 
14 And tho';;e of 8ama~_aka are stup1ds 
15 They are serving those of · Matsamaka 
16 They are a group of children with Nakxake, 
17 The Makxake's of Selope of Tsaneng, 
18 And I am the active one,I am Nosawana · a Malema the black 
one, 
204. 
19 I am o-f Pela and company, 
20 The Axe I refuse,the returner o-f -foreign domains, 
21 Hhen a person is driven away by Kgoti, 
22 The child of Morwa-Hot,he hard on his heels never hesitates 
to surrender and beg for pardon, 
2J And say what have I done?The child of Hokxoko the fzqhter, 
24 In fact he is a coward of the Mab1ana. 
25 I attacked a hero and he ran away; 
26 And Sekiki ~t Phahla by-passed the girls, 
27 He passed the Sistersof HoJabane, 
28 He ignored Hmaboloko of the Hared1 
29 He passed Kepye of the Mokxwat¥ana and company, 
JO Hhzle at Sekxankxetfe he went strazght znto lexaletlwa 
forest, 
31 And Tswaledz went to 80-apea-kgobe, 
32 Tseke moved across the -field. 









Kxomo a thswa 1 E xama ke manq? 
. l' 
Kenna Sekwatz-kwatz,sa Se-hula-bosexo, 
Se-kwat1~a-batho-botlakala 
Ba banyane ba' mo tseba,xomme bare: 
Ke r·ena yelaa-a kala wa puwane, ·a marumo a th'tabahla, 
Th';abahla · a l1alema · a Mamo'szd1 · a Horoba a Tsebe 
Makxale ke a hlaba ke na le pelo ya sehutla 
Sehlahlara sa Hamatladz le Mete 
9 Kana ka 1ela Hoxabenq, 
10 Ke lie Kxobotlele xo Metlakana ya Rakxwale, 
11 'Tlakana Ia bo l1ped1 ·a xo rekwa, 
12 le xapet¥e ba Manaka ·a dzpotsane,le bo Natlale 
'/ Y v" -' • V V 
1 J ba rexo: Re sa setse,ba setse ba dzsetsa Matsamaka 
14 Mahlaoe a bona le bo Nakxake a Selope Letlakana. 
' V 
15 Tlakana le le setsexo meralelo, 
16 Melemo ya bana ba Makxake a $elope Letlakana 
17 'Tlakana la Mabyana la Borwa,e se t~ee ke phefo; 
y 
18 Phefo ya tloxa ya tsea Maholo,madzxa a Ramatabane a 
19 Ramatabane d a bexo a a taba. 
20 Sennye se lebelo,sa xa Ranthsud1 a Thebe 
21 Kxwadi lemela hloxonq,Nadzmo, nthla naka, 
2 2 d 1 ye t I e t 1 o l o , mo 1 oz ' a D 1 f eh 1 a , 
23 Kzti-melzto ·a Ma-rakaa-thlzmane,batho re a l~lekwa; 
24 Ke lelekzlwe ke ba xa moxolle; 
25 Ra xa mo x olle,Le thako e ¥110, 
26 Le rakile moKimane ·a Metlaka, 
27 a Hetlaka ya Mamalema · a x a Nkwana. 
28 Sennye se lebelo sa Ranth~udi ·a Thebe. 
2 9 T,'iamaxa-ma-duma-dznama,Thamaxa tona,e se zlette xo thoma, 
V 
30 xomme nna Kxwadz ka lenaka ke epolodztse, 
Jl ke hlomzle i1ete Kxwadz 'a l1alema 'a Hkwana. 
32 Sennye,motho xa a sa nthete ke pelo ·nthso, .,, 
JJ oelo phzfad1 ya moxats'a sa mme,Le-lebala-x o-r eta. 
, •/ 
J4 0 lebetse nna Moxale K~alad1 ya Mohlako ·a Rapho x ole 1 
















Phalo ya se-fala-mathoko,xare o li·o thula kobo maroba; 
y 
o sza maboya bo Ramapulana a Thobela; 
Sefadi,petlo ya morwedz wa Mphaka,a Hokitlana 'a T{atsi, 
Ma-nyakelwa-mokxopa mola xo seakwa <xo tsongwa)r 
xo nthlwa dihlono bo Mafoforang ·a Masoma-hloko-robexa, 
Nonyana Sennye se lebelo sa Ranthsudi ·a Thebe, 
Motho aka re a hlomzlwe ke kxolz wa xa Ramorekere 
a mo hlomile;xa a se dule fase,a opa leopo, 
a re:J<e its'e ·ng a xa Mokxoko a ntwa, 
\I 
a sela xo-bedz a etsa hlwaela, 
V 
Pudubudu-kxamana ya Bokxalaka,a re ka wela moetsana Aa wela; 
xomme ka re; mola O leke O nthiiele rur1. 
ke be ke tlo Xo romelauNth~1-0-molo1,u . 
wa D1fehla Kzt1-melito,Mo-raka-thf1mane. 
1 The cow spzts! By who zs she mzlked? 
2 It's by me Sekwatz,the one who invades by night. 
J The one who fools a person. 
4 The young ones know hzm,and they say: 
5 He zs the one yonder - wzth a blooming twzg,wzth many spears, 
6 A bundle of Malema of Mamol1d1 of Moroba of Tsebe 
7 Makxale I stab,! have a cruel heart 
8 The cruel one of Mamatladz and Mete, 
9 I once ate at Hoxabeng, 
10 l hilled Kgobotlele of Netlakana of Rakxwale, 
11 Tlakana of Mpedz and company,the purchased, 
12 It has driven the cowards,toqether wzth Matlale, 
lJ Uho say: Ue are still rema1nzng,they are herding Matsaka's 
14 cattle with Nakxake of Selope,letlahana, 
15 The Tlakana Nho has evaded 
16 Med1c1nal charms of strong men lzke Selope Letlakana. 
17 Tlakana 0f Hab1ana of the South,I am steadfast,l am not 
blown by the wind, 
18 The wind blew Mahofo,the bra :hes of Ramatabane, of 
19 Ramatabane whzch he was p1l1nq together. 
20 The fast zntrovert,of Ranthsudi of Thebe. 
2l Kxwadz razse your horns,Madzmo,sound an alarm, let them go 
22 uph1ll,the wizard of Difehla, 
23 Ma~lng boys-lzke sounds,we are bezng dr:ven awa ~ , 
24 Ue are drzven away by those of our elder brother , 
25 People of my elder brother and compan v ,your expulsion zs 
e v z I, 
26 You drove aHay the boy of Metlaka, 
27 of Malema of Nkwana. 
28 The fast zntrovert of Ranthsudz of Thebe. 
29 Thamaxa madumadznama,the bzq Thamaxa, l am not restr1cted 
from making a start. 
30 And I Kxwad1 with my horn I unearthed, 
JJ I installed Mete Kxwadz of Malema of Nkwana. 
J2 The 1ntrovert,when a person does not prazse me.he is Jealous 
JJ The 1-1zcked heart of my brother's wife, rrlakes her shun to praise. 
J4 She has forgotten me the hero of Kxaladi of Mohlako of 
Raphogole, 
35 The k xat swat sw• of Mab 1 ana, the scraper of l1amod i 'f i of l1akwa, 
36 The scraper of the sides 1 In the middle he fears to make holes 
206. 
in the hide 
37 He is afraid of removing the hairs of Ramapulana of Thobela, 
38 The Scraper,the chisel of the daughter of Hphaka of Hokitlana 
of Tiatsi, 
39 The one for whom they are searching for a hide while others 
are hunting, 
40 Selecting Hafoforang and company of Hasoma 
41 A bird,the fast introvert of Ranthsudi of Thebe, 
42 Can a person having being appointed by Kxosi of Ramorekere. 
43 Having appointed him,fail to sit down,to say thank you 
44 And say: If Hokxoko the fighter, 
45 Could jump twice like a duiker, 
46 An antelope of Bokxalaka,he fell into a valley I followed, 
47 And I said: Had you tried to escape from me, 
48 I would have sent you my "hoodoo" 







































IHA LA K.XOSI SEK.lllfTI I 
Kxomo 'a thswa/ E xama ke mang? 
E xama ke nna. 
Sekwati mohla wola wa ntwa le mo opeleng a le xole 
Hodimotsana 'a noka ya Tubatse 
Bo re : Tsodi wa Thebe kxokxoro mokxopha. 
Sephoko ~·o bina kae? 
Kwa melodi ya Mexwati 
Ke baka naxo boxwadi,Seraki ke re'ng? 
Ha re o thamaxa,nna ke thamaxa ya Mabyan?; 
Ke kxwadi ya bo-Mmamabu 'a Maleka 
A Hoxoto ·a mabalana ·a Kxwadi, 
Ka lenaka ke hlabile ke epolotfe. 
Ke bile ke hlabile . Mete kxwadi ya Metlaka ya Rakxalake. 
Sennye se lebelo sa Ra-moxolo; 
Kxomo mmutla ke o ;ia lesolo, 
Ke si'o nthKa kopo kadi,ke thamaxa tsa metse meng; 
y 
Ke Hotselekatse a Hathsobana; 
Ka mo Tswako ka na ka tsokulela,ke be ke rakana le motho 
A wela moetsana ka wela,motho eo a nthsia, 
Ka sela xobsdi ka et~a hlwaela, 
Ke be ke etsa pudubudu ya Bokxalaka a Mapulana a Tswetla. 
Hola,o nthsie,Rabatome-a-se-we,ke be ke tlo xo romela ntshi 
ya moloi. 
Ha Difehla kiti-metito wa Rath~imane. 
Batho re a lelekwa re lelekwa ke bo moxolle, 
Batho ba lethako lefele.A metlaka le rakile Moisa. 
Thetseke o t~wa kxo;ing,ke Hopedi wa bo Lekxolane, 
Ka selepe ke a rema mmoelele 
Kxaladi a mmoelela a medimo e tele 
A Hohlako ·a Raphoxole. 
Ka Hotswako ntwa ke a xononwa; 
Nna sesi~imale sa morwedi wa Mphaka, 
Ke titimet/e,ka etra lefswaka, 
Ke sefadi phalo ya morwedi wa Hphaka, 
a Hokitlana a Tsat~i. 
ke a fala,ke ;io thula kobo maroba, 




























V ~ , 
Ke mosweleswele wa Borwa o Ila Kxaladi a Makxopho, 
o Ila ore: Tlaka,liela kxolz, 
Mohube 'a bo Sethale sa Matsedz. 
Ngwaxola le Ile monna,la mo ita dzhlatlexelong 
kwa xa bo ngwanana wa Lekxwareng; 
Ke Tlakala la Mabyana,la Borwa xa ke tlee ke phefo. 
Phefo e t;ea madzxa a bo Tsedinyane; 
Ke Phahle ·a Baube,ke manyobonyobo; 
xe ke swere marumo ke a thakxa. 
Fala maledu,nke ke tszba sa kxokong; 
Horwa· Mamoxaiwa mehlaxare ya meno, 
Ke Phahle ·a marumo a mantli; 
Lebyana la xa bo Nmankepeng a Moth'!a; 
Xomme ke Phahle a marumo ·a mantli; . .,. 
marumo e nke ke Selemela,nke ke thaka ya basimane, 
ke th"efabahla ya Malema,molidz a moroba; 
Tsebe makxale ke a hlaba. 
Tlakana la Npilo · a Boxopa bya Hokxwaxadi, 
Ke Letlakana la x o Ja merwalo ya batho; 
Ke Sekwatz,ke s~-hlwa-Ie-ngwanana ntlong, 
Ke d1ra mano a xa ja tata xo ng~anana. 
E,ke Sekiki xa Phahla a feta methepa, 
bo Tlapea 'a Ramphela le Maboloko ;a xa Naredi; 
mola Tswaled1 a phat¥a "hlaka Iela Ia ~axwe, 
" Sekxankxetse a leba lexaletlwa; 
Xomme Tseke yt:-na a leba Bo-apea-k,v.obe. 
1 The cow sp1ts 1 By who 1s she milked~ 
2 She zs milked by me. 
J SeA~at1 on that day of battle you could have praised from 






















The small god of the rzver Tubatse. 
It says; Tsod1 of Thebe,the sounding dry hide. 
Sephoko where 1s he going to dance ? 
Listen tc the whistling of Me x watz 
l compete against you for the colour of blac k and white 
spots, Serak1 what should l say 7 
You say you are the head,yet lam the leader of Mab1ana. 
I am the tiger of Mmamabu of Maleka 
of Hoxoto with white spots, 
Uith the horn I pierced and dug out. 
I have even pzerted the bla c k and white Mete o f Metlaka of 
Rakxalake 
The fast introvert of my fathe~s brot h er, 
The cattle,the rabbzt tea~ the huntznq exped1tzon, 
I am afraid of remoi · zng the hair of the tali,I am the great 
one of other villages, 
~ I am Hotselekatse of Hathsobane, 
At Tswako I was confronted,! was chasing a person, 
He went across the 1' alley I followed,the person outran me, 
I jumped twice like a du1ker 
I was like an antelope of Bokxalaka of Mapulana of Tswetla 
By Jove! Had you outrun me,I would have sent you my hoodoo fly. 
That saps the energy and scares boys away, 
feopie wi are being driven away,we are driven away by our 
elder brothers, 
208. 
25 People who are strangers of Metlaka you expelled Moisa, 
26 Thetseke zs from kxolz,he is a 11opedz of Le/..xolane, 
27 Uith the axe I chop repeatedly. 
28 Kxaladi the repeater of actions of strange gods, 
29 of Mohlako of Raphoxole. 
30 Hith the mixtures I am not afraid of war, 
31 I am Se?iszmale of the daughter o-f l'tphaka, 
32 l stood still like a rock, 
33 I am the desperate,the scraper of the daughter of Hphaka of 
34 Mokztlana of T[atiz. 
35 1 scrape,fearzng to make holes through the hide. 
36 I went out wzth Mabowe to Ramapulana of Tswetla, 
J7 It is the bustard from the South which cries at Kxaladz of 
Nokxopho, 
38 Cryznq and say1ng; Tlaka leave somethzng for the kxori, 
J9 Mohube of Sethale of Matsedz. 
40 Last year you killed a man and took him to the place of 
medz cine s. 
41 There at the child of Lekxwarenq, 
42 I am TlaJ<ala of Nab1ana,frc::: the South,I am steadfast I 
cannot be blown away by the wznd. 
43 The Nlnd blows away Tsedznyane · s branches, 
44 I am Phahle of Bauba,I am monstrous, 
45 Uzth the spear I do a good Job. 
46 But the beard are like the loinsk1n of a blue wildebeest, 
47 Son cf MamGxalwa the Jaws with teeth, 
48 I am Phahle of many spears. 
49 lel:nana of Nankepenq of 1'1ot'tha, 
50 And I am indeed Phahle of many spears, 
51 Spears that look like the constellation of the Pleiades,Izke 
a · 1rou.p, of boys, 
52 I am the stronQ one of i1alema,Hotzdz of Moroba, 
SJ Tsebe of Hakxale I stab. 









I am Letlakana that destroys other peoples properties. 
lam Sekwatz,the one who indulges zn courtship, 
Trzckzng to conquer the father o~ the girl, 
Yes,zt zs Sek1k1 at Phahla who by-passed the qzrls, 
Tlapea and company of Ramphela and Hmaboloko of Maredz, 
Uhzle Tswaledz was moving across the fzeld, .... 
Sek x ankxetse went straight to legaletlwa fore5t, 
And Tseke went to Bo-apea-kgobe. 
V 
5. IHA LA KXOSI SEIUIATI I 
1 Kxomo ·a thswa 1 E xama ke mang 7 
2 E xama ke nna Ntlabatlaba a leselo, 
J R o to sa xaxo Radzpzlwane; 
4 Seba rexo ba ola ka sona molora, 
5 Kx atswatswa,se-bula- · a Mabatome a Makwa, 
6 Se-bula-ntlo-ya-moxolo,mabala a lalela MQ x onong, 
7 Tlakana la bomped1 a x o rekwa. 
1 The cow spits! By who is she milked? 
2 She zs mzlked by Me the wide opened w1nnowzng basket, 
J Your basket RadzpilNane, 
4 Uhzch they say is used to pick up ashes, 
5 Kxatswatswa,the opener of Mabatome of Nakwa, 
209. 
6 The one who opens his brothers house,and his footprints 
remained zn the house, 
7 Tlakana of Mpedi who was purchased • 
./ 
6.IHA LA KXOSI SEKHATI L 






Exama ke nna Sekwat1,phalo ·a mphaka, 
Morwedz wa Mokztlana ·a T;at¥i, 
Phalo ya xo fala mathoko; 
Xare ke ¥1 ·o thula kobo maroba; 
V . 
Ke sza maboya xo bo Rad1p1long. 
7 Xa Le bona marole alee .' a tupaxo molaa ! 
8 Ke mo xo tlaxo nna Nothlemoxolo, 
9 Sekwat 1 kwat 1 sa Se-hu I a-bo¥exo, 
10 Se-kwat1¥a-motho-botlakala. 
1 1 Sek ~· a t z 1 ~ b a ban ya n e b a · mo t s e b a ; 
12 xomme bare: Ke yena elaa~ ! wa kala ya puwane, 
. V 
13 le marumo a nqata,e nkexo ke dzhlahlara dz kxobetse. 
14 Ke moxale xa a sa ratwa ka xo xolo, 
[5 Ka x a a sa t¥ee kxano le motho. 
16 Xa a t~ere kxang,box~le boa fela. 
yl .... 
17 Boxale xo tlo sala bya molomo,Thsabahla a Malema 
18 Na-Noszdz 'a moroba,tsebe makxale ke a hlaba; 
19 Ke bzle ke na le pelo ya sehutla, 
2 0 Ho 1 oz · a d 1 f eh 1 a , K z t 1 mes' 1 t o • 
21 Kzt1mel1to ·a Ho-raka-thlimane. 
22 Batho re a lelekwa,,e raka ke ba xa moxolle 
y 
?3 Baxa mo x olle,Le thako e szlo. 
24 Ngwana 'kxoro ·a Metlaka ·a Metlae, 
25 Hetlaka a x a Rakxalake, ..,, 
26 a rexo a thsaba a be a ipekenya 
2 7 By a 1 o /.. a mo n a 1 e d i ' a k o t s e . 
28 Thula a rlasese,ka t;wa ka latela Lethamaxa-tona: 
29 f "'"" ilet~ · o thoma,Thamaxa · a l1abyana, 
JO Kxwadi. ·a Namabu 'a Maleka ·a Noxoto a Norolana; 
Ji Kxwadz ka lenaka ke epolodztle, 
32 Ke bezle Meta,kxwad1 a Malema a xa Nkwanar 
33 Sefehla sa xa bo Moikwetli · a Ma x asa, 
34 Se-ya-le-motho-ka-tokeng-le-leso, 
JS La morz¥ana wa roeee' 
36 Kxwadi · a mos adz · a T lopena Nau/e, V ~ . 
J 7 11 au s e · a D 1 x o Io kw an e t s a D l mo, 
38 Ntwa e ka re e bula bana ba-ka, 
J9 E bufa Bakone ta moiate Nathamaxeng; 
40 E tsomzle mokxoba,e ba kxobela, 
41 Eba kxobeia so phatana ya inokxol:>a; 
42 Xomme e xana xa re fzhla dzhlatlexelo, 
43 Thake '}'(.xwadz ya xa !1okxoko ·a ntwa, 
44 'A Matlapana ·a Bohlolo bya Tubatse, 
























Ua xa Tseke,tlosa dinao,Phaswane; 
11 o k one ( o l a a a I o t t w il e max o Ion g ; 
Mokane o tJwzle xare xa maxolo. 
Xomme Mokone o ithsema nare a re·ng? 
Xa a iphetola makxalane,a ithsema makxale a dibotho; 
Xa a sa re XO bona lehu le mmatametre 
a lahla dzkotse a ithapelela; 
Xomme a re; Ke itle·ng 7 a xa Hokxoko 
·a Htwa ·a Hatlapane a Bohlolo bya Tubatse. 
The cow spits.By who 1s she mzlked? 
She zs milked by me Sekwatz,the knife scraper, - ., .,, 
The daughter ot Hokztlana of Tsats1, 
The scraper that scrapes the sides, 
In the middle l fear making holes through the hide, 
I am afraid of the hazr of Rad1pilong. 
As you see yonder dust rzszng up 1 
That· s my rob the great 1n1t zate 1 
Sekwat1,the one who znvades by nzqht, 
The one who likes to fool a person. 
Sekwatz zs known by the young, 
and they say; He zs that one Nith a blooming twzg on hzs hat, 
and a bundle of spears,that looks lzke pzled stzcks. 
14 He zs a hero who 1s no longer popular, 
15 Since he no longer converses wzth anybody. 
16 If he converses,hzs bravery fades away. 
17 Bravery ,nl! remain zn hzs talk 1 peer qr ou,o of Ma!ema 
18 Ma-mo¥id1 of Moroba,the long eared one I stab, 
19 l e:ven have a cruel heart 1 
. . V . 
20 The witch who stirs the charms,K1tzmes1to. 
•/ 
21 Kztzmes1to that scares the boy s away. 
22 People He are being driven away,we are driven away by our 
elder broth e ;-, 
2] Our elder brother a h d company with unceremonious e x pulsion. 
24 The child of the k x oro of Metlaka of Metlae, 
25 Hetlaka of Rak x alake , 
26 Hho when running away looks in all directions 
2 7 Like the twznklzn q of a shzeld. 
28 Thul~ of Masese,I went out and followed the qreat Lethamaxa, 
2 9 ! a ,n not p revented from :;t3rtznq,Thama \ a o f !'/a b yana, 
JO Kxwadz of Mamabu of Maleka · a Ho ~oto of Ma r olana, 
JL Kxwadz wzth a h o rn I unearthed, 
32 l put Heta of kxwad1 of Malema · a Nkwan~, 
J] Sefehla of Mozkwetg1 o f Maxasa and company 
34 The one .-1ho goes N1th a person to a t h ick forest, 
J S That cause:: the hair to stand on ends~ 
36 KxNadi of the ,,ufe o f Thopen9 1'rau¥e , 
37 Maule of Dzxolokwane ~f Dzmo, 
38 s.Jar be1nq the controller of my children 
39 GoYernznq the Bakone of the royal pla c e at Mathamaxeng, 
4 0 It looked for a gathering place,it has gathered them, 
41 Gathering them close to a Hokxoba tree stump, 
42 And refusing when we arrive at the place of herbs, 
43 The youth of Mokxoko the fighter, 
44 of Matlapana of Bohlolo of Tubatse, 
45 Chzld of Morwa Hot¥he hurry up, 
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_, _____________________________________________ _ 
46 Chzld of Tseke quicken your steps,Phaswane, 
47 There zs Mokone,he is out of his den, 
48 Mokone zs separated from his caves, 
49 And why is Nokone making himself a fierce buffalo? 
50 He has not turned himself into Makxalelane,but 
deems himself Nakxale of the people, 
51 Seeing that death is approaching, 
52 he does not throN down hzs shield and p , ' Y for himself, 
53 And say: Hhat have I done people of Mokxoho' 
54 cf the Uar of Matlapana of Bohlolo of Tubatse . 
. ., 
7.KGOSI SEKHATI 
ffakweleyane Seraki Thobeiane 
1 Sekwatikwat1 sa sehula-boleao 











sa Mmaboforohlo a bokgomo; 
sa bokqothonko bokomo. 
Ba re Sekwat1 ke sehlwa le nqwanana ntlong; 
E le maano a go 1a ~ataqo ngwanana; 
E le maano a go ja Lekgala la Motebele. 
Sekwatz ke baka boqwadi le bosamma ke renq? 
Ke le Serak1 sa Kqalantlole a Makwa; 
Ka re mola ke re ke kawadi,wa re ke thamaqa a Mab1ana, . V . 




Ke le kqwadz ya bokqolwana ya boMclefe; 
Ke Sekwatz sa bol1ana a Moraka ke Sekwat1 sa boMazla a 
i1oqot o. . v 
!5 
Jc;e yena yola i,,t,a marumo a mantsz; v 
Ke marumo a tshabahla,marumo nke ngatana d1kqobetswe phatenq 
ya mokqoba 
ie Sek~ati tihabahla 16 ' 1 t"' . a ma ema marumo a man sz, 
marumo nke selemela. 
17 Ke Phahle Na tsebe a Makqale ke a hlaba, 












La molelek1s1 marakatshzmane batho re a lPlekwa; 
Re lelekwa ke ba qa mogolle re renq' 
Lena ba ga moqolle le thako e lilo. 
Kgwadi ka lenaka ke hlabile e bzle ke epoloditle; 
Nna ke be1le l1eta 3 kqwadi ·a metlaJ...a , 
Ke bezle Meta a kgwad1 ya metlaka ya ga Rakqalake 
Gore yo a th1baqo Nqwarztsi a thzba d1kqomo ke marole 
batho; 
Ke marole a 
Ke Phalo ya 
tti-1aqo Tswetla ya Ram,'3.oulana Th o l)ela. 
mmasefsla a mathoko ,, 
28 Hna 9are ke tso phula kobo maroba; 
29 Re tlhaba maboya ga Radip1lonq. 
JO Nna Sekwatzba rytlhozle a ba nthete. 
a 
V 
31 Baba nthatayo ba ntheta bare Sekwatz qa wela mmoetsana ke 
a wela. 
32 Gao rotoga ga morotoqa ke a rotoga; 





34 0 a mmona Mokone loo fihlile; 
35 A Hokone o tsene gare ga a magolo a reng 
V 
36 0 reng a sa re ge a bona lehu la gagwe le mmatametse, 
37 A t~ea kotse tla gagwe le marumo a bea fase, 
38 A ithapelela -lephelo,a re ke dirilego ntwa ya Hatlapaneng 
39 A Hokgokwana a bohlolo bya Tubatse. 
40 Ke Letlakana Mab1ana,ke Letlakana la ngwana mosadi ~ morwed1 
a 11afiri. 
41 Kenna Makidzkitla a th1pa tsa go sega, 
42 Ke Makgar1panya a mefaka e boqale; 
43 Ke Nakokc:;>1 c1 ma1adifedile, 
44 ke semetsamelao ya batho; 


































Ke tshaba aediti 
Sekwati the one who invades by nzqht, 
The one who lzkes to fool a person. 
I am Sekwati of Haboforohlwe and company, 
I am Sekwati Mr Beast and company. 
They say $ekwat1 indulges zn courtship, 
Trzckzng to conquer the father of the girl, 
Trzckznq to kill Lekqala of Motebele. 
Sekwat1 1 why do I compete for the posit1on against my sisters? 
Beinq Serakz of Kqalatlole of Makwa, 
Uh1le I say I am the black and whzte one,you say you are the 
red and white of Mab1ana, 
Seeing I am the black and white of my sisters, 
Bezng the black and white of Rokqolwana of the Ho!efz · s. 
I am Sekwatz the relative of Moraka the one of Maila of 
Moqoto. 
He is that very one wzth many spears, 
They are many spears that are like a bundle of sticks heaped 
on the stem of a Nokgoba tree, 
I am Sekwati the strong one of Malema wzth many spears. 
I am Phahla who when I hear a sound I stab, 
I stab with my noisy spear which zs fortified with medicines 
That of the chaser of the boys people are be1nq driven away, 
Uhy are we driven away by our elder brothers, 
You of my elder brothers wzth unceremonious e xpulsion 
Kgwadi with my horn I unearthed, 
I have placed Meta of Kgwadi of Metlaka, 
I placed Meta of Kqwad1 of Metlaka af Rakqalake. 
So that the one who stops cattle at Nqwarztsz 1s dust of 
human beings; 
It zs dust coming from Tswetla of Ramapulana of Thobela. 
I am the scraoer that scrapes the sides. 
In the mzddle I h,H·e made holes through the hzde 1 
Ue are afraid of the hairy one of Rad1p1long. 
I Sekwatz they hate me,they do not like me, 
Those who like me praise me and say when Sekwatz falls aqazn, 
l also fall, 
If you go uphill I also qo uphill, 
- ·V 
I am the brother of MorwaHothse,hurry up,quicken your steps 
Tseke. 
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34 You see Mokone has arrived, 
JS ~hy has Mokone mixed wzth great people? 
36 Uhen seeing his death approaching, 
37 why not take his shield and spear and surrender, 
38 And plead for his life,and say I did not declare war of 
/1at 1 apaneng, 
39 of Mokgokwana of Bohlolo of Tubatse. 
40 He is a Letlakana of Mab1ana, 
41 he is a Letlakana of the child of the wife of the daughter of 
!1afzrz. 
42 lam the sharp cutting knzfe, 
43 I am the sharpener of sharp knives 
44 lam the stingy one who eats even the last pzeces, 
45 I am the one who does not obey the men ' s laws, 
46 Hen lzke Makgaka of letsedz. 

























Ke nna Selo-1at 1 
hlaba. 
. .., 
sa Mmamosidi ya Horoba ya tsebe makgale ke a 
Yena a reqo ke hlaba ka rumo laka la moloz a dzfehla 
A: l.-it1 mo?lto a morakathlimane batho re a lelekwa; 
Batho re rakwa ke ba qa mogolle. 
Ba re hleng batho ba ga mogolle batho ba thako e l i lo; 
Bona ba rakaqo Phahle le mekqeledz ya marumo, 
Y y . ea rego a tshaba a be a 1pekenya nke ke molaled1 a kotse. 
Sek w at i b a b d n yen ya n e 1 e b a b a q o 1 o b a a mo t s e b a ; 
Ba re: Ke mang yola wa kalapuana ~ 
., T 
Na ma1·wr,a a thsabahla ye nkeqo dthlahla r a .jz kqo b et se. 
V 0 re ke nna mogale qe ke sa tsee boqale le motho; 
Phahle ge ke t;ea bogale le motho bogale boa fela. 
'/ 
Ke Tatse ke ngwana wa qa mosadz wa Mafzrz 
i': e semet'samelao ya qa-Narot-a a RoDznkNanyana a J1okqcke> a 
Tlat~i 
0 re qa le bona marole a t;waqo Tswetla ga Ramapulana, 
Gase marole a dzkgomo ke ma r ole a batho, 
Ke mo go tlago nna Hotfhe yo moqolo Phate selazwaqale. 
0 re mo;welelwele wa Borwa o a Ila; 
0 re tlaka le lle mang? 
0 re tlaka le Ile mozsa dzhlatlegelonq; 
y _, V 
Ke namane tsa mmamosala supzng. 
Phahle ore ke fetile Bavenda ka feta methepa, 
? 3 i<.. e f e t i l e ban a 11 a t, a bah u l wan a - .1 
24 Ke boTaupe a ga-Nphele; 
25 le boNmaboloko a qa Maredz; 
26 le boKeepz a Mokqwatlana. 
1 lam Sekwatz of Mmamolzdz of Moroba wh o when you hea r the 
sound he stabs, 
2 The one says I stab with my charmed spear, 
1 That makes a sound like the sound of running boys, 
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4 People we are being driven away,by our elder brothers, 
5 They say why do our elder brothers drive us away so 
unceremoniously, 
6 They who drive away Phahle with scars of battle spears, 
7 The one who when running away looks to and fro like a 
twinkling shield. 
8 Sekwati,the young and the old know him, 
9 They say,who is that one with a blooming twig on his hat? 
10 with a bundle of spears like piled sticks. 
11 He says that he is a hero who does not combine his bravery 
with another person. 
12 Phahle when I argue with a person the bravery fades away. 
13 I am Tatle the son of the wife of Hafiri. 
14 I am the one who does not obey the laws of Harota of 
Dinkwanyana of Hokgoko of Tsatsi. 
15 He says when you see dust coming from Tswetla of Ramapulana, 
16 It is not dust made by cattle,it is dust of human beings, 
17 It is the work of the great Hotshe.Phahle the most reliable, 
18 He says the bustard from the South is crying, 
19 He says who is killed by the regiment? 
20 He says the regiment has killed a certain person at the place 
of Hedicines, 
21 They are the calves of the one who remains at the ruins. 
22 Phahle says he by-passed the Venda girls, 
23 He ignored the light complexioned girls! 
24 They are Taupe of Hphele and company,and 
25 Hmaboloko of the Haredi 




1 Ke kgoii Sekwati sa mmaboforohlo; 
2 Ke SekwatikwatiKa motho botlakala. 
3 Ke Sekwati sehlwa-le-ngwanana ntlong; 
4 E le maano a go ja tatago ngwanana; 
5 Tatago Lekgala Ia Mmabotebele. 
6 Ke Phahle a ngwato a Bauba kgatswatswa Mabjana 
7 Ke Phalo ya mmasefala mathoko ye ba rego bosego ke phula 
kobo maroba; 
8 Keba Phalo ya morwedi a Nokitlana a T~atsi. 
9 Keba Phalo ya Bauba thamaga. 
10 Ba bo/'1mamabu wa l1u.I eka a Maro I ane 
11 Eba rego kgwadi ka Ienaka ke epoloditte 
12 Ke bile ke beile moeta wa meetse Rakgalaka a Madila. 
13 Ba re ke marole mang ale a tswago Tswetla ga R~mapulana 
14 Gase marole a dikgomo ke marole a batho. 
15 Ke moo go tlago motshe o mogolo selaiwa gale a Marota 
16 Ye e lego wa bol1madinkwanyana a 11okgoko 
17 Sekwati ke Phahle a Bauba sefetamethepa 
18 0 fetile banyana ba bahulwana. 
19 Boletlape a ga-Hphela ke boHmaboloko a ga Maredi 
20 Sekwati o re,sepelang lo bot:a Sethele Moletlane 
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21 Le re: Kenna ye ke mmidzbiding 
22 le dikqokubjana t,a nqwana wa Sehula~olego 
23 Tla makala a puana a Thulare 
1 I am kqoti Sekwati of Naboforohlwe and company, 
2 I am Sekwatz the one who likes to fool a person. 
3 I am Sekwatz the one who indulges in courtship, 
4 Trzckzng to conquer the father of the girl, 
5 The father of Lekqala of Mmabotebele. 
6 I am Phahle of Nqwato of Bauba the head of t1ab1ana. 
7 Tam the scraper,that scrapes the sides which they say at 
night it fears to make holes through the hide, 
8 l become the scraper of the daughter of Mokitlana a Tsatsz. 
9 l become the scraper of Bauba the red and white one of 
10 Mmamabu of Haleka of Harolane. 
11 Uho they sayfthe black and white one with my horn I unearth, 
12 I have even placed a decorated beerpot of Rakgalaka. 
13 They say Nhat kind of dust zs that which comes from Tswetla 
of Ramapu.lana 7 
14 It zs not aust made by cattle,it zs du.st made by human 
beznqs 
16 It zs the work of the great init~ate fhe brave one of 
t1arota. 
16 Uho zs the brother to Dinkwanyana of Mokgoko and company. 
17 Sekwatz,I am Phahle of Bauba the passerby of girls, 
!8 He ignored the lzqht complexioned girls 
19 Letlape of Mphela and company and Mmabcloko of Maredi and 
company. 
20 Seki.iatz sa:,1s 1 q,;, and tell Sethele at Noletlane 
21 Say: Here I am caught zn ~ cross-fire. 
22 Uith the children of Sehulabolego, 
















Ke Sekwatzkwati sa raboforohlo 
Sekwatakwatzla motho bctlakala 
le ba ba nyenyane baa mo tseba 
Ba re ke ofe,ba re ke ola wa kalapuana. .,, 
Ua tshaba sa qa Halema 
Ua tedu nke ke setszba sa kqokonq 
fela ge a swere marumo o a botsafala. 
Sekwatz,sehlwa le ngwanana ntlonq 
E le maano a qo 1a rraqonqwanana ye 
V - • -
Kua Holetsz wo mogolo wa Mabokanyana. 
I am Sekwatz of Raboforohlo and company, 
The one who likes to fool a person. 
3 Even the young ones know me, 
4 They say,who 1s he,they say it zs that one with a 
blooming twig on his hat, 
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5 of the people of Malema, 






But when he is engaged in war he becomes handsome. 
Sekwati,the one who indulges in courtship, 
Trzcking to conquer the father of the gzrl. 
" There at the great Holetsi of Mabokanyana. 
V 







Ke thamaga Mab1ana Thamaga tona ga ke ilo thoma bea Meta 
Kgwadz a Malema a Rasennye,sa Rakabu se reqo mmele ke t,haba 
go reta. 
Se se reng 
Se reng ke 
Se renq ke 
Tswetla. 
" nkane ke tshaba lesolo. ,, 
tshaba ntsho kopo. ., 
tshaba maboya go bonala tlase qa Ramapulana a 
5 A re Phahle a Bauba ke befzle ke manyobohlo 
6 Ke manyobonyobo,fela ge ke swere marumo leb1ana ke a 
thakqafala. 
7 Maledu aka nAe ke setszba sa kqokonq . 
., y ~ - " 
8 Ka re ke rakedzsane le ntsh1 ya wela moetsana ka wela 
V ,, 
9 Ka re Rabatome mcla o ntshze ke tlo go romela ntshz moloz, 
y 
10 Ke go romela ditshehla thaka ratshimane batho re a lelekwa 








Ya Metlaka e raka mozsa thamaqa 
Ya mo iia mahlatlegelonq a ng~anana a Lekqwarenq 
Gase la bona mohlanq wola mohlomoqolo 
~ V . . 
Sekgenketsa a phatsa mahlaka a gaqwe 
"I Tswaledi a phatsa mahlaka a gaqwe 
Tseke a leba Galetlwa 
Sekgenkqetle a leba Galetlwa 
19 Ya methaka ke qe e raka mozsa Thamaga 
2n Omo ifa mahlatleqelong kua ga nqwanana ~ Lek g wareng. 
1 I am the leader of Hab1ana,the great one ! a m n ot hesitant 
to start putting Meta of the black and white o f Malema o f 
Rasennye of Rakabu,who says lam afra i d o f p ra1s1nq, 
2 /,/ho says I am afraid of gozng to hunt, 
J Uho says I am afrazd of the bla c k one 7 
4 Uho says I am afrazd of my ha1r been seen d o wn at Ramapulana 
of Ts wet 1 a? 
5 He says Phahle of Rau t a I am ugly and mo nstrous, 
6 I am ugly but when I engage in war Lebjana,I become handsome. 
7 M y beard zs lzke the loznskzn of a blue wildebeest. 
8 I say I chased a fly and zt flew down the drzft and I 
folloned, 
9 And l ~azd zf you Rabatome had outru n me,I could 
have sent you my hoodoo, 
10 Send }'OU the qrey ones,the co1.'lpan1ons c,f the boys,;,;e ,=ne 
being driven away, 
11 Ue are drzven away by our elder brothers,they dr:ve us away 
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unceremoniously. 
12 Of Hetlaka is drzvzng away one who takes the red and white 
one. 
13 And takes him to the place of medzcznes of the gzrls of 
Lekgwareng. 
14 You have not seen on that big day of war, 
15 When Sekgenkget'te Nas moving across h1s mielze stalks. 
16 Tswaledi was moving across hzs field 
17 Tseke going to Galetlwa. 
!8 Sekqenkgetre also gozng to Galetlwa, 
19 It was when I was driving away the one who takes in Thamaga, 
20 Sending him to the upper place of medzcznes at the girls of 
Lek g;varen q. 
V 















Kenna Sekwatikwat1 sa Sehulabo;ego 
Sekwatz~a motho botlakala. 
Sekwat1 le ba banyane baa mo tseba ~ 
Ba re ke yena yola wa kalapuane,wa marumo a tshabahla, 
V ~ 
Ua ·tshaba sa Nalema wa Namosidz a Moroba, 
Tseke Makgale ~ea hlaba, 
Ke hlahlara sa boNeta le Matladz 
Kana ka Jela leqabatenq,ke jette kgobotlele ya metlaka. 
Nna ke tlakalana la Mab1ana 
Tlakana la Borwa qa le tlewe ke phef ~ y .. 
Ke fo tsea madzqa a baMatabane 
E le Ramatabane a qo taba 
Kgwadi ka lenaka ke hlabile 
14 Ke hlabile Meta kqw~dz · a Metlaka 
15 Sennye se lebelo serakalala sa mmutla kotse ya lesolo 
16 Kotse bo nt~ha kooo 
17 Ke Moszlekatse a ~atlhobane. 
18 Ka mo motswapo kana ka tsokula 
19 Kana ka rakana ke motho a wela moedz ka uela. 
20 Ka r e hee mola o ntJhze aabedz o et;e hlwaele 
21 0 etie pudufudu kqamana ~e tlo go romela nt:h1 moloz 
22 Ya difehla kztz maraka tshzmane 
23 T¥a batho re a lelekwa 
24 Re lelekwa ke bomoq o lle batho ba lethak o le teze. 
25 Le le rakzlego mo 1sa Thetseke 
26 Le mo raka le mo ila dzhlatlegelonq 
27 Kua ga boTsedznyana qa b6ngwanana a Lekgwarenq. 
- II 
28 Ke Phahle a marumo a mantsz 
29 !'1arumo nke ke selemela 
JO Nke ke thaka ya tthimane e ttwa mphatonq 
Jl Ke Sekwatzkwa~z ke sehlwa le tataqongwanana ntlong 
32 E le maano a go 1a tatagongwanana 
33 f'toswele~Jiele wa Bor.,a o lla Kgaladi 'a Nokgopho; ., ., 
34 a Ila ore tlaka le szela kaosz. 
35 Mohube wa boSethale sa Mattedz 
36 Ha bona ngwagola le 11~ mozsa la mo zta dihlatlegelon0 
37 Kua ga boTsedinyana ga b~ngwanana wa Lekgwareng. 
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1 I am Sekwati of Sehulabosego, 
2 The one who likes to fool a person. 
3 Sekwati,even the young ones know him, 
4 They say,he is that one with a blooming twig on his hat,with 
a bundle of spears, 
5 Of the people of Malema of Mamotidi of Moroba, 
6 Tseke Makgale I stab. 
7 I am the strong one of Meta and Matladi; 
8 I ate under a bulbous plant,] ate the striped kgobotlele. 
9 lam tlakana of Mabjana, 
10 The tlakana from the South is steadfast ·unshaken by 
i,,;i nd, 
lt I only take away the branches of Ramatabane. 
12 Being Ramatabane who caused trouble. 
13 The black and white one with my horn I stabbed, 
14 I stabbed Mmeta the black and white one of Metlaka. 
15 The fast zntrovert,the chaser of the hare,the pillar of 
hunting, 
16 The shield that uncovers the rabbits tail. 
17 1 am Moselekatse of Nat¥hobane. 
18 At Tswako I had to chanqe. 
19 I chased a person and he ran down the drift and I followed, 
20 I said: Hey! If you outran me twice you would be finished, 
21 Like an antelope I would send you my hoodoo fly, 
22 a mixture that sends boys away. 
23 People we are driven away, 
24 µe are driven away by our elder brothers,Hho drive us away 
unceremoniously 
25 The one that has driven Thetseke away, 
26 Driving him away to the place of medicines 
2 7 There at Tsedznyana at the girl of Lekgwarenq. 
28 ram Phahle of many spears~ 
29 Spears that are like the constellation of the pleiades, 
30 Looking like a group of boys from the 1n1tiate lodge, 
31 lam Sekwatz the one who zndulqes 1n c ou r tshi0, 
3 2 Tricking to conquer the father of the girl. 
33 The bastard from the South 1s crying at Kgalad1 of No k q o pho 1 
34 He zs crying and saying,the regiment 1s leav1nq a little for 
V A (JO=; l , 
35 Nohube of Sethale of Matledz. 
36 You see,last year zt killed someone and took h1m to the place 
of medicines, 
37 At Tsedinyane of the girl of Lekqwarenq. 
y 
13. IHA LA KXOSI SEl<HUKHUHE 1. 
Kxomo a thswa 1 E x ~ma ke mang? 





A I a ya Ph a 5 l'i a , a s war a Ph a s 1-J a k a t s e be , a e bot s a a re ; 
4 Phaswa, 0 sware motse wa Ledimo, 
w ~ 
5 Motse ke Thsidz Nkokoto,ba se hlwe ba senyetsa Theled1 metse 
6 Ba t¥ea ba e bea Sebyane. 
7 Namph~e a Modimo,pztsi a ngwana ' Phal~se Katane, 
8 E hlabe motho ka lesika Ngwarztse a Lefakane. 
9 Xomme Phahle o let¥e a nthoxa bolexor 
10 A nthoxa nokenq ya Molaotse, 
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_, __________________________________________ _ 
11 a re: Ina la xaxo la boxale O mang? 
·/ 12 Koma se-Zaiwa-Holetse,xa Malefofane la Phutz. 
13 Xomme nna ka re: Ke Selaiwane ,Koma ya Rangwakwane, 
14 Masebete o dutla dzkudumela, 
'J \I v 
15 o ts'o xapa tlou tseso Masetlwe, 
16 di sela ka la kxorwane la Jwale bya Nasemola, 
11 bo-hlapa-dzotswa; o senya ka mo¥ola le ka mo~ono; 
V 
18 Xomme Kxoputso o Ile nala ya mefapa; 
19 Ke lie ya mampampa,Theledz, 
20 a p1ts1 morwa 'Kxobotlele a Netlaka V . 
21 ya motswal-ake ya Sela1,ba mo nee yela e thsweu; 
2 2 ya b o I aw a , I a du ma , 1 a kw a 1 a I e f1 o d i mo I e ; 
23 le hlabetle Mamaxalane mokxoiz. 
V 
24 Thaba ya nthszta Phaka, 
25 ya ke phaphathz kwena ya morwedz wa Boxopa. 
26 Ttuza-meetse ke ba epetfe moreo, 
27 ka epa moxwadz mahlong a bona; 
28 ke mo ke tJualaxo dzkwena-madzba, 
29 methepa ya motse wono wa Matlapa~a. 
JO Ntsze se-lwa-le-tlou ·a Letlobya; 
31 mabele a sela dzkxora Ntsze. 
32 Nts:e · a bo Pheladz · le Mahlako a Nqwato,Mpalabala 
.,. ,J 
33 Tszsang dzkxopa Nakxalaka-tenang; 
34 a nthla mothama wa mabele. 
" J5 Nneeleng ke le fano xo batamela xo amoxa Maszle, 
36 SNana ·a Selema sa nqwana ' Hamoxakale. 
37 Marole alee' Le a bona x o molaaa 1 x a sea dikxomo, 
38 ke marole a batho. 
39 Matzle o lwa le morwa'Sekxathume, 
~ . 
40 Ba neantse ke Haxeru x eru a Sehwzrzhwzrz, 
•,; . v 
42 Tholo a molapo a tlotsa ba-zpotsz. 
1 The cow spits ! By who zs she mzlked 7 
; She 1s milked by me Phaswa of Makwa 
a Rakabu. . 
J lnstru~tznq Phaswa,holdznq Phaswa by the ear and sayznq: 
4 Phaswa,look after the home of Ledzmo 
5 The home zs a stronqhold.they shouldn't dest r oy Theledz s 
~- 111 age 
6 They take the home and lea v e it i n the lurch. 
7 The people of God,the children o f Phala,be steady, 
8 It stabs a person with· an awl at the river 
Ngwaritse of Lefakane. 
9 And Phahle kept on reproving me all nzqht long, 
10 Reprovzng me alonq szde Holaotse r iver , 
11 Sayzng: Uhat zs your praise na me 7 
12 Inztiated at Moletiz,at Malefofane of Ph~ti 
13 And I sazd: I am S•lazwane the initiation of 
RangNakwane. 
14 Hasebethe is sweating profusely, 
15 He captured our elephants at Masetlwe, 
16 As they were crossznq at the gateway of the g1rl-:n1tzate of 
Naser.-iola, 
17 A pool of the dzsg r aced,he destroys hzther and thither. 
18 And Kqoputlo has eaten the red-and-whzte ox, 
19 late the fat one,Theled i , 
20 of the zebra the son of Kgobotlele of Metlaka. 






















Uhen slauahtered zt thundered,zt was heard at Hodimolle, 
. V 
Sounding an alarm to Mamagasane. 
The dzffzcult mountain of Phaka, 
as if it were a large crocodzle,the daughter of Boxopa. 
At Tsula-meetse I trapped them with charms, 
I dug a charm while they were lookzng, 
Uhere l bear women, 
The girls of thzs vzllaqe of Mat!apana. 
Ntsze the fzqhter with the Elephant of Letlobya, 
The corn is plenty Ntsii. 
Htsze of Phaladz and Mahloko of Nqwato,Mphalabala of Rakabu. 
Brzng the royal Jewels you Makgalaka, 
He gave a handful of qrazn. 
Br~ng it here,because comznq closer I will take zt by force 
11 as z I e, 
s~ana of Selema the chzld of Mamoxakate. 
The dust you see over there 1 zt is not dust made by beast~ 1 
zt zs diist made by people. 
~ . 
Maszle zs fzqhtznq aqa1nst the son of Sekxathume, 
They were made to fight because of the lies of a deceiver, 
The Kudu of the vallev that destroys the self reliant. 
., 





























K .v Ol-'rO · a th swa .1 E x ama .'< e man c_(? 
E x ama ke nn~ Phaswa · a Makwa o retw~ Matebeleng. 
~ 
0 retwa ke Masabane A Hired1, 
a r e: Phaswa,a swara Phaswa a Nakwa, 
i botla Phaswa ka t,ebenq; a e botla a re: Phaswa, 
Sal~ 0 bona motse WR Led1mo ke woowei 
0 a bona motse· k.r:: Th~i,-Jz Nk o.l..ot o ; ., 
Bang ba senyetsa Theledz motse, 
ba tsea motse ,,,a l.edzmo i.; a c;- be e- sebonq; 
'I' 
Mamphye ·a Ledimo,Se-tla-seloloko,morw~· Lozsa a Rakabu, 
Hlwaela · a i'1anyamc-:i,Pztsi ya ngwana · Phala,se K.atane; 
y V ¥ xommi? pztsz yon,;; e s upa e supile batho ka les1ka Ng1·1arrtsi, 
V "/ Ng:va 1· 1ts1 a l.efakana;maru a mang a zsa ma s e >-er e p e, 
mola Sekwatz a tswetle tau ya se x afa; 
Ta 11 ya :; e kw at z , J.: e h lat t f-1 ma i"i'" -~ a , 
Selemo se tla x o ke cl x af~- ~ af~; 
•· th d ' k t v b , · v ._ ·,; Ke opa z x omo, --. a 5 z mane a ,:11 s z c se; 
mekxath'a tfona ke nthta nathama x ana; 
. •I V 
Ke nthsztse nama € bot s e lehla k or e , 
V 
se 1lexo Borwa se ka se nths1te; 
I<. e t lo ~ 1 t ,;; f e 5 e s e z lex o mo 1 et en q "- a I'! ad 1 mat 1 e ; V . 
x omme ke tlo tse~ k u tse k~ di l~tela; 
~ 
Kx omo tsa phaphath~Ia ka mab y e; 
k wa xa Phahle dz b o lokwa Lethlad1bya, 
le marutswana a ~ o monwa; 
Hapoxo Letebele,a O thzba tsela leeto; 
A fa O l<.wa e dz 1a x o;vona Ta u ma-thula a d1p1ts1; 
Yona Th¥1thfzla ·a Ma~yama; 
.... 
Ka Rorwa ke Ile Sehlan~;ke ztse xo 1a,ka se x afela d1n 0 n q . 
Ke bile ke x afet"te ph1ri t~a tata xo Ng,•;akwane ·a f!khumele. 
-:'21. 
31 Xomme ke 
32 Ke konne 
33 l<.e tlere 
mox olo 
Ile kxomo ka kona rakxadi, 
No:ooyadi Lekxolane la Nolefe; 
' ~ . 
le masapyana ka pharela mohlang wola Na mohl-o-
., 
34 mohlang wola tate a xo Iala a mpotsa a re: 
35 A e lexo leina la xaxo la boxale O mang? 
36 ta na ka re: Ke Selaiwane, 
37 ke koma ya mma xo Ngwakwane ·a Nkhumele; 
38 Ke koma Se-Iaiwa-Holet;e o mo x olo wa Habo k anyane; 
39 Ke hlab1le motho lesorong Ia kxoro,-a wa mathsomane; 
40 ya ba ya nke ke pheko tla motse woo, 
~ V 41 Kwa Moletse o moxolo wa Poo-Thswene ya Hakuba. 
42 Xomme e it;e xe re x oroxa Marota 
•J 
43 Baped1 ba Mo-1a-kxomo-a-masexwana a Tubatse; 
•I 
44 xomme Kx oputso a newa nala ya mefapa; 
45 xomme nna ka newa ya nala-Mampa. 
46 Theledi ke wa Kxalatlole a Nakwa. 
47 Le bot¥1leng Ngwakwane ·a Phala a Hatata a Hallexa, 
48 o tlo le botla, a re: Kxomo ye ke ngwana · k x omo ya xa-mang 
ye. 
49 Ke ya kxomo ya Lethebela a Nallexa,k x omo v e. 
SO Xomme Ngwale a bolaya mmaxwe. 
51 E zt~e 'tseke;ke xo 1~,a Nadingwanyane Theledz; 
62 Ke wa Kxalatlole a · Makwa,Hohlakaru wa xa Rakabu. 
SJ Mola a soletlwe mo x opo,a Je a khore,a pharela moreba, 
54 a phale le mong·a moxopo,mat1met~e a · x omo,Se-wet~a-d1ngope-
l1ohanama. 
' ~ 
56 Kxomo x a Phahla dz bolokwa Thsadzwa, 
56 le marutswane a x a monwa; 
57 ke 1nohlang .-1a mohl · o-moxolo,ke- epa moxobotlo, 
68 ke epi le moxwadz·-kx1-1adi mohlang a Hapono; 
59 Mapono a wela ka nthte. 
60 Kaba kwena;Sekat1ka baa kata,a,a,a ! 
61 K1-1ena ya morwedz ·a Phala ·a l1atata a i1alle x a. 
62 Mohlang wola Leola a thioxa,a kopana le Mosexo, 
63 Mosexo a kabaka Th,athra-khubedu,moxatt·a Ko x olakae. 
64 Ka re 'fa x ahla ,-faxahla,-faxahla·, 
65 Noko dz tsoxa,xo tsoxile hlabana a naxa y a Hadumo, 
66 ka mokokoro a d1phaswa,mol1to wa ngwan·a Thselane. 
67 Ho-loka-batho ke molate o kwalaxo ma x oroxorong a batho. 
68 Xomme Le nee kxopa yeo,Hakxalaka-tenanq! 
69 Kera Jena bo Dzkxale tla Holapo. 
70 Bo D1kxale bare: nna e se nayo, 
7l xomme ka re: Axaa' Xome Le tsebenq,nna ke Hatzle; 
I 
72 ka batamela,ke tlo Xo amoxa, 
.., \I \I 
73 Xomme ba tsea monwana ba supa pele Moletse 
74 0 moqolo wa MabokAnyane;ba re:kgopa na x a re nayo 
7 5 .lj X a a a I I< a bat a me I a k e •3 1 e a mo X a /.: e i1 a r ! l f? 
•/ V 
76 Xomme Molets1 a supa Ramapulana a Tswetla; 
77 Xomme ka re:Heee I Uene Ramapulane a Tswetla 
V J 
78 Ka batamela,ke tlo x o amoga,ke Masile a qat1sa 
7 9 · a Bo r i,; a , The 1 e d z · a 11 a rot a . 
80 Ke kxomo e kxwad1 ya Marotenq,Maiile; 
y 
81 x omme ke namane ya mesztwana, 
. ., V 
82 ke Hma-naka-d1-fetsa-seatla,Nas1le; 
V 
83 ke ntsotsoboko mma-naka-e-phatana,Maszle a bo Diphale. 
222. 
84 ka Borwa o t; · o senya maxadi a xaxwe , 
85 Naphsikolo;e ka mobu wa sehlaba,Theledi Marota. 
1 The cow spits' By who is she milked? 
2 She is milked by me.Phaswa of Nakwa who is praised even by 
the Matebeles. 
3 He is praised by Ma:abane of Maredi, 
4 Saying: Phaswa,h o lding Phaswa of Hakwa, 
5 And told Phaswa in the ear,he went on to say: Phaswa remazn 
6 looking after the home of Ledimo. 
7 You are aware that thzs zs a stronghold, 
8 Some destroy the home of Theledz, 
9 They take the home of Ledimo and expose it, 
10 The people of God,coming zn queue,the son of Loi;a of Rakabu, 
11 The one who brings sorrows,the zebras of the child of Phala, 
,~elax, 
12 And then the zeb r a Aeeps on pointing a 
spear at Ngwarits1 river, 
13 Ngwaritsz of Lefakane,whose clouds cause death, 
14 Uhile Sekwati has fathered a fierce lion, 
15 The lion of Sekwatz,l litter during Hinter 
16 For the next Summer I become more and more ferocious. 
17 I capture the cattle in the face of the herdboys, 
18 Amongst them I seized a cow wzth a red and white stripes, 
19 I cut off a good portion - the flank. 
20 The one that has qone to the South cannot beat me, 
21 I can only be beaten by the one that dzed of natural cause, 
22 And I wzll take my shield and follow them. 
23 And the cattle will cross the mountain, 
24 At Phahle the y will be hidden at Lethiad1b1a, 
25 Even the ruins that remazn, 
26 Mapogo the Naebele,do you barricade the way, 
?7 Do you overhear the one that devours them,the lzon that Aills 
the zebras, 
28 The one that steadily stalks in the dark, 
29 In the South I ate the placenta,the remainder l offered to 
the 1,uztures. 
JO I further gave it to the wolves of Hgwakwane of Nkhumele. 
Jl I ate an ox and d1d not give to my aunt, 
32 I did not offer to Nolopyadz Lekqo lane of Molefe, 
JJ I took even the smallest bones on that dav of war· . 
J4 On that day when m y father asked me all nzght long, 
35 what zs your p r aise name? 
36 Then I said; I am Selaiwane 
37 I am the 1nzt1at1on of the mother of NqNakwane Nkhumele, 
38 I am initiated at the great Moletle of Habokanyane, 
39 I stabbed a person at the main entrance, 
40 he tell on h1s bac k and resembled the cnar:ms of 
that villag,e. 
41 There at the great Nolet;e of Poo-Tfhwene of Makuba. 
42 And when we Narota arrived 
43 Baoedi who ate the cow of Masexwana of Tubatse, 
' .., 
44 And kgoputso was given the red and whzte OXr 
45 And I was given a bellied red and white one. 
46 Theledi ,,,:- 1· cf r-. ,:;alar:lcle cf t/a~. wa. 
22]. 
47 You ask Hgwakwane of Phala a Hatata a Mallexa, 
48 He will ask you,and say: this cow is the calf of whose cow? 
49 It is of Lethebela of Mallexa,this cow. 
SO And the girl initiate killed her mother. 
51 And it glittered,they obeyed like boys at the circumcision 
schoo I. 
52 I am Kgalatlole of Makwa,of Mahlakaru of Rakabu, 
SJ Served with a big dish,he would eat to his satisfaction and 
then become aggressive, 
64 Even more than the owner of the d1sh,who let the cattle go 
astray at Mphanama; 
V 55 Cattle at Phahla are stored at Thsadiwa, 
56 And the ruins that remain; 
57 It 1s on that day of war when I dug a trench, 
58 I dug a deep trench on the day of the Swazzs, 
59 And they were trapped into it. 
60 1 became a crocodzle and trampled on them 1 
61 The crocodile of the daughter of Phala of Matata a Mallexa. 
62 On that day when Leolo mountain moved and collzded wzth 
63 Hoseqo~ Mosego gave the fat red one to the wife of Ko x olakae. 
64 And I hastened away, 
65 Uhen the Noko's woke up there was a biq sound of war, 
66 On the way to their gods,the sound of the child of Tshelane. 
67 The one heading for the people zs a case that is heard by 
many people. 
68 And you gzve me that royal Jewel you makxalaka 1 
69 l mean you Dikxale of Holapo. 
70 Dikxale and company said:Ue do not have zt, 
V 
7 1 and l said: Oh yes! and you must know I am Masile, 
7 2 If I come closer I wzll take zt by force. 
7 1 And then they pointed further to the great Moletfe of 
f1abokanyane, 
7 4 t he y s a z d: the r o ya I 1 ewe 1 "' e do not ha 11 e- • 
75 Oh y es' If I come nearer I wzll take zt by farce,I am Ma;ile. 
76 And Holetle pointed at Ramapulana of Ts~etla. 
7 1 And I said; Hey 1 you Ramapulana of Tswetla,If I come closer, 
.... 
7 8 l i,;zfl faAe it by force,! am l1a,;zle the t:r,nnpler,of the Sou.th 
79 Theled1 of Marota. .,, 
8 0 I am the black and white spotted o x of Nar o tenq,Haszle, 
81 I am the noisy calf, 
82 I am the big one found at ma n y places,Ha~zl e , . .,
83 I am the sharp pointed horn,Has1le of Dzphale. 
84 ln the South he 1s from destroyznq his happ i n e s;; 
85 The roller on ~andy sozl,Theledi of Har o ta. 
V 








Kxomo a thswa I E x ama ke manq? 
E xama ke nna.Ee 1tle xe re tlwa Bokxatla bya Dzthebe, 
Xomme Dzthlupyane a dutla dzkudumela; ., . , -./ 
0 tso xapa tau tseso Nasetl,•;a:X.omme dz ,-;ela ka la .'<xori"ane, .., . 
Lets1boxo la Byale ba xa i1asemola. 
E z t f e x a d 1 k x e r e 'ta 1 et £ z box o 1 a mos o 1 a 1 e mo; on o r 
La Byale bo-hlapa-diotswa; Xomme Kxoputfo o Ile nala ya 
mefapa; 
224. 





























Xomme nna ~e Ile ya mampampa,Theledz; 
Kaba pharephare dinama, 
Kaba ledimo ka xo ja ka kona mmane; -~ 
Xomme ke konne Mosopyane Lekxolane,Theledz a Narota. 
~ ~ V 
Ka Borwa o tso senyana;o tso thopa tsa Radzpzlwane; 
V V Y 
0 tso hwetsa thopa dz kgokgothetswe; 
Xomme bat a se 11 e se seng; Xomme bat a se I 1 e Maakad z k,-,e 
Manamole. 
A r"ytng L'o botla Lekatsa la Ma.rota, 
0 botse Lekatabidz le lexolo la Ma-dula-a-rarabane, 
Ka bomorwa Hankoro a Nathebanye a hloxo ya tau; 
Maxohlwane a Mokxwadi,kxobelang,tleang melamo ya mapara, 
le 1thlotleleng xomme r·o binela koma xa Mampana • . ,,, 
Bothsa bya Sekw3t1 bo roxa medztz ya bona; 
V 
Reba beletsa melao,ba a akxola; 
e lexo molao o mofsa le fele ke manq, 
mola 1naloba re Le Zaya 11oxokxomeng. 
Xomme lehono molao o moswa le fel(w)e ke mang 1 
The cow spzts! By who is she mzlked? 
She zs milked by me.Yes it happened when we came from 
Bokqatla of Dzthebe. 
\o' 
.4nd D1thsupyane ,vas si-1eatzng heavzly 1 
from retrievznq our cattle at Masetlwa,and they were 
crossing at Kgorwane, 
The drzft where the Hasemola qzrls are initiated. 
It was when they were descending the drift from hither and 
thither, 
T . V .he pool asszqned for the disgraced,and Kqoputso had eaten 
the fat red and whzte one, 
ar.d I ate the i·ery fat one,Theledz; 
I became muscular.· 
l became a cannibal by eating and stznqznq my aunt, 
And l refused to share with Molopyane Lekgolane, 
Theled1 of Marota. 
12 In the South he 1s from plunder1nq,he 15 from capturing 
those of Rad1pzlwane. 
lJ He found secrets concealed, 
14 J.ihere the beast have ea-ten another,And the beast having 
eaten Haakadzkwe Manamole. 
15 Go and tell Lekatsa of Marota, 
16 Tell the big Lekatab1dz of Hadula-a-rarabane, 
17 About the son of Mankoro of Mathebanye with a lzon head, 
18 Maxohlwane of Hokx~adz brznq toqether , take your walking 
sticks, 
19 Support yourselves and dance overnight with the 1n1tiates at 
Nampana. 
20 The znztiates of Sekwatz,are swear!ng at thezr !n1t1at1on 
instructors. 
71 On teachznq them maxims they picked up so quickly, 
22 ln fact who gave you the new laws, 
2] Uhereas a day before yesterday we were instructing you at 
Noxok xo·me n q. 
24 And today from whom did you qet the new Iaw 7 
225. 
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Kxomo a thswa ! E xama ke mang? 
Kenna Malile a Xatile a bo Ngwakwane, 
Moxale xa a xatila ka lekopelo, ., 
Theledz ka borwa o tso senyama, 
Masenyeletle a maxadi a batho, 
Maphumphanye a ma-tswaka-le-mobu, 
Theledz a Marota,Tsotsobzdi maanaka le phatleng, 
Naka la x axwe le kile la palela "masole," 
V 
le paletse Naburu ka mo llarenq,Ma-bohlale-hlale Theledi. 
Hlale byaka bo ka "lekesenq", 
Bo robala ka "lepokzsing",Theledi. 
,' ~ V 
Tsa thsoxa tsa x a Rakau le Hodz~e; ..,, 
dz tseba dz tlo bolaya tsoh!P.; 
Ke tlzl · o hlaola ya mampampa,Theledz,ka bolaya 
Selepe se selweu moxat!a Koxola ·a Motebele, 
n9wana 'Nasoka · a Kob1,ke bata boxale; 
Ke· nna Hlab1.r,va · a Phahla mono/a ·;,:.xobotlele. 
1 The cow sozts 1 Bv who is she mzlked 7 
2 It·s me n~lile t~e trampler of Ngwakwane, 
3 The hero when he covers wzth a broken piece of a clay pot, 
4 Theled1 went to plunder in the south, 
5 The cne who rlzsorganzzes the in-laws of others, 
6 The wrestler who mixes one with the soil, 
7 Theledz of Harota,Tsotsobzdz wzth a horn on the forehead, 
EJ Hzs horn once defeated the "soldiers", 
9 It beat the Roers .zn the laaqer,the clever Theledz. 
1 0 N '! ,~ z s do m I z e s 1 n t he "co f f 1 n " , 
11 It sleeps zn the "box", Theledz. 
12 And the whites got frightened, 
LJ when they knew they were goznq to defe~t all, 
14 I am ccmzmg to select thA fat cne,Theled1 and slaught e r 
15 The white axe the wzfe of Koxola of Motebele, 
16 The chzld of Hosaka of Kob1,l am a bra~e beast, 
17 I am Hlabzrwa of Phahle the son of K x obot!ele. 
V 
17. IHA LA KXOSI SEKHUKHUHE L 
1 ~xomo · a thswa 1 E x a ma ke manq? 
2 E xama ke nna.Sekwatz o ntswet:e ka loga mane, 
, . V l I y J , s c, a - ml?. et .::; e ,-: e b a .;, p e, t' 5 e more o, 
4 Noxwad1 laba la Maswatse. 
5 Le nankhono ba sa 1le.bo mmaxo HetJete ba sa Ila, 
6 Ba re Metlete e kae 7 ~a re e teng qa monn · e, 
7 Sehwzrzhwirz se mano,nta ya ma-lomela-kobong; 
8 Theledz ke nna wa K~alatlole a HakNa a dzleoe, 
9 Nqwana-mosadi · a Phala Sebolai, 
10 Sebata ke a khukhuna, 
Lt Hoka boditse ke hlahla le phoka; 
226. 
12 Ka Borwa o lle sehlana a xafela dinong. 

























a l<oto le 
Thaxala t;a motse. 
Mapoxo,xo O thiba tsela-leeto, 
A fa O kwa tau e d1 1axo,tau ma-thula-d101tsir 
.. " II' • Thsithszla-Nanyanma so, 
Seala-kukuta o tlil'o ja Mediti, 
Bo morwa'kete,e se na zna; 
Nka re ke kete nka ithlozia, 
Masodz a tholo xa a bolawe, 
Ba-molaz ba ka ithwala mexono, 
Hloxo ya morwa-kete ke e lle, 
..... .... 
Hathumaxanye a dz botsa banna,Masile. 
Kxoputlo xo O lie pududu,ke lle nala Ya mampampa, 
Theledz, 
Kwa lapenq la bo Nthswenq ·a Lethebela; 
Morwa'Makau o kata d1thoka, 
0 katana le tlou Leth,adzbya, 
Ntsie a bo Pheladz le Mahl~ko a Mete. 
Ntsze mola mabele a sela dzkxora,Th:zthlzla a Hanyama. 
The cow spits / By who 1s she mzlked7 
She 1s mzlked by me.Sekwatz fathered me and I made means. 
At Tsola-meetse I trapped them with charms, 
l charmed many Swazis. 
·Y' , Even today they are stzll qone,Hetsete smother and company 
are stzll complaznzng, 
They say where are our chzldren,They say zt zs zn the 
stomach of that man, 
7 The deceiver wzth many plans,the one who strzkes zn secret, 
8 Theledi I am of Kxalat!ole of Makwa wzth aYes, 
9 The chzld of the Nzfe of Phala Sebola1, 
10 The carnivorous one I creep, 
!1 Yet the hair of a tazl draqs zn dew; 
12 In the South he ate the placenta and offered zt to the 
vultures. 
13 On t·he nzght 1·1her, vultures have eaten those of Ma,nphzrz of 
















The real men of the vzl!aqe. 
Mapoxo,why do you barricade the way, 
Do you hear the lzon that zs eatznq them,the lion that kzlls 
the zebras 
The one that stalks steadily zs here. 
The great one has come to kzll all the leaders 
The son of so-and-so, I arr, ~n t hout a name 
If I should say he is so and so,I could provoke hatred, 
The bzq one in the dark zs not kzlled, 
His killers could regret zt. 
I have kzlled the son of so and so, 
y 
The crusher who tells the men,Mas1le. 
K.xoput~o,zf you ha1,1e eaten the grey one,I ate the fat red 
and white one Theledz, 
There at the courtyard of Nthsweng of Lethebela, 
The son of Makau is pzlinq up knobkerries, . .., 
He zs fzqht1nq against the elephant at Letshadibja, 
227. 
29 Ntsie of Pheladi and Mahlako of Mete. 
30 Ntsie when he gives corn to his relatives 1n secret, 
the one that stalks steadily. 
V 











































Kxomo ·a thswa! E xama ke mang 7 
E xama ke nna,Seala-Kukuta o tlzle, 
0 tlzl·o 1a Badztsana bo morwa Rakxamanyane a Mo-robela-
hlaka, 
, -, ., y " V , 
Tsotsoboko a thsosa,thsosa khubedu,moxats a K"oxola-kae; 
Seseny1 bohwele bo-la1wa-dzrathana, 
Lebo Pitiana-apea ·a Dzkxale, 
... 
Makhura a tsNa ka dzbere; 
Nneelenq dikxopa Nakxalaka-tenanq; 
Xo bata~ela xo amoxa Hali-~. 
Xomme Hakxalaka ~ re: Ren~ kxopa xa re nayo; 
Xomme ba re,e na le Mmamabolo a Byatladz 
Xomme Mmamabolo a re:Rena kxopa xa re nayo 
Ena le Makubu Ma-se-axa-ka-molala. 
Xomme Makubu a re: Rena kxopa xa re nayo, 
II 
Ena le Dzkxale tsa Molapo. 
Xomme Selupyane o dutla dzkudumela: 
Xomme o tl·o xapa tlou tla Masetle,t;zboxonq la Baale. 
Ao thset~t' ka lefe? 
0 thset~e ka la Kxorwane let~zboxong la Baale,Bo-hlapa-
boot~wa. 
Dz ztle xa dz kxeresa let~iboxo la ,r,o;ola le la mo~ono, .., 
Xomme Kxoputso o Ile nala ya mefapa; 
xomme nna ke lle ya Ma-mpa-mpa Theledz, 
A K.xalatlo.le ·a 1'lalos1a, 
Seolo-sa-mmataladi Theled1 a Kxalatlole a Hahwa, 
Se-kxopa-banna-matolo. 
Motswako ,\a a 1'e,lle --Ie-ruuu 1 o k;,;a rumo la rona, 
La '') o-robela-hlaka-a marumo.-
The cow spits ' By who zs she milkerl 7 
She 1s mzlked bv me,Sealakukuta zs here, 
He has come to kzll the poor,the son of Rakqamanyane of Mo-
robe 1 a - h 1 a k ,=i , 
Sharp pointed assega1,red asseqaz,the wife of Ko-xcla-kae, 
The plunderer has relaxed at the usual place of the 
znitzates, 
Hhere even the qzrl 1nzt1ates of Dzkxale are znstrucl:-'?d , 
The fat comes out of the relish, 
Gzve me the royal Jewels you Makxalaka, 
V lf I come nearer 1 wzll take 1t by force,Mas1le. 
And then Hakxalaka sazd,The jewel we don · t have. 
And they said that it 1s with Namabolo of Byatladz, 
And Namabolo said: The 1ewel we don t have. 
It is with Makubu the buzlder of make-shift dwellznqs 
And Makubu sazd:The Jewel we dont ·shave 
It is wzth Dzkxale of Holapo 
And Selupyane zs oozznq sweat. 
And he 1s from caoturznq the cattle of Nasetle,at the 
228. 
qateway of the initiates. 
18 And where dzd he cross? 
19 He crossed at the Kgorwane the drift of the girl 
initiates,the pool of the disgraced. 
20 And when they destroyed the drift from hither and thither 
21 And J<xoputlo killed the red and ~<1hzte ox, 
22 And I killed a fat one Theledi, 
23 of Kxalatlole of Hakwa, 
24 The flat antheap Theledi of Kxalatlole of Nakwa, 
26 The one that trips the men and they fall on their knees. 
26 When ~otswako says; Illeleruuu' he is afraid of our spear, 







Ke wa kgoi1 wa sejadztona · a Hakwa thobadingwemelala, 
~e Phaswa a Makwa a retwa Matebelenq, 
A ret~a ke MaWabane a Maredz. 3 
4 Morwa Hamaqaia a TJate a swara Phaswa ka tsebe a e bot;a a 
re 




0 a bona banq ba senyetsa Theledi motse, 
Ba t;ea motse wa ledimo ba o bea sebonq, 
8 Mamph,e a Led1mo,A Ledimo setla-seloloko,morwa Louila a 
Rak.abu. 
9 Hlwaela manyama,pztsz ya nqwana Phala se katane sa Hallega 
. .., -., ., N 
10 P1ts1 yona e supa e suozle batho ka leszka gwarztsz, 
. ' V ✓ . 
11 Nqwarztsz a lefakane,maru a manq a z;a Haseqerepe; 
12 Nola Sekwatz a tswet,e tau ya segafa, 
:., 
1] Tau ya SeAwatz ke hlatsa m3reqa, 
14 Selemo se tlaqo ke a qafaqafa; 
!5 Ke thopa dzkq;mo ba~e~ane . ba dz~ztie. 
16 Maqareng ga t~ona ka nt~ha nathamagana; 
17 Ke nt;hztle nama e botse lehlakc1· e 
18 Se se 1leqo Borwa se ka se nth;1te 
y -
19 Ke tlo sztwa ke se se zleqo moletenq wa dztau m~dimatle 
20 Ke t;ea kotse ka dz latela ,, 
21 Ga pha/,':J kqomodz phaphatha f.a 1r,abye LEt s har/1,'i y· a-, 
22 Le marutswana a go lewa. 
23 Napoqo letebele,ge o thzba tsela leeto 
24 A fa o kwa tau ye e d1 Jago ka mo morago 
25 Yona tau Mathule a dzpztsz 
26 Yona tau t;h1t;hzla Manyama 
27 Ka Borwa ke lle seh]ana 
Z8 J<.a 






re qo ;aka gafela dznonq 
gafet~e diphzrz t;a tatagoHqwakwane a 
Ile kcomo ka kona Rakaadz 
AonneJHo;opyadz lekqoiane la Holefe 
V v' 
ba ka tsea le Hasatswana ka pharela 
.,- V 
33 Hohlang wola wa mohlomoqolo tate qa a lala a mpots1sa 
~ y 34 A moot,a a nthoq~ bosego a re e lego 1na la gago la 
boqale o manq? 
35 Kana ka re ke Sela1Hane, 
































Ke koma selaiwa Molet~i o mogolo wa Mabokanyane 
Ke hlabile motho lesorong la kgoro mothowa. ka a wa matshomane 
Ya ba nka ke pheko ya motse woo 
Kua Holet;i o mogolo wa Poo-tihwene ya Hakuba 
Le botlileng Hgwakwane Hkhumele 
0 tlo le bot~a gore kgomo ye ke mang? 
Ke ngwana kgomo ya lethebega la mallega kgomo ye 
Gomme ngwale a bolaya mmagwe. 
E itse Tseke ke go lwa madingwanyane Theledi 
Mahlakaru wa Rakabu a rego mola a soletlwe a pharela 
mereba 
A baa phala le mong wa mogopo 
Matimet;e a kgomo Sewet;adingope mphanama 
Ga fhahla kgomo di phaphatha ka mabje Leth;adibja 
Le marutswana a go lewa 
V 
Mohlang wola Leola a tshoga ge a kopana le Mosego 
Mosego a kabaka 
~ V ~ 
Tshosa khubedu mogatsa Kogolakae. 
Ka re fagahla-fagahla 
Noko di a t soga 
Go tsogatlhabano ya naga medumo ka mokokoro a diphaswa 
Ke meloko a batho 1 
Ke molato o kwalago mogorogorong a batho. 
I am of the kgoti that preys on the ma1es of Makwa,the 
breaker of others necks, 
I am Phaswa of Makwa who is praised even at the Hotebele, 
Praised by Ma~abane of Maredi, 
The son of Hamaga;a of Tlate held Phaswa by the ear and told 
him, 
saying he should remain looking after the home of Ledimo 
there it is, 
You see that others are meddling with the home of Theledi, 
They take the home of Ledimo and expose it, 
The people of God,coming in a queue,the son of Loita of 
Rakabu . 
9 The one who br i ngs sorrows,the zebra of the child of 
Phala,relax, 
10 The zehra keeps on pointing a spear at Nqwa ritsz river , 
11 Hgwaritsi of Lefakane,whose clouds cause death, 
12 Hhile Sekwati has fathered a fierce lion, 
13 The lion of Sekwati I litter during winter, 
14 For the next summer I become more and more ferocious . 
15 I capture the cattle in the face of the herdboys, 
16 Amongst them I seized a cow with red and white stripes, 
17 I cut off a good portion-the flank. 
18 The one that has gone to the South cannot beat me, 
19 I will be beaten by the one that has gone to the grave, 
20 And I will take my shield and follow them, 
21 And the cattle will cross the mountain of Leth~adibya, 
22 Even the ruins that remain, 
23 Hapogo the Ndebele,why do you barricade the way; 
24 Do you overhear the one that devours them, 
25 the lion that kills the zebras, 
26 The one that steadily stalks in the dark, 
2JO. 
27 In the South I ate the placenta, 
28 the remainder I offered to the vultures. 
29 I further gave zt to the wolves of Ngwakwane of Nkhumele"s 
father, 
30 I ate a cattle and stinted my aunt, 
31 I stinted Molopyadi Lekgolane of Molefer 
J2 I collected even the smallest bones and made a heap, 
33 On that bzg day of war when my father asked me all nzqht 
I on9, 
.34 As k ing me and scoldznq me the whole nzqht about my prazse 
name,? 












the 1nzt1ation of Ngwakwane Nkhumele, 
lam 1nzt1ated at the great Nolet¥e ~f Nabokanyane, 
l stabbed a person at the mazn entrance,he fell on his back 
and resembled the medicinal charms of that village, 
y ., 
There at the great Noletse of Poo-Tshwene of Makuba. 
Ask N q w a k wane N k h u me I e , 
He will tell you whose cow this zs, 
It 1s the c alf of ! ethebela's cow of Malleqa this coN. 
And the gzrl 1n:t1ate killed her mother. 
It was when Tseke performed a czrcumczszon dance of war 
Theledz, Nahlakaru of Pakabu who afte r being served he became 
a v <) 1· e S 5 l V e r 
47 Fven more t h an t-he owner of the d: sh, 
48 The one i;hc let· the cattle qo astray to Nphanama. 
49 At Phahle the cattle are stored at Lethiadibya, 
50 Uhere the ruzns remain; 
St On that d"3y .. ,hen Le o lc mounta .zr, was f r zg.,-.,tened and it)O~'ed to 
Nosego 
5 2 And l1o;;ego s u rren der e.-f. 
61 The red spee r the spouse o f Koqol~kae, 
54 And l hastened away, 
55 Uhen the porcupine's woke up; 
s· 6 The, r e w a s a iv a r c r y at /'1 o k o ," o r o ,-;,f D 1 p h a s ;,; a , 
S7 It 1s a c roNd of pecple 
5 8 It zs a sound of people that zs heard at th~ c liffs. 
















0 ret 1 l we 
V 
noLHETSI nATLALA 
Nakwa a r etwa Hatebelen q .,, . 
ke Masabane a Haredz, 
A go reta Phaswa,a swara Phaswa k a t s ebe, 
A re: Phaswa o tla b ona motse wa ledzmo, 
A re b~ banQ le senvetla Theledz mets ~ . ..,. - . 
Le tsea motse wa Ledz~o le bea sebonq; 
Mola le bona metse e le tfhzdi nkokoto. 
A r e /1ampsh'=· c'< L.; d 11 -:-, 0 fe Theledz 
Ke pz ts z ya nqi-,ana · ,-., Pha 1 a .sek at an-e, 
P1tsz va suoa batho Lefakenq. 
I'< a b a 'tu. o a ·k a 1 e r u mo N q;,.; a r 1 t s z · a L e -f a k en g 
. I,, -
Nan.1. a manq i-a 1 fa m:;;seqerepe; . . ~ 
Nol~ le bona tau ya Sekwat1 ke hlatsa mareqa, 
Tau ka hlat;a marega ka gafagafa selemo se tlaqo, 
15 Ka thopa dikgomo ba;emane ba di;it:e, 
16 Gare ga tlona ka nt'sha 'thamagana. 
17 Ke nth~lt;e nama e botse lehlakore. 
1 8 I< a re s e i 1 en g Bo rl'{ a s e k a s. e n t :.th i t e The 1 e d z a Many a ma , 
19 Ke tla ;it,.,,a ke se se ilego mosemenq 111a madimatle, 
20 l<e tlo t;ea kotse ka dz latela. · 
21 Ka re Mapogo thzba tsela leeto, 
22 Ao kwa tau ye dz Jago; 
23 Ao kwa Ramathula ·a d1p1tsi Tlh1t;hila a Hanyama; 
24 A re ka Borwa ke lle tshehlana; 
25 Ke rile go thula ka gafela dinong 1 
26 Ke gafetle dzphzrz t;a tataq 0 Nqwakwane Nkhumele. 
27 A re ka 8or:11a ke I le kgomo ka kona rakgadz, 
28 l<.e konne i'iosupladi Lekgol ane. 
29 Ke t~ere le 1'1asat~wana ka pharela 
30 Ke mohlang wo tate a Ila a ntsene tsebenq 
31 A re zna la gago la bogale o mang? 
J2 Ake tlo re ke Selazwane,ka re ke koma 
33 Ke i110 mogolo Na /'1abokanyane ke koma a 
Nkhu.me I e. 
V 
selazwa Holetsz, 
tat a gcN qwak111ane 
34 Ke hlabzle motho,motho a wa matshorwane, 
35 1'1otho a ,.,a lesoronq la -'<goro Molet;e wo mogolo 14a Poo-
v . 
Tshwene ya Makuba, 
36 Ya ba nka ke pheko ya motse woo. 
37 Ba zle qe ba yo goroqa Batubatse Bapedz bomo1a 
Kgomo ra Mategwana 
38 ~qoputso a newa nala ya mefapa, 
39 Nalana ka ja ya mampampa Theledi a bodiphalana teng. 
a 
4 0 A r e r e t 1 o Q o k w a i1 a mos e I e - a 11 at u. b a a r e s e bat a k e n a 1 Ji,. e 
41 A re boditsi - bo t~ea le phoka Malile a bo D1phalana teng. 
42 A ralala le dinoka Ntsze ·a boPheladz 
43 Ao leoelle naizze amoo o Tu.batse 
• V • -.I 
44 A re aowa Naszle ke noka Hasile ke noAa, 
45 l<e noka ;'1a~zle a qaRakabu Theledz ·a 1'1anyama, 
• V 
4~ Mola ba bolazle Tlou. yeso Galetlwa 
47 Nethepar;y':lna Nethepa ya ntlha le mo hlalen9 
48 Ka re aoet;a le Haputla ba nthetenq . . ~ 
49 Ka moka d1phara ka pheta ba nthetebotse 
50 Ka mo ka ba tloge bare re reta dzopa 
51 Nanyama mola gaRakabu ga go motho qo bopa. 
5 2 I< go~ z e s a I e a bop e 1 a !'1 at e be l e n a l at an e N c r 1-1 a I 1 o k 9 o I< o , 
SJ Malatane morwa ' mpha ' matlapane a b0Kqolob1e ·a Tubatse. 
54 A re ke mmabohlale-hlale Theled1 
55 A re bJa ka bo ka lekesenry 
V V 56 A re ke bo kwaletse ka lepo~1seng Hasile a boDzphalane teng, 
57 Ke Malile a gatila ka lekopelo. 
58 A re ke tsotsob1dz Ae tsotsobele ke ts o tsobzrlz MmAnaAa le 
phatlenq. 
59 Ke naka le k zle la oobela masole Theledz 
60 Ke palet _~e NalJu.ru k;:i. mo purupuru.nq 
61 Ke palet~e Mabu.ru ka mo llarenq 
62 Ke kqapuru ya majadztala,ke thobadzngNe mel~li 
63 Bar~ Hlabirwa ke namane ya me;itwana bare ., 
ka Borwa o tso senyana. 
64 O tJo kgere;a dzthaba ka dztlhako t;a pele le morago 
65 0 tloga a senya thopa mola dz aqilwe 
V 
66 0 tso senya thopa man9anenq 
232. 
V ·,1 
67 Kua ga Hosopsadi Lekgolane. 
L Phaswa of Makwa zs praised at the Hatebele. 
2 He is praised by Malabane of Maredi 
3 Uho praised Phaswa,holding Phaswa by the ear, 
4 He said: Phaswa you will look after the home of Ledimo, 
5 He says that some are messing up the home of Theledz, 
6 You take the home of Ledimo and expose it, 
7 When you see that a home zs a stronghold. 
8 He said the people of God are Theledz, 
9 lt zs the zebra of Phala,relax, 
10 The zebra pointed at the people at lefakeng, 
Lt lt pointed at them with a spear at Nqwarztsz of lefakenq 
12 And whose clouds brought trouble, 
13 Hhen you see that the lzon of Sekwatz I litter zn Winter, 
14 I litter in winter and rave madly during the next summer. 
15 I captured t~e cattle while the herdboys are looking after 
them, 
16 Amongst them I selected a red and white strzped cow, 
17 I cut a good portion on the side-a flank. 
18 I said that whzch has gone to the South will not beat 
me,Theledz of Manyama, 
19 I wzll be beaten by the one which is lying in the grave, 
20 l will take my shield and follow them. 
21 And say Napoqo,barrzcade the way, 
22 Do you hear the lion that 1s eating them, 
23 Do you hear the one that kills the zebras 1n the darA, 
24 He says in the South he has eaten thF. placenta, 
25 I ate and even offered to the vultures. 
26 I offered them to the ~olves of the father of Ngwakwane 
Nl<humele. 
27 He says in the South he ate a cow and stinted his 
aunt. 
~ .,, 
28 I stinted Mosopsad1 Lekgolane. 
29 I collected even the smallest pieces of bones. 
JO lt zs on that day when father was pestering me, 
31 Sayzng what is my praise name 7 
32 l,je/ I t say I am Selaiwane, I say I am initiated at 
Noletsi, 
JJ The great Molet~z of Habokanyane,the 1n1tzatzon of Nqwakwane 
Nkhumele's father. 
:14 I. stabbed a person,he fell on hzs knees. 
35 He fell at the entrance of the great ~olets1 of Poo-Tshwene 
of f1akuba, 
36 And resembled the medzr::ihal charms of that 1' 1llage. 
37 i-lhen they arrived the Batubatse,the 8aped1 ,the eaters of the 
V 
cow of Maseqwana, ., . 
38 Kqoputso 1·,as gn,e n a re:d and whzte ox. 
19 The fat red and white co~ I ate,Theled1 of Diphalana. 
40 He says we shall hear from you Mamosela of Matuba, 
the beast is wet~ 
41 He says the hair sweeos over dew,Masile of Dzphalane, 
42 He ,-,andered alona the. rz~~rs Ntsie the brother of Phaladz, 
, y 
4] Are you Lepelle or Tubatse Hasile, .,. 
44 He said no,Maszle I am a r1ver,I am a river, 
233. 
45 I am a river natile of Rakabu,Theledi of Manyama. 
46 Hhzle they killed our elephant at Legaletlwa. 
47 You young ladies you are on the right way, 
48 I said they must shout even the Maputla must pra1se me. 
49 All the women should praise me. 
50 They should all say that they are praising the qr~at one, 
51 Manyama while there at Rakab~ there is no one who sulks. 
52 Since the king fought against Matebele at Malatane the son 
of l1okgoko, 
53 Malatane the son of the womb of Matlapane of Kgolobye of 
Tubatse. 
54 He says I am the wzse one Theledz. 
55 He says hzs cleverness is in the coffin, 
56 He says he has hidden zt zn the box,Na;ile of Dzphalana. 
57 I am Ma;zze the one who covers wzth a broken piece of a clay 
pot r 
58 He says he zs the sharp,the lanky one with the sharp horn 
on his fo r ehead, 
59 He zs the horn that once pzer~ed the soldiers ,Theledz. 
60 I beat the Boers at the place full of soft ground, 
61 I beat the Boers zn the laaqer. 
62 lam the 1nvzs1ble one the breaker of others necks. 
63 They say that Hlabzrwa zs a noisy calf.In the South he 
is from plundering, 
64 He is from demolishing mountains wzth front and rear 
hooves, 
65 He actually spozls established aqreements. 
66 He 1s from destroying peace at Hanqaneng, 






Sekhukhu ne ke Phaswa ·a NakHa ae a retwa Hatebelenq 




,4 t 1 o g a a 1 aw a k e Na ~ab an e · a g a Na r e d 1 





A tloga a swara Phaswa ka tsebe a e botsa . ., 
A re; Phaswa o sale o bona motse i•;a Le,Jzmo ke woo.~e 
:., 
1-/a bona mot se ke t shzdi · rJ. kokoto 
Mola mathaka ba senvetla Theledz motse 
~ ' 
ba tsea motse wa Ledzmo ba o bea seb;ana 
y .. 
Ga l1ampshe a Modimo a fzhla e1 selolo/,:o ,G'!i l:lorwa Loisa a 
Rakabu; 
1 1 Gwa hlwaela manyama, 
1? 1-ia pitsi ya ngwana Phala sekatane 
J 3 P i t s z 1:: 1 I e e t 1 o a a e t ~ h u ma e t ¥hum i 1 e 
V . V. t, >.I · t [4 Pztsz '✓ Or>a e tshuma batho ka lesz,,..a ,.01,;arz sz 
15 Mola le bona maru a monq a ila ma/eg;repe, 
a Lefakane-, 
:,, 
16 Le mmona Sek~atz a tswetse tau ya segafa 
t7 Tau ya Sekwatz e hlat~a marega selemo se tsena ~e 
V 
18 Nna ke thopa dzkgomo,makgatha a basemanyana ba c1 
19 Ge ele makqatha ·a dikgomo ke kqetha nathamaq~na 







Ka re se se ilego Borwa se ka se ke sa nt;hita 
¥ -
Nka sztwa ke se se zleqo moletenq,ka Hadzmatle 
Le sona ke tlo t~ea kotse ka di latela 
24 Kgomo ke tlo phaohathela ka mabye. 
' ~ 
25 Mola kua ga Phahle di bolokwa Letshadzb1a 
26 E le marutswana a qo monwa 
27 Heee-wena Mapogo Letebele,afa o a dz kwa tau tte di Jago ye 
28 Ao bone qe o thzba tsela leeto 
29 Afa o a e kwa tau ye e d1 Jago ye 
JO A re ke tau ke mathula a dipitsi 
V V 
31 Ke tsh1tshzla manyama 
32 Ka Borwa tau ke 1le tshehlana 
V 
JJ Ke ztse qo senya ka ba ka se gafela d1nong 
34 K~ se qafette d1phir1,tlou tla tataqoNgwakwane a Nkhumele. 
JS Ke mohlang wola ka go 1a kgomo ka kona rakgad1 
36 Ke tloga ke konne Moiopladi Lekgolane Ia Molefe 
37 Ka ba ka ttea le mafatswana ka pharela 1 
38 Ke mohlanq wola wa mohla wo moqolo 
39 Mohla wola ba go lala ba mpot~a, 
40 Ba re; F bago le1na la gago Ia boqale o manq? 
41 Ka re: Ke Sela1wane sa gaRakabu, 
42 Ae koma selazwa Molet;1 wo mogolo wa Nabokonvane 
V ~ ' 
4J E 1tse qe re goroqa No!etsz,nna ke te1le 
44 motho sorong Ia kgoro motho ¥~aka a baa wa matshomane, 
45 Ya ba nke ke oheko va motse woo. 
I V ' 
46 Gona ~ua Moletsz wo mogolo 
47 Ke mohlang wola ka qo 1a ka khora, 
48 Kaba ka pharela moreba, 
49 Kaba k3 phala le mong w~ mogopo. 
SO Ke manq a le nezlenq d;kqopa tseo t;e/o Zena l1afu;alaka 
tenang 7 
St Ke tloqa ke thomile ka Dzkqale tla Molaoo 
V - ' 
52 Dzkqale ena a tsea monwana a ;upa pele, 
53 A re nna kqopa qa ke nayo 
54 Kaooa e na le Ramaoulana·a Tswetla. •. ' . V 
SS Ga nka go batamela,ke tlo qo amoqa ke Hasile, 
56 Kenna kgomo ya kgw:di ya Maroteng sethaAga,v 
57 !<e nna narnane y·a n,es1twan-:1 1€ mmanaka dzfetsa seatla Theledz 
58 Ua bo Diphalane tenq. 
V ¥ V 
59 Ka qe Borwa ke tso senyana ke Naphumphanya a HaphszAolosa a 
matswaka le mobu, 







Sekhukhune is Phaswa of Makwa when he is pra1sea at Natebele. 
Pha5wa of Hakwa zs advised b~ Halabane. 
He is actually advised by Masabane of Haredz. .. 
He 1; the son of Mamaqasa when he was adv1s1nq Phaswa. 
He actually held Phaswa by the ear and telling h1m. 
HP said: Phaswa r~mazn Iookinq after the home of ledzmo here 
lt .l':i. 
7 You see that a home zs Izke a stronghold. 
8 When others were messing up Theledi"s home, 
9 Taking the home of Ledzmo and exposinq it. 
2]5. 
10 Uhen the people of God arrive in a queue,at the son of Loi¥a 
of Rakabu, 
11 Causing bitterness, 
12 Of the zebras the child of Phala relax, 
13 There is the zebra bent on burning and destroying 
14 The zebra is po1nt1nq at the people with a spear at Ngwar1tsi 
of Lefakane, 
15 Uhile you see the clouds are causing death. 
16 When you are aware that Sekwati has fathered a mad lion 
17 The lion of Sekwat1 litters in wznter,when summer comes I 
rave mad. 
18 I capture cattle amidst the herdboys who look after them, 
19 As far as the cattle are concerned,! select the red and whzte 
striped cow, 
20 l cut off a good portion of the flank. 
21 I say that whzch ha s gone to the south will not beat me, 
22 I can be beaten by the one that has dzed, 
2J Theretoo I will take my shield and follow them. 
24 The cattle l wzll drive ~cross the mountain, 
25 Uh1le at Phahle they are kept at Let;hadibya 
26 At the ruzns that remained. 
27 Hey / You Mapogo th;;- Letebele,do you hear the lion that is 
eating them 7 
28 Don · t you realzze th ~ t yo u are barrzcading the way! 
29 Do you hear the lzon that is eating them? 
JO He says hP zs a li o n that kzlls the zebras. 
JI He 1s the one that stalks steadily. 
] 2 In the South lat~ the placenta, 
JJ After eating I offered some to the iultures. 
34 I even offered them to wolves,the elephants of Ngwakwane 
Nkhumele · s fathe r . 
JS It is on that day when I ate a beast and stinted my aunt, 
•• 11 
36 I actually stznted.Molopsadz Lek9olane of Molefe. 
J7 l collected even thP smallest pzeces of bones. 
38 It is on that 019 deJ.'/ of uar, 













Sayznq; what actually 1s your prazse name 7 
l sazd; I am Selaiwane. of Rakabu,theone 
the great Molet;z o~ Mabokanyane · 
Uhen we arrzved at Holetli, l hzt a p~rson at 
and the fello1·1 -fell o n h1s knees, 
And he resemble1 f-h,:.medicinal charms of that 
There at the qr@af Moletlz. 
It zs on that da y I ate tc m y sat1s f actzon, 
I even became pugnacious. 
l even ate better tha n the owner of the dish. 
Uho gave you our roy~l Jewels you Nakqalaka 7 





Dzkg~le l1ft~d his ~[nger ~n d pointed in front of hzm, 
And s a z C: ; The J fi ►•I e 1 l j on · t h a v e . 
5~ The Jewel is wzth Ramapulana of Tswetla. 
55 If l come close to :,,:,u,I ;,;zll take it by fo, ·ce,I am Natize, 
56 I am the black and white st~ped ox of Marotenq,the qentleman, 
57 lam the troublesome c alf wzth five horns,Theledi, 
68 The relative of Dzphalana. 
59 Sznce I am from plundering 1n the South,I am the wrestler,who 
tumbles one 1n the soil, 













Ke kgapuru wa maja-dz-tala thobadzngwe melala, 
Ea reqo Sekwatz o ntswetle ka loga maano. 
V 
Tsula-meetse ke epetse moreo 
Boqwadi laba Ia Maswatsz le nankhono ba sa zle 
Bana ba Mapono ba Jetle ba lla 
Ba tsoma metlete kae? 
Ba re met;ete teng gare ga monna ye 
N n a .-.1 a mo s ad z a p , .. , a I a 
Sekatane,sebatana,ke a khukhuna. 
1 l am the znvznczt,le eater of the uncooked foe~ one who breaks 
2 other's necks, 
J He who says Sekwatz has f athered me and I devised means, 
4 At Tsula-meetse I trapped them wzth charms. 
5 Hzth my herbs many Swazzs are still mzsszng up to toda y , 
6 The Swazr children were crying all night long, 
7 Uhere do they look for their parents? 
8 They say thezr parents are in the stomach of that man, 
9 I the son of Phala ' s wzfe,l relax, 


















Kenna Phaswa1 Makwa o retwa MatebelenQ 
0 retwa Ae Maiabane a Haredz -
Morwa Namaqala o swara Phaswa k a tsebe ~ e botla a r e Phaswa 
swa i- a 1rro t 5e Na l.edzmo ke .-.·o o . 
Bang ba senyetla Theledz motse 
Ba ttea mo tse wa Ledzmo ba o bea seb1ana 
Mamp;he a Ledzmo setlaseloloko 
Pzt5z va n qwana Phala sekatane 
• V' - y V 
Pltsz e supa e supeletse 
Maru a manq a ila ma;eaerepe 
y 
Nola ba bona tau ya qa Sekwatz e hlatsa Ma r e q a 
Selemo se tala ke a qafagafa 
Ke thopa dzkgomo bal~mane ba dzl1t:e. 
',/ V 
Maga r e qa ts o na Ae nt5ha n athama q a n a 
Ke nt;hitie nama ye botse lehlako r e 
16 Ka re qo 1a ha pharela moreba 
17 ~a ba ka phala le mong a mogopo. 
18 Hee Mapog o letebele,a o thzba t5ela leeto, 
1 9 A f a o a k ;-1 a t a !.! ye d i J a 9 o k a mo , 
ZO Yona tau Mat~ula a d1oztsz 
21 T~hitthzla ·a Nanyama· 
22 Ka Borwa ke Ile sehlana 
23 Ka re qo 1a ka qafela dznonvana 
- V - V ' 
24 ~e gafetse phzrz tsa tatago Ngwakwane Nkhumel e . 
237. 
1 1 am Phaswa of Makwa who is praised at the Matebele, 
2 He zs praised by Ma~abane of Maredi, 
3 The son of Mamagala is holding Phaswa by the ear and he tells 
him, 
4 Phaswa look after the home of Ledimo there zt zs, 
5 Others mess up the home of Theledi, 
6 They take the home of Ledimo and expose zt, 
7 The people of God are coming in a queue. 
8 The zebra of the child of Phala relax. 
9 The zebra keeps on pointing. 
10 Some clouds are causing trouble, 
11 Hhile they see the lzon of Sekwati littering zn winter, 
12 During mid-Summer I r~ve mad. 
13 I capture cattle while herdboys are looking after them, 
14 Amongst them I select red and white striped cow, 
15 I cut off a good portion,the flank. 
16 After eating I became puqnac1ous 
17 I even ate better than the owner of the dish. 
18 Hey 1 Mapoqo the Letebele,why do you block the road, 
19 Do you hear the lion that is eating them this side, 
20 The very lion that kills the zebras, 
21 Stalking steadily, 
22 In the South I ate the placenta, 
23 After eating I offered them to the birds, 




ttAJ<UELEYAHE SERAKI THOBEJAHE 
1 Kenna Sekhukhune sa Harota 
? Kesa Hamosela a Matuba, .,,. 
1 Kua fase Botswetla ga Mmatshaka Ma1mela 
4 Nna le a mpona ke Mopedi ke sekobo ke manyobonyobo 
5 Bapedz ga re botsefale re a tlenyalala 
~ 
6 Nqwana Nopedz ke petl1le dzpetlo ke tleny,ctletse 
7 Ga ka tlenyalala fela,ke tlenyaletse ke eya marumong 
B Ho/..gomana ge ke e y a marumonq ke t~ea molata ke eteletia pele, 
9 Nna kgofz ka dula fase,ka dula setulo, 
l O Ka r a 1 a k e t en e q an a mo n a ,; an o 
11 Ka re ·ga nke ke rorria ngivana a hlonama a teka molala .,, 
!2 Ga a boa a tsama a zthwele meqono. 
13 Nna ge ke ema ga Ae eme fela ke a tokelela. 
14 Ke topa kotse ke topa lerumo 
15 Kotse ke phema ka vona marumo. 
16 Marumo a fete. 
1 7 Na r o 1 e s 1 a a t h u n y 3 /.. e d 1 t hunt h u n q t ; a ma r o 1 e a Tu o at s e . 
18 Ke marole a Baped1 ba tlo hlasela, 
t9 Ba nthopet!e merafo e lele. 
20 Ba thopa bana ba Hokgoba 
"/ 
21 Ba tloga ba ba apesa lekqeswa 
. , " 22 Nna Maszle a gat1sa a boNgwakwana a Nkhumele, 
23 Ga nke ke thopa bana ba Mokqoba 
24 Ke thopa thole sa moth~ 
238. 
25 Ka tlea lesea ka etetia oele. 
V • ~ 
26 Ka re naqeso Bopedz thole sa dira ga re se tlaletse. 
~ . ~ 
27 Re tloga re se bea moseo re se batametsa difokeng 
28 Ka moswana re tloge re se alela mathebo 
29 Ke nna ngi>1ana T;hidi ya marumo 
JO Kana ka tsea t~hidi ya marumo ka fehla lerole. 
Jl Ka re lerole ntlhale nthago 
32 0 t~amo o mphufeletla lenao 
JJ O a bona koto la kale tsoma ke mahlalerwa 
34 Ke Phaswa e nala e retwa natebeleng 
JS Kana ka ja dijo ka kona Mmane 
]6 Ka tloaa ke e1a nama e bose sehlana 
J7 Ka kon~ mosadi wo molweu Molop;ad1 Lekgolane. 
~ 
38 Ka tsea leqooo ka pharela dznama " . J9 Ka tsea maratswana ka pharelela. 
40 Ka re ko fa moq~era,a ke Sethele Moletlane Hatebelenq 
41 !<.a h~u:tla Seth~le a t~habile a 1le qa gabor.,oqolo Bokgalaka 
42 Ka tsena ka kgoro ya Botswetla ka dula fase, 
43 Ka pharela mereba,ka ba ka phala le mong a moqopo 
44 Ya !ala nk.e k.e nna pheko tfa motse ivoo 
45 Malzle a na a tlea mogopo wa gaqwe ~a bJ~la a nwa a kona basadi, 
~6 ,A baa kona le mmamoratiwa wa gagwe,a kona le ene Hunadi a 
Hphela. · 
1 I am Sekhukhune of Narota, 
2 I am of Mamosela of Hatuba, 
J Down at Bot;wet!a of Nachaka Mazmela. 
4 You see me,l am the Mopedi,l am ugly,I am monstrous, 
5 He Bapedz never be c ome handsome,we pu ll faces, 
6 Mopedz child I twist my mouth and pull faces, 
7 I have not only pulled faces,! pull f aces while qo1nq to the 
:,;a r, 
8 Nobleman ,-,hen! g o i'o battl2 1 l t,'i.!..e alonq m:.1 sub1ects and p u t 
them znfront, 
9 I,kgoli, l szt down,! sit on the c nazr, 
ZO And remain med1tat1nq. 
1 1 l =' a y I never send a ch 1 1 d who ,· e f u s e s t o be sent , 
lL Hhen he returns wzth his hands on hzs head. 
JJ Uhen l stand up I don·t do zt for fu n ,l do 1ustz~e, 
14 l pick up mv shzeld and my spear, 
15 and ward off the spears, 
16 And the spears pass on the side. 
17 Here zs dust blowing up,they are blasts of du5t fr o m Tubatse, 
18 It 1s dust made b~ Baped1 from wa r . 
19 They have captured foreign nations for me, 
20 They captured the children o~ Mok9oba 
21 They clothed them 1n lo1nsk1ns. 
22 l Ma¥ile the trampler of Ngwakwane of Nkhu mele. 
2 J I n e v e r ca ,o t u r e d t h E ch z l d r e n of i1 o k go b a , 
24 I capture a young lady. 
25 I take the toddler and put zt 1n front, 
26 I said at home zn Bopedi a , ·young girl who obeys 1 s not 
mzsused, 
Z'l .-ie a c tually put /;2r deep in n e x t to the thr o ne. 
2R And tomorrow we lay down karroses for her, 
29 I am the child of a brave warrzor, 
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30 I once took a war charm and kzcked dust, 
Jl 1 said dust follow me, 
32 And cover my footprznts en route. 
33 You see that my footprint is wanted by the enemies, 
J4 I am Phaswa the red and white ox that is praised at the 
Matebele. 
JS I once ate food and stinted my mother, 
36 I actually ate good meat from the back 
37 l stznted the lzqht complexioned woman 
38 l took a dish and filled zt with a lot 
of a co.-., 
" " i1osopsad i 
of meat, 
Le/.:qolane. 
39 I took even the smallest pieces of bones, 
40 I sazd I am qo1ng to gzve to my friend Sethele at Moletlane of 
the l1atebele. 
41 I found Sethele had run away to hzs grandparents home 1n 
Bokqalak-=3. 
42 I entered the royal court of Tswetla and sat down. 
43 I became aggressive even more than the owner of the dish, 
44 l resembled the mediCin_al charms of the vz llaqe 
45 Mafzze took hzs wooden pot of beer drank and stinted the 
w,,men, 
46 He ev.;n refused to offer to hzi; beloved,He stinted even 
Hunadz of Mphela. 
25.IHA LA Kxot1 SEKHUKHUHE L 
1 K~omo ·a thswa ! E xama ke mang? 
2 E xama ke nn~ Ha;1le 1 Tsotsoboko Hma-naka le phatlenq, 
3 Nma-naka le mphatane,l1aszle. 
~ Malzle ke namane ya melitwana; 
5 E se seala,,t...e se--t-hfo1a-baenq. 
6 Se th ¥os l t te ba ba t li-,axo Noxorr.-at 5€, 
7 Kwa xa Serutle sa Nakotopo ·a Konvama. 
8 Mad1mabe a xaYo,morwa Sennye sa Ram~xohle a k ~omo. 
9 Madimabe a xaxo a i¥wa ~o fenQ,· . ..; 
1 0 Th e 1 e ,1· 1 · a Na rot a r k a Bo r w a o t s · o s en ya no. • 
11 0 t~ ·o senya thopa t~a Radzpzlwan@. 
12 Mma xo H?xwete o a omana, 
lJ Xomme o i·e; !<.\ats ... ·atswa,xa Yla i<-a ;,;a r.thlaban.,za; 
!4 0 !es~ laba la Mahlaka-falala lee-ya. 
l The cow spzts 1 By who zs she mzlked 7 
2 It zs milked by ~e,Ma;zle,the lanky on£ (tsotsoboko) wzth a 
horn on the forehead 
3 The one with a sharp-po1nterl horn Malzle. 
4 Maszle I am a nozsy calf, 
5 It zs not a plumage 1t zs a long forehead. 
o Tt f,-iqhtened those who came from /10 .. -,o,,1at.-se, 
7 Th2re at Serutle of Hakotopo of Konyama 
FJ Yo,11- mzsfortLJne,sor, o-f the introvert of ,R ,-:.,,,.-na ohlt: of the 
beast. 
9 Uhere does yourmzsfortune come from 7 
10 Theledz of Marota,in the South he has plundered. 
1 1 f-1 e h a s me s s e d u p t he a ff a 1 r s of R adz p 1 l ~an e . 
12 Hoxwete·s mother is scolding, 
tJ and she says; Kxatswatswa,you never defended me, 
14 You left the people of Hahlaka-falala to perish • 
. ?40. 
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